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Track 1

Okay, could I start by asking you today please when and where you were born?

I was born at Hendon, in Middlesex I suppose it is, or whether it still is, I don’t know
[both laugh], but – and on May 31st 1926.

And could you tell me something of your father, what you know of his sort of
childhood and life and so on?

Yes, my father was born on the Isle of Labuan in British – what was then British
North Borneo, because my grandfather was a railway engineer who built a railway in
Borneo and he was born on – my father was born in Labuan Island and then the
family – he came back here with – the family came back from British North Borneo in
about 1910 or 1911. He went to school at Canterbury, my father, and he became very
interested in wireless, wireless telegraphy. And he must have been seventeen or
eighteen when he got involved in listening to radio broadcasts and he – it was reputed
that he actually heard on his receiver the commands for the battle of Jutland in 1916
and he rushed off with his messages and told the authorities about them but he
eventually took a degree in – here in Cambridge, a BA, and he became a wrangler in
mathematics and then he took – also took a degree in London in physics. In the latter
part of the war he was at Biggin Hill, in Biggin Hill aerodrome with the Royal Flying
Corps, administering flights for spotter – trainee spotter, people going off to the
western front. After – he became a captain and for some reason or other people
retained their military titles long after the First World War, after the last one they
dropped them pretty quickly I think [laughs], so he was always known as Captain
West. And he – he became a research engineer in charge of research at the British
Broadcasting Corporation in 1923 and he was at Savoy Hill organising the studios and
so on. He left – he was in charge of that side of things at the broadcasting company as
it was then, and then it became a corporation, and he left the BBC in 1926 or ‘27 I
think and he joined a gramophone company I think, but by the 1930s he got tied up or
involved with the work of John Logie Baird and he worked with Baird on television in
the early 1930s and went on doing that. He was involved in the competitions for the
[inaud] broadcasting of television in 1935 or ‘36 and, er, and then during the war he
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was in charge of a company working on electronic gadgetry of one sort or another.
And then towards the end of the war and after the war he was engaged in designing
big screen television with a firm called Cintel, which I think was a part of the Arthur
Rank organisation but I couldn’t be certain. Anyway, he was a keen walker and he
went to Switzerland walking and climbing and he had an accident in 1949, so he died
in ‘49. And he had an interesting career really and at one stage he was busy trying to
arrange – he was very interested in flying and he had ambitions to be one of the first
to fly across from America to Ireland but he was pipped at the post by Alcock and
whoever it was, Alcock and Lewis, I can’t remember the names, and he didn’t do that.
So he had a lot of interests, yeah, hmm.

[05:53]

Thank you. And the same for your mother?

My mother was the daughter of people who lived in Bromley in Kent. My
grandfather on that side was a publican and – in Lewisham and they got married in
‘22 or ‘23. She was a – she started driving in 1917, my mother, and she was a very
early driver and a keen driver [laughs] and so she got married and they brought up
their family, and there are four, I’ve got two brothers and a sister, and she eventually
brought up the family. When my father died she, and the family developed and left,
she became a Conservative politician, well, not a politician, a local councillor and she
used to be heavily engaged in politics, local politics, and she became mayor of
Beckenham a bit after that in the early 1950s, and she – during the parliamentary
elections she used to go round with the prospective candidates and she had some
interesting stories. When she went round with Harold Macmillan he always put on his
flat cap when he went to Penge [laughs] and – and they interviewed Margaret
Thatcher when she wanted to become an MP to Bromley and Beckenham
constituency but when they – when they heard, this is what she told me, that she had a
family with two children, she wasn’t acceptable to them at that time, which I thought
was a very interesting reflection on the way people looked at things then [laughs], yes.
But anyway, she did – she did very well, she got an MBE for her political work and
became mayor and so on, yeah. Well, she died in 1990 – 1993, I remember that, yeah.
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[08:39]

And what can you tell me – you’ve mentioned a little bit about your two grandfathers
but I wonder whether you could tell me a little more about either knowledge of or time
spent with your paternal grandparents?

Yes. We used to spend time with the paternal grandparents who lived in Bexhill. My
grandfather, he died in 1936 so I don’t – I have recollection of him but he had – he
was a keen knowledge – a knowledge seeker in scientific areas, if I can put it that
way, and he built his own radio sets and did all that sort of thing. And of course
one’s grandparents at that time were very strict with grandchildren and when we went
to stay there we had to behave very properly and sit at the table and so on with our
hands above the table and everything like that [laughs]. And I often think of what it’s
like now with grandchildren, the difference [both laugh]. But no, he had an
interesting career and – my paternal grandfather died and I was never able to ask him
because I never really realised what he did till afterwards – well, recently I became
interested in what he did in Borneo and how he built the railway there, because
building a railway in Borneo is not an obvious first choice in life and so I had a whole
of information from the National Archive written to him from the British North
Borneo Company in London which I haven’t analysed yet but which is quite
interesting, so. But he had a room in the house where he did his own work in that way
and my father had a room in our house which nobody else was allowed in and he – he
had all his stuff in there and so on, and I think I suffer from the same thing, I’ve got
my study and so on, yeah. [laughs]

[10:57]

So my other grandfather, he had retired long – the maternal one, he had retired fairly
early on after the first war, I think, and all I know about him really is that he had – he
lived a life of golf, bridge and so on and that sort of thing, yeah. And – but he was a
keen sailor and he had a sailing – he had a sailing boat down at Herne Bay and we
used to go down there and stay in the house there and he had a canoe and – a sailing
canoe and we all greatly enjoyed our – some part of the summer holidays going on the
water there. And I remember in the clubhouse of the Herne Bay Sailing Club in
© The British Library Board
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relation to health and safety, no health and safety but there was a notice in the
changing room saying, sink or swim, and that was that [both laugh]. Which was good
advice actually, yeah.

And your paternal grandmother, what do you remember of her or know of her?

Yes, maternal – maternal grandmother. Well, she was a family person, I don’t really
remember much about her. Yes, I really – no, I can’t remember. She was a very
helpful and friendly person but I don’t remember. She wasn’t as severe as my
paternal grandmother who was, having lived in British North Borneo for some time,
was used to organising a household and [laughs] –

[12:48]

What do you remember of the room that you mentioned that your paternal
grandfather had? I know you said you weren’t aware much of his previous work in
Borneo but did you see up to the age of ten?

Well, when I was able to look into it there were tables there with electrical gadgetry
on it and that sort of thing but, er, you see I was only ten there or early, before ten,
and I didn’t – one misses a lot of the messages which rooms have at that time, you’re
more interested in other things, and he was – he was interested and supportive in
terms of photography and so on. He was a keen photographer, as was my father, and I
can’t really say more than that about him –

Okay, thank you.

But he was, according to the history of – history of Sarawak or whatever, British, no
British North Borneo has now got another name, but there’s a very good history of
North Borneo up to about 1960 and it discusses the history of the railway. And he
had the reputation of never answering letters and it was always said by his governors
at the North Borneo Company in London that he never answered letters, all he was
keen on was getting to the end of the building the railway line through the jungle and
– which is very interesting really because one feels one has much the same feeling
© The British Library Board
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about things, it’s better to be active and out doing things than answering letters. But
he was – so I think they had certain difficulties with the way he behaved in that way
but he obviously – he was very popular with workers there and I’ve got a copy
somewhere of, when he left Borneo, a manifesto, saying how good he’d been and
what he’d done signed by the Chinese labourers and the local – the local bigwigs and
so on, which is – so I think the account of his life in Borneo, according to the British
North Borneo Company, it’s not quite right [laughs] or that’s my impression, so that
was – that was –

[15:18]

And what could you tell me about time spent with your father, let’s say in the period
before secondary school, so as a sort of younger child?

Yes, I used to – he was a keen outdoor person and he did help me a lot. For example,
every Sunday we went to – Baird television had equipment rooms up in one of the
towers of the old Crystal Palace, the one – north tower I think. And he had his own
photographic laboratory there and every Sunday I used to go up with him and we
would develop things in the dark and so on and I always enjoyed that. And he was
keen on outside activity really and had a good outdoor healthy life, he liked it. So he
was – he was very supportive but again it’s very difficult to look back because he – he
died in ‘49 which I was – I’d been away, you see, I was sent away to school in 1939
and at first I went to – so I went to Bexhill, so I only saw him in the holidays really.
Then in the war we were all – I’m getting on a bit here but you asked me about earlier
times but that’s really what I remember about the early times, I can’t remember much
else about it, yes …

What did you do in the outdoors with him?

Well, it was mainly boating and he gave us all – he wanted all of us to learn to ride
horses and so on, and long walks and climbing in Switzerland and so on.

All of that sort of thing as a young child, climbing –?
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Well, we went – what do you mean, under ten you mean?

Hmm.

No, I think that was probably a bit later really ‘cause in the – in the thirties, in the
early thirties, I really can’t remember much about it but, yeah.

In terms of photography and developing photographs at his BBC, Crystal Palace
tower, what sort of photography were you doing at that time and where?

We were at the stage – well, he was … we were putting out – we were taking photos
and then developing ourselves by putting them out in the sun on sensitive – on
sensitive things in the way one used to do, and then fixing them in hypo and that sort
of thing. And this involved developing the film rolls and so on in this – in this place
at Crystal Palace and – and then exposing them in the sunlight as we used to do on
them in the garden and so on, that sort of thing, so that was – it’s really nice to have
that support and be active in that area and do things. So, yes, he was very good at that
but I never learned much about what he did and, er, of course one – one’s interest, you
don’t encompass what you would like to ask him. It’s the same with everybody no
doubt that you wish you’d asked your parents questions which you are not able to ask
them now and … yeah, yes, yes.

[19:20]

And time spent with your mother? But I realise now that this is going to be before
school and in school holidays after school.

Yes, well I – every summer holidays we were away for a month and we used to go to
– either to Herne Bay or to Rustington in Sussex where they hired – my parents hired
a house for a time and it was only 200 yards from the beach and that sort of thing, so
that was great, yeah. But really I can’t remember any specific incidents there, it’s a
pity really but still that’s the way it is, yes, yes.

[20:04]
© The British Library Board
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And your first – the family home that you would remember in Hendon?

I don’t remember much about that because we moved away and we ended up in 19 –
early 1930 when I was four or five at Beckenham in Kent and we stayed in that family
house until I left, my mother stayed there till ‘75, and he enlarged it as the family got
larger. He was a very keen gardener as well, which I should have mentioned, and he
spent quite a lot of time at nurseries. He was a keen gardener of alpine plants and I
remember going to nurseries with him and there was a particular alpine nursery at
Biggin Hill I remember where we used to go to. And the man would always end up
by – when he’d bought some plants he always said, ‘And you can have one gratis’ and
so [laughs] – it’s funny how you remember odd things isn’t it, yeah, yes.

The home then at Beckenham, would you remember that well enough to sort of
describe? Well, take us on a tour of it if you can.

Yes, I could – it’s funny what one remembers. I can – I can draw for you the exact
layout of my grandmother’s house, my paternal house, and my maternal grandfather’s
house and the house in Beckenham, I can actually draw those out from memory now.

Right.

And I know exactly what the layout was. And I think I had a kind of interest in that
sort of thing because I was always interested in maps as well [laughs] and – it’s funny,
I often wonder why and I could actually draw every room in all these houses to scale
and all this from memory, yeah. Why I should remember that, I do not know, but it’s
– yeah. And the gardens as well, yes.

Well, in that case could you sort of imagine standing at the front, we’ll do the garden
next, but stand at the front door and, you know, take us through the house describing
what –?

Well, in my – in my grandparents’ house, which was on the edge of Bexhill, it was
not – it was off a lane and you went in there. It was at the end of a row of houses,
© The British Library Board
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there was a field next door to it, and you went into a kind of portico surrounded by
stained glass then you went in the front door and in front of you was the hall. On the
right of you was the sitting room, which went through the house, in front of you was
the dining room and then to the left of the dining room was a kitchen with a scullery
attached. I don’t – you never hear this word scullery now, it seemed to have
disappeared somewhere. And then on the left there was a staircase going up and this
staircase went up round the edge of the house, so there was a gallery round the first
floor, it wasn’t a large house, and on the way up the stairs was a small room called the
parlour, which I never really cottoned on to what you actually did in this parlour
‘cause it was open to the staircase but it had nice chairs and a table and so on. And
then around the gallery at the top there was first of all my grandfather’s room and then
our bedroom, then a spare bedroom, then another spare bedroom, then the bathroom
and then the loo. And then you could actually go upstairs to a loft from a part of this
gallery as well and – but then the only other part of it, when you went through the
sitting room you went into a kind of conservatory area where they had a beautiful
grape – where they had a beautiful vine. And my grandmother used to feed it with
dead mice, of course she thought it was a good thing for good grapes and so on, which
is probably quite true, yeah, I don’t know. Still that’s what – and then there was a
garage on the side of it as well.

Do you remember the garden there, did they have a –?

Yes, you looked out of where the conservatory is and you could see the square lawn
with a walkway round it, and in the middle there was a kind of ornament, a stone
ornament. And then to the right of that part there was a long vegetable garden which
stretched – it was quite big, which was actually an unused plot from next door which
never got developed so they used it as a vegetable garden and they grew their own
vegetables there, yes, yes. And we used to have – we used to go and stay there and
they – and my grandmother was a – I think she hankered after life in the colonies
really because she used to dress us up in – and she used to make the clothes and they
were clothes which you would wear in Borneo if you were a rajah or something like
that, with a long shirt and loose trousers and turban and so on and that was quite fun,
yeah, but she enjoyed it. I think we all enjoyed doing it as well, so – but I think she
was an amazing woman to actually have had two children in Borneo and brought
© The British Library Board
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them up and so on at that time and considering the hazardous life. I’ve collected
photographs of their life in Borneo and I have some photographs of, group
photographs, of them sitting in their chairs with their large hats, and with their
servants there of course naturally. And, yeah, a number of photos, I’ve got photos of
the railway line with crocodiles on it and so on and buffaloes on it but, you know, a
kind of family archive I’ve tried to accumulate. But I’ve always wanted to go to this
place in Borneo where my grandfather was, he had a – the terminus was called
Weston at the end of the railway, after him, it’s no doubt changed now but it was
chosen at a bad place because the water was too shallow to bring in ships which was
what they wanted so it was a bit of a dead end, Weston, from that point of view
[laughs], yes.

And did you say that you could also remember your maternal grandparents’ house?

Yes, that was a large Victorian, a large Edwardian house, built with London stock
bricks which was demolished after he died and now – and it had a drive, it was three
storeys high. You went in up the stairs into a porch, into a hall, on your left was the
dining room, on your right was the morning room where they had breakfast. On your
right beyond the morning room was a sitting room which had a huge mirror and a lot
of cabinets and so on for things. Then the staircase was in front of you and by the
side of the staircase was a passage back which led to the kitchen and the scullery and
a kind of cold room for storing things, and a loo. And then you went upstairs and in
front of you, went through a door into a little passage and on the right of that passage
was grandfather’s shaving room and then it went up into a bathroom where there was
a bath on four lion’s legs. Then you went a bit further up the staircase and you – and
you came to the first floor where there were four bedrooms and a dressing room, and
the dressing room was kind of next to their bedroom. And that’s another thing you
probably don’t have nowadays, come to think of it, dressing rooms. And then – then
you went up another floor and you came to a place where they had maids. They had a
Hungarian maid, which I think was not uncommon then, people came – you know,
immigrants who came, and they lived on the top floor together with a very large room
which contained a billiard table. And this, from our point of view, this was the
attraction of the house naturally [laughs]. But of course it was set up fully equipped
for snooker and billiards but by the time that we got to use it the cushions had got
© The British Library Board
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very soft and it wasn’t – while you could play the game it wasn’t really terribly good.
And, er, I remember exactly what was in this room, I could draw it completely. It had
satin benches around where you sat, presumably while you’re playing or drinking, it
had a big – one of these big mahogany scoring things where you slid along the
markers for the score. It had a rack for cues, there was a very large propeller of an
aircraft which came from one of the First World War things which my uncle had been
involved in, that’s my mother’s brother. And it also had on the floor a polar bear skin
with a polar bear, which of course was a great attraction to children at the time. And
then it had a cupboard and in this cupboard there was the most amazing collection of
early radio stuff, I mean really what we see now would be completely historic but of
course we didn’t realise, you know, what it meant then at all. But I – obviously my
father had stored a lot of stuff there at one stage and all sorts of old telephone – radio
sets, valves, all sorts of paraphernalia which you associated with early radio sets and
that sort of thing.

What did you think it was at that age then? What did you think you were looking at or
–?

Well, I – I just thought it was a lot of wires really [laughs] and we didn’t give it the
respect which it deserved. And I think we probably used to play with it and play with
the telephones and cannibalise it and that sort of thing, but they had either these very
early valves which were like a big lamp, a bulb lamp, there I remember.

[32:40]

And there were some – some interesting gadgets there but that all disappeared when
we left home and I don’t know what happened to it. It was a great pity really it wasn’t
stored, because we used to have a – ‘cause we had a television set very early on
‘cause of my father’s connections with Baird and we used – I mean we had a
television set in ‘35 and every morning there was a programme for tuning and one
knew every – we were put down in front of it and [laughs] I can remember exactly
what these programmes were now and I mean it was George Robey cracking a few
jokes and there was that violinist, Irenie, I can’t remember her name now and so on
and yes, yeah.
© The British Library Board
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And when you say these were programmes for tuning can you explain to someone like
me who doesn’t know?

Well, you – it was the same every day and they showed shapes and colours and it
allowed people who were beginning to get television in to get the tuning of the set
right with the aerial and so on to make quite sure the reception was best. And that’s
what I gathered it was because it was the same every day at this time and I think they
only actually broadcast – I forget when BBC television actually started, I think ‘36,
I’m not quite sure, but it was only later on in the day and of course I think they
thought – my parents thought we looked at television too much and there wasn’t much
to look at [laughs] but of course it was a great attraction and the sets then were – you
lifted up the lid and there was a forty degree, forty five degree, mirror on it so that the
image came up there and straight ahead like that ‘cause the cathode ray tube was
placed in a vertical position in the set and so on, yeah. So that’s, yeah, but although I
never went into my grandfather’s room to see what he did but I – we did scout around
the wireless equipment in the top room, yes [laughs].

And could you do –? These are wonderful descriptions of houses, could you do in as
much detail as you can remember now your family home, the Beckenham house,
which is the one you moved to?

Yes, yes. You went – this was on a corner site in a road called Elwill Way and you
went – it had a garage made of asbestos next to it and then next to that at a later date a
little other garage we had made of asbestos, so – and my mother had an Austin 7 and
my father had another car, I think it was a Rover. You went down a pathway with
standard roses on either side into a little hall. On the left of the hall there was a
construction that my father had made in order to … display and play five or six
musical gongs from North Borneo with the drum, a drumstick, hanging next to it so
you can play a tune on it, and my sister’s got that at the moment I think. And then
you went into this hall, in front of you on the left was a lavatory and cloakroom. Next
to that, in front of you, was a kitchen and a larder and a passage out to the back door,
no scullery at that time. Then you turned right on the passage and it led you to the
sitting, to a dining room, straight ahead on the passage, and on your right the sitting
© The British Library Board
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room. The stairs went up from that passage onto the first floor, and on the first floor
they went up and – and it’s a bit complicated but there was a bedroom on the left and
you went up a bit further and there were three bedrooms on the right, a bathroom, and
a lavatory. And my father’s private room was one of these bedrooms on this first
floor. So that was – it was a comfortable house really, yes, yeah, yes. And they had –
it was furnished in the 1930s manner with deep armchairs and so on and a grand piano
in the sitting room, not the full size version. But of course we had – we all had to
have music lessons and we had to – this comes back to me now talking about this of
what we did early on in the ‘30s and we all were taught music and we had – the music
teacher gave my parents a concert every so often just to show that we were getting on
in that direction, and that was always held in the sitting room. Now this had quite a
large garden, this house, and my father had laid a sunk garden for – with a rockery
and standard roses and paving and so on, quite a large one, and he was very keen on
alpine plants and it was quite an ambitious thing because a rockery is a very labour
intensive thing if you’re going to look after it properly. But he was a keen gardener,
yeah, and so he spent quite some time in the garden, hmm.

To what extent did you help and –?

Oh, yes, yes, yeah. Yes, I used to – we all had a bit of garden ourselves and we were
encouraged to do things with it.

Do you remember what you did with your bit?

I tried to – I tried to grow irises of different colours, I started pollinating different
coloured irises to try and see whether I could produce anything different but it was not
a long lasting venture, yes [laughs], yeah.

[39:40]

And I wonder whether you could say something of childhood pastimes, whether that
means playing in various places or in various ways or particular toys or crafts, but in
general childhood pastimes. And feel free to move across the sort of age of childhood
as you © The British Library Board
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Yes… I really can’t remember much about that. I remember I enjoyed Meccano and
that sort of thing, I spent quite a lot of time on that sort of thing but I can’t
immediately recall any particular games. My maternal – my paternal grandmother
was a keen card player and when we stayed with them when we were very young we
played a game called speculation which entailed the use of haricot beans, and I can’t
remember now exactly what – but an element – there must have been an element of
luck in it but whether it’s a game that still exists, I don’t know, or whether she learned
it from her Victorian childhood, I don’t know. But I don’t remember any particular
game at all really, no, no, no.

And what do you remember of glimpses of or perhaps even going into your father’s
room in your Beckenham house?

Well, we were not allowed in this room and so I never actually went into this room.
After he died there was real problem of clearing it up and it was – he never threw
anything away I think and there must have been a lot of papers there and so on. And I
think I suffer from the same thing, I don’t – I find it very difficult to throw things
away and – but he didn’t use it as a working place, it was a kind of place where he – I
don’t know quite what he did there actually, I don’t know really, no, no. But it was
certainly – it was full of chests of drawers and piles of papers and there was no
working space as far as I recall, but then I wasn’t – you know, I wasn’t – we were not
allowed in it, it was always locked really, so I don’t know what, you see. Of course
this made it a great attraction for us [laughs] yes, yes.

Do you remember what you imagined he did in there from a child’s point of view?

No, I don’t think – no, that’s an interesting point [laughs].

[42:31]

Now ranging across your childhood could you talk about the significant outdoor
landscapes or places that either, well, yes, that struck you then as a child of whatever
age as being interesting or engaging in some way, so particular landscapes, places?
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Yes, well, I – we always enjoyed the shore scenes and also – it’s a difficult one, I … I
don’t know whether I can actually recall, I mean I can’t recall the scenery in the same
way as I can recall the same houses and the garden at all, there’s no comparison
between the two. Not till later in – you know, in the later ‘30s do I start remembering
things like that but I don’t – I don’t really remember scenic things when I was very
young at all, no.

Perhaps then as an older child in, as you say, in the later thirties?

Well, when we – later in the thirties then when we went, we were taken – we did a
tremendous trip in 1938, just before the war, and my father and mother wanted to
show my sister and myself Europe really. And we set off on this in 1938 and we went
across to – I remember ‘cause I’d made a photographic record of this, which I’ve still
got somewhere, and I remember the scenery very clearly from that point of view. The
scene as you went through France to the Alps, into northern Italy, then back across
Germany, and we went – it was a really, a very educational trip in that sense because
we went to – we went walking in the Alps and the glaciers. We went to Venice, we
visited the painting of The Last Supper, Milan Cathedral, and we came back across
Lake Constance into Germany, across Cortina, the Italian Alps, the Dolomites. And I
remember coming back on the boat across Lake Constance, this is again a funny – it’s
a thing that you remember, you don’t know why you remember it but you do
remember it and we were on this – I was on this boat exploring it as you do when you
get in any boat and it was full of Germans. And in one room there was a whole lot of
them sitting listening to a speech by Hitler, and I presume it was Hitler ‘cause it was
very loud, you know, loud and they were all listening avidly to this. And then we
crossed on into Germany and we were constantly stopped by policemen on horses and
so on ‘cause this was getting a kind of sensitive area. We came back across Alsace
Lorraine and so on, so that was the main trip which I really remember. Before that it
was holidays and you get used to holidays and you don’t think any particular scene, so
I really couldn’t pick out any scene in the early ‘30s or anything except for the
darkroom in the Crystal Palace and one or two things like that, and we used to go to
tea with Mr Baird. And I remember I used to know Malcolm Baird, his son, who I
have kept in touch with actually who’s a professor in Canada now and he has come
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over here from time to time and we talk, we have conversations about – about this but
he lived – Mr Baird lived at the top of Sydenham Hill near Crystal Palace. The only
other event I clearly remember there was the Crystal Palace fire which was in 1936
and, erm, when it went – you could see the Crystal Palace from Beckenham given the
right conditions and you could see the Crystal Palace fire but my sister was woken up
to be shown the Crystal Palace fire but I was not woken up to see the Crystal Palace
fire [laughs]. I was allowed to rest and not see it and I wasn’t told about it till the next
day, which rather annoyed me actually.

Why was your sister woken up but not you, do you think?

Pardon?

Why do you think your sister was woken up but not –?

I don’t, I don’t know, she’s older. She’s older than me so perhaps that was [inaud]
about eighteen months or something like that, yes. So – but, no. Yes, we used to
have tea and Malcolm Baird was Logie Baird’s son and he – he was the same age as
us and –

What else do you remember of having tea with Mr Baird?

Well, it was with Logie, with Baird, Mrs Baird, Mr Baird, yes. Well, it was all very
formal really, tea party, you know, cake and tea [laughs]. I had to be polite, I don’t
think children realise now how – what life was like as a child then, you had to – you
had to know your place didn’t you, is my recollection, yeah. Probably good for you
but, hmmm [laughs] …

[48:50]

Well, as you’ve mentioned that I wonder whether you could say something more of
your parents’ particular outlook on right and wrong ways to behave. And that might
bring in the nature and extent of any religious faith that they –
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They – they were not regular churchgoers. My maternal grandparents went to church
every Sunday and we had to dress up in our best when we were staying with them on
Sunday and go to church at – at Shortlands, near Bromley. I remember that ‘cause we
used to walk up the hill to the church. I don’t think my paternal grandparents were
churchgoers on a regular basis, er, but when you – when you go to boarding school
then of course you are injected into a religious environment in the school and so you
then go to church every Sunday and so on as a matter of course. [Bell chiming in
background]. But they – they were fairly strict but not overly. They were not so strict
as the grandparents, the grandparents were stricter. You couldn’t really play about
with your grandparents in the way grandchildren play with the grandparents now. I
think there’s a much closer relationship now between grandparents and grandchildren
than there ever used to be in my experience. So I – there was no – I can’t remember
any punishment or anything like that, I don’t remember anything like that at all,
except that you had to behave at table and so on and keep your hands above the table
and so on. You don’t speak really unless you’re spoken to and all this sort of – and I
don’t, I don’t really remember any punishment attached to it at all. I don’t remember
actually any – any sort of punishment, I don’t know whether there was or not [laughs].

And in the slightly less strict environment of home what sorts of behaviour did your
parents encourage or, you know, try to prevent?

Sorry?

What sort of kinds of behaviour were your parents keen to encourage in you or to, you
know, prevent? You suggested that your – although your grandparents’ home was
very strict your parents were less so. On the other hand what was their –?

Yes, I think you could talk more and be more natural really and meals would not kind
of be in dead silence or anything like that or no – not much conversation. And of
course when you’ve got a family with four children I often wonder how – how they
really got on. I mean when you think of the difficulties of raising children nowadays I
think they’re far more difficult than they were at that time. And of course they had
help, they had a – they had a maid living in and these people – these changed from
time to time and so they – they weren’t burdened with the kind of full time care
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because – well, my mother was a full time mother basically so she took care of all that
and kept the house going. But I don’t – I don’t – I mean it was much easier for us as
children I think when we stayed at home than when we went to grandparents and I
think that’d probably be quite a common recollection, I don’t know at all but … yes. I
think you wouldn’t ask – you wouldn’t ask your grandparents a question really unless
it was a fairly commonplace one, you couldn’t say, well, what did you do, what are
you doing today or anything like that [laughs], yeah, yeah, yes.

[53:18]

And you said something of your mum’s political career later on but more generally
can you say something of your parents’ political affiliations, voting interest?

I don’t – I don’t know. I imagine that they were – they were Conservative at the time
but I just don’t recall. My mother certainly was and she was the only one who had a
political – a political activity and that was only after my father died that she took it up,
sometime when all the children had already left and she had the time on her hands to
do that and she did. She did extremely well of course because she was elected several
times and she was mayor and, yes. But I think in general the discipline was much less
severe in that generation than it was the one before.

[End of Track 1]
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Track 2

Could we explore now your memories of your first school? And perhaps you could
sort of say what you can remember about your first school and then I’ll ask some
follow-up questions.

I went to the Abbey preparatory school in Beckenham who had a headmaster – who
had a headmaster called Gladstone who was a descendant of William, was it William
Gladstone, the prime, yes. And the Abbey school at Beckenham was quite a
forbidding set of solid buildings. Whether it was built as a school, I don’t know what
it was originally, but it was quite a large school with a very large playground and I
started off there. I only – I can’t really say that I enjoyed it or that I didn’t enjoy it, I
mean one just went to school and that was that. My two brothers went there
eventually, they were both younger than I am, and we were distinguished by having
numbers after our names, West one, two and three, I don’t know whether they still do
that nowadays. Anyway, I don’t recall much about the school except that I wasn’t too
successful on the mathematical side of things and I was placed on the front row so
that I had no excuses for not seeing the blackboard, I do remember that. I remember
sports occasions, there was a large field in front of the school, and I remember the
names of many of my fellow – fellow pupils there, but I never kept up with any of
them but looking at old school photographs I can recall – recall them. My nickname
was Zephyr, Z-e-p-h-y-r, for the West wind … and that was about it really [laughs].

Do you remember anything of nature study or even science at that –?

No, I don’t, I don’t remember anything like that at all. I remember the swimming
lessons where you were just told to get your clothes off and jump in and you were
held up in the water by a man with a fishing rod with a belt on the end which
suspended you and you were expected to learn to swim with this belt held up on a
fishing rod, and I don’t expect they do that now, now [laughs]. We had a head – we
had a master called Haig and I remember being told off by him once for quoting a
common advert at the time which was, ‘Don’t be vague, ask for Haig’, which was the
whisky of course, which probably – I don’t know whether it still exists, Haig whisky.
Anyway he was a very sporting character and refereed the football and so on. Hmm.
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Any teaching of geography or –?

No, I can’t remember anything about that all really, no, no, not at that school [laughs].

Where did your sister go to school?

She went to Bromley High School, which still exists I think, it may have another
name. The Abbey school has long been demolished and blocks of flats and so on but
she – she went to – she went to Bromley High School and we got taken to school by
my mother in an Austin 7 all together, in the back of this Austin 7. There must have
been three of us or four sometimes and we always went to Bromley High School first
to deliver my sister, which rather annoyed us because if we were late we would be –
we were delivered last, [inaud] [laughs] children being delivered. Anyway, that was
the way it was and that was that, and that ended in 1939, at the beginning of the war,
yes, yes.

[05:38]

What could you say of relations between you, your brother and your sister which
would be sort of out of school?

Well, I think we got on – I think – this is another difficult area to remember. I can’t
really say much about it, I mean I’ve no doubt there was competition of one sort or
another. And you realise that with grandchildren, you know, that when you think
back, well, how did I behave when I was like that, because you’ve got absolutely no
idea what was going on [laughs] and of course everything is so immediate when
you’re young isn’t it, it’s – everything is happening now. But the school trips, that
was – I can remember the exact route of the school trips to – and I know exactly
[inaud] – I can say exactly where it went, though of course the traffic’s all changed
now, yes.

[06:41]
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Now you mentioned war there, does that mean that this – your experience of going to
this first school ended at the outbreak of war –

Yes, yes.

In terms of your –?

Yes.

Could you then say what you remember of the sights and sounds of war –

Yes.

Wherever you experienced them?

Well, when war broke out and my father evacuated us and I – I got sent to school at
Bexhill, to a preparatory school for a year, and my sister went to a school in Bexhill as
well and that – we used to go to church every day, every Sunday, and we were
allowed to join up with our sisters or brothers on a Sunday to join in the crocodile
going to church, so we – I saw my sister once a week at that period. And that lasted
till – that only lasted a year and then my father stayed in London for his work and
evacuated the family to south Devon, to south of Exeter, to a farm. And this – this
must have happened in 1940, in summer 1940, and I went – I was sent to school at the
King’s School, Canterbury, which was evacuated to Cornwall and occupied the
Carlyon Bay Hotel, which is a vast 1930s concrete building with metal windows.

[09:08]

And so my whole school life from fourteen to eighteen was evacuated in this school in
Cornwall and I came back to live in the farmhouse where the family was in the
summer and I earned money working on the farm. And I really enjoyed this, I
thought this was a great occupation, farming, and I really got totally involved in
agriculture at the time and I tried to learn as much as possible about it, and I made a
map of all the fields and tried to work out the rotation from the farmer who was a
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New Zealander by birth. It was three or four hundred acres and tractors had arrived
by then so there were no horses, but a result of this, it must have been several
summers’ worth of farming work, I’m well able to set up a field of stitches or
whatever you call them and – after their harvest. I could drive a tractor, I could load
all the stitches onto a cart, I could build a haystack, I could build a corn rick, and
goodness knows what else. And I never regretted that because it made life really
interesting and it was so new to me and it really got me interested in – in wildlife as
well, this episode, so I look on this period of evacuation as being a real bonus and,
yeah, entirely new experience really. And the farmer wanted the labour because it
was difficult to get labour at that time, so my sister and I both got paid an hourly rate
for helping with the harvest and all that sort of thing, hmm And I remember quite a
few incidents in relation to that [laughs], so – so that was a real bonus.

[11:28]

Then my sister went to school at Exeter, Maynard School, Exeter, and so I – I went
down to Cornwall during term time and we had five hospital beds in each of the hotel
rooms, five of these metal beds, you know, in the dormitory, mounted dormitories.
And the headmaster was a man called Shirley, Canon Shirley, at that time and … I
can remember much more about school because I – it made a much deeper impression
on me than earlier schools, and I can remember the layout of the school and we – we
had all the school large meetings and so on at – in a garage which had been turned
into a school, a big school hall, it was a garage before and the whole thing was an
amazing ad hoc [laughs]– ad hoc system ‘cause the whole school moved down, all the
staff did.

[12:56]

And the – I had a really good biology teacher there, a man called Harold Goodburn,
who was an enthusiast and totally unpredictable person, but he was quite invigorating
and so really I got hooked on biology at that time. He also had been teaching at the
King’s School, Canterbury, since the early ‘20s and I discovered later that he’d
actually taught the son of Joseph Conrad who went to the school. And since I was a
keen Conrad fan, I enjoyed his novels, I really found this very striking that he – this
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chap should have actually taught Joseph Conrad’s son. And I kept up with him
afterwards, he retired to Brentwood where I used to visit him from time to time and –
but he was a – he was a big influence really, yes. But he also taught my uncle, who
was my father’s brother, and went to this school as well in the early ‘20s. And my
uncle went to St John’s College and took a degree in geology here and he joined the
Geological Survey of India in 1926, this is my uncle, and he stayed there for the rest
of his life and became director of the Geological Survey of India and had the privilege
of hauling down the, the empire flag in August 1947 when India was partitioned. And
he stayed in India for the rest of his life though he came back from time to time but he
was really a … totally an India person, yeah. But – so he must have had an influence
on me to some extent in the subjects I think. I met him from time to time and I knew
roughly speaking what I was doing ‘cause I used to meet him when he’d come to stay
with my paternal grandparents in Bexhill where they retired.

[15:43]

There were a lot of interesting extracurricular activities at – in the Carlyon Bay Hotel,
of the kind of wildlife sort. There was a natural history society and the first paper I
ever wrote was observations on a Japanese – the famous Japanese knotweed, which is
now an absolute pest as you know, which had a clump of it in their Carlyon Bay Hotel
and it had some peculiar structures on the leaf which I wrote about. It turns out, I’ve
since discovered, this was the earliest description of these things on Japanese
knotweed that had been written by a knotweed expert at Leicester [laughs], which is
amazing. But I also met a keen local botanist who knew all the local plants and he
gave me a copy of the Cornish flora and I became quite an expert on grasses at that
time, I’ve forgotten it all now, and I used to go out on expeditions with him.

[16:55]

There was no – there was nearby at Par, a place called Par on the Cornish coast, lived
in a large old Cornish house Charles Singer, historian of science, who was in Oxford
and London. I think he was closely connected with the Wellcome Museum of History
of Science and he offered to teach biology to certain pupils who were willing to be
taught by him in his house at Kilmarth which is a quite – an amazing old Cornish
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house on the cliffs, not far from, er … Rebecca West. What is her house called?
What’s that?

The Du Maurier book?

This house of – this house described in, what’s the name of the book?

It is Rebecca isn’t it?

Rebecca.

Yes.

His house, Charles Singer’s, house was a few miles from this house near Fowey and –
and so every week we went over by an antiquated bus and we used to stop at a little
grocer’s shop by Par, the level crossing at Par Station, where the line goes near the
coast and we used to stock up on biscuits there because we were starving most of the
time. And we used to buy biscuits at a penny a pound scooped out of tins and take
them back to school to eat and then we went on to Charles Singer’s house. It was
really good to get there and he used to have a little laboratory there where he taught
and he had a kind of general handyman there and we as schoolboys never used to –
never understood whether this handyman was male or female, and this greatly
intrigued us ‘cause we used to call her the hermaphrodite in our biological readings
[laughs]. And she – she was the general, or he, in the house. Anyway, he taught us or
we dissected things there and it was like – it was – he was a very nice chap, Charles
Singer, he was really good – quite a good sense of humour and kind of good teacher
‘cause he knew – he was writing books at the time and he had this amazing study in
this house which was warmed by log fire overlooking the sea and he had – in this
library was the entire run of the Phil. Trans. back to 16- something [laughs], all
leather bound and everything. And of course he was a famous historian of science, he
wrote A Short History of Science. Well, he wrote a lot of scientific books on history
of science, biology and medicine mainly, and I’ll come back to that later, but anyway,
we did enjoy these excursions in biology and I kept up with one of my friends there
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until the last – you know, a year or two ago when he died, when my friend died, and
they were memorable occasions.

[21:00]

And so he also used to go swimming every morning before breakfast down on the
beach at Crinis Bay. The … the religious staff were not what would be accepted
nowadays, I don’t think I should say any more about that really. But the accent of the
school was on arts really, if you were interested in scientific things you didn’t get
much support from the school as a whole. It was a master, a biology master, who
really stimulated you but I don’t think they were really interested in that side of – side
of life at all. I came to that conclusion later on and I still think that’s probably true.
But we had – there were some good scientific teachers there, there was a very good
chemistry teacher called Romney Cole, Romney Cole, he was a very assiduous man
who produced detailed handouts at that early stage and he was a good – a very
thorough teacher but he was a bit out of – you know, you wouldn’t have expected to
meet an efficient teacher like that in a school like that, [laughs] if I can put it that way,
but he was very good. And we had some fun there in the biology lab there, it must be
admitted, and we had some fun in school meetings and so on.

[22:52]

And we belonged to the corps, officers’ training corps, and did our training every day,
every week I mean, once a week. When the Home Guard started, at sixteen I joined
the Home Guard, and I used to spend nights on duty on the golf course to look out for
anything nasty that was happening offshore, nothing ever happened. The sergeant in
charge was the general manager of Sainsbury’s at great St Austell, at St Austell,
[laughs] and he was – he was a nice chap, we did exercises. We only saw the enemy
once and that was when a Heinkel bomber flew over and by the time we’d regained
our senses it had disappeared over the horizon [laughs] anyway, so, but that – yeah.
No, it was a good experience really, I –

[24:01]
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There was one interesting thing which I did which I don’t know many people would
remember now. There was a scheme – I was interested in photography as I mentioned
before, there was a scheme to take photographs of families whose offspring were
serving in the army in distant places so they could be sent photographs, I don’t know
whether you’d ever heard of that, and you volunteered to go out with your camera and
take a photograph of a family and give it to them, get it developed, and get it sent out
overseas to this person. And this led to some quite amazing scenes because if you
went out of school you were not allowed to wear mufti or anything, you had to wear
your school uniform, which was pinstriped trousers, a butterfly collar, a straw hat and
so on. And so I was in the very tricky position of getting on buses and going to places
like china clay mines on Bodmin Moor in my straw hat and butterfly collar and
camera, and knocking at the door of some rather small terraced house where
somebody had applied to have their photograph taken and take their photographs and
then come back and develop it and send it off. And I must have seemed like a person
out of another world when I appeared on the scene with my camera to take these
family photographs. So I don’t know what the scheme was called but it was – it must
have been a national scheme of some sort but I’ve never met anybody else who did it.
But it was very interesting ‘cause I met all sorts of people but what they thought of
me, I do not know, they thought, no, that’s a horrible prig probably which [laughs] –
but there was no choice really, you know, if you weren’t allowed to go out of school
without your – of course then nobody can keep track of you and so on. You were
punished if you went outside without your uniform on and so on.

Do you remember any particular visits to houses to do that?

No, I can’t actually, which is very sad [bell chiming in background], but I remember
going to these – because mining, china clay mining, was the great thing about St
Austell, it was the main industry and a lot of these villagers were composed of china
clay workers and their sons and daughters were away on active service and so on. But
I used to use – I used to get around by bus and partly by cycle, that was the only way
to do it really, so if you had a trip you had to work out the bus timetables and so on
and all the rest of it. So I don’t remember any particular place. It’s a pity isn’t it
when you – I’d like, yes [laughs] – what an amazing sight, you know, oh dear, yes.
No, I used to – I collected some books, there are two which I’ve still got on natural
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history and so on in St Austell I remember. It was quite a thriving place at that time
and I remember going back to the hotel a few years ago when I went to the Isles of
Scilly to do – supervise a research student and it’s now of course a five star hotel and
you go inside it and all they’ve got on the wall is a picture of famous celebrities
who’ve been to stay there and that sort of thing. It was quite a revelation really what
it had turned into, but as a school it was quite – quite well organised really.

[28:18]

Can I take you through some of the things that you said and ask for more details on
certain things? Starting with a description, if you can give it, of the old house,
Kilmarth, where Charles Singer lived.

Yes.

So in the same way that you’ve given us a sort of description of the setting and
interior of other places –

Yes.

Of that one.

You went round the back and up the back stairs. It was one of these buildings with
slates, were hanging slates and granite walls and so on, it must have been an old house
and a laboratory was tacked on at the back. You went up the stairs into this first floor,
which was a long kind of … glasshouse really, and with a lot of light around its
windows, it was all windows, and that was where we did our dissections and so on. In
that room where there were bookshelves and Mrs – Mrs Singer was also a historian of
science and she had written books on … she wrote a book on Bruno, the philosopher,
who I believe was burnt, I can’t remember now. Is it Giordano Bruno? Anyway, she
worked on the history of science as well, and this room was full of books on the
history of science of all sorts so you couldn’t – it was really interesting to see this
library and there were also kind of box files and one of the box files was labelled
something like, Important Letters for my Executor, or something like that, you know,
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for my – not executors but for people who come after your – My Important Letters or
something like that, but I never dared look into it because he used to pop in to see how
we were getting on so you could imagine what we would get up to while there wasn’t
anybody there. And then from this laboratory which you went downstairs, and on the
left was a large sitting room which I think I only went into once but I’ll come back to
this place later on. And on the right was Charles Singer’s study with his huge log fire
and his Phil. Trans. and all his historic books, yeah. And he was always dressed in
kind of khaki drill trousers, without creases, and a kind of pullover and so on, he was
a very avuncular, very nice person. And then those two rooms looked out over a
green area and then the sea was behind the cliffs looking up to Menabilly at St Helier
House, it’s coming back to me now, on which you could walk a good walk. If you
wanted to walk along the coast cliffs you ended up to Menabilly. I once went up with
my friend and we explored around the house there and crept in there and kind of
looked around to see what was going on. But it was – it was really another eyeopener really, yeah, especially all the books of his. He had a book called The
Direction of Hair in Apes and Man. Now this is funny what you remember isn’t it,
but he obviously – you know, how that interested him, I don’t know, but when you
come to think of it the study on the direction of hair in apes and man could be quite
interesting but – so we were quite invigorated by that, yeah. But I went there four or
five years later but I won’t get onto that now but I’ll come back to that later but we
didn’t see much of the house when we were students, when we were at school. We
only stayed in the laboratory once, we didn’t get much – we weren’t allowed out
really from there, so we climbed up the back stairs, we poked around and saw what
the hermaphrodite was doing and then we went upstairs and did our dissections and he
came and supervised us and told us what was what and what we were doing and I
think we came back at lunch time, walked – walked down to the bus stop, caught the
bus back to school, and this was – you know, this was getting out of school in a big
way [laughs].

[33:21]

What do you remember of the dissections themselves? In other words, the work you
did there.
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Well, we dissected – we dissected – I can’t remember what we dissected actually. We
were probably dissecting dogfish, frogs, probably anything he could lay his hands on.
I can’t remember the details but when we come back to a later stage – I went back
there working for him dissecting monkeys but I’ll come back to that later, yeah.

Okay.

Yes, yes.

[34:02]

Thank you. And could you say more about your relations with the local botanist –

Yes.

To the school?

His name was Medlin, Mr Medlin, he lived at St Blazey which is near Par and I think
he was a schoolmaster but he was a local recorder for the botany of that part of
Cornwall, and he was very helpful to me because the greatest stimulation comes from
talking to people who know what they’re talking about and you can kind of
understand what they’re talking about and they touch a kind of chord don’t they? And
I went out in the field with him and he helped me identify things and so on, and so I
did write – I did write these – a wrote an article on the local grasses there for this
natural history society journal there and so that was – that was very good for me, it
was nice to have somebody . I had another friend who was a good botanist, interested
in plants, who was a pupil but he – he never went to university, after he left school he
became a patent agent, a chartered patent agent, who went into the city I think, I’m
not quite sure, and he spent his career as – he became a high level patent agent but at
the time he was quite a good botanist but he never followed it up. So there were one
or two people there but most of the people there were on the arts side and if you
wanted to do well you would have to distinguish yourself in the art side of life really,
which didn’t find a great attraction for me compared with the other stuff, getting
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outside and looking what’s going on and to a certain extent that still applies really
[laughs].

How did you get the impression then that, I know you’ve reflected on this later, but
what do you remember of your impression then of the specific valuing of the arts over
any other kind of field at this school?

How do you mean?

Well, where was that value of the arts coming from, from the headmaster or the sort
of general culture or –?

Well, that was certainly from the headmaster and the staff and when I proposed – you
know, I think I wanted to do a series of experiments and so on in something and I
designed a programme he was – he just said what’s the point, you know, that sort of
thing. And I think if you – you know, if you are on the arts side and you are – you
perform well on the arts side … either in literature or in – or active sorts of arts
science, acting or languages and so on, then you probably got on better really. I don’t
think at that time many schools were really supportive of science as such in the way
they are now, or should be now, and that may still be so, I just don’t know, it depends
which school you go to of course. But I think the tradition of that school was rather
on the arts side than any other, hmm. But my father was there as well and he certainly
won prizes in mathematics and natural history at that school. And of course at that
time school prizes were heavily bound in leather, nowadays I understand you don’t
get school prizes, you get a book token or something like that, but in those days and
indeed – no, I don’t think when I was there you got – well, during the war, the early
part of the war, you got – you got a book prize in terms of a leather book with an
inscription in it but it was the custom then.

And how did you come to meet the local botanist, the recorder?

I can’t – I can’t recall, I don’t know how I did that at all, I don’t know. I did, I did –
perhaps it was through the biology master, Harold Woodburn, but I can’t recall. I
know he was a very generous person and he gave me a copy of The Cornish Flora, an
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old one, which is quite a valuable thing now and I often wonder what – you know,
you often wonder what happened to people you knew at that time, I think he must be
dead now. I think he was a schoolmaster.

And what are your memories of him in the field, in other words the way he went about
being a botanist outside?

Well, I think we went – we just went for walks really. We weren’t looking – we
weren’t looking for rarities or biodiversity or anything like that, we were – we would,
say, go out, see how many sorts of grass we could find or go to particular habitats and
look at the differences in the plants you find at the habitats ‘cause I think we did
compile a local flora come to think of it with all the plants which were growing
around in that area on Crinis Bay, around Carlyon Bay. Yes, I think we did do that
and I think he probably helped us do that too, yeah, yeah. Yes.

[40:10]

When you say us, you and that – the one friend, you and the one other friend who was
interested in –

Yes.

Yes.

His name was Nicholas Flower who was a – an appropriate name for somebody
interested in botany [laughs], yeah, yes.

And could you say more about the teaching of biology of Harold Woodburn in terms
of what he taught but also how and where?

Well, he was – he was a very energetic teacher and he was very keen on dissection
and getting – getting your hands on the instruments and so on. And he also had a fund
of stories about his previous pupils, of course he’d been teaching there for years. And
he – in a way he could be quite frightening because he had a very – quite a temper
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really and – but I found this quite invigorating and encouraging really. He was really
interested in what his students were doing, the pupils were doing, and he had a good
knowledge of the subject, both in botany and zoology and so he could – he could
support your interest very well, yes, you know, but it wasn’t easy then because you
were in a makeshift laboratory. How they managed, how they organised it, I do not
know, I mean to actually take a whole school and dump it on a five star hotel must
have taken some organising but it was quite effective in the end. The classrooms
were not ideal, you could usually hear what was going on in the next classroom which
– which tended to take your mind up actually for some curious reason [laughs], it was
always more interesting than what was going on in your classroom and … yes, but the
– and then there were the usual studies and so on. And then you got senior, you wore
monitors and you wore purple gowns and that sort of thing, and they still do no doubt.
I only came back once to school during that four years and that is when – of course
the school at Canterbury is closely connected with the cathedral at Canterbury and I
went back as a pallbearer to the burial of Archbishop Temple just for, what, two days.
Of course you had to wear – I was a senior monitor then, I was never in the highest
levels of success at the school in the sense of being head boy or anything like that but
I was a house, I think as a monitor, and the senior monitors went to this funeral
occasion with our purple gowns and to Canterbury Cathedral and that was the only
time I ever actually went back to the school, otherwise I was totally – ‘cause they
went back to Canterbury, I left school in 1940, 1944, and they must have gone back in
early ‘45 I think, so I never actually was at school at the real place. It was a real
historic set of buildings actually.

[43:22]

Would you remember the kinds of –? Well, would you remember the equipment that
you used in biology with Woodburn?

Well, there were the usual brass microscopes of the time with just two objectives.
Lamps I suppose, but nothing special, oodles of formaldehyde where the dogfish were
preserved [laughs] and, er, of course you were allowed to dissect anything there, it
was all absolutely hands on and you could bring in stuff and dissect it if you wanted to
or you could – really you had a fairly free – a free – well, there was a syllabus no
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doubt but I can’t remember much detail of that really. But you were allowed to go in
there when you wanted to do something on your own, for example.

Did you do that?

I used to go in there and cut up plants and so on, look at that sort of thing, yeah.

Having put a plant down and dissected it what did you then do?

Well, you were in interested in identification of plants, you also looked very closely at
the floral structures and so on, so one was looking – in the case of grasses one was
looking at the structure of the flowers and so on. And of course a lot of the work was
plant anatomy which I don’t suppose many people do now, you had to cut sections of
plants and describe the different cells in the cross section and this meant you used
razors, cut-throat razors, I don’t suppose you’re allowed to do that nowadays. And
you sharpened a cut-throat razor on a strop, which I was quite good at and you get
them really sharp and then you’ve got, really sections, you took a bit and you put it in
a bit of pith and you held it in the pith and then cut across the top there. And so that
was a large part of – plant anatomy was quite a large part of the botanical syllabus at
that time. There was a bit of simple physiology, plant anatomy, classification of
plants and so on but nothing more complicated. Not many chemical approaches to the
subject or analyses, that sort. So a lot of it was really observation and – and then you
would grow things or you’d grow cultures of seeds and watch the growth of them and
so on and work out what was going on, so all that kind of thing, yeah.

[46:19]

Thank you. And the other thing that I wanted to ask you about in more detail is your
experience of farm work which was during the holidays from this school, including
details if you can remember them of exactly what you did and you also mentioned
some incidents relating to that with you and your sister working. So general stories of
it but also descriptions of the particular practises of it.
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Well … incidents I remember, yes. … I used to get – I used to get asked to do things
which I didn’t necessarily think were very safe. For example, they were moving a
bull around and they wanted to move this bull from one field to another across a lane
and they said, ‘You stand in the lane and stop the bull going down the lane.’ And I
thought, well, this could be a bit dicey ‘cause these lanes in Devon, as you know, are
very narrow and very steep sided and there is no escape. And so I stood in this lane
while this bull was transferred, which was not – it was not by any means tame or
anything like that and I didn’t think much of that really. However, I stood my ground
and I managed to escape being run by over by the bull, but I thought that was a bit
unfair with my – with my size at the time, my experience of bulls was absolutely nil
[laughs]. But we had a good time at the end of harvest ‘cause when you’re cutting
with a binder you start on the outside and a tractor pulls a binder, a reaper, and ejects
the stitches or stooks at the back and they go round and round and you end up with a
small bit in the middle, and this bit contains all the rabbits. Of course when they’re
going round and round the rabbits just go inside and it was – some of them trying to –
so this was a really an exciting time at the end of any harvest, the cutting of any –
lifting of any field. There would be absolute mayhem of people chasing rabbits out of
this centre bit and trying to hit them with any available stick or hay fork or any
weapon which you had at hand. And this was quite amazing to me, this, but it
happened with every field and it was important to get the rabbits to eat them, and so
this was – this was always interesting. And the same with threshing … you thresh a
stack, a rick, of corn and somebody stands on the rick and hands – hands the man
standing by the threshing drum and he cuts – he cuts the string on the stook and feeds
into the threshing drum, and of course that’s very dangerous and this chap that was
doing it, whose name was Neville, the son of the farmer Baker, he had lost a finger
doing this. And the noise and the dust from a threshing drum, you could never – it’s
an absolutely filthy occupation and if you’re at the end where we’re moving the sacks,
I was not strong enough to actually move a sack of wheat or whatever, it was too
much for me but I was enlisted to move sacks of dust which were coming out of the
machine of these large threshing drums which you – you see them now on farm days
worked by steam – steam engines, a Ransome’s threshing drum and they are – this
was worked from a pulley by a tractor and that was a really filthy occupation. Then
once you started breaking down all the rick all the rats would come out of the bottom
when you got to the lowest level and they were chased by people with pitchforks and
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so you’ve got to keep out of the way because these rats were scooting over
everywhere and people were trying to spear them with – spear them with hay forks
and so on. And that was – that was another eye opener. Then you realise what this
was really – this was really hard work, you – out of the binder comes a stitch or a
stook, whatever you call it, and then you’ve to set them up like that to dry them for a
few days. And if anybody’s ever tried to do that with barley, barley has these long
aisles on, very hairy, and it – you ended up the day with aisles all over – barley aisles
all over you, your arms all red with where barley aisles have pricked you and so on
and really very tiring indeed but you ended up with a field which [inaud] stitches and
everything. And of course this whole aspect of farming has totally disappeared and I
went to a farm, if I can mention this now, to a farm, an open day at a farm near
Cambridge this summer, and there they had a combine harvester. Now the old binder
pulled by a Fortune tractor had a six foot cutting knife on it and if the cutting knife
went wrong you had to stop the machine, take the knife out, and hammer in rivets to
put new teeth on the knife. And this combine harvester cost God knows how much, it
had GPS on it that could tell you exactly where it was in the field to the nearest ten
metres – ten centimetres, it had a fridge in the cab for the beer, it had a television
screen telling you exactly where you were on the field and its knife was about seven
or eight metres or more across. And I said to the chap, well, what happens if the knife
goes, you’ve got to stop and take the whole thing out? And he said, yes, that’s –
we’re working on that. We’re thinking to have laser knives shortly [laughs]. And
what a difference from these old binder knives and you imagine how farming has
evolved into these huge machines now which cost vast amounts of money, amazing.
It all tied up with computer software which tell you how much manure you put on a
field at a [inaud] according – it measures the yield of that particular area of a field and
so it knows how much manure and so on or fertiliser to put on that part compared with
that part. I do realise what the change has happened but I must say it was a real – I
wouldn’t have missed it for the world to actually experience that at that time. Yeah, I
really enjoyed that too, yeah.

[54:15]

Given that it was hard work can you say what appealed to you about it in spite of
that?
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I – that’s really a difficult question, I – let me think now. Well, firstly I’d never seen
how actually food was produced or anything like that because I lived in Beckenham in
an urban environment all of my life. And I thought to get out in the open and see how
you have this plan of fields, I think I’ve still got it somewhere, and I tried to find out
from the farmer, say, why are you having that on this year and that on the next year
and so on, and his rotation of crops. And I think the satisfaction was seeing the stuff
grow and dealing with it. I mean you still – when you’ve stitched a field of – a field
of wheat or barley or whatever you get a certain feel of satisfaction. And then when
you threshed a rick of corn you got a terrific feel of satisfaction that there you’ve got a
bag of corn, or whatever, and there it is. And I think that gives, that does – I think
that’s a very satisfying thing and I think it’s affected us since in the garden now
because I still grow vegetables and I really enjoy growing them and seeing them grow
but I find the biggest task is actually eating them because of course I get too many of
them and they get a bit of a bind but the real satisfaction is seeing them grow I think.
And I think that’s – I mean I got to the stage of taking The Farmer’s Weekly at one
stage and kind of cutting out bits and putting them in a commonplace book to see
what interesting things were going on. And it did stimulate an interest in – in farming
really which I’ve never really lost, so when I now go out on fieldwork, which I’m still
doing fieldwork in west Norfolk on Quaternary matters which is a very interesting
area but entirely unknown, and I spend quite a lot of time talking to people on tractors
and so on and I find that after a life in college to be a really kind of fresh – fresh
outlook on life and I talk – I’ve got some good friends up there now who I usually – I
usually try and get to know the people who are working alone ‘cause they know so
much more about what’s going on in the soil than anybody else. It’s a kind of hidden
– it’s a hidden archive of a huge amount of information which can easily be lost and
you find that the person who’s also interested, who’s lived, who’s worked on that
farm for years knows all the ins and outs and so on and can talk about the soil and a
reflection on the geology in that way, so that has kind of stayed with me really, hmm.
So I’m always int – when I go on a journey I always look to see what the state of the
harvest is and know sugar beet’s ready to lift and so on, that sort of thing, yeah. I
don’t know why I get satisfaction from it but I do, yes [laughs].

[57:30]
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And in these summer holidays to what extent did you combine your experience of
working on a farm with the development of your interest in botany that was happening
at school?

I think, yes – I think it overlapped in the identification of plants. I used to use a flora
and so on to see what was growing round and about but I think the farming, the
technology of farming, really occupied me more than the botany during the holidays.
Yes, I think that was what interested me. I didn’t have so much to do with livestock
really. I mean in those days it was milking twice a day, they produced a huge amount
of Devonshire cream every day which – which one got rather fed up with really.

[58:20]

And it was a mixed – a mixed farm but in the farm – there was an agricultural cottage
down the road, it was in a village south of Exeter, and there was a traditional thatched
cottage and in it was a – lived one of the farmer’s work – a farmer’s worker and his
wife, I’m trying to think of his name but I can’t at the moment, but he had a name
which you would immediately attach to a kind of farming life but I can’t remember
what it is. But on him he had billeted two little children from the east end of London
and I remember talking to these children … no, it’s disappearing from my mind. Oh,
it’ll come back to me but they had a rhyme which relates to the Blitz which they
would repeat, something like don’t forget your something and gas mask. I can’t
remember now what it was but it was a rhyme which they’d obviously learnt before
they got evacuated and they – they’d often repeat that when you met them and talked
to them [laughs]. Yes, very odd, yeah.

[1:00:02]

And I was going to ask, while we were still at the school, the King’s School, I was
going to ask about geology and geography tuition. We’ve done biology and you’ve
mentioned chemistry and we’ve covered a sense of the kind of non-scientific culture of
the school in general, but any teaching of geology and geography?
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Not, not geology, no, no, I don’t think – I don’t think geology was taught. I suppose I
don’t even know whether geography was taught, I don’t recall it at all, I don’t recall it.
I took – I took O levels I think in 1942 and I took three A levels in summer of ‘44 in
zoology, botany and chemistry, which you can’t do now of course, thus escaping
physics [laughs].

Was physics taught at your –?

Oh, yes, yes, but I – my father was a good mathematician, so was my sister, but I
never – I never cottoned on to it, I – I used – I mean I can do a bit of statistics now
and stuff which is useful but I – I’ve never felt a real yen to get into maths and so on.
I think maths is a subject which has to be taught to you by good teachers and if you’ve
got a bad – I mean this is shifting the blame perhaps but if you’ve got a bad teacher
then it’s more difficult to appreciate the beauties of maths.

Do you have memories of the teaching of maths there?

I do, yes, I found it a problem, yes, yes [laughs]. Yes, it was – I think it was a bit too
abstract for me, I like to see what – see what I’m doing really, yeah.

[End of Track 2]
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Towards the end of ‘44 and joined up. I was called up and went to Brentwood
Barracks in December I think it was. And this – this was another stimulating change
in scenery. Of course I was dumped in a huge barracks with a mixed lot of chaps
who’d been called up from all parts of – I suppose a lot of them from, I suppose from
the south in a kind of infantry training unit at Brentwood Barracks, in the General
Service Corps. Some of them couldn’t write or read and I was amazed to be asked to
write letters for people and so on, so that was a kind of – expanded my education by
10,000 per cent. And I was there for some months doing infantry training and so on
and … I don’t remember much about it really. I remember a V2 rocket landed when I
was in the middle of a medical examination with my trousers down in a part of the
barracks but apart from that I don’t remember actually what was going on [laughs].
But I was transferred to signals, royal signals, and moved up to Catterick Barracks in
Yorkshire, which was a more civilised place really, and underwent training as a
signals – as a signalman and sending Morse code and so on and learning how to use
wireless sets, etc, etc, and er, nothing remarkable there really. They asked for people
who wanted to go to war office selection boards to see whether you would be suitable
to be an officer if you wanted to be one. So I went to a war office selection board
which was in a country house somewhere, I can’t remember where now, but you went
on assault courses and you answered tricky questions and so on and all that sort of
thing, but nowadays people pay to do this I think, to go on assault courses and all that
ropes and all the rest of it. Anyway, I passed this and I got sent to a unit and then I
volunteered to go overseas and went to a unit of training – of training in Kent on the
North Downs, north of Tonbridge. I can’t remember where, the steep hill goes down
the chalk, it’s on the chalk escarpment there, yeah. There we did some quite
interesting things like getting a despatch rider’s badge to be able to drive a motorcycle
which enabled riding a motorcycle while you’re standing on the saddle and that sort
of thing, and that was quite fun, and learning – learning how to drive trucks, and they
would ask you tricky questions driving 15cwt trucks. You know there are some steep
hills around there and the driving instructor, while you weren’t looking, would
remove the gear lever and say what are you going to do now, and that sort of thing,
and that was quite interesting. And then – then we had bayonet practice, and I can’t
believe that I actually ever did this, but the bayonet practice was based on sacks of
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wheat or sacks of straw dressed up in Japanese uniforms, ‘cause at that time we were
still in that war, and so we did that sort of thing. And then we got posted – then I got
– went on some leave and went on a troop ship to India from Liverpool Street – from
Liverpool, from the Liver Building there. It was a big troop ship, I think it was the
Empress of Canada or the Empress of something and this was another eye opener.

[05:38]

We went through the Suez Canal and ended up at Bombay and I went to a station in
central India called Mhow where the officers’ training school was. And I took with
me a flora of India and I did manage to do a bit of botanising in the local area of
Mhow which is in central India, largely cultivated land but there are some big river
valleys there with big rivers and so on and quite interesting flora but there’s nobody
there who – who I could talk to about the matter. You know, it was kind of isolated
and – but eventually I graduated and the rest of my unit graduated, went off to Japan
to occupy the place, but I unfortunately got meningitis in the spinal cord and I ended
up in a British military hospital. I had to go on parade with meningitis which you had
to go on – if you were sick you had to go on parade, you couldn’t come – just stick in
your bed or anything and I ended up in this military. All my friends went – went to
Japan which grieved me greatly and I had a lumbar puncture and a dose of penicillin,
which I think was a fairly early use of penicillin for that purpose. I recovered,
however, and I stayed on as administrative officer in the officers’ training school and I
was in charge of teaching Urdu to officer cadets and so on, and in charge of all the
munshis, so I did – I did take a certificate in Urdu and so on, the rest of it. And that
was quite interesting, I had quite an interesting life there really in the sense you
wouldn’t have expected. For example, we had the use of horses and if I wanted to go
riding I would ask the syce to bring the horse before I got up in the morning and he
would bring a horse to the encampment and deliver them and then I’d go riding with
these Indian – these Indian madmen officers who would rush around, galloping
around the maidan and so on. And then you’d bring the horse back and the syce
would take it away and rub it down [laughs]. What a life. Anyway –

What’s the syce or who’s the syce?
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Pardon?

The syce? I don’t recognise that –

The syce is an Urdu word for the person who looks after horses, s-y-c-e, a kind of,
you know, local word, syce, yeah. And that will never happen again in life, you know
[laughs], other circumstances. And so I learnt a lot there and I did a bit of botany and
I was just planning to take a month’s leave in Sikkim to look at the botany that I was
getting, so I really wanted to get up into the Himalayas and so on, but I was posted
back on leave just before I went to Sikkim so I never got there. And when I got back
home I stayed in the UK, I wasn’t posted back to my unit, so I’d left the place but it
was – I was in India for about eighteen months, something like that, and then came
back again. And I was posted up to Yorkshire in charge of administration at a depot
camp and I found myself in another extraordinary situation of having to read the
King’s regulations to troops departing overseas, telling them that if they deserted they
were for the high jump. You would have to read out the king’s regulations to bodies
of troops telling them what they got – they can’t desert. And then also another thing
which I never expected to do, I was the defending officer at court marshals and so on,
which was quite ridiculous thing for me to do in the sense that I knew nothing about
law or anything like that, and so I used to have to defend these characters who’d gone
– who were two days late from leave before they went overseas who were always –
they were always in bad family situations and they always had every excuse not to
come back really. However, that was the situation and the person in charge of the
courts was a major who I don’t believe had any legal training, I don’t know at all but I
mean it was an odd situation. However, that’s the way it was, yeah, so there we are.

[10:23]

What was the response of your unit in India to your botanical excursion?

They – no appreciation at all really, no, no. No, the life in – I had a very good CO
actually who was a very friendly person and he realised I was a bit out of my depth,
[laughs] which I basically was really, and he was a very nice fellow, Major Rowland.
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So I mainly was doing office work there really and doing this Urdu instruction so I
never – I was – I never got into any conflict situations at all. But I did go around – I
did have quite a lot of connect – I used to walk around the countryside quite a lot,
walk and look for plants and so on, and I met some very curious people, Indians who
were out in the fields and so on ‘cause I could talk Urdu to them. And I remember
stopping at one – one hut really and there’s a man sitting there having a meal and so
on and he – it turned out that he didn’t talk. I thought, why – why don’t you – you
know, why don’t you have a chat? And it turned out he’d vowed not to talk for thirty
years and he was not talking and that was that. The other people in the hut told me,
which quite interested me really [laughs], and that sort of thing, you know, but – and
so I tried to learn a lot about what was going on locally and had some – had some
quite good friends there, especially the – some quite good Sikh – Sikh officer cadets
who were very friendly, I mean I had great admiration for Sikhs really, yeah. So that
was – we used to – it was – it was quite civilised. For example, every Sunday evening
one of the officers was musically inclined in the training school and he had a horde of
– he had a horde of records, seventy-eights, and he would hold concerts in one of the
huge barrack areas, ‘cause they’re kind of Victorian barracks, great brick – great
granite buildings which are very cool, large and spacious, and he would have seventyeight record concerts on a Sunday evening, seventy-eight records of symphonies
starting with an overture and then a symphony. He would talk about them and of
course every – each record would last about, what, three and a half minutes or
something like that, he’d be up and change the record and he produced programme
notes for them, I’ve still got those somewhere of these record – of this, so lots of
civilisation there. There was a lot of uncivilisation which occurred on mess nights
when people had too much to drink, and if you were a junior officer you sat – in this
device you sat at the end opposite the commanding officer and had to make a toast
and so on. And these dinners were accompanied by – by the pipes and the piper was
just behind this device, so while you were eating your dinner these bagpipers would
be playing throughout the meal right behind you [laughs] but they were very smartly
dressed and they were really proud, and they were very good pipers and there was a
lot of ceremony. Afterwards it just evolved into games basically of a sort which you
might find in a public school, which didn’t go down too well with me really and, so
there was – there were two sides of it really but on the whole if you’re going to spend
time in his majesty’s service this is one way to do it, yeah.
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I don’t know, what sort of games go on at public schools?

Well, you know, they jump on the tables and they rush around the tables and they
debag people and so on, that sort of thing, you know.

Debag?

Debag people, yeah.

What does that mean, debag?

Take your trousers off.

Oh.

Yeah [laughs].

Okay.

And you had – you had to perform things or tell jokes, you know. It’s that sort of
thing, yeah.

[15:07]

And to what extent was it safe or not safe at this particular time to walk – you know,
walk around the countryside presumably in uniform or –?

It was – that’s an interesting question. I used to get quite a bit – we used to go on
expeditions. I went to an ex – I went on a trip to visit a factory in Indore which is
north of Mhow where they were making – making things from – this was early ‘47
and we were booed and so on and hissed at. That was the only time I ever actually
encountered any antipathy but then we were stationed in a very rural part of – it was
just a military encampment, Mhow, really and everybody was employed by the army
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so nobody’s going to start complaining about that. But once you got outside, then
once you got into an industrial place, then it was very different and I remember these
people in the factory who were busy on machines were booing and hissing and so on
while we were walking round just out of interest to see what was going on. We were
allowed to wear mufti but of course you – as a white person they knew exactly who
you were ‘cause they weren’t any tourists or anything. If you were in mufti you were
probably on leave from a unit or something like that. But we used to – we used to go
on bike – we used to use bicycles quite a lot and we went on picnics and so on and in
the valley, the Narmada river, and there were tigers there at time, you could see tiger
imprints. I was reminded of this, I was looking at television the other night, there was
a programme on tigers which was a rather interesting one on tiger conversation in the
Himalayas, and there were tigers in that valley at that time, I don’t suppose there are
any there now but we used to bicycle there and so on. And we’d pass local people
who were farmers and so on and you never got any – anything from them, they were
busy doing their stuff and so on. And if you talked, you know, if you talked to them
and showed an interest there was no problem really but in industrial areas I think there
was – getting ready to get out and so on, yeah. I mean they were – it was quite
interesting. I mean my uncle who lived in – who became a professor of geology in
Sagar University in central province, when he died he didn’t own his own house, he
rented a house from the Swedish mission, all his furniture was hired and he had three
or four servants, you know, who were paid – they looked pretty minute sums really,
but he was very popular with the Indians, he – whenever Indian geologists came to the
Sedgwick Museum like some of them, they would pop out and see me or get my
address from him and we had a chat, and he was held in great admiration. And when
he died his funeral was attended by five or six thousand Indians, he was – you know,
he was greatly admired there, so he obviously did a good job. Anyway, at that time in
India – I never saw him when I was in India, which I was a bit sorry about, hmm, yes,
yes.

[End of Track 3]
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Track 4

Okay, could we start today by you telling the story really of your return home from
national service and then what occupied you before you went to Cambridge?

Yes, yes. I got demobilised in early 1948 and I went back to my parents’ home and,
er, I had applied to Clare College before I joined up in mid ‘44 but I stayed overnight
at Clare at that time in ‘44 but I had a letter from the master saying I was well below
the standard of the least – of a successful candidate, so I didn’t get admission. But the
only thing I remember about my visit then was I stayed in an undergraduate’s room in
the old court in Clare College and on the wall of this undergraduate’s room there was
an absolute vast portrait of Stalin, which rather put me off [laughs]. And I remember
that visit because of that reason not because of the exam [laughs]. Anyway, I came
out, demobilised in early ‘48 and went home and I tried to prepare for taking an
entrance examination at Clare College again and my father arranged that I should go
to Norwood Technical College, of course they lived in Beckenham in Kent, and to
take tuition in biology and so on. So I used to go to evening classes up at Norwood
Technical College to [inaud] up things which I’d forgotten meanwhile [laughs]. So
that was – that was one way I tried to get back in order. I also contacted the person
who taught me in Cornwall, Charles Singer who I mentioned last time, and he offered
me a job of dissecting – dissecting Rhesus monkeys. The reason for this was that he
was writing a translation of Galen’s On Anatomical Procedure written in AD 200 or
somewhere around there, from the Greek or Latin or whatever it was. And since the
anatomy was based on monkeys at that time, as I understood it, he wanted somebody
to dissect these monkeys and display all the musculature of the hand and all the rest of
it. And I enjoyed that sort of work so I – I went and stayed in Par in Cornwall and
used to go up to his laboratory, which I described last time [laughs], and he had a vat
– he had a vat of formaldehyde outside this laboratory on the – rather like a water butt
and in this were these Rhesus monkeys preserved. It was – I went there every day and
I started the day by – I started work by taking one of the monkeys out of the vat of
formaldehyde and taking it up to the dissecting room and dissecting the musculature,
which was very interesting to do because I always talked to him as well and he was
telling me what he was doing, and writing this book for the Wellcome History of
Medicine Foundation or something like that, he was funded by. And I paid two visits
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there, I forget how long they were, they were perhaps five or six weeks each or
something like that, but the drawings of the hands appeared in his book I think on
Galen, a translation of Galen. And I kept in touch with him afterwards and he wanted
to know what I was doing, so I kept in touch with him, so he was – he was a very
supportive chap, very nice chap, and a really learned scholar, [laughs] I mean he had
quite an imposing character I thought. So that was – that was my main occupation at
that time as far as I remember it. I took the examination again, and I passed it this
time and I went up to Clare College in 19 – 1948, in October ‘48, and I read botany,
zoology and geology in part one of the natural science tripos. And I got involved in
the Natural History Society in the university and that sort of thing, and I really
enjoyed the field excursions which were associated with botany mainly. Of course
there were some very good people in the field in botany at the time, there was the
director of the botanic garden, Gilbert Carter, H Gilbert Carter, who was a very
interesting classical scholar as well as being a good taxonomic botanist and he used to
go on excursions identifying plants which usually ended up at pubs for a drink, so this
was quite popular as you can imagine, and I don’t recall geological or zoological
excursions. We went on field trips in the long vacation to the field study centres at
the Malham Tarn I remember going to, and later when in part – I took part two botany
after two years of part one and there was an excursion to Portugal there led by Max
Walters who followed – who was director of the herbarium and he followed Gilbert –
he followed on as director of the garden later in his career.

[07:01]

The – also in the summer term, in the long vacation, we went to language classes and
it was highly recommended that we should learn German, which is an interesting
contrast nowadays ‘cause at that time a lot of the major scientific work was in German
and you – and especially in botany, descriptions of plants in German. We had to learn
the German flora, how to run down plants in a German flora and so on. And then I
also took a course in Russian as well in the long vacation, so all this was very
stimulating. I got – I got a first in the first year and the second year and then I took
part two botany. I was very pressed by not knowing whether to do part two geology
or botany and I didn’t – I didn’t know which to do ‘cause I was equally interested in
both. In the end I decided to do botany and I remember going for an interview to do
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part two botany with the professor of botany at that time whose name was George
Edward Briggs, who was a plant physiologist. He had set up his room in the
department so you couldn’t see him when you went into the room, you had to kind of
go well into the room before you spotted him and so you went into the room and you
started off being puzzled because you couldn’t see anybody in it. Anyway, this was
quite an effective method really and I told him I wanted to – I wasn’t decided whether
to do part two botany or geology and he only asked me one question which was a
geological question, which rather floored me because you see he said, ‘What are the
names of the twelve live stone ammonites?’ And I couldn’t – I knew some of them
but I – and then he giggled a bit and so on. Anyway, he accepted me and there were
twelve people in that class in part two botany and I kept up with a lot of them. I mean
there was Frank Perring who was in charge of the Wildlife Trust who only died a few
years ago and there was Mike Proctor who was – who’s still working in botany, he
lives in Exeter, a well-known botanist, and one or two others. It was quite an
interesting collection of people, a class.

[10:06]

Well, we graduated – I took part two in 1951, that’s right, yes, ‘51, and Frank – I was
a great friend of Frank Perring. We wanted to go and do some botanical work in
some remote part of the British Isles and we decided to go to – we decided to look at
the flora of an island off – off North Uist and Harris, somewhere up there called
Heisgeir and so it was – this letter was never delivered to this island because nobody
lived on this island and it went to another island whose name is Heisgeir which is very
near it, the Monach Isles, which are west of North Uist by about seven miles, which is
now a national nature reserve. And we got a very good letter back from the crofter,
Mr Morrison, and he put us up. We went across to the island and we – there was a
derelict schoolhouse there because the Morrisons lived on the Monach Isles before the
war and were forced – were evacuated in the war and then Morrison went back and
wanted to take the others back to form a viable community but nobody else joined
him, so he lived on the island with his family for a few years and we lived with them
and we worked – we turned the schoolhouse into a kind of laboratory. And I – I’ve
kept up with the Morrisons ever since and this schoolhouse was abandoned really
because there were no children, there were only – and we wanted to turn it into a field
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station and we found it – it belonged to the Inverness Education Authority. Is this too
much detail for you?

Not at all, no.

No.

Fantastic.

So we wrote to them and said, would you like – are you going to sell this school?
Which is two or three rooms with very thick granite walls and outdoor loos for boys
and girls. And they said, well, yes, you can buy it for fifty pounds, so Frank Perring
and I and another zoologist called Michael Locke who later went to Canada bought
this schoolhouse for fifty quid from Invernesshire Council. The legal fees put it up to
seventy-five, which was a lot of money then, and we managed to scrape it together
and bought this house. And we went back there one or two years after that doing a
flora, the Morrisons were very helpful and they were – lived by crofting and lobster
fishing. And … anyhow, as time went on we finished our work there and Frank wrote
a flora of the Monach Isles together with Roland Randall, a botanist, who taught
extramurally in Cambridge.

[13:41]

And eventually, a few years ago, the locals on Grimsay Island, between North Uist
and Benbecular, wanted to turn the schoolhouse into a heritage centre for the life on
the island before it was deserted. And so we gave the schoolhouse to them ‘cause we
still – it was going to be derelict and if we hadn’t bought it I was later told it would
have been vandalised and the wood used for fires and so on because Spanish trawler
fishermen used to stop in in the winter when nobody was there and just use the – it
was really in a bad way. Anyhow, they have now totally renovated the schoolhouse
and you can go and stay there and look at the grey seals and the barnacle geese and so
on which live there or come there at times of the year. And so that was a very
interesting experience and we kept up with these – with the crofters, Morrisons and
his family, and they had two sons and two daughters and I think I last visited them in
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– with Frank in about 2000, we went to pay them a visit. I think Frank was at the
time, he was chairman of the Wildlife Trust. What was it called? The Royal Society
for Nature – I can’t remember the name of it now, but he died a few years ago. So
that was an interesting development there.

[15:18]

Now when I went to lectures in part two botany there was quite an inspiring character
giving talks on – giving lectures on vegetational history and climatic history and I got
very interested in this subject.

[16:11]

His name was Harry Godwin who was really a prime mover in Quaternary research in
the – from the early 1930s onwards. Hmm, he worked on – together, very close with
archaeologists, Grahame Clark, the archaeologist and so on, and he was a part – the
person who really founded the subject, so at this stage it’s probably worth saying
something about how this subject started. The earliest sign that people started to be
interested in the – in the boundaries between geology and botany or zoology and
geology, between geology and biology I suppose you might say, really started in
Victorian times when people – there was little enough to be known that you could
master more than one subject and the person who really I think took this most
seriously was a man called Clement Reid who was on the Geological Survey. And he
wrote a book on – a little book on submerged forests round about 1900 in which he
said that the future of the subject really lies in combining geology with biology and
attacking the geology from a biological point of view. Nothing really much
happened, there is a – I could go on at length on the development of the subject but I
mean to try and put it in a nutshell it really started – the early – when Clement Reid
put forth his ideas then there was a great development for mapping vegetation in the
north of England with a man called Lewis, and I think FJ Lewis, and doing vegetation
maps. And this gradually worked its way up into looking at peat in relation to
vegetation mapping and this group of people in the north of England and in Scotland
did a lot of work and published a lot on vegetation mapping and peat and the history
of vegetation as seen in peat by looking at trees in peat and seeing if peat replaced
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forest and that sort of thing. And this became formalised in the 1920s, and the British
Association in the 1920s actually had a committee on peat and this combination of
geology and biology but nothing – they had geologists on it and archaeologists, and
zoologists, but nothing ever happened really. It met a few times and the reports are in
the BA reports of the time but nothing happened really. And the really key event was
in the 1930s at the International Botanical Congress which was in Cambridge and, er,
people came to speak at that meeting from Scandinavia and Germany, because in
Scandinavia and Germany there was already very well developed schemes of climatic
change and vegetational history for the last 10,000 years in the post-glacial, and
before in interglacials. And, for example, Jessen and Iversen from Denmark had both
done an enormous amount of work on post and interglacials and indeed a Swede
called Erdtman, Gunnar Erdtman, had come over to England in the 1920s and dashed
around the country taking pollen samples and poking into bogs and he wrote a survey
of English or British vegetational history based on his survey, I think in 1927 or ‘28.
And this – this was always started – this always went on in the north of England and
indeed at Huddersfield there were people there who were working on – with
geologists on peat, peat botanists, who kind of combined the subject but ecology
never really grasped the importance of the historical side of botany or zoology. And
with the International Botanical Congress a great – it gave a great stimulus and
Godwin realised, this was a really good thing, I must start counting pollen. Well, in
actual fact his wife Margaret started counting pollen and he counted pollen as well
and he wrote two papers in The New Phytologist in the early thirties on the
potentialities of pollen analysis and the problems of pollen analysis. And during the
thirties he combined with – he combined with Grahame Clark, who was a lecturer in
the department of archaeology at the time, on excavations, important excavations in
the Fenland and on the Somerset levels in peat. Grahame Clark did the archaeology
and these are Mesolithic sites, and on Mesolithic and later sites. In 1938 they – well,
no, before that they – Godwin and Clark started the Fenland research committee to
organise this research on an interdisciplinary basis and it was obvious that this was the
way forward if you were going to make progress in understanding environmental
history. And as a result of the Fenland research committee Godwin put forward an
idea to the university of having a subdepartment of Quaternary research in 1938, and
in it he demonstrated the advantages of doing it, how much money would be required,
one assistant in research and that sort of thing. However, the war came along and
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nothing happened. He started up – he restarted the application in 19 … 1946, ‘47,
somewhere around there, and he was on the general board of the university at the time
I think and he succeeded in getting a subdepartment established with one assistant in
research at the time. So when I started doing it, it was the first year with a sub – no, it
started in 1948, I joined him in these researches in 1951, so it was quite early in the
development.

[23:50]

And it was a very interesting time in Quaternary research then because everything was
totally new. One didn’t realise it at the time but there were no real studies of
interglacial deposits at that time. The state of [bell chiming in the background] – the
geological state of Quaternary at that time was in a very disordered way. The
Europeans had the Germans, and the Swiss had started had starting organising the
glaciations of the Quaternary. It was Pecnk and Bruckner in the Alps and Woldstedt
in north Germany, had started, so everything was – everything was going on in
Europe but nothing really had transferred across here. There wasn’t really a system of
application of geological stratigraphy to the Quaternary in this country at that time.
There were very – there was a connection between geology and Quaternary, which is
rather curious, and that was there were many Palaeozoic geologists who took an
interest in the Quaternary and archaeology as well, but the two ends of the system,
there was WBR King in Cambridge at the time, there was Fred Shotton in
Birmingham, and R Cole who was a Jurassic – he was a Jurassic geologist who took
an interest in Quaternary and tried to work out a system of stratigraphy and he named
the items of stratigraphy after the – after the local pre-Roman tribes which lived in the
areas, so they had these long names like Catuvellaunian and Icenian as marker points.
But it really didn’t work and – and I often wondered why we were so slow in taking
on – I mean we must have been twenty or thirty years behind the continent, and I
think the reason is probably that in Scandinavia and Germany Quaternary is
economically important. The Scandinavians do a lot of – have a lot of peat of course,
a lot of gravel, and they track down the sources of minerals by looking at the gravel
trains. The Germans had a large interest in Quaternary sediments of one sort or
another economically and the Swiss of course were interested in Quaternary because
of the glacial or glaciated and so – of course the earliest ideas of glaciation came from
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Switzerland originally in 1840 or somewhere around there. So there was this big lag
there so there was a really big opportunity to try and work out something and so
Godwin’s subdepartment of Quaternary research was really the nucleus of the
development of the combined interdisciplinary subject. There were one or two other
places in the country, Fred Shotton in Birmingham. In fact Fred Shotton really wrote
the first good geological research investigation on the Quaternary in his work on the
Quaternary of the Birmingham area, which was published in 1953 I think.

[27:51]

So that was really how I started and I didn’t know where to go to find interglacial
deposits and somebody in the department suggested that it might be the – there had
been records in the western part of the Lake District of interglacial deposits, and I
went in there and poked around but it turned out that they – they were all found during
mining operations deep underground so I gave that up. And in the – in the end what I
did was to look at the literature and some of Clement Reid’s original stuff and worked
out that there were really quite a few sites in East Anglia where there was some really
good stuff which hadn’t been looked at. Well, Clement Reid had looked at some of it
but nothing – after he died nothing much happened in that line and so I started work
on an interglacial site at Hoxne which Clement Reid – had been a British Association
investigation of Hoxne in 1896. And of course it was a place where the first handaxes
had been found, Palaeolithic handaxes had been found, in relation to lake sediments
and which associated – it was at a time when the age of man in relation to Quaternary
was a hot potato and Hoxne was an important site showing that Palaeolithic man
existed after a period of glaciation. Of course the lake deposit was over boulder clay
and, er, and his was the kind of anchor for the site. So I went back and did – I went
there for weeks, fieldwork coring with a hand core, working out the size of this lake,
the depth of the lake and the vegetational history of the pollen in it and trying to relate
it to the archaeology as well. I stayed with the owner of the brick pit. At that time the
brick pit was – at Hoxne was still working with horse and cart and so on and they
made agricultural pipe drains. And Mr Banham, the owner of the pipeworks brick pit,
he and his wife put me up and I used to pay them but they never cashed my cheques
and they were a very generous couple and – and I wrote – I wrote about this place at
Hoxne and it was accepted in the Phil. Trans.. And this was one of the first places
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where a complete vegetational history of an interglacial more or less was displayed
from the late glacial part of the interglacial right up and above.

[31:06]

And then I went – I went – I made a special effort to find all the places found or
recorded by earlier people, and the old Geological Survey memoirs of the eastern
counties were very – gave very good records of what was seen and the old pits and so
on and they were really a huge resource for finding places. And I also went – I had a
connection with Ipswich museum at that time through Harold Spencer and I went to
see – I went to see Basil Brown, the man who excavated the Sutton Hoo ship just
before the war and he lived in Rickinghall in the Waveney Valley in north Suffolk and
he was an insurance agent. He lived in a kind of terraced flint – flint terraced house of
one storey and he had the most amazing card index of all the sites he’d ever been to
because he was a very keen looker-outer of archaeological objects and pits. He did a
lot of recording himself but he never carried any of his excavations through in writing
them up, and Ipswich museum has all his original notes and so on which I did consult
about five or six years ago when I was working in Waveney Valley. But he – he
showed me his card – his card index of all these places in Suffolk and what was in
them, and so I was able to go to various places and do borings.

[33:14]

And I went to, for example – I went to one site recorded in the 1880s or ‘90s
Geological Survey, it was at South Elmham , St Croft’s, South Elmham, in the north
of Suffolk and I went to the place where it was described and I did a hand boring with
a borer and found this interglacial site. And I remember exactly the day on which I
did this, which was – I was busy coring in this field and a man rushed – a man who
was obviously a retired military chap, which one can recognise after service in the
army, and said, ‘King George VI has died.’ And I didn’t know what to say, whether I
was expected to kind of reverse my bore or – or stop work or anything, and so I
remembered that incident on that day [laughs].

[34:20]
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Anyway, I went on coring and I went to a number of sites then of course Harold
Spencer rang me up and said, there’s new sewage works down at Bobbitshole, would
I go there and look at the stuff. So I went down to Bobbitshole with Harold Spencer
and looked at the stratigraphy and took pollen samples and that – that was the first
investigation I did with Bruce Sparks who was a great colleague of mine and he was
an expert in freshwater mollusca or terrestrial mollusca, non-marine, and he took a
mollusc sample as well. And so we wrote this joint paper on Bobbitshole for
molluscs and the pollen, and the seeds and fruits, and the pollen diagram was a
spitting image of the early part of the last interglacial in the Netherlands. Well, it’s
not far really, it’s about seventy miles away from there, so we thought this must
belong to the last interglacial whereas the Hoxne one was the earlier one.

[35:24]

So this is – this is – I think my thesis was written on Hoxne and Bobbitshole and
South Elmham I think a bit, and one or two other bits and pieces. And I did that in
1954 and I applied for a fellowship at Clare College, a research fellowship, in 1954
and I was awarded that which was a – which of course Godwin was a fellow at Clare
College so this was quite – it was partly why I was at Clare College anyway because
of his connection I think. And, so I worked with them to continue on these sites in
East Anglia, in one place and another. In 1950 – in 1955 I went on an expedition run
by Oxford University Explorationary Society to North East Land, which is part of the
Svalbard archipelago, north east of Spitsbergen and the – the Oxford people, they
were explorer types and they wanted two scientists and they couldn’t find any in
Oxford at that time. And I can’t remember how the contact started but it may have
been through Charles Swithinbank, I can’t remember. Anyway I – one of the great
things about the subdepartment at the time, there were visitors from all over the place
coming to do pollen analysis. When I was doing research there was a South African
and an Australian doing research on vegetational history. There were people
constantly coming and going and there was a Fin, Kim Donner, who came and did a
PhD in Cambridge and he and I went – we went – I went with Kim Donner to North
East Land on this Arctic expedition, which was quite interesting. What I was
interested in was looking at the effect of glaciers on the landscape and the plants and
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so on, and this area of North East Land had a glacier which was – had been known to
make a rapid advance and nothing much was known about it. Anyway, we – we got
on a naval vessel at Chatham and got a lift to Tromsoe and then the whole of the
stores of the Oxford University expedition to North East Land, all the stores were in
ex-champagne crates so that when you looked at the stores for this expedition it gave
the impression that there was only one thing being sent with the expedition and that
was champagne [laughs], which the locals in Tromsoe were rather curious about.
Anyway, we went on a steamer because a steamer at that time went up to – went up to
Spitsbergen and we all went on that and when we got off Bear Island the officer of the
ship dished out fishing lines and said, why don’t you fish for cod? And so we – we
did fish for cod but the trouble was there were too many cod and once you put your
fishing line down you would have at least two fish that size on the end of it, and the
whole ship was loaded with cod by the time all the passengers had actually been
fishing. I don’t expect it would be the same now [laughs]. Anyway, we went up to
Spitsbergen and then we went to the cap Longyearbyen, Longyearbyen which is the
capital of Spitsbergen and got – and the governor’s yacht called the … I can’t
remember what it was called now. The governor of Spitsbergen – oh, it was called
the Nord Sissel. The governor was a Sissel man and he kindly lent us his boat to take
us round the north side of north east – of Spitsbergen to North Eastland so we got
stuck in the ice and so on and it was quite interesting and we saw some polar bears.
Eventually we couldn’t land where we wanted to but of course it was iced in but we
landed nearby and we stayed there a month and I did – we did some very interesting
things looking at the ice and the structure of the boulder clay in relation to ice
movement, the plants, and the raised beaches and all that sort of thing. And this was
really an eye opener because it’s really important that people who work on Quaternary
should go into the Arctic and see what – what’s going on. And when we came, we –
yes, we had a boat there, a very curious sort of outboard on it, and it was called – it
was called – it was made by Atco’s the lawnmower people and it was called the Atco
boat impeller, and anyway we used this boat impeller to go round the shores of North
East Land looking for beaches and identifying the heights and so on. And it often
wouldn’t start and it really led to some very dangerous situations where the boat
washed on sideways and so on. But we survived all this and we had a really – it was
really very interesting indeed from our point of view, so – and then we came back to
Tromsoe and then, you know, we came back in a sealer and, yes, the sealer was going
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to call at this point where we were camped on a certain date and it was – the skipper
of the sealer was a Norwegian from – they were Norwegian sealers and they came at
the appointed time and then we offloaded onto this boat. There was very little room
on this boat, there were, I think, three or four members of the crew. It had been
elongated at one time by being cut in half and a bit stuck in the middle I think and it
had a one cylinder diesel engine, well, it thumped along. They had killed a lot of
seals, shooting them and skinning them, but they also had on the deck thirteen polar
bear cubs in cages. That of course was illegal I think at that time, you had to get a
license to shoot polar bears I think and one did come across wandering Americans in
yachts shooting polar bears. But you couldn’t move around on the deck because, a) it
was extremely slippery because of the sea oil, secondly, there were wire cages with
polar bear cubs in so you couldn’t actually put your hand out and grab anything to
steady yourself, and moreover there were half the number of bunks for the number of
people on board, so once somebody got into a bunk in the forecastle they tended to
stay there because they knew they’d never get back there if they were to get out
[laughs], so it was quite a – quite an interesting journey. But we went back down the
east side of Spitsbergen and the really energetic Oxford types hiked – got off the
sealer and walked back to Longyearbyen across Spitsbergen, which was kind of a two
day walk or something like that. We stayed on as it went down towards – went back
to north Norway. However, the boat broke down when it was off Bear Island and
their radio broke down as well, so we wallowed around for a few days while they put
it right and then we called in the north before we went back to Tromsoe where the
sealer was based. They offloaded the polar bear cubs and then went along to
Tromsoe. The Norwegian skipper was a very friendly type and we went – took us out
to meals and so on and we visited his house in Tromsoe. He was very helpful but I
went back with Kim Donner, the Fin, through Finnmark and Lapland and so on, down
that way, down to Helsinki and stayed with him in Helsinki for some days before
coming back.

[45:05]

That was really an eye opener as well, so, yes. Because I was doing with Kim Donner
a fair amount of geological work as well. For example, we were trying to look at the
orientation of stones in boulder clay to work out the direction of ice advance. That
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was a technique that had been used in Europe but never got over to here and we
published a joint paper with Kim on that in 1956 I think, and that – that was a very
interesting period.

[45:50]

The – in – yes, my research fellowship expired in ‘57 and I was reappointed as a
research fellow then I was appointed a demonstrator in botany in 1960, which was a
kind of first step on the ladder in academic life then and you were in charge of all the
practical work and so on and demonstrate to the students. But demonstrators were
described that – the origin of the word was described, a demonstrator, demon devilish,
and strator liar, [laughs] at the time I – anyway it was good fun, yeah, and, yes. And I
continued my research on East Anglia Quaternary in that period. There was one thing
which went on at that time which doesn’t happen now; there were a lot of social clubs
for biologists, for undergraduates and beginning research students. There was the
biological tea club which met to discuss things at four o’clock on one day a week and
you were admitted to it and they elected you, and you had to produce a work of art in
order to be elected. And so all these little works of art, the size of postcards and so
on, were stuck in a book and this was displayed at the meetings and so on. Then there
was the natural – the university natural science club which started in 1870s I think,
and that was for first year research students. And you had to – you were proposed and
seconded and you had to give a talk to them and you were elected to it and so on.
And every year they had their photographs taken under a large chestnut tree in Christ
College garden and these books of photographs went back, I think, to the 1870s every
year, so we – they were brought out once a year at some annual meeting where they
could be seen and they’re a really amazing historical record of people who – in natural
science. They had certain rituals as well, for example, the members’ meetings were
held, organised by members. Each member held a meeting then the next member, so
it went in a circle, a rotation, and they published a little card and the member who
organised the meeting had to provide sardine sandwiches which – a sardine was called
a whale and you had to eat this whale at these meetings. It was – it was great because
you met people from other disciplines. I remember there were astronomers there,
there was one – when I was a member of the natural science club there was somebody
there who found – was strongly in cosmology who made some very interesting and
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valuable comm.- things on cosmology later on. There were zoologists, physicists,
geologists, and this was amazingly interesting because the danger is nowadays you get
very specialised and you don’t meet many people from other disciplines necessarily.
But the biological tea club has long gone and the natural science club wasn’t – it
wasn’t able to find people willing to do this sort of thing and it’s ended as well, so that
– that’s an observation on scientific sociology you might say. I forget when – they
tried to resuscitate the natural science club but that resuscitation didn’t last long, they
didn’t have the people who were willing every week, once a week on a Friday or
Thursday, to go and meet each other and have a whale and so on, have a talk, and
each member gave a talk on his research or her research at the time. There were
women and men members of the club and they published a kind of almanac every so
often with the membership and interests. But that – that has all finished now which is
rather sad really, but no doubt people find other ways of meeting people.

[50:49]

So I was a demonstrator – when was I appointed a demonstrator? I think I was
appointed a demonstrator in 1957, that’s right, not ‘60. And in 1960 George Edward
Briggs retired and Godwin became professor, which put him in a position to
strengthen the subdepartment in a big way and he appointed me as a lecturer then and
I lectured in Quaternary research, pollen analysis, and we had a succession of very
good research students coming along and it was really a very exciting time,
radiocarbon was developing at that time. Eric Willis – Godwin got a grant from the
Nuffield Foundation to start a radiocarbon lab in Cambridge and Eric Willis, the
physicist, was employed and he started it up. And it was originally in the botany
school and – but then it got rather difficult because plant physiologists used
radiocarbon for tracer work and plant physiology and photosynthesis at that time, and
it might have led – so they had to move out the whole thing to another laboratory later
on, but that’s – that’s rather a side story, but at that time radiocarbon dating was
starting and even one result in carbon radio dating would actually transform your kind
of idea of the age of a particular thing. And so every – everybody was waiting for
radiocarbon results to get a date because up to then the only sort of good method of
chronology was really De Geer’s varve chronology in Scandinavia, which could only
be used where you had varves naturally but in Scandinavia you could relate varves to
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pollen, to vegetational history, so there was a way of linking. But of course the
advent of radiocarbon invention by Libby in the late 1940s absolutely revolutionised
the case. Now a lot of errors were made at the beginning of radiocarbon dating
because people didn’t understand the possibilities of contamination by older
radiocarbon or younger radiocarbon and it took quite a long time to actually sort out
the significance and reliability of dates, perhaps five or ten years. And in the end the
subject developed rigorously that if you published a date you had to give details of
exactly where it came from, what method of preparation was used, what sort of
chemical, the whole background, so that people could judge the reliability of the date.
That sort of assessment of reliability is badly needed by some of the modern dating
methods which are used I think, but certainly radiocarbon – I remember at the time
when the pioneer in the Netherlands of radiocarbon dating, de Vries, who started a lab
at Groningen, had a radiocarbon date of 39,000 for the last interglacial and that of
course amazed everybody because it seemed to be very young. So everybody got
very excited about this but it turned out that it was – it was too young, there was
something wrong. Anyway, it’s now thought to be 127,000 based on other methods.
So it was a very exciting time there, when you look back on it I mean it was amazing
that the thing was built up in that way under Godwin’s leadership and Eric Willis’
very precise radiocarbon measurements. It led to some very curious things happening
in the botany school. For example, there was an explosion once [laughs] and of
course they were use – they were using a preparation method which involved, I can’t
remember now, hydrogen or something like that and I remember that it exploded and
that led to the dismissal of this preparation method and it was put out somewhere
away from the botany school [laughs]. But it was a very exciting time, yeah.

[0:55:21]

So Godwin was in the chair from 1960 to 1968 and in that time the subdepartment
flourished, with the annual reports, you see it in the annual reports. The first annual
report in 1948 or ‘49 is about one or two A4 sheets, by the time he retired it would be
a booklet of thirty or forty pages of people who – and also it attracted – it attracted
people from other departments. We had a Quaternary discussion group which met
three times a term in which people came and talked about Quaternary matters, what
research they were doing. This was held in Clare College and there were
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refreshments and so on. It was held in a room on the corner of the old court, which
was one – we’re talking about the days when you had to be into college by ten o’clock
or eleven and people used to use this room to climb into college ‘cause you’d get up
the side of the college and in through the window, and people used to kind of come
into the meetings, glide past, and go off the other side [laughs]. Anyway, this is
another thing which disappeared in the course of time. I suppose the subject became
so large in the ‘70s, there was also a Quaternary lunch club at one stage when people
took our sandwiches to a little lecture room and talked about what they were doing.
There was a very active social life and people were really interested in what other
people were doing. It wasn’t so competitive as it is now I think; I think it’s very
competitive now. Partly shortage of money and so on, and partly many more people
involved, but at that time you knew – you knew everybody I think and you knew the
archaeologists involved and – I mean I went – you would go and excavate with them.
I went to the excavations of Grahame Clark in ‘52 or ‘53 in Star Carr, the famous
Mesolithic site up in Vale of Pickering, and I remember excavating there for Grahame
Clark and I excavated a bone harpoon from this peat which was Mesolithic harpoon.
And Grahame Clark came along, he said, ‘Don’t touch that, let an archaeologist deal
with it,’ so I – which I did. But a lot of these archaeologists who were on those digs
with Grahame Clark became very distinguished people, this – I’m talking about the
early ‘50s, I mean in other parts of the world, Africa and Australia and so on. And so
one keeps up with them and sometimes they come back and you see them and so on,
so there was a – there was a very good relationship looking back on it which I don’t
think is the same now, there’s so many more people now, you know, it’s – I suppose
it’s the same in every subject. Now where have I got to? I can’t remember [laughs].

[End of Track 4]
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Track 5

Okay, if I can take you back to the beginning of university and could I start by asking
about part one which was botany or zoology and geology? And you mentioned that
field work tended to be within botany and it was Gilbert Carter’s –

Gilbert Carter, yes.

Excursions –

Yes.

Could you tell us more about those, your memories of those?

Well, we used to bicycle out to various places around Cambridge and he would lead
the excursion and identify the plants and we would follow on behind. His comments
were always on the plants themselves and ways you could identify them which we’d
never find in a flora. For example, he would always be talking about the five
calciculus shrubs of which, I don’t know, I can’t remember now, but cornice the
dogwood, viburnum lantana, viburnum opulus I think, and cornice the dogwood you
could always recognise once you took its leaf and you pulled it apart, it’s the sap in
the veins that held the two halves of the leaf together. And that always helped me
identify plants because you always remember that curious character attached to them
which was much more difficult to forget than the characters used in the flora, but he
had a lot of stories like that. And when, for example, when he was director of the
garden his labels for the plants were always fairly extensive and dealt with a kind of
classical interest of the plant and it made – that made the plants much more interesting
and put them in a kind of context. He was a – he was a medical doctor and I think he
had an interesting history, I don’t – but he became director in 1923 I think and the
botanic garden – well, the botanic garden was founded by Henslow in 18 – oh, 1856
or somewhere like that and, they never had enough money really and they – they had
a huge bequest from Reginald Cory who married one of the secretaries in the botanic
garden and this Cory fund was a real lifesaver for the botanic garden. But he – I mean
there are memoirs of Gilbert Carter but he had a whole lot of favourite phrases which
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you could never understand much, which referred to particular events in the past. I
can’t recall any of them now but they’re in – they’re in his memoirs about him
because he was a chap who attracted this sort of thing, yeah, yes. He wore pince-nez
on – and I think he wore plus fours and so on, yeah.

[03:52]

And could you say something of your impressions of perhaps contact with the
department of geography at the time that you were an undergraduate and beyond?

Well, while I was an undergraduate I didn’t really have any contact with geography.
Geography was not on the management – the director of the subdepartment was
responsible to the head of archaeology, geology and botany, but for some reason I
never understood geography wasn’t on that list. At the time when I was an
undergraduate Steers was professor, or Derby, I can’t remember which, I think Derby
– Steers came after Derby, I can’t remember. But there didn’t seem to be much
connection between geography and the subdepartment until Bruce Sparks, who
lectured in geomorphology and was a student of Vaughan was I think – not a student,
no, associated with Vaughan Lewis, WV Lewis, he became very interested in nonmarine molluscs, Bruce Sparks. And I – when we developed this at the Bobbitshole,
that would be in 1951 or ‘52, I did have a strong connection with geography then
through Bruce Sparks. I did meet – I did meet Dick Grove and he came on
expeditions to the Lake District coring in lakes ‘cause one of the members of the
subdepartment was Donald Walker, he was one of the first assistants in research in the
subdepartment. He worked in the Lake District and I remember Dick Grove came up
with us to do deep coring of the diatomite in Kentmere, that’s where I had this
photograph. I think he went down sixteen metres or something which was quite an
effort really. But my main connection was with Bruce Sparks and I had a very strong
link with him, and amongst colleagues we were known as the old firm [laughs] and I
did – I really enjoyed fieldwork with him, it was very, very good, yeah.

Why the old firm?
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I don’t know at all, it was just a [laughs] – I think we wrote a lot of papers together,
that’s why really, and it was a very friendly association. Of course nowadays if you
look at authorship of papers there may be ten authors in a paper or more, and I think
this is another big change now that when I was active usually authors were either one
or two people who were closely connected with each other. Nowadays it’s so
multidisciplinary that you get aggregations of people and I wonder whether nowadays
people miss out on the kind of personal achievement of science which one had before,
I don’t know whether that – probably it – certainly it does exist but whether it exists in
the same form, I don’t know, but – so geography was connected and we used to give –
when I was a lecturer in 1960, then I was appointed director of the subdepartment in
1966 and then we did involve geography more, and in the end I managed to get
geography put on the list of people who were responsible to, [inaud] was responsible
to – I don’t know why it didn’t happen before, not at all, but you never know.
Geography had its own research interests and with Steers and Vaughan Lewis and so
on, and perhaps it was rather distinct from the others, I don’t know really. You’ve got
to have the personal connection to get it going, you can’t – you can’t organise
cooperation, it’s got to come through friendship really and mutual benefit I suppose,
yes.

You said something about the mode of dress of geographers as they went off to do –

Well, I remember Steers always looked very smart when he was in the field but
geography – I mean Dick Grove will tell you more about that than I can ‘cause I was
– I went on an excursion with Derby once and he looked very smart as well and I
wonder whether this was a character of geography professors or not at the time
[laughs]. It’s so incongruous ‘cause now you wouldn’t – you wouldn’t wear a black
suit to do fieldwork.

What did you wear, for example, to do fieldwork with Gilbert Carter, these –?

Gilbert, well, we were just undergraduates then so we would be using just normal
wear really, nothing special at all. We didn’t go – we didn’t go for any – it was just
normal boots, leather boots probably, and normal trousers and tweed jackets probably
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[laughs], yes, nothing special like that. But now – now of course you get high – you
go out in the field with people, they have special kits for fieldwork and so on.

[09:45]

And who was the we? Could you give me a sense of the other students of botany at
the time, how many, the gender, that sort of thing, age?

Oh, yes, we – well, when we were in the – when I was a research student we all used
to do – help each other on fieldwork. For example, when I did excavations at Hoxne
we had Sue Duigan, the Australian girl from there, she was working on other sites,
interglacial sites. And we had an archaeologist, John Mulvaney, who became a very
distinguished Australian, he’s still around, he’s a very distinguished chap. And
anybody, you know, we all enjoyed helping each other really, so we would all go out
in a group so there was a kind of community spirit there. And that still happens in this
Quaternary now that – of course you learn so much more from other people in the
field that you would never learn just in a classroom at all and, I mean a number of
people now don’t go into the field too much at all, which I think is terrible and …
yeah.

In part one botany, how many undergraduates?

In – I think there must have been thirty or forty in botany at that time. Part two was
down to about twelve in my class.

[11:16]

And what was the balance of male and female at that –?

Yes, well, there were always a lot of females in biology and I suppose – well, I
remember the part two class, I think there were three out of twelve were female. In
part one I don’t recall, I just don’t remember how many there were, no, no. But of
course it’s very different now, I think you’ll find the proportion is much higher of
women in biology than – probably than in physical sciences, yeah. And yet the
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figures are readily available in the tripos results, the number of each. Yeah, there was
– there was quite a lot of field observational work done by members of staff who
would take out students when they wanted helped, and so we had some extremely
knowledgeable demonstrators when I was a student who gave the impression that they
knew every plant in the British Isles. Two, Donald Piggott and David Coombe, and
they had a fantastic knowledge of the flora, amazing. I often wondered, you know,
how they managed to remember it all. Donald Piggott went to be a professor at
Lancaster and became director of the garden in Cambridge. No, that was his final job,
yes. Where was he? He was at Lancaster then he became director of the garden in
Cambridge, yeah, he retired to Lancaster some years ago. But they were
phenomenally knowledgeable systematic botanists as well as being physiologists.
Hmm.

[13:13]

And what do you remember of the teaching of Harry Godwin in part two in terms of
not only what he was teaching you but how, you know, things he showed?

Yes, he was – he lectured – he gave a course in part two on vegetational history and
pollen analysis, and to begin with it was just students from part two. As the years
went by people came to those classes so that by the middle – beginning of the 1960s
classes were in pollen analysis and vegetational history, joint classes were held for
botany, any biologist and archaeologist and geographer, that’s how it developed.
Now Godwin never had practical classes in Quaternary but they started in early 1960
and we had practical classes in pollen analysis, microscopic plant remains,
identification of peat types, and all that sort of thing, and that drew in students from
other departments as well. And then we also had we also had occasional field classes,
for example, we did a field class in Preston Montford based on the field centre there
with Charles Singer on boring in the Mares, Shropshire Mares and so on, and
identifying stuff back in the Mare, back at the lab in Preston, and that sort of thing.
We held one or two field – we had one to Semer Water up in the Dales with Donald
Walker in which we did borings, worked out the stratigraphy and then when they
came back they looked at the pollen and trying to work out – bring it all together and
so on.
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This is later when you were sort of teaching?

That was when I was – 1960, early ‘60s, yes.

Yes.

Yeah. But at the beginning Godwin’s lectures were only lectures and not practical
work. Now he did – he did a lot of – an enormous amount of fieldwork himself. He
had an Armstrong Siddeley car. Well, those were rather large cars and they had big
front … they had a big front thing which protects the wheel, you know, the – and he
could – he had – he was very adept with a Hiller core which was the staple peat bore
imported from Scandinavia, the Hiller sampler. And you could get down six – oh, I
think it was Kent where he got down sixteen metres I think once with this, you go
down fifty centimetres at a time, but the bore was very primitive compared with what
it is now. But he had this bore that would lie on the side of the car, kept in by the
wheel guard and so on. I remember that and – but he – he perhaps did too much
coring because he did hurt his shoulder eventually and couldn’t do too much. But he
was very – he was a very observant person and very ready to answer questions and to
ask you questions as well, and there was a good interchange really. And of course
what he was talking about in his lectures was something completely new, it wasn’t
something which had any kind of history in this country at all, so every time you went
anywhere and got some result it was always meaningful in the general terms because
so little had been done before. So that – that really engaged people and of course it
especially engaged archaeologists and Grahame Clark, a professor of archaeology,
was a great supporter of science and archaeology and he always – well, he once
remarked to me that what he wanted to see in archaeology was people in white
overalls, to do what he thought they ought to do presumably. But the work was done
in the subdepartment and archaeologists – we had archaeology research students who
were learning pollen analysis and so on at the time, so it was, yeah.

Had there been any mention of pollen analysis in parts one and two?
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I don’t think in part one, no, it would be a part two subject because part one – I mean
Godwin’s lecturing career, he was – he got one of the first PhDs in the university in
1923 and he was actually a plant physiologist. He was a student of FF Blackman who
was a plant physiologist and – but then he turned to ecology. Now plant physiologists
in the 1920s were very critical of plant ecology as being a fuzzy wuzzy subject where
you couldn’t measure anything and – but Godwin got interested in ecology and he and
AS Watt, who’d lectured in ecology, really set the – now, he worked in forestry which
was a part of geography school, it’s coming back to me now. AS Watt was a forester
and ecologist, and there was a forestry institute in the department, the present
department of geography, and that was closed down, I don’t know when, and he
transferred to botany and he brought in a big injection of ecology into the botanist
group. So – and there was also Tansley who was – who was a professor of botany at
Oxford who wrote the British vegetation volume, a classic, in 1939, and he was a
great supporter of ecology. He started the Journal of Eco – well, once you start, you
get me getting going on Tansley I [laughs] – he – AJ Tansley, he was a student in the
late 1890s. As a student he started having arguments with Herbert Spencer in letters
about the – Herbert Spencer was writing a book on – writing books on the philosophy
of biology at the time and Tansley was taking him up. He then became a proponent of
Tansley where he started up our ecology, British vegetation maps, descriptions of
communities, and he led a big international phytogeographic excursion in Britain in
1910 or thereabouts which published the first book on British vegetation and
communities. And then he started The New Phytologist which was a journal in 1902,
which is still going very strong, and he started the British Ecological Society in 1916,
and he – and in the 1920s he got disenchanted with botany and he went to Vienna to
become a student of Jung in psychoanalysis, and then he got fed up with that and
came back again and he became professor of botany at Oxford and – but he was a
great – Godwin was greatly supported by Tansley and that I think persuaded Godwin
to go on the ecological side of things, Tansley’s – Tansley’s work. So he started –
Godwin started – when we go back to it, Godwin started as a lecturer for the first year
course on plant morphology.

[21:43]
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I mean in that time the great things were plant morphology, plant physiology,
mycology and so on, there was no molecular biology or anything like that, so these
very elegant experiments on plant physiology came on at the time, simple ones. And
so he lectured first year students for many years, so he had really – he had the gift of
getting success for first year students in botany.

[22:19]

And what was the view of perhaps more traditional botanists within the school of this
new interest of Godwin’s in pollen analysis and the reconstruction of vegetational
history?

Yes, that’s a very interesting point and I think – I think they accepted it because it was
new, once it had got past the new stage then I don’t think it was so popular. In fact
there’s nobody in the botany school now who has any connection with Quaternary at
all, the whole thing has disappeared and gone to geography. That happened in 1994
but I could come onto that later. But when the subject was a new subject I think
people realised it partly because it brought in money, I mean money for radiocarbon
and so on, but as time went on I think it – that interest faded. And you couldn’t push
it too far because botany should deal with all the subjects to do with plants and the
danger was that the subdepartment was getting a bit – was getting a bit too – it didn’t
take up much room in the botany school, only two or three rooms, but perhaps was
getting more than it – there should be other subjects more important. Of course when
molecular biology started, biochemical, biological, botany, then that was all new so it
shifted the emphasis completely, so in botany now there is no connection with
Quaternary, that’s how things work out with the natural evolution and change. But he
combined – his strength was combining ecology, his knowledge of ecology, with the
pollen analysis side of things, that was the strength of it, it wasn’t – I mean nowadays
you may get people who count pollen who know nothing about the ecology of the
people, of the pollen that they’re counting, it’s a mechanical process.

So that they can’t interpret –

So they can’t interpret –
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The pollen rain in relation to –

That’s exactly right, yeah. So a lot of the discussion in early pollen analysis the
interpretation of the meaning of these pollen diagrams. Of course Godwin was in a
strong position because he was closely connected to The Journal of Ecology for years
and he was editor for years of The Journal of Ecology and so he knew what was going
on.

What was his view of or perhaps did he share Tansley’s interest in psychoanalysis at
all at any level?

Did he?

Did he share or have a view on Tansley’s interest in psychoanalysis?

I don’t know but I know that Tansley left him his psychoanalytical books ‘cause he
had a psychoanalytical library, and I think Harry Godwin actually sent them off back
to Vienna in due course. But he never discussed Tansley with me, I’d like to have
known more about – I did meet Tansley but he was a rather severe aesthetic sort of
character and I didn’t – I never could actually discover whether Tansley was a good
field botanist and I did broach the subject once but I could see it was not a subject that
should be discussed and so I left off [laughs]. But he, Tansley, was the chief ecologist
really of the country, I mean he was heavily involved in the formation of
conversation, natural environment, conservancy, nature conservancy and all that sort
of thing, yeah. And of course he wrote very well, he had a gift for writing. I think – I
think – I always understood or whether rightly or not he was frustrated with botany in
the sense that people weren’t taking ecology seriously and perhaps that’s what turned
him to psychoanalysis, I don’t know. He had a very analytical mind and so perhaps
he thought he could use it in that direction. And he wrote – he wrote a book on the
new psychology I think, as far as I remember, yeah, so which means he really wasn’t
a – it was a serious attempt to get at the subject, yeah. But he lived in Grantchester
and his daughter lived in Grantchester in the house near the Red Lion next – up there.
And I only saw him on one or two – I never went in the field with him.
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[27:15]

And what could you say of the role of Godwin’s wife in the development?

She was very important in the start of pollen analysis and a lot of the original papers
on pollen analysis are by H and ME Godwin, Harry and Margaret. And so she did
play an important part in pollen analysis in the early days. Though they had one son, I
think when they had a family she probably retired from the scene of active work in
that direction.

Do you know what had been her background? Was she herself an academic?

I don’t know, I don’t know, no, I don’t know, I don’t know. I don’t know what her
background was at all.

Did you develop at any time a personal sort of relationship with the Godwins?

Oh, certainly, absolutely, yes, I – yes, they were very helpful, both of them. And I
think when he died I was his literary executor and I used to go round to the house
quite a lot and kind of sort out the books but I wouldn’t – I and my wife went round to
eat with them and they came round here, not infrequently, and he always took an
interest in what I was doing but he never interfered in any way in what I was doing, he
was interested in what was going on. And he was a very lively chap and he had a
good sense of humour. He was – he was – got a scholarship to Clare College in 1918,
‘19, somewhere around there. I did write his memoir for the Royal Society in some
detail but I can’t remember – he was very good at German because when he wanted to
learn German from a scientific point of view in the First World War the only book
that was available was a German bible. So he had a memory, a very – and he could
recite bits of German bible in an offhand sort of way, and also do you know the
poems of Hans Breitmann? ‘Hans Breitmann gife a barty, where is that barty now’, in
kind of Germanic English as spoken by a German. He knew a lot of poems of Hans
Breitmann and could recite those [laughs]. He was – he was a great friend of the
Attenboroughs. David Attenborough’s father was chief of education I think of
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Derbyshire or somewhere up there, Nottingham, I can’t remember which. Of course
he was brought up on the border between Yorkshire and the next door county and he
knew the Attenborough family and so he knew the two Attenboroughs I think. And I
think the Attenborough senior gave him a lot of encouragement in his work.

And in his part two lectures, I know you said there was no associated fieldwork and I
don’t think any practical work.

Not formalised, not formalised, no.

And practical?

No practical work, he just gave lectures. And the thing expanded in the early ‘60s
when he started giving courses in all – for all departments really in geography,
geology and so on, and a much more cooperative spirit in lecturing. Of course others
in other departments were getting interested so the seed had been sown by his lectures
and you’re probably –

[31:18]

I mean when I was a research student we went to lectures in archaeology on
Palaeolithic archaeology given by McBirney who was a leading Palaeolithic
archaeologist at that time, and I remember I went to the lectures. We went to the
lectures as a group of research students to learn something about Palaeolithic
archaeology and it was really quite – quite good really. We under – you know, it had
good discussions and so on.

[31:48]

And what was the view of this subdepartment of Quaternary studies? What was the
view of that of geologists and zoologists, sort of –?

It was a purely personal relationship with people working. For example, in geology
there was Richard Hey who was a sedimentary geologist but with an interest in
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Quaternary, a great interest, and he was our kind of a representative in geology. In
geology, in earth sciences department, very little Quaternary was done, very unlike
the States where Quaternary is a part of the geological earth sciences set-up. In
Britain there were very few, in fact there were probably no full time Quaternary
geologists existing till fairly recently. It was not a subject, you know, it was outside
the realms of real geology because it was all soft stuff and, you know, you couldn’t
take a hammer to it or anything like that and so – but there were these people in the
department, say, Richard Hey in geology; he was a co-founder of the Quaternary
Research Association with myself in 1964. We started a field, a field group, a field
study group, of – in 1964 was the first meeting, which is now the Quaternary
Research Association which has now I think about a thousand members or something
like that.

Did you get an impression of how it was viewed by geologists and botanists who
weren’t involved in it, in other words the people who were hitting hard rocks with
hammers or the biologists?

I don’t think they took much notice to begin with. I mean it was – it was – there was
not much published on it and also what was published was not considered kind of
high grade science, it was very generalised. If you read some Quaternary papers …
and compare them with analytical geological papers perhaps you wouldn’t find the
same style. And there weren’t many people writing geological Quaternary papers. I
mean there were in Victorian times, there were people who were writing great
monographs on Quaternary in East Anglia but this – this doesn’t seem to have – the
geologists didn’t seem to have the same interest in Quaternary until the middle 1950s,
probably somewhere around there, when Fred Shotton who was professor of geology
in Birmingham wrote really fundamentally important papers investigating stratigraphy
in a strict geological way, not just popping in to look at somewhere and reporting on it
but doing a lot of fieldwork and doing things together, and that – Fred Shotton’s paper
on that was fundamentally important. So there weren’t – the connections were mainly
personal. I remember when I became director and I was responsible to the heads of
these three departments, I used to send them my annual report, I had to write an
annual report and do all the publications. There was never any meeting to discuss
anything, they would just let me get on with it and so on, which was a good thing
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really, but in some ways a bad thing because it meant that they were not too interested
in what was going on, if it was going on all right, okay, that’s fine. So when you ask
– the closest connection was with archaeology of all these other departments. Richard
Hey gave lectures in – no, Professor King gave lectures in Quaternary stratigraphy, a
course of lectures in earth sciences, but you wouldn’t find many geologists going to
those lectures, it would be people from other departments going there. But he did, I
remember he had a very annoying lecturing method in which he would discuss the
history of the Thames, the terraces of the Thames, and he would put up the terraces
and then he would say there was a period of erosion [makes whooshing sound]. But
of course when you’re down about five terraces and you’ve had five periods of
erosion your notebook is in absolute chaos, so he was [inaud] [laughs]. He was a very
good – he was very – Bill King was very good on Quaternary actually. He was
another of these people who was interested in the Palaeozoic and the Quaternary, it’s
a curious combination.

Could you say for the recording why that’s a curious combination for people who
don’t understand this –?

Well, I think that if you’re in the Palaeozoic the Quaternary wouldn’t have much
interest for you because you’re at the other end of the geological timescale. You’re
looking at hard rocks in the north western part of the Britain and the south west and so
on. You’re looking at igneous rocks, you’re looking at petrology. You’re looking at
Cambrian palaeontology, ore division and all the rest of it. You think, you know, why
– why do you come to the other end? That’s why I always found it rather curious that
many of these people – the professors in Cambridge, especially JE Marr, OT Jones
and Bill King, who were all interested in Quaternary but not Boardman who was – he
stuck to forams, not to forams, to other parts of palaeontology and so on, yeah. And
so it is an interesting combination. I don’t know why, I don’t – I can’t – you’d have
to ask them really [laughs].

Yes. Now I’m interested –

Richard Hey might know and he’s still alive, he lives – he’s retired to – he’s retired to
– he would be an interesting chap to interview actually because he worked with the
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archaeologists with McBirney, the paleo, in Libya after the war and McBirney was in
north Africa during the war and he discovered these caves and so on and went back
after the war and excavated them with Richard Hey. He lives down in the West
Country near Ross on Wye, or in Ross on Wye. He’s in a wheelchair but his marbles
are still fine, yeah, yeah, yeah.

[39:00]

Now I’m interested in this – at the end of the degree you said that you and Frank
Perring wanted to go and do some fieldwork in a remote area. Could you say why?

Well, we wanted to do something where someone had never done anything before, I
think that was behind it, which was unknown, you don’t know what to find, you don’t
know what it’s like because there were very few descriptions of the Hebridean flora
up to that time. There was one by, in Uig on – near Harris, west of Lewis, by an
amateur botanist, but nothing much else was known and so I think that’s why. And
also I think Frank had been in the war doing – I can’t remember what he was doing
now but he wanted some interest as well, so we both shared these common interests,
yeah.

And what is it that you wanted to do botanically given that at this stage you’d been
lectured by – to by Harry Godwin on pollen analysis, you knew about the
subdepartment, but what was it at that stage that you wanted to do in this –?

We wanted to make – look at the flora on this island, on this ocean, well, you call it
oceanic island I suppose, see if there’s any peat there and if so bring back samples.
Look at the vegetational history which hadn’t been done, I mean St Kilda hadn’t been
done at that time. People have looked at peat on St Kilda since then. And so it was
really – it was the novel interest, we wanted to journey and journey with a purpose to
look for things, because I remember we hitchhiked up to Glasgow or Edinburgh, I
can’t remember now, ‘cause we couldn’t – you know, we had no other method of
travel and we hitchhiked up there on the back of a lorry I think, yeah. So it was really
driven by curiosity, I suppose you could say that, yeah.
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What did you take with you in terms of –?

We just took floras and nothing else really, collecting. I think we took vasculums,
Gilbert Carter was very keen on collecting plants in vasculums or yes we had – there
was – Professor Corner was in the botany school then, he was a tropical botanist and –
who had been director of the gardens at Singapore and he got some firm to make a lot
of vasculums or vasculi I suppose you should call them to collect plants and we may
have taken vasculums, I’m not quite sure.

[41:46]

But no corers or any –

No, no, no, they were – I really didn’t come into contact with corers till I started being
a research student, yeah. And the – I had to invent my own system of coring for
coring at Hoxne, you couldn’t use an ordinary peat corer, it had a, what’s called a
shipwright’s spiral auger and the workshop made a special thing for me, which was –
which only went down twenty five centimetres at a time, so it was quite laborious.
But I hadn’t used – we didn’t take any corers up to the Hebrides. Later when I went
on one excursion there I think I did take a Hiller sampler but of course I took a corer.
There’s one lake on Monach Isles and I wanted to get a core through it and I did do it,
so I must have take a core through that later but when I – that was when I was a
research student or later and I did get a radiocarbon date from the peat in that loch
showing – which had some significance. So I must have taken a corer at some stage
but most of the flora on the Monach Isles is machair which is calcareous grassland,
very beautiful in the summer.

[43:13]

Could you describe your arrival there and your sort of first contact with the family?

Yeah. Well, first of all you have to arrange a boat to get from north Lewis to Monach
and I think we stayed – they lived in a – Peter Morrison and his family lived on
Monach Islands at that time, so we cadged a list from lobster fishermen to the islands.
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And the – it’s seven miles by sea, over the sea in one of these heavy lobster fishing
boats, and there’s no formal landing place on the Monach Isles, there is a port, what’s
called Port Roy there which is where the sheltered harbour is in the rocks really and
you get off there and – then they were very hospitable and we had breakfast and meals
with them and we did our work of a survey of the island and we installed ourselves in
the schoolhouse. And the lobster fishermen who were also – who were living in the
school, they used to live in the schoolhouse in a rather dilapidated state, they would –
they would leave lobster claws for us to eat [laughs] but ever since then I’ve never
eaten lobster because I was satiated on lobsters at the time and I’ve never had them
since then. Peter Morrison had a fund of stories, he was an avid reader and the
crofters, when I went to meet people and so on, one of the interesting things were
their bookcases. They were really into serious literature in various ways and of course
you couldn’t do anything on a Sunday. Hebrides is divided into two halves, the
Presbyterian and the Catholic, and the dividing line is through – I think through the
middle of Benbecula, I may be wrong in all this but this is my recollection. And on
Sunday nothing would happen, that you would go to church and everybody would be
dressed in black and so on and that this was an important part of the week in terms of
what you did and what you didn’t do and so on. And I was – I was impressed by this,
I thought, well, a very suitable thing to do really. But there were always quite a few
religious books in the bookshelves and so on and it was interesting talking, talking,
‘cause a lot of them had been away and come back again and so it wasn’t as if they’d
been isolated in any way whatsoever. And Peter Morrison was a subscriber to some –
some journal of news, I can’t remember what it was now but it was kind of
international kind of stories and so on and, yeah, he – and he was also a poet as well,
he’d write poetry and so on, yeah, hmm. And so it was – I mean somebody coming
from down south, it was really very interesting to see so we never regretted making
this decision to go there although we didn’t get where we thought we were going to.
We ended up in a much better situation on the Monach Isles and we ended up by
owning a schoolhouse, which is always amazing and we actually – I mean if you read
this thing, what I didn’t realise then was by buying that schoolhouse we had actually
preserved it otherwise it would have been left to dereliction, so actually by buying it it
was actually ended up by being preserved which was very gratifying really.

[48:03]
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Could you describe it in as much detail as you can at the time that you first saw it and
were staying in it on this –?

Yes, well, we stayed with the Morrisons’ house and we went across, which was a
standard crofter’s house on two storeys with wooden panelling and everything, the
standard layout, and we went across and we had – you go – the school enclave was
marked, you could just see where the original one acre of ground was, or about that,
which came with the deeds and that was cultivated. There were lazy beds still visible
where potatoes were cultivated round and about. And then outside the front door on
the right was the midden, which was a pile of old tins, ‘cause you cook from – you eat
a lot of tinned food and you sling out the tins. And as you go in on the left there’s a
schoolroom with benches on one of the sides, and that schoolroom was littered with
old copy books, I wish they’d been kept, from the school pupils who’d presumably
been there before the war, I don’t know. And then the room on the right, I think, was
full of pegs where you hung up your clothes then you went a bit further and there
were two rooms, one on the left and one on the right, where the teacher lived, a living
room and a bedroom I think. But the big room on the left was where the pupils sat
and there were copy books, you know, with beautiful copy plate handwriting by
children. You wish, you know, that would happen nowadays sometimes [laughs].
One used to have these copy books, you know what they looked like, with the line of
beautiful copper plate and then you’d copy it above it and so on, and these books were
lying about there. And we cleared the space and so on and used the benches as a
laboratory really to press plants, ‘cause we took our pressing papers and pressing
things and worked there, yeah.

[50:35]

It was very convenient and that’s why we thought, well, this is an ideal place for a
field station so we wrote to the Scottish Field Studies Council and said, would you
like this house? And they said, no thanks, and we tried to sell it to Scottish Nature
Conservancy or Scottish Natural Heritage or whatever it’s called, they were not
interested really. And so it got a bit worrying in the end, especially when health and
safety rules came in and if you owned a property you’ve got to keep it – if something
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happens and all this. And with the arrival of Fiona Morrison and Mary Norton and
getting going with the schoolhouse the whole situation’s been put right completely, so
you can still go into the schoolroom and see this bench there presumably where –
which was absolutely ideal as a lab space. I don’t think the Morrisons came into the
schoolhouse while we were there to see what we were doing or anything like that.
They were occupied with their fishing, of course putting out your pots and so on
around – around Heisgeirs, a very skilled business. Of course it’s a group of five
islands which could be very treacherous.

And what else did you both do in order to convert it into a field study centre?

Well, we did nothing really. I mean the door was through there and it had a key, I’ve
got the key to it somewhere [laughs], it’s a huge great key and they said, I don’t know
how true it was, that sheep were kept there and cattle were over-summered there.
They brought cattle out in boats from the – from North Uist and back, and sheep as
well. A trawlerman who wanted fresh meet would send a boat ashore and collect
sheep and so on. If they found any convenient wood to make a fire then the wood of
the schoolhouse might be – might suffer and so on. It wasn’t in a good state when we
were there and it’s obviously got slowly worse, ‘cause we bought it in early ‘50s and
then it wasn’t – it must have been fifty years with nothing done to it. Of course we
never did anything to it because it needs local people, you’ve got to bring over
everything you need for doing the building, rebuilding. And they had summer parties
there for over a series of years with – with volunteers to rebuild. It would have been
very interesting to go up and take part actually but I was getting on a bit then and –
but they’ve done a wonderful job there.

And you mentioned off the recording that it had an aerial, could you talk about that?

They had – what on the back of the school?

Hmm.

Yes, well, the – the gunnery was a rifle – it was a rocket range out of St Kilda wasn’t
it?
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Hmm.

And they had some sort of warning system, they – there was a solar powered
telephone linked on, was it the back of the schoolhouse, and you could ring up the
military authority in Benbecula if you – I don’t know whether to say that you were
about and catching lobsters or something like that, I don’t know the details, or there
was an emergency or something like that, so there was a connection but only in the
later period. I mean once you got out there in the 1950 – I don’t know when the
rocket range started, I can’t remember, but basically you’re on your own really and if
the weather was not satisfying, not – and going off, you stopped. You had to stay
there and if the weather improved on the Sunday you still waited until Monday if you
wanted to go back. And we did some – we did some culinary experiments there, we
once tried eating seagulls in a pressure cooker and there’s no way you can make a
seagull edible is the net conclusion of this experiment [laughs] and – when we were
stuck for some fresh food but we took some food with us, I can’t remember the details
now. But … I don’t know whether there’s any cultivation of the ground going on
there, I think the Morrisons may have resumed cultivation for a short time but they
only stayed there a few years after the war, it’s all in that booklet there, and no other
families come out and join them and of course you couldn’t stay there with one family
by yourself. I think there’s a lot of tales of accidents happening and people not being
able to get medical help and that sort of thing. I mean there are actually – there are
five islands there, three of – two of them, three of them joined up at low tide and two
individuals, and the westernmost one has a huge lighthouse which was occupied by
the lighthouse people, but I don’t think it’s in use now by the Northern Light
Commissioners, I don’t think it is, or who it belongs to now.

[56:00]

And can you tell me about relations with crofters that formed part of the fieldwork
there, conversations or –?

I don’t think they – they really – information about cultivation perhaps but I don’t
think we had any input from the kind of flora point of view. The input – I mean the
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communication was social more than anything else, there was no – I don’t think there
was any scientific communication as such, no. There were stories of what people did,
I mean Peter Morrison said that every year a Glaswegian came up to the Monach
Isles, camped in the sand dunes with two crates of whiskey and was not seen for two
weeks, and then just went back to Glasgow [laughs]. But this person wasn’t there
when we were there, but things like that and – but they had – a possible kind of
interchange was on the archaeology and artefacts and so on, and they had found some
interesting stone kind of implements like oars which they produced and we discussed
and so on, so there’s – on that level there was some interesting discussion, but from
the botanical point of view I don’t think we heard any kind of stories about buried tree
stumps like you get in many parts of the highlands where there are a lot of – I had a
lot of local – local look at the stories like the horses in the lochs, the horses – you
know, the horses that come out of the lochs and that sort of thing and the local
folklore, and we did talk about that, so – but we didn’t actually talk about any scie-. I
think that’s very difficult to do because … in geology it’s much easier than many
other subjects because you can talk to people in general terms about geology, what
you see, but you can’t necessarily do that with flora or fauna, you can to some extent
but that’s why the natural history societies generally are not involved in geology. It’s
the opposite side because in biology you can record with interested people who know
how to use floras and faunas but the average person doesn’t use a flora or fauna, so
there’s a bit of a barrier there. But with geology you haven’t got a barrier with people
in the field ‘cause you can – or when I go up and talk to these people who work on
farms and so on they know what you’re talking about when you talk about the gravel
and sand and all the rest of it. But with natural history societies it’s rather curious,
there’s a difference there between the people who are recording and they don’t take
too much interest in geology because geology requires more background than a fauna.
With a flora and fauna you can use a flora and get down to the nitty gritty of
identifying plants which you can’t do with geology, you know, it’s more field subject
so it’s an interesting comparison. But they – I think the main discussion was probably
on social – social matters really, yeah.

[59:51]
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And did you get any impression of how you were viewed by crofters, by lobster
fishermen, by local people?

Well, I always think that they probably think that we’re well intentioned, slightly off
course, well healed people and if – this would be a kind of work that would be
interesting if I could do it [laughs], you know, from the point of view I don’t have to
labour all day or drive a tractor all day. And when you go out with a tractor driver
nowadays, and when I’m talking to them they say, well, don’t just talk here, let’s talk
while we’re in the cab, so it – they say it’s terribly boring up and down, the whole
thing’s controlled by this, that and the other, what a life [laughs]. And they – I mean
they’re really – you meet some are interested – are interested in what you’re doing
and – but I didn’t get that – I didn’t get it in the Hebrides because there’s no common
ground really. And if you go up with them in the boats and so on they’ve got this
huge knowledge of local conditions, a vast amount of experience on conditions and
weather and everything, and it’s really impressive, but of course it’s a world which is
foreign to you just as your work is foreign to them in a way, yeah, yeah. Well, I think
that’s right, yes. So, it is – it is a question of worlds meeting. I think you might find
if you went up there to discuss the history of the houses on Monachs you would get a
really good crossover. I mean the Brathay people sent an expedition to the Monach
Isles to map all the foundations of all the houses and they assembled all this local
information. Well, they must have got on very well with the locals because the locals
would really enjoy talking about their ancestors and their forebears and who lived
where and who did what, but when you’re there from a more scientific point of view
and not looking at that side of life then you don’t get the crossover which – which you
might hope for. But, no, I don’t think you’d even hope for a crossover, you would –
you know, if you find somebody interesting – interested in what you’re doing that’s a
real bonus, yeah, but it’s not often that you find that because the backgrounds are so
different but it does happen from time to time. It’s happened with me on this one
person up in Norfolk, yeah.

Thank you. In terms of what follows your research or your work as a research
student, could you explain the links between scientists working at Ipswich Museum
and you as a university scientist or as a research student at university, because it
seems almost –? I realise why you were at Hoxne, because of Clement Reid’s earlier
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site, but there seemed to be a sort of relation between the university and the local
museum which I wonder whether you could say something about.

Yes, the – I knew – when I was working at Hoxne the director of the Ipswich
Museum, whose name I can’t remember, [laughs] it’ll come back to me, used to come
and watch us working. He had a shooting stick and so on and he – Guy Maynard,
that’s right, Guy Maynard, I think was director of the museum. And he came and
watched us working and I think Harold Spencer came. Now Harold Spencer was an
amazing person, he had been at Ipswich Museum I think since the ‘20s and he was
self taught, and he always went everywhere by bicycle and train and he knew Suffolk
like the back of his hand like Francis Simpson knew the botany. He was the same sort
of person as Francis Simpson, the flora man in Ipswich Museum, and I got on very
well with him and he used – he was a voluminous letter writer and I used to go and
visit him and he’d show me things in Ipswich Museum which came from Hoxne and
so on, the palaeolithical bones or something. His great – his main interest was bones,
he had a small grant from the British Museum and he used to go down to the Natural
History Museum with his bones and he was enormously chuffed by these visits, you
know, and meeting other people down in the NHM who would talk to him. But he
was entirely self-taught and he wrote – he contributed to a publication of the Suffolk
Natural History Society [bell chiming in the background] writing accounts of what he
was doing and so on, and in the end he joined all these things together and published –
put them together and I think the Suffolk Natural History Society published a joint
thing. But he was – he kind of held the subject together in Suffolk in a big way.
Suffolk – the great thing about Ipswich Museum was it had this huge collection of
crag mollusca which are assembled in Ipswich Museum which is of international
importance. And he looked after that and he knew all the crag sites, I mean some of
them were Quaternary, most of are Pliocene nowadays I suppose, or early Quaternary.
And so he – he was very supportive really and very – I’ve got all his letters and I think
I really must put them together and send them back to Ipswich Museum. And he had
fairly strong opinions on this, that and the other, quite rightly. And he also had quite a
– had quite a lot of fans in the subdepartment, Richard Hey in geology got on well
with him and Bruce Sparks, the shell person, did. And when he retired we gave him a
dinner in Jesus College and presented him with a tea service on which was engraved,
‘One of the red crag stag horns’ I forget its name, eustonophilus or something like that
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engraved on with our compliments, you know, and happy retirement and so on. I
suppose his son has that now if he hasn’t got rid of it, but that was a great occasion
because we had a formal occasion and presented him with this tea – with this silver
tea service. And when he retired he – he became rather sad because I understood that
he found it very difficult to get out and do fieldwork because his wife thought he
should retire, or something like that, I don’t know the details. So when he retired he
really lost momentum a bit in that way, which was a great shame because people like
that are not common, you know, somebody who’s really interested and pursues it is
not common. And, er, he never did much travelling after he retired or excursions but
he was – I used to know the people in Ipswich Museum fairly well, mainly him, but
also Bob Markham who lives in Ipswich now or lives in Woodbridge – no
Woodbridge I – no, no, he lives in Ipswich, yeah, who went to work in Norwich
Museum as a geologist and then when Norwich – when the great setbacks started he
returned to Ipswich and I think he helps them in the Ipswich Museum there and gives
lectures and leads excursions. And I came back into contact with Ipswich Museum
when I was working in the Waveney valley. I wanted Basil Brown’s field notes on an
important Palaeolithic site in the Little Ouse valley at Barnham, St Gregory, Barnham,
St Gregory, and they were very helpful then but of course the staff had all changed
then. But all Basil Brown’s notebooks I suppose are kept in their storage place but of
course they don’t have enough staff to curate things properly and it’s a real problem.
I always think Ipswich Museum has suffered, I mean when you go there now it’s a
rather sad Victorian state which does a very good job in the circumstances. Obviously
they haven’t had as much support from the local authority as they might have had and
now they are joined with Colchester Museum and they – they’ve lost their kind of –
not like Norwich Museum, Castle Museum, which has retained its identity and I think
that’s a great shame actually ‘cause the collections at Ipswich are really first class
collections, properly curated and so on.

[1:10:03]

What is a crag site?

A crag site is a – crag is a local dialect word in East Anglia for very shelly sand and it
– it’s very common on the coastal, in pits around east Suffolk. For example, at Butley
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there’s a red – there’s one part of the crag which is red called red crag and there’s a
coralline crag, and these are the pride of Suffolk from a geological point of view and
there’s a – there’s a group called GeoSuffolk now headed by a chap called Roger
Dixon and they’ve been going strong on conservating the coralline crag site at Sutton
near – near Sutton Hoo, south, near, on the peninsula there. And they’ve got a –
they’ve developed a really good development there of conservation of this site which
is a crag site. And you get crag sites right through the eastern part of East Anglia,
lying really near sea level and it’s the remnants of beaches which were formed in the
early Quaternary with beautifully preserved shells and of course crag – the crag
mollusca were monographed by the Victorians, by Searles Wood, father and son, in
huge great monographs. And the type – a lot of the type specimens and collections
are in the Ipswich Museum, so it is – it is a very important thing from the geological
point of view but it’s a – having a bit of resuscitation now with this GeoSuffolk group
with Roger Dixon and others, so he’s – yeah, he’s a – and he and Bob Markham. Bob
Markham is the great expert on trams in Ipswich, as I think I’ve probably told you, he
knows where every tram is [laughs].

[1:12:14]

And why did Guy Maynard, why was he out watching you while you were –?

Well, I think he was interested in what’s going on but he didn’t seem to take much
part of it, he seemed to be a curator who was a kind of administrator. But I may be
totally wrong, I mean he – it wasn’t a question of getting a trowel and get your hands
dirty or anything like that, he was – he just came to look and see what was happening
as a part of Ipswich Museum presumably, wanting to know what goes on in Suffolk,
so I – I met him once or twice. But of course Ipswich Museum always had strong
connections with a kind of Palaeolithic archaeology in the sense that Reid Moir was
one of the trustees or – and he believed that early man existed much earlier than – and
he was – Reid Moir was well known, was a great protagonist of this early man
business and he had a great supporter in the form of one of the trustees of Ipswich
Museum, Ray Lancaster, who was a very persuasive man and supported Reid Moir in
his efforts to find the earliest man in England and so on. And we have the Foxhole
Man skull and so on and – and things like this, and so Palaeolithic archaeology always
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was important in Suffolk from the Hoxne point of view but was perilous – were first
excavated and described by John Frere 1797. I mean some had been found in the BM
in the 17th century there but John Frere said – talked about Hoxne, talked about the
brickworks and said, this lies on a site between two valleys so these implements were
made before man had a knowledge of metals. That was in 1797 and his work was
largely ignored until the finds of palaeoliths in the Somme Valley by the French
archaeologists in 1840s, ‘50s, ‘60s, led Prestwich to go back to Hoxne and try and
excavate it again and that led to Clement Reid and so on. So it does have an
important part in the history of Palaeolithic archaeology. So Guy Maynard was
probably just interested in the site as a site but he didn’t – I didn’t get the impression
he was a hands-on archaeologist who – he gave the impression of being a bit of an
amateur really and maybe museums were run by people at that time, I don’t know, but
certainly Harold Spencer was absolutely hands-on and so was – so was Francis
Simpson of course.

What I mean is you might have gone to work at this site and not have seen anyone
from the museum. How did they know that you were there doing it, you know, in
order to –?

Well, he must have – he must have heard about it because probably I was in contact
with Harold ‘cause I used to keep in touch with him and he was telling – if he found
anything he would always write to me and so on, and so maybe Guy Maynard learnt –
‘cause we did excavate at Hoxne with McBirney but no archaeo-palaeolithic
archaeologist took it seriously. McBirney only came for one year in ‘52 or ‘53. We
found some flakes and so on but the real work at Hoxne was done with American
money by John Wymer, the leading Palaeolithic archaeologist in the country, with
support from the University of Chicago in the form of a chap called Ronald Singer
who had all the money and he – they excavated and produced the real volume on
Hoxne archaeology in 1890 – 1994 I think or somewhere around there.

[1:16:32]

Could you say something of the use of local knowledge in the Hoxne work in terms of,
well, I don’t know how it was useful but –
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Well –

You know conversations with –?

Well, they were – the chap in charge of the brickwork, Mr Banham, he had a
collection of hand axes and I was always after hand axes which had the sediment left
on it, of course if you looked at the sediment on the hand axe you could then look at
the pollen in the sediment and find out where this hand axe came from. But of course
the first thing that people do on seeing a hand axe is to scrub it and so it was very
difficult. I did find bits of stuff on some hand axes, he showed me all his hand axes
and he allowed me to borrow them and so on, and I think he gave me two which I
passed over to the Cambridge Museum. But he was – he was interested. But when
you say are you – were they – I think there was the same gulf really, the same gulf as I
talked about up in the Hebrides probably. They were – The Benhams – the Banhams
were very helpful, did I say Benham? PH Banham which is his firm, PH Banham and
Sons, it still exists there but the brickworks have stopped, they’ve turned into hauliers.
The actual site of that was up for sale, the pit was up for sale, one of the Banham sons
built a bungalow on it and then he died and the – and I was hoping the British
Museum would buy this site and turn it into something of interest because it was
unique really, but they didn’t. I mean somebody bought the bungalow and the pit
around it, it’s conserved, you can’t do anything on it, but they – they did know the
importance of the site, yes. And you did meet locals who were interested in it in a
general way, I remember, yeah, yes.

Do you remember local people sort of coming up to you while you were working in
the field or in fields?

No, not at all, no. No, I did get asked to play cricket for them once, that was – which
I said I don’t think I was up to it really. So I didn’t have much interchange, no.

And what –?
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And the workmen got on with it, you know, making – doing their work and so on but
I can’t say that there was people – I can’t recollect that anybody ever came to me and
asked me what I was doing, no. I have encountered that in places but it’s not very
common. I encountered it on the beach West Runton where they found the elephant
where we did a lot of fieldwork on the coast once, and in the holiday season people
did come up and ask you what you were doing, hmm, but I don’t – I can’t remember
at Hoxne I had anybody, no.

[1:19:58]

And what were you doing there? I mean the practical details.

I was – I drilled fifty or sixty bore holes by hand by myself with this corer, with this
thing, and took soil samples and the winter you processed them, in the summer you
did weeks of fieldwork. And I – I organised a system where I could do it by myself
because everybody had their own fieldwork to do, so I had the workshop build me a
trolley on which was a thing which was a thin, elongate, coffin-like thing, with all the
boring rods laid out systematically and the single spiral Wheelwrights auger at the end
of it. And I had a gadget which helped me to prick it out of the ground which was
based on a lever and you put a pin through the rod and you pushed on – put a fork
underneath the pin and put a lever on it and pulled on the lever and pushed the rod.
And I invented that and put this on this trolley thing and I just trudged around day
after day boring holes. In the end I managed to delineate the whole lake and see its
shape and was able to get – see where the best place to bore a really detailed borehole
was. And when we worked out where the deepest part was with these boreholes
Harry Godwin got a grant of about 190 pounds from the Royal Society to employ a
local well driller to take a series – no, it wasn’t a local, it was Wimpey’s I think, to
draw – to do a series of four inch cores. I don’t – I don’t know who did it but a
professional drilling rig did a borehole there and took four inch cores and those
formed the basis for the detailed work on vegetational history. But meanwhile I had
to look at the local geology so I was cleaning up sections that had been formed by the
brick – the people excavating the brick earth and that sort of thing, trying to work
‘cause you can’t bore through sand or gravel, or at least I couldn’t, so I had to do
small excavations in the sand and the gravels to look at the relations of the things.
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That was the way it worked, I think I did a huge number of boreholes and my brother,
who was a surveyor, did a really good map for me of that area and I was able to draw
contours of the base of the lake and so on with the boreholes together. I mean
nowadays you get software to do that sort of thing by putting in all the information
and – but it was – I like doing that sort of thing, I like bringing stuff together and
seeing what I was able to do already, cross sections of a clay deposit and work out
where the hand axes probably came from and so on. But I never had the help of any
Palaeolithic archaeologist except McBirney who came for a short time and it didn’t
really – Palaeolithic archaeology didn’t get its just desserts till the University of
Chicago provided the funds to excavate Hoxne properly and they found all sorts of
interesting things in the book, places where there were piles of flint had been put
things together into original thing and piles of bones and that sort of thing, yeah.

[1:23:30]

And how did you get your samples back to Cambridge?

I … there were two methods, I used – somebody brought me over in a big shooting
break which belonged to the botanic garden which the then director of the botanic
garden who followed Gilbert Carter, he was called John Gilmore. He had this
amazing V6 Ford shooting break, you know, with wooden bits rather like a huge
Morris Minor Traveller, and we put the bike in there, you’d get a fellow research
student or somebody to ride me out there with the boring equipment and the coffin
and so on, and leave me there for three or four weeks and I would live with the
Banhams and so on. And on occasions I used to drive this thing myself and of course
you go – when you drive to Hoxne from Cambridge you go on A11 and at that time
you drove past the Newmarket gallops and so on. And I used to drive there regularly
on this huge machine, on this Ford V6, and I was counting pollen one day in the lab
and in came a policeman and said, ‘You were driving a car, a JP tells me you were
driving a car too fast, above the speed along where the gallops are.’ Well, of course
all the JPs in Newmarket own the horses and I suppose I’d been driving too fast and
of course they have to cross the road, or they used to, and they had a system where
they put out their whip and pulled a little string and it set up traffic lights to stop the
traffic and then they put the string of horses across, [laughs] and I must have
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dismayed somebody in my trip in this and they probably thought it was some – the V6
Ford was some American going to – going to Mildenhall aerodrome or something like
that. Anyway, that was rather embarrassing but they let me off [laughs]. So I used to
go in this but when I got there it was a bicycle and I wasn’t living with Banhams, I
was living in the White Lion Hotel at Eye which was a beautiful coaching inn with an
arch underneath and very comfortable from my point of view. I had breakfast there
and took a sandwich lunch and I was sad to see when I went past it a few years ago it
had been sold and turned into some kind of other sort of thing, it’s lost its meaning
really. But Eye was about ten minutes’ cycle ride from Hoxne brickworks and I used
to cycle on the byways there, so all my transport was by bicycle. And then I collected
up the samples and then waited for transport to take me back. That was the normal
mode of fieldwork in those days, you put your field bicycle on a train and, er, nobody
had cars really to use for fieldwork, it was all done on bicycle.

Could you take the coffin on the train?

No, no, I never. No, I never did that [laughs].

That was too large?

No, because Diss has a railway station but in order to get to Diss by rail from
Cambridge you have to go down to Ipswich and back up on the main line I think,
yeah. So, no, I didn’t. I mean you did do fieldwork, you did go to places by train,
you’d take your bike and so on but it was mainly bicycle. And you strapped your
Hiller corer to the bicycle mainframe, you could do that quite well, yeah, it was –
people had got quite good practice in doing it. But the one corer I used – it had this
worm on the end, it only took that much at a time, it was pretty labour intensive really
but with the invention of this machine that you, the lever took [inaud]. The great
thing was not to be in a hurry, just get on with it.

Yes, in your book on Pleistocene geology and biology you’ve got –

There’s a picture of it, that’s right –
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Yes.

You’re right, it has a picture.

As well as detailed instructions on how to avoid contaminating one layer with the one
before –

Yes.

And cleaning in between and –

You’ve got to be careful really. I remember going back to a borehole one morning to
continue it and I put the thing – I must have stopped the night before and I didn’t plug
up the borehole or anything, I left it in the stuff and the first – when I first brought out
the first twenty-five centimetres on the spiral there was a newt – a newt sitting on the
top of it [laughs] which I suppose had fallen down the hole, yes. It was alive as well,
yeah.

[End of Track 5]
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Track 6

Okay, can I start today just by asking two questions to pick up on details from last
time and then I’ll start on today’s questioning proper?

Yes.

The first thing I wanted to have a little bit more detail on from last time was the role
of Mary Godwin in the development of pollen analysis. And I suppose I’m asking
here for precisely what Mary did.

No, Margaret.

Margaret.

Margaret, yes.

Margaret Godwin.

Yes.

In relation to the –

ME – ME.

So it’s Margaret Godwin’s role in the development of pollen analysis.

Well, she was the wife of Harry Godwin and when pollen analysis started up after the
1930 botanical congress in Cambridge, Harry thought we should start pollen analysis
in a big way in Britain and Cambridge. And his wife, who was a botanist also,
became interested and she actually I think did some of the earliest pollen counts in
that set-up. So she was quite active in the beginning but I don’t think it lasted too
long because I think their son David arrived at, I forget how old he was, and she
didn’t really participate in that sort of thing much after but she – she certainly – and I
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think I may be wrong but I think some of the earlier papers were by H and ME
Godwin, so they were working together on that project, yes.

Did she have an academic post before having –?

No, no, no, she was – no, she didn’t no, I forget. I’d have to look it up, I did know
once but I can’t remember when they got married and when – whether she was at
Cambridge or – but she didn’t have a teaching post in Cambridge, no, no.

[02:25]

And the second thing from last time was you talked quite a bit about Harold Spencer –

Yes.

And about your relations with him in your earliest work in Suffolk but I wondered
whether you could say how those relations began. So what was the very first sort of
moment of meeting?

Yes. Harold Spencer was active at Ipswich Museum on – looking at Quaternary
matters, particularly bones, but he knew – he went about on his bicycle and railway
and so on and he bicycled all over Suffolk I think [laughs] and he was an
indefatigable field person. And I think I got to know him through going to Ipswich
Museum, I got – the Suffolk Naturalist Society had a system of bursaries and they
gave out thirty pounds for fieldwork if you applied for these bursaries. They were
called Morley bursaries after Claude Morley who was a founder of the Suffolk
Naturalist Society in the late 1920s and I remember the president of Suffolk Naturalist
Society of the time was Lord Cranbrook and I was interviewed by him for this sort of
thing. And I got this thirty pound bursary for fieldwork, which was quite a lot at that
time, and there were very few ways you could get money for fieldwork. And so I met
him at Ipswich Museum in relation to these things and also because of his interest in
Hoxne, I knew that he was interested in it. He did publish a lot of his observations in
the transactions of the Suffolk Naturalist Society and so he was a well known
character to anybody who wanted to get into Suffolk geology. Lord Cranbrook was
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very supportive of the work and I remember I went to tea with him once with my son
who was a little boy then and he fell into Lord Cranbrook’s lake [laughs] which was
about – a nice occasion. And, er, so there was quite a strong connection and Harold
Spencer was a very massive letter writer and interested in what people were doing.
He had strong opinions on whether he thought they were doing the right or wrong
thing but of course he more local knowledge than anybody else in Suffolk on geology,
but of course he knew all the interesting people who used to be in Suffolk, in the
Ipswich Museum, like Reid Moir and people like that, and he had quite a few stories
about this sort of thing. So I got on quite – I got on very well with him. I think I told
you that when he retired we had a lunch party with a silver tray and so on –

Yes.

And a presentation. And so he got on well with other people in Cambridge and there
was quite a strong connection there. So that’s how it started I think, that would have
started in 1951 I think, somewhere around there.

Is 1951 around the date that you applied for this grant, the –?

‘50. I applied for the Morley grant probably in ‘51, ’52, I can’t remember which, for
fieldwork at Hoxne. Hmmm … I think you got fieldwork money from – I had a
nature conservancy research studentship from 1951 for three years. They gave out
research studentships in various parts of natural sciences of geology or sciences,
botany, zoology and so on, and I was probably indebted to Harry Godwin for getting
me that – getting that studentship. He was influential in the nature conservancy at that
time and, er, I can’t remember how much money they gave for fieldwork but I did get
this extra from the Suffolk Naturalist Society.

[07:04]

And do you remember any specific examples of Harold Spencer’s strong opinions on
the activities of others, or at least ones that you’d be prepared to –?
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I think he used to – he was always quite critical of people who wrote on things that he
thought they didn’t know much about. For example, on the interpretation of boulder
clays, which is always a very difficult thing in Suffolk, whether it was boulder clay or
some other deposit. But I think it was mainly in field observations, he was pretty
strong on field observations, Harold Spencer, but his knowledge was really confined
to local things and when you got into wider questions of dif – then it wasn’t so clear.
But for Suffolk, his knowledge of Suffolk geology was amazing, and in the end the
Suffolk Naturalist Society published a kind of combined volume with all his
publications in when he retired I think. But I could look through it, I’ve got all those
letters here, and I could look through them [laughs] and – but I’ll give them all to the
museum in due course I think, yeah, but I’m sure if I looked at them – they are long
letters, not just a page of letter, of them, but some of them are quite long and giving
his observation on what he thought about this that and the other [laughs].

What was his view on the sort of relative contribution of local knowledge on the one
hand and, well, university expertise let’s say, on the other?

I think he preferred people who had the local knowledge rather than people who were
at universities. I think he probably regarded people at universities as not getting out
in the field or doing anything like that and I think he was – could be quite sceptical
about that, yes, yeah, yeah. But he had good grounds for being so, I must say, yes
[laughs].

[09:40]

Now I should say for the recording that just sort of very simply as I understand it that
your work on the Pleistocene period falls under the wider Quaternary era –

Yes.

But that, for example, in your book written in the late ‘60s you prefer not to use the
more recent Holocene subdivision within the Quaternary.

Yes, yes.
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So when we talk about Pleistocene today it’s really the same thing as the Quaternary
period so –

It is much the same now, there is – I was always – I always thought, I think if I
remember rightly, that Pleistocene came up to the present day, and that Pleistocene
was really a succession of interglacials and glacials on cold and temperate stages, and
there’s no reason why you should start a new major thing like Holocene. So they
were called – they were generally called after – the temperate stages were given
names after type sites and that was a – that was – that battle is still going on that – a
question of nomenclature of climatic stages in the Pleistocene. And when I – when I
started the state of Pleistocene chronology in Britain was terribly confused, there was
no system at all to it. And Fred Shotton really was the first really serious investigator
of Pleistocene deposits and their relation to the continent, he was professor at
Birmingham, I think I mentioned this before, I can’t remember. And he was a very
good field man and he knew something of continental stratigraphy but – and I think he
used the continental stratigraphy in the Birmingham area when he published his work
or related it to it, but at that time in Britain Pleistocene was in a terrible state. It was
bedevilled by all sorts of people who were trying to make correlations of one sort or
another. For example, FE Zeuner, who came to Britain from Germany in 1930s I
think, was trying to make a universal system based on sea level heights and then the –
then of course Palaeolithic archaeology had a huge input into Quaternary or
Pleistocene stratigraphy and people would talk about the acheulian interglacial and –
but the great – the great system which was really being followed in continental
Europe was Penck and Bruckner’s system of Günz Mindel Riss and Würm, with a
great interglacial between the Mindel and the Riss. And that was all based on terraces
and various other things but it was a geomorphological – a hardly – not a
stratigraphical sequence based on the rivers which were coming out of the Alps and
terraces. You probably know from this from your – what you’ve –

No, this is very useful, yeah.

And Penck and Bruckner. So a combination of – one of the great things about applied
Quaternary Pleistocene, this is a philosophical point, that people are greatly attached
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to correlation as are most geologists or many geologists, and you always try and find
some really clear sequence somewhere regardless of what it’s based on, so you can
relate your own work to Penck and Bruckner for example. So Penck and Bruckner
was – who wrote a great work in high German in, I forget when it was, 1910, I can’t –
somewhere beginning the 20th century in two volumes I think. I doubt if many people
actually read it but Penck and Bruckner’s scheme of glaciation for the Alps was used
in many parts of the world, believe it or not, a sign of four glaciations, the magic
number of four, and so you had interglacials between these. So – but in Britain there
were some – it was very confusing, there was no – there were attempts to correlate
with Penck and Bruckner and so on but then subsequently the north people concerned
with the Scandinavian ice sheet rather than the alpine ice sheet classified Quaternary
Pleistocene on interglacial organic sediments and boulder clays or glacial sediments,
so getting an alteration. And they – they had extensive knowledge of interglacials
through pollen analysis of interglacials which started in – very early on in the 20th
century. For example, by the late 1920s the Danish botanist, Knud Jessen and V
Milthers, the geologist, combined to produce an account of the last interglacial and the
penultimate interglacial in Denmark complete with pollen diagrams, an amazing piece
of work. Now this hadn’t – this sort of thing had not kind – it had spread to Germany
as well, north Germany, and a lot of interglacial pollen diagram produced in north
Germany, in the Netherlands, Poland and parts of what is now Byelorussia and so on.
But pollen analysis of interglacials had never really taken on in this country at all and
so it wasn’t – nobody had really looked at interglacials in this country from the pollen
analytical point of view although there was a huge amount of data to see how useful it
would be from these reports from the continent, especially Jessen and Milthers. I
remember going to a conference of botanists in Denmark in 1953 and where I met
Jessen and Milthers so – I met Jessen, I mean I didn’t meet Milthers, I’m not quite
sure whether he was alive then but Jessen was professor of botany in the University of
Copenhagen and a very – a very good chap, very friendly, and I always regarded him
as being a real achiever in this area. The same thing applied to the north Germans and
there was a professor of geology, I think he was at Bonn, Woldstedt his name was,
and he wrote a book on Pleistocene Eiszeitalter in Deutschland and with pollen
diagrams or interglacials in the early 1950s. And I went on to Germany and went on
excursions with – with him and his students, which was quite enlightening and I learnt
a lot on what was being done there. And so that was – I think that was in 1953, I was
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– I went on an excursion with him and his students. He had one every year as
professor, and the German students, and I went around with his – on this trip with him
and he – he spoke low German which is all right. [Laughs] I can’t get past high
German but I can manage low German and of course a lot of the important work was
published in German at that time and Jessen Milthers’s book in 1927 was written in
English so it was totally available to anybody who wanted to read it, there were just
Danish – Danish summaries [bell chiming in background]. And so when you come
back here to East Anglia you realise what’s going on on the continent and what has
been achieved. Now the German, north Germans, didn’t go in for Penck and
Bruckner as a primary basis for classification but they did use interglacials and their
system was developed by the Dutch and there were two Dutchmen. Is this the sort of
thing which is –?

Yes.

There were two Dutchmen called IM Van der Vlerk who was originally an oil
geologist I think and a botanist, Florschütz, Franz Florschütz, Van der Vlerk and
Florschütz and I went on excursions with them in the Netherlands. And they started a
system of having type sites for every interglacial, that you had one site which
provided the basis for discussion with other sites which had stratographical
significance. And Van der Vlerk had published on this sort of thing, and Florschütz,
and they’d written a book called Nederland in IJstijdvak or whatever it is with each
chapter on a cold stage and a temperate stage and where the type site was, all the
animals and plants. This was a popular book published in the early ‘50s I think. And
they were another pair which are – who were really – really good. They were very
pleasant people and very helpful and they – at that time in ‘53 and ‘54 there were
Anglo-Dutch excursions in Quaternary which were organised by Van der Vlerk and
Florschütz and Harry Godwin I think. And a group of English people went to the
Netherlands in, I forget when it was, ‘53 I think. And then in ‘54 they all came to
East Anglia, Van der Vlerk and Florschütz, everybody, and we took them to all the
sections at Hoxne and so on and other places, and that was tremendously useful. It
wasn’t a large of group people here, I think about twenty people from the UK, Shotton
and other people, anybody who was really interested, Richard Hey and various other
people. And that was tremendously useful so really, when you think about it, what we
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were doing was really transferring the system of type sites and so on from – from
Europe into British sequence. And in – when I was doing fieldwork in ‘51 to ‘54 for
my PhD you could really realise straight away that you had three interglacials. You
had the last one at Bobbitshole, the one at Hoxne and of course there was the Cromer
forest bed which was older than these other two round the coast of west – north coast
of Norfolk at West Runton, right round the coast. And there was a student, an
Australian student, who’s – Sue Duigan who was doing – who came over from
Australia, from Melbourne, and she was working on the coastal things. So when you
looked at it like that you could see there was some sort of alternation of temperate and
interglacial and cold glacial stages and you could put them roughly speaking into a
succession so that there were boulder clays between them and so on. And Penck and
Bruckner was not necessary really because you had – you had a local system of
stratigraphy and the great danger of Quaternary is that people try and correlate
everything with some – it’s a philosophical point that they want to have some grand
scheme and slot in, so they go and look at a site and try and slot it in without doing
enough fieldwork to really make it interesting, ‘cause it’s not only the correlation but
it’s also the processes which are important to look at, which are interesting. And so
by the time I finished my PhD we had the Hoxne and I gave – I gave the names of
these temperate and inter – temperate and cold stage – I gave type sites for all of them
I think, I can’t remember when I started doing that, but to give some basis for the
actual nomenclature so if you talked about a particular period you knew which site it
was. And they were named after the places where the sites were, so Bobbitshole was
Ipswichian and Hoxne was Hoxnian and Cromer was Cromerian. I mean the
Bobbitshole pollen diagram was very similar to a pollen diagram in the Netherlands
which gave me some confidence that we’re talking about the last interglacial and so
on. And so that – that’s really how things developed.

[25:10]

On the other hand in central Europe Penck and Bruckner still reigned supreme and it
always amazes me that they haven’t actually adopted a system of stratigraphy which
is based on type sites rather than geomorphological terrace sequences and things like
that. But if you go on an excursion in the Alps with a Quaternary person the basis of
your discussion would be Penck and Bruckner’s scheme, which must – which – it
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makes it difficult because you’re not quite sure how this Penck and Bruckner scheme
actually works, correlates, between the Alps and the non-European ice sheets. In
outline it’s clear but perhaps not so much in detail. So that’s – that was the situation
when we started in 1951 and then things developed but it absolutely amazes me that
these names are still in use. And the Holocene, I call the Holocene Flandrian because
it – named after marine transgression in the post-glacial in – the edge of the North Sea
and that – that is still used instead of Holocene but now – I don’t know, people still
use Flandrian I think, yeah. But it does amaze me that these things are still in use but
that’s – I think that’s because the type site system, you can’t change the type site
system ‘cause once it’s in place you can’t argue that this particular site is older than
another ‘cause you got the information from that particular site and that’s the basis of
the framework, so that’s how –

So terms like Ipswichian and Cromerian are still used now?

Oh, yes, yes

And recognised within British studies obviously –

Yeah.

But how widely are these terms used? ‘Cause I’m quite interested in the fact that this
is a very – this is sort of the very local –

Yes.

Becoming more general isn’t it?

Yes, yes.

How widely are terms like –?

It’s used – it’s used where all – where there are interglacial sites. So in Britain it
would be used for the – well, it’ll be used all over the British Isles in the sense that the
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last glaciation is called the Devensian and that was a word coined by Fred Shotton
because a lot of glacial deposits were in the area of Chester which was occupied by a
tribe called the Devenses in some – [laughs] I suppose in the Iron Age or something
like that. But there wasn’t – that goes back to a custom which some people used in
the 1940s and early ‘50s of naming these glaciations after – after tribal names like
Arkell, the Oxford geologist, who had a real interest in Quaternary. He had
Catuvellaunian and goodness knows what else as indications of where – they weren’t
based on type sites, they were, yeah, other sorts of names. So the – all the British
Pleistocene stage names are all – well, all based on, or originally based on, type sites.

[28:53]

Then the system was extended in 19 – in the early 1960s when as a result of a
borehole which was put down at Ludham in Norfolk near the north east of Norwich,
near Barton Broad, and for a water supply and there were – a colleague, Colin Forbes,
was curator of the Sedgwick and also an expert on water supply, was given – was
working on the borehole to interpret it in terms of water supply and he was a – gave
me a log of the borehole and it had alternating sand and silt and clay. And so I took
some of his – he had three or four original samples and they had pollen in and so we
then got some money from the Royal Society, I think it was about 250 pounds, to put
down a deep borehole next to the water supply borehole to get a cored sequence to
look at the pollen in detail. And as a result of that you could work – there were
alternations of climate in that of glacial and interglacial magnitude and that produced
a further set of stages based on the Ludham borehole type site, so there was a
Ludhamian and that sort of thing, and that was published in 1962 I think. So that
produced a series of stages for more or less a large chunk of Pleistocene, as it was
known then.

And this was early Pleistocene?

Early Pleistocene yes, and marine – marine sediments, early Pleistocene, before the
first glaciation, yeah.

So that they were, well, below the first till?
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Yes, absolutely, yes, yes. And in fact it shows you how things, all things – in this
work all observations are valuable however long, however far back they’re made by
people, provided the observer’s good of course. And when I did a survey of the
Norfolk and Suffolk coasts later on in the ‘60s and ‘70s, I had a deep borehole down
at Happisburgh and lo and behold it was the very site where these people had been
studying the first signs of early man in Happisburgh, earliest flint industries, preglacial in Europe it is thought, in northern Europe. And that was right next to this
locality, we had this borehole and described the stratigraphy. And so that provided a
useful basis for them to place their sequence – place this occupation arising into the
general sequence as well.

You say lo and behold. Did you not know when you –?

Well, I didn’t when I was there. I mean one never – I was never actually looking for
artefacts, I mean and I did find the occasional elephant bones and so on but I wasn’t
actually looking for artefacts and it wasn’t till this chap who – this local person found
artefacts there, I think in the 1990s, and then the British Museum had been digging
there for the last three summers trying to find – they found some of these artefacts and
tried to slot them into the general quaternary sequence.

[33:09]

Could you say something about the role of – and what seems to be slightly – well,
there are various kind of drilling or digging, or as you say the Ludham water supply,
that which are sort of totally separate from science and yet they seem to have a key
role in starting off the work in particular sites. In other words, there’s work on, is it
Histon Road in Cambridge –

Yes, yes.

Which is sewage diggings?

That was a leak, yeah, it was.
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And then you’ve got the brickworks, you know, which is not connected with the
science but a digging up then –

Yes.

And Hoxne you’ve got Bobbitshole and then this water supply thing. So I wonder
whether you could reflect on, you know, the role of these separate from science
activities that end up being so important.

You have to – you’ve got to have good relations with people who know that you’re
interested and will tell you if there’s something interesting turning up. I mean
Bobbitshole was recognised by Harold Spencer as being a very important site. Histon
Road sewer trench was in 1938 originally I think, and that was – there was a local –
the Geological Survey officer, SE Hollingworth, knew Harry Godwin well and so
when they found organic sediments in this trench he would immediately say. And
then it’s really – it’s really a part of the network, you’ve got – I mean there must be a
lot of sites which are actually lost and never – which are dug up and filled in and
nobody knows about them but if you have a network of people who know you’re
interested then, for example, Harold Spencer, if ever he found anything interesting he
would always let me know and so on. And this happened with the Ludham borehole
through Colin Forbes, who was actually a palaeontologist I think originally but he was
curator of the Sedgwick Museum, he’s still – he’s still with us. And it is a – the only
other way is if you see a gravel pit, go into it and see what’s there and then you find
the gravel pit owner is cooperative and you find something interesting, it usually
works out all right. But of course you can explain Quaternary research to a chap in a
quarry because it’s so simple really, you know, it’s climatic change, what the
sediments are like, and people can cotton onto that quite easily and realise what’s
going on. The other thing was when I was working on the Cromer forest bed right on
the coast I had people – I met people who were interested who were locals and, for
example, I had a school teacher at Sheringham who whenever there was a storm on
the coast would write – would phone me up. And I remember at that time I used to
take the weekly East Anglian Times to see reports on cliff exposures and so on
[laughs]. And then I had somebody in Lowestoft who was a schoolmaster there, and
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people like that around the coast, and they are tremendously valuable ‘cause they’re
really interested in what’s going on and they’re very helpful. But a lot must be lost
but then with the right, you know, PR and networking it’s quite effective. Of course
you could actually easily be overburdened by the amount of information which – I
mean a lot of sites which have been investigated but not published yet, and it’s like
archaeology, you know, one day’s field archaeology is one year’s post-excavation
work, so some of it may never get published in the end but on the whole the important
sites do get published, so there’s a good connection really.

[37:50]

So it involves – well, it almost involves geologists looking out for when there was
some kind of municipal work –

Oh, absolutely, yes, yes.

And seeing if there was anything.

Yes.

So with the Ludham borehole, I mean what – I suppose the question is why wasn’t the
borehole just drilled for water supply, it turned into a water supply feature, covered
over and no-one knew anything about it or there was –? I mean presumably there’s
water supply works going on all over the place, why was this one actually spotted and
–?

The East Anglian water company, which is based at Lowestoft, had as one of their
main consultants OT Jones who’s professor of geology here and he and Colin Forbes
did a lot of consulting work in geology. Now when they did this borehole for a water
supply there were problems of extraction of water because it was very sandy and so
Colin Forbes had the job of trying to – I don’t know much about water supply but
they were doing test extractions to see how much it was lowered at a certain rate of
pumping and that sort of thing, and they had to design a special sort of well to get
sufficient water from these sandy sediments at depth. And that involved taking
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samples and Colin Forbes knew about pollen analysis and so on, and of course these
silty samples came up from these marine sediments which hadn’t been seen before so
he realised that this was something interesting. So I think on the basis of about eight
pollen samples throughout the core we got this grant from the Royal Society to put
down another borehole and it’s a very difficult coring in this lower Pleistocene stuff,
it’s all sand, but we got enough sampling. I forgot, I think fifty metres we went down,
about ten metres away from the original borehole. And, I and a colleague, Brian
Funnell from the UEA – oh, no, he wasn’t, it was before the UEA started. He was a
research fellow at Trinity College who worked on forams and he did the forams on
this borehole as well.

[40:34]

So that was really how you found out but also as a – there was also a question of luck
really. For example, a lot of interesting things were found when they dug the gas
pipelines from the Bacton terminal and they went – they went through deposits,
various deposits, and found things which one got to know about. I mean it’s a
question of knowing people and I remember the – all the – when they dug the cut-off
canal at the eastern edge of the fens after the floods in the late 19 – in the 1953 floods,
they dug this channel right round the eastern edge of the fens to stop the water from
rivers coming off Norfolk and Suffolk going straight into the Bedford Ouse. And this
was an idea which was first suggested by Vermuyden in the 17th century but he – they
never did it then, so they – and a chap, a GP Larwood, wrote to me and he said did I
know that while they were digging this cut-off channel near Stoke Ferry in Norfolk
that thousands of bison bones were being excavated [laughs], so I said, no I don’t. So
I went up, went straight away, and found some very interesting stuff up there but
that’s the way – I knew GP Larwood and he was a Norfolk man I think and, er, people
used to write to you and tell you about things, and there was this network which I
don’t – it happens now but it certainly – it certainly happened very profitably then,
yeah, otherwise these things – the cut-off channel at Stoke Ferry was amazingly
interesting. They had this absolutely massive excavator, I mean it really was so large
and then by a sheer fluke when they found these horizons, which were stuffed full of
bones and pollen bearing sediments, the thing broke down and so one could – one
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could be there and cut the sections out without any fear of being – getting in their way
or anything like that. So that – were strokes of fortune like, yeah.

And how had you come to know GP Larwood, for example?

Well, he was a part of the – there was a very strong geological interest in a Norwich
school and I think there were – I don’t know the details but there were a series of very
distinguished geologists who came from that school at that time. There was Brian
Larwood, Brian Funnell and several others, Colin Ransom, I can think of several
others but they all seemed to have emerged and they formed the Paramoudra club
which a paramoudra is the name for these large flints you get in the chalk which are
round and flat. And this – they started having excursions, writing articles, and they
formed eventually – the Paramoudra club turned into the Geological Society of
Norfolk. So one knew of these people ‘cause if you joined that and you knew these
people. Of course I … used to go on field trips with them, the Geological Society of
Norfolk had field trips and it was closely connected with the Castle Museum in
Norwich. And so in the same way that the Ipswich Museum with Harold Spencer,
there were people in the Castle Museum who were interested as well. I mean I used
to get information from all kinds of people coming through who you’d met like Ted
Ellis, the naturalist, he was interested in Quaternary. And then of course all the
Palaeolithic archaeologists had an interest in Quaternary. And of course Palaeolithic
archaeology was one of the prime movers in Quaternary geology of trying to find out
the relationship of Palaeolithic implements to the Quaternary succession and that sort
of thing. And so one knew people at the British Museum and various other places and
so on, so that’s how it worked, hmm.

Did you join these local societies?

Oh, yes, yes, I –

So you were a member of the Norfolk –

I’ve been a member of the Suffolk Naturalists for about fifty years I think or more,
sixty I think, and they had a bad period recently but they seem to be getting back on.
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And the Norfolk Geological Society?

Society. Well, that goes up, it’s now having a slight revitalisation but it did go – it
has been in a rather bad way for the last few years. The problem is keeping up the
interest nowadays in – there are not so many people who are prepared to give time to
become secretaries or treasurers or anything like that, as far as I can make out,
because when you read the annual newsletter they always say, we’re going to re-elect
somebody, you know, anybody want to be a treasurer or anything like that [laughs]
but – so things have changed a bit. But geology in these societies, in the Suffolk
Naturalist Society and the Norfolk and Norwich Society, and geology is not one of
their prime interests and it’s a different sort of occupation from geology ‘cause most
of the activity there is in recording the natural history of the botanical and zoological
sort rather than the other although the Suffolk Naturalist was actually founded to
include geology in its – Claude Morley’s first definition of the society, yeah.

[46:52]

Now one of the features of your work is that it involves both fieldwork and laboratory
work and I’m going to come back to the coastal work in the 60s and 70s later, so at
the moment I’m thinking of the 1950s really in these non-coastal sites. And I
wondered whether we could discuss fieldwork and laboratory work separately and
start with fieldwork.

Right.

And really I’m just after a detailed description of the processes of collecting samples
of various kinds in the field at places like Hoxne and at Bobbitshole and other sites
that you went to afterwards. So it’s a description of the detailed process of collecting
samples in the fields.

Yes. Bobbitshole was relatively easy because they actually dug holes for the settling
tanks, the sewage works there, which I suppose still exists, I don’t know. And so you
could go and look at the sections, and I remember going there with Harold Spencer
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and we took – we took samples. So what you do is you – you describe the section and
the sediment and its exact location, then an important thing is levelling to get the right
height. That’s a thing which people don’t do so much nowadays. And then you take
a pollen sample by having a tube, glass tube or plastic tube, and pushing it into the
sediment to take 10cc of sediment, put the cork on, label it at the depth from a dating
point in the sequence, and you may take them at various intervals depending –
depending how much change there was in the sediment. If it’s all uniform you would
take them, say, every ten centimetres. If you’ve got a change from, say, a lake clay to
a peat or something like that then you may take them closer to get more detail of
what’s causing the change and what it’s associated with. And so – of course at that
time there was no GPS or anything like that so one of the troubles was always getting
your exact location of where you were, which was not – which you had – you had to
really use a twenty five inch Ordnance Survey map, or six inch, and work it out from
there. So with an open section all you really needed were tubes for sampling, a – a
measure of height or a staff, some marked off… marked off in centimetres to level,
get the right levels for the samples, and a spade and that was it really, so that was
relatively simple. But when you came – if you were in the post-glacial where all the
stuff is soft you’ve got no problem in the sense that you will use a standard peat bore
and like the photograph of people using that peat bore if you’ve the right sediment,
it’s not too hard, you can push it in fifty centimetres at a time and take out fifty
centimetre cores, say, and you can go down. If the sediment’s right and you’ve got
enough rods and you’ve got enough energy you can get down to fifteen or eighteen
metres or something like that. Now when you come to interglacial deposits you
cannot use a bore like that because they’re so consolidated, so there was a problem of
actually sampling at Hoxne because there were no open faces of the pit. When I was
there it was at the last stages of them using – making agricultural pipe for drainage
and they were excavating a section about a couple of metres high by hand and using a
pony and cart to take the stuff into the pipeworks and – but you couldn’t core with a –
you can’t push down far with a peat sampler in this heavy stuff, so what I did was to
use a single spiral shipwright’s auger, of which there’s a picture in the book I think,
and by turning it it’ll go down and then you bring it up carefully and you take two or
three samples at different levels in the – in between the spirals where it’s caught the
sediment and you label those and mark their heights off and so on. The main trouble
with that is getting out and so I remember I had this jack, I designed this jack which
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you pushed down on one end and the rods had holes, that you put a rod through the
hole. Actually what was used for that was a valve from – a valve from an internal
combustion motor car thing, a valve and a stalk and then push it through, and then you
put the jack on and lift it up like that, you know.

But you stand on the jack to try –?

No, it had another level about that long.

So about a metre and a half?

Yes, long, and so you could actually – if it’s like that, it’s on a pivot, it’s on a plate
which is a pivot, and then it’s shaped like that very strongly so that you put the V
thing round the – round the rod and then you push down on that side and it comes up.
That was a – it did work actually but it was – I did over – I think I did over ninety
boreholes at Hoxne and I was able to map out the whole interglacial deposit and this
lake in which it formed.

And we should say that you did all of these boreholes in order to identify the best site
to do a –

Yes, that’s right –

More significant –

Yes, that’s right, you get the deepest one.

And you then got a Royal Society grant to do a –

Yes, that’s right, yes, yes, to do a – just by the side of the road there at Hoxne, and
that was in the middle of the lake so you got the best sequence.

And how did whatever you managed to procure using the Royal Society grant differ
from your hand operated –?
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Well, the Royal Society, they used a four inch – a four inch corer which goes in by
bashing at the top. It’s about that – each core is one foot, three inches, or six inches
long, so you – you bash it down and then you extrude it which presents its own
problems of getting the core out of the case, and then you wrap the whole core up,
label it, its position, and just wrap it up in polythene, make it airtight and take it back
to the lab. And then – so you don’t actually do any sampling in the field, you take the
core back and when you get it back to the lab you split it into two halves like cutting
on a cheeseboard principle and then you record the stratigraphy in the core and take
the samples as required. But it needs – it’s percussion drilling, it’s called percussion
drilling, and it’s a heavy weight which goes up and down on the top of a core thing
and goes down and down, and it worked very well ‘cause all the sediments were
totally amenable to that but I forget how long it took. As a result of all this eventually
I managed to get the head of the department to buy a percussion drilling rig [laughs]
and we had a Land Rover and we could do our own percussion drilling but this didn’t
last long because people found other ways of doing things and then – but there was a
percussion drilling rig actually in the subdepartment which we used and it was very
useful for a time, hmm. It was always – I think it would never be allowed on health
and safety grounds now under any circumstances [laughs], because we had no training
and I knew how to use it but Colin Forbes in the Sedgwick, he was great on this sort
of thing as well, he enjoyed it. So it was really a kind of interesting exercise but it
delivered the goods.

And what had that percussion drilling rig been designed for?

Designed for – you see them all over the place, Pilcon rigs. If anybody wants to do a
bit of ground exploration they tow them. We towed it up to Skye once to do
something for a research student. It’s on its own two-wheeled towing thing and you
lift it up and it forms a vertical tripod and has a diesel engine attached to it and you
take all the rods. It’s a big operation but it was – for those who liked being practical it
was – it was great really, yeah.

Now it’s not something that you – it seems something fairly conspicuous, a way of
doing fieldwork –
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Yeah.

Can you remember occasions or could you describe occasions when it drew the
attention of ord – well, local people or non-scientists?

Not really, I don’t think so, no. No, you’re right, it would be – I mean it must have
been probably six metres or something like that, but I can’t think of any occasions
when – I mean usually you had permission to do things, or you always had to have
permission to do things, and in particular from landowners and so on. But the
occasions when – and people do stop and ask you what you’re doing sometimes and
this often happened on the coast when I was working on the coast. People wondered
what you were doing when they stopped playing beach games and so on to see
somebody digging something so – and quite often quarry owners will be interested in
what you’re doing as well, but I don’t think anybody – I can’t remember really, who
commented on the Pilcon except it did create a bit of wonder amongst people who
thought this wasn’t quite the right thing to do [laughs]. Yeah, it was hard work really.

[58:45]

And you’ve described the taking samples and the way of labelling and packaging to
take back to the laboratory. To be really specific, where and what is the laboratory at
this time?

The lab – the laboratory was – the subdepartment started with a small room which
was an annexe to the main teaching laboratory and it was – this roomed was called the
annexe and it was not much big – it was smaller than this room and –

So as people have got a rough sort of surface area?

I suppose fifteen by twelve or something like that, yes. And it had benches around the
edge, it had a fume cupboard where you could boil acids and so on, and it had two
tables in the middle, so it must have been six or eight people working in there. And it
had gas laid on and it was – and water and sinks and so on. It had an extraordinary …
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well, thing which was in the way basically and that’s – there was a pipeline which
connected the middle island with the sinks on the edge, which raised up the floor by a
foot [laughs], and so you couldn’t walk round it, you had to jump over this thing and
not fall over. And everybody there had their microscopes in this room together with
all the slides, a type collection of reference slides for pollen which had been built up
by somebody called Robin Andrew who was an assistant of Harry Godwin, of pollen
grains of all British species of plant basically so that if you wanted to look up or
compare your fossil one with the real thing you could do so. And so there was a
reference collection for pollen like that with slides, with one species on each slide,
and there was a reference collection for microscopic plant remains, fruits and seeds
and so on, and it was all in this room. And there was also a fume cupboard there.
Now the preparation of peat is not too difficult but the preparation of silts and clays,
which you often get in interglacials, you have to get rid of the silica which you do by
boiling in hydrofluoric acid. Now this is an extremely dangerous operation ‘cause
you have to boil it in a platinum crucible and you wouldn’t be allowed to do it
nowadays really unless you had very stringent things, but the thing was of course
boiling this hydrofluoric acid, and you also had to boil the samples in hydrofluoric
acid, not to mention H2SO4 as well. Then there are all these very valuable lights and
microscopes in the same room where any fumes from something like hydrofluoric
acid would not be good for the lenses really [laughs] and – but all this work was done
in this room and really you come to the conclusion it’s the same as in schools; that it’s
not the actual ambience of the place which counts, it’s the people in it who are doing
the work which count, yeah.

Who was there in this laboratory?

There was Sue Duigan from Australia, there was a chap from South Africa, there was
three or four other research students from various universities in the UK who had
grants for research, and there was Robin Andrew who was Harry Godwin’s assistant
who counted pollen for Harry Godwin and she was full of advice for all these research
students on the identifying. She was not a botanist, she … the earliest I know of her
was at the outbreak of the last war she was an almoner in the American hospital in
Paris and she left Paris when the Germans – before the Germans arrived, and she had
a – made a stupendous journey down towards south west France. She was due to
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come back in the Lancastrian, which was the one which was bombed by the Germans
and several thousand people died, but she was late for that because they had stopped
to have their hair done on the way [laughs]. And she left an account of this which I
gave to the War Museum, the Imperial War Museum. Anyway, she came back to
Cambridge and Harry Godwin put an advert in the local paper, wanted an assistant,
she applied and got it, in 1947 I think – and to build up the pollen collection and she
became an extremely acute observer of things under the microscope and could
describe things. And she wrote a short book on the morphology of pollen, British
species of pollen and British species of plant, but she was – she wasn’t technical
really so she didn’t – there was a school in the continent at the time which had the
most detailed method of describing the surface of pollen grains and their intricate
structure and she didn’t use this too much, she used things, ‘looks like an orange skin’
or ‘looks like a wet otter’ was one of hers. And of course this didn’t go well – this
doesn’t go down well with some people, they regard it as totally amateur, but of
course people who know what oranges or wet otters look like, then they’re very
useful. But she had an immense knowledge of the appearance of pollen grains and
was a very reliable person so she – she was a real important lynchpin of the
subdepartment for years. She died some years ago, I think she was over ninety, yeah,
and so she – she went on looking at pollen well into her eighties. But she had a place,
she was a kind of – she came in every day in the afternoon I think and of course
there’d be a queue of people asking on what this pollen grain was. Of course it’s
quite difficult to start in pollen analysis, you’ve got to get to know what the main
forest trees look like then all the herbs and so on, so that was – it was an amazing
collection of people there really. The South African was Stanley Seagrief, he went –
he worked on the post-glacial, and there was Donald Walker who was working on the
late glacial in the Lake District I think. And most of them were working on post or
late glacial after the last glaciation except for Sue Duigan and myself, yeah, who were
working on interglacials, all under the supervision of Harry Godwin. So that was
what it was like when – in this annexe, yeah.

And this was an annexe you said to the main teaching laboratory –

Yes.
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Of the department of botany?

Yes.

So it was within the kind of –

Yes, that’s right, yes.

[1:07:01]

And what do you remember of Harold Godwin’s appearances within the laboratory?

Well, he used to – he had regular supervisions with his research students and he was
always very supportive. And he would come in from time to time and talk about
people, you know, talk to people what was going on and he – he was quite strict in his
attitude to writing. For example, if you said – if you used a word in the wrong
context, or what he thought was the wrong context, he would tell you this was wrong.
I’m trying to think, my memory’s not as good, as an example. I mean what’s the
word to make heavier, I can’t [laughs] – that people use? I’ll think of it but anyway
he said, that means to make heavier and you’re not talking about that, you’re talk – he
was quite a strict grammarian and he was also very keen that if you came – had an
appointment at eleven you would be there at eleven, and if you were a few seconds
late that was not too good really. But he was very enthusiastic and he knew exactly
what was going on, and he was a good lecturer as well, so he – he really got
everybody going.

Were there other assistants? Sorry, leaving aside Robin Andrew, were there other
technicians or assistant?

Yes, there was one technician who was involved with microscopic plant remains, this
is later, this is a bit later on. Of course the whole thing expanded in the ‘60s and late
‘50s and there was a technician in charge of the microscopic plant remains and that
sort of thing.
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Did that expansion involve an expansion in space?

We then moved into another room as well nearby and expanded and that’s where all
the reference collections were moved to, and more research students, and then we also
acquired a little preparation room so that all these preparations could be done under a
much safer – much safer system, a small room which had up to date fume cupboards
and so on. So the place did expand and then when the radiocarbon – Harry Godwin
got a Nuffield grant for the formation of a radiocarbon dating apparatus in the early
‘50s and one room was obtained to construct a extraction system for getting the gas
for radiocarbon dating, preparation line and so on. So – and then of course there were
the university officers who – Eric Willis was in charge of the radiocarbon and he had
an assistant with a Nuffield grant. So it was an amazing time really because all these
things were new and anything you found out was – was new basically, we weren’t
repeating anything or – of course there was no – the only method of dating then was
De Geer’s varve system and we didn’t have any varves, but the varve system was
transmitted to Britain by Denmark and so on in a sense, in the pollen analytical zones.
But it was really an amazing time when you look back on it.

And the varve system is layers of lake sediment.

Layers of lake sediment.

It’s a way of getting dates.

Annual – annual layers of clay in pro-glacial lakes and then this was – the varve
system was attached to the vegetational history of Scandinavia through the work of
the Danes and the Norwegians and the Swedes into the great post-glacial borial – preborial, borial Atlantic, sub-Atlantic, a period of time worked out by the Norwegians
and the Danes. And so there was some calibration of post-glacial time but not with
any great accuracy until radiocarbon dating came along, yeah.

[1:12:00]
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And sorry, I interrupted you again to tell me about another assistant, not Robin
Andrew, but another one who came as the –

Camilla Lambert. She was a local girl who came and worked, took a job as an
assistant, and she did extremely well and got extremely competent on the analysis of
microscopic plant remains, seeds and fruits found in organic deposits and in
archaeological sites as well. So she was – and she also maintained the reference
collection as well, ‘cause while this was going on the archaeologists were moving
towards environmental archaeology in a big way and trying to find out people who
would do all these things to their benefit and –

Had she a scientific background, Camilla?

No, she – well, she – I think she’d probably taken the higher school certificate or
equivalent, I don’t – I don’t know but I think she probably came soon after school,
eighteen or nineteen, yeah, but I don’t know the details really.

And there’s a Miss Jean Allison at some point?

Jean Allison was one of Harry’s first associates and she worked on microscopic plant
remains, yes, that’s right. I had communication with her actually when I was writing
my thing on the history and, er, I don’t know, I don’t know, she must be older than I
am but she was well up to it and she told me a bit about it. But on the whole I’ve got
no clear conception really of what was happening in the 1940s in any detail in
connection with different people because most of them have passed on and you don’t
know but, the details but between – during the war there was a succession of people
who came and worked for short times, Mrs Tutin [ph] and Ann Pennington. Mrs
Tutin [ph] she came to Cambridge for a time and that was all before the
subdepartment started before 1948.

I see.

So I’m not too – I don’t know too much about that period really.
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[1:14:42]

And having brought your carefully packaged samples, whether the small amounts in
test tubes or the larger cores wrapped in polythene, back to this laboratory, let’s say
in its first incarnation as just the annexe room. You said that there’s a fume cupboard
and there’s microscopes and there’s a reference collection and there’s Miss Andrew if
you wanted to ask her some things. What did you do with the samples that you’ve
collected in the laboratory?

Well, you took the samples and you – it’s a long time since I’ve done this but I can’t
[laughs] – there’s a preparation sheet, it’s an extremely laborious process to actually
prepare the sample for pollen analysis. You have to disaggregate the sample then you
have to centrifuge it, and then you have to boil it in sodium hydroxide and you – and
then you have to use, I can’t remember, a concentrated sulphuric acid. And then if it’s
got silica in it, hydrofluoric acid, and you had to centrifuge it down every time, and
the idea is by the time you finish with it the only thing left is pollen grains because
pollen grains have this extraordinary resilient coating which is called sporopollenin,
and that is all that’s left. So it is a very – I mean you did eight samples at a time
which was the number of cups which you had in the centrifuge, so you could do eight
at a time, but it was a whole – you know, it took a whole day to do the all this and it
was a long job, so it was very arduous to actually prepare pollen samples and – but
you’d end up with a slide or four or five slides. You probably made five slides from
each sample with a long cover glass on the slide with the sample. You’d mix the five
final preparation, you’d mix with glycerine, stain it with saffron in and then put it on
the slide, and then put the cover glass on and let it dry out. And then you would use
those slides, you would have to label them carefully, exactly what sample it was and
so on. And then you would traverse this slide up and down, across the slide, under a
high powered microscope with a high power objective, a six objective usually, and
until you counted 150 pollen grains, which was a standard number, and then you’d
calculate the percentage of each taxon, each species of that 150 grains. Sometimes
you would count more, sometimes less, depending on what the accuracy you wanted,
but the standard number was 150. Then of course we did all our calculation with slide
rules, you had to work out the percentages and you – you had a book with the heading
of the taxon. It was just an ordinary hard exercise book in squares and you would
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have a column for each taxon and then you’d mark off the number in fives, you know,
one, two, three, four, and then a line through it and fives, and so you would count.
And there were forms for doing this, if you didn’t do it – I think when we started
doing it we all did it in notebooks but then the subdepartment produced a form with
all the important taxon on it and you just filled in the form. The taxon are all down
one side and then you put in the five groups along lines to get totals out and so on, so
you ended up with a sheet with the representation of pollen on that particular example
and then you calculated. And of course we just used slide rules and so on to calculate
out the percentage.

[1:19:00]

And then all the drawing was done by hand, the drawing of pollen diagrams, [bell
chiming in background] and so everybody who was working at that time had to get to
know how to use drawing equipment. They had to get to know how to photograph
things to draw, because you had to photograph your diagrams to reduce them and so
on, and of course that is all lost now because diagrams are drawn by draughtsmen or
are there are computer aided ways of feeding in the information and the diagram’s
printed out for you. And then if you want photographs done you ask a technician to
do it and so on, so – at that time you did everything yourself really which was a really
educational thing. If you wanted – you could get – you could get – you could get one
of the chief assistants in the department to do a photograph for you if you were in the
queue, but you also were allowed to hire, to book the darkroom and do it yourself,
which was always preferable from my point of view. You can’t do that nowadays
‘cause you wouldn’t be qualified to go into a darkroom and use it.

Why was it preferable from your point of view to having it done by someone else?

Pardon?

Why was it preferable from your point of view to do it yourself?

Well, it’s just interesting doing things I think and you don’t have to wait either, you
can make decisions as the process goes on to see what you want. If you hand the
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thing to somebody else to do they haven’t got the background that you have. When
they’re drawing a diagram they won’t know, they’ll just be copying what they’ve –
what you’ve given them, and I still do all my own drawing on a drawing board I’ve
got of diagrams and so on. I enjoy doing it actually and also when you’re doing it
yourself it makes you think about what you’re actually portraying and things occur to
you which you haven’t thought of before about the results you’ve got and so on, so it
was a really educational – educational thing I think, yeah, yeah. And I never regretted
doing it, I mean you spend time on it but I always enjoyed doing photography as well,
of course, the things you could do, hmm. Yes, okay.

[1:21:39]

Now we’ve got here page 120 and 121 of your book Pleistocene, Geology and
Biology, and there’s a pollen diagram in it and what I’d like you – on those pages,
and what I’d like you to do is to tell me first about the process of drawing that, I know
that you did all of your drawing yourself, and then having told me about the process
of drawing it could you advise someone looking at that –

Yes.

How to read it?

Yes.

Because it’s an extremely complicated diagram.

Yes, okay. Well, having got the data of the pollen analyses from each level, each
sample at a particular level, so you’ve got the data, you’ve counted the pollen of say
twenty or thirty samples from this site at Selsey. It’s on the beach and – by the
lifeboat station. Now when you construct a – when you want to construct a diagram
first of all you’ve got to have to hand at that time, talking about that at the time when
this was done, all the figures and letters are done by stencil and you had a stencil
system with a pen and a set of stencils of different sizes, of course these are extinct
now. And these stencil pens were absolute hell because they had a little pin in the
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middle that you moved up and down to keep the ink flowing, you had to fill the
reservoir and so on. And then you did it on tracing paper which if you made a
mistake you were in trouble, you had to scrape it with a razor blade to put it right
because it’s ordinary tracing paper thick, it’s not the stuff used nowadays where you
can write with ink on, what’s it called, the improved paper? It’ll come back to me.
So you map out – you have all your drawing equipment and you have a large drawing
board ‘cause this diagram, this will be reduced by a factor of three or four, it’ll be a
very large diagram and it will be reduced photographically in a darkroom to its final
size because at that time you couldn’t – there was no method of reducing other than
by photography. Hmmm … then you had to spend a considerable time working out
how you’re going to fit it in to make it – to make it look nice or to look regular and to
assist the reading of it and so you spend quite a lot of time working out each – how
each – how wide each column is, depending on how frequent the actual pollen is. So
each – each bar is – these are intervals of – these are the scales, so 100 per cent, when
you add up all the bars along one line it’ll come up to 100. So here it will be ten,
twenty, thirty, about forty or fifty per cent of birch and then about thirty per cent of
pine, and then this is oak coming in very quickly which is a change from birch, pine
forest to oak forest here.

Which happens?

Which happens in a very short period.

How can you tell? Is this the depth from the surface?

This is the depth from the surface and it’s measured to Ordnance data height, and so
it’s minus 1.5 metres though you could actually only see it at low tide I think. And
then all these – this was sampled very closely here because it was across this change.
I think there’s a – these are sediment types, one, two, three, so that one is freshwater
silt and clay, two is detritus mud with wood, there, and three is estuarine silty clay so
it’s actually a marine transgression from freshwater to marine when the sea level
comes up at the beginning of an interglacial. So that – so when you want to read the
diagram the first thing to do is to look at the scale and to see how these percentages
are portrayed and it says these are percentages of total tree pollen, which is all the tree
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pollen which is everything from there to there. There’s birch, pine, elm, oak, alder,
maple, ash, lime, spruce, nyssa, I don’t know what that’s doing there, but it’s – nyssa
is actually a tertiary, it’s probably reworked from tertiary beds, it’s North American –
North American tree, it’s not European. Oak, willow, juniper, hedera, ivy and holly,
and this final bit here shows the proportions of total pollen spores. So up here those –
that’s the percentage of trees, that’s the percentage of shrubs and that’s the percentage
of herbs, so when you come back here the trees are very low and mostly it’s the stuff
here which is other herbs, that one there. So this is open vegetation, mostly
herbaceous birch and pine, and then you come up into the mixed oak forest when it
gets warmer and then your proportion of trees and shrubs goes up like that.

Thank you, that’s really clear.

Does that –?

Yes. There’s one last thing that I’m puzzled about and that’s – if we think about the
vertical structure of the diagram, we’ve got an A section and we’ve got the pollen
diagram seeming to happen within this A rectangle at the bottom, but then the D
narrower bit at the top, what’s the –?

What is the D?

Yes. Is D a separate pollen diagram at the same site?

It’s a separate pollen diagram but it doesn’t say so, does it?

So if we covered all of D that would still make sense as a – A would make sense as a
pollen diagram?

That would – this is a separate site. [Looking through papers] I don’t know, it should
say what D is but D’s another site at Selsey and –

Oh, yes, not going quite as far down so that must be –
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Not going – not so far down. It’s a repeat of two – it’s equivalent to that one there –

I see.

It carries on. It doesn’t actually say does it?

It probably explains it in the text.

No, I don’t think it does [laughs].

Okay [laughs].

Yes, it’s another site really, yes. It doesn’t even – it doesn’t say what A is or D is, it
shows the sequence of the marine transgression. So this really is a continuation of
that sideways or something like that.

Yes, I see.

But, yeah.

Thank you for doing that.

So, no, it is – it takes a long time to do this. I mean you’ve got these wretched stencils
and now you use drafting film where you can write with a – with a permanent ink pen
and you can actually rub it out with a rubber with it [laughs]. If you made a mistake it
was – it was very awkward but it would take a long time to do this and on the large
drawing board. And then it would be photographed, so that would be the method of
doing it, so one’s looking here at the change in vegetation at the beginning of an
interglacial. It’s divided up into pollen zones, each zone is characterised by a
particular type of assemblage. F is dominated by oak and pine there and there, and
then these – this B pollen zone is this open vegetation with a lot of – with a lot of
herbaceous pollen.

And so zones E, D and C, these were occurring at the point of the change –
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Yes.

The point of the environmental change, yeah.

Yes.

Which is why they’re narrower and –

Yes, so change looks as though it happens quickly but you never know the rate of
sedimentation so you can’t tell but it could either be due to immigration or oak after a
climatic change, it wouldn’t necessarily be – I mean what it means is by that time oak
could grow well there, so the climate may have changed a bit earlier ‘cause oak’s got
to come from some way away to actually arrive, so one has to be rather careful about
relating it to climatic change directly. I mean obviously related in some sense but
when it occurred is difficult to say. Yes, there was actually some archaeology as well,
there was some archaeology here, I don’t know whether it got published up in this
part, on flints and so on.

Thank you very much.

Yeah [laughs].

Lovely, yes, that’s great. I thought that was probably better than asking without an
example about the drawing of these –

Yes, a good idea, yeah.

[1:32:46]

Of these things. If I can ask now some sort of questions about your non-scientific life
at this time. In the ‘50s you’re a research student or a fellow of Clare College –

Yes.
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In 1960 you become a demonstrator, by ‘66 you are directing the subdepartment.
Now over that sort of time period I wonder if you could tell me something about sort
of your living arrangements outside of the university and key friendships, the timing of
your relationship with the woman who eventually you marry, Hazel, I think –

Yeah.

And so something of your non-scientific life if you like.

I … I lived in – I lived in – when I was a research student before I got a fellowship I
lived in a bedsit in Station Road in Cambridge, in a large Victorian house which is
now demolished and there were a group of botanical research students there in that
house. Then when I got the fellowship I moved into college in 1955, ‘54 I think, late
‘54, and had a set of rooms in the memorial court in Clare College. And then I lived
in – in the memorial court for – till 1958 then I got married. I’ve been married twice
but my first – I married a fellow student in 1958 and moved out to this house actually,
I’ve been in this house since 1958.

Gosh.

Yes. And then I continued to work in the botany school and lived out here, and was
involved in college life. My first wife was a plant physiologist and she worked at the
Babraham Institute down the road, animal physiology, for a time. She got a PhD,
she’s a plant physiologist. And then … at that time, I’m trying to cast my mind back
to that time [laughs] but I – we both went to the States for 1960. I was doing a – I did
a period of teaching in the University of Minnesota at Minneapolis and went on a
grand tour around – round and about there. There was a very active centre of
Quaternary research in Minneapolis at that time and that was extremely interesting. I
think I gave a lecture – a course of twenty lectures and I gave – I had to give them an
examination at the end. The person who taught this course left the day before I
arrived and went to the Antarctic and I managed to worm out his key number for
getting some money out of the department by asking one of the secretaries there
[laughs] and I gave these twenty lectures. We went – I held field excursions and I
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gave them an exam at the end and said – one of the questions was – ‘cause a lot of the
questions were tick, tick box questions, but I put in a question at the end saying you
can look up what you like provided it’s not longer than three or four pages. Write an
essay on a particular subject, something about Quaternary, Pleistocene classification
or sediments or something. And this really flummoxed people and they didn’t quite
know how to treat it. Anyway, they all did very well because I thought there were
only three grades, A, B and C but actually there were five I discovered afterwards, so
– but by then I’d left, yeah, so it was quite educational.

[1:37:40]

And what did your wife do in America at the time?

She got involved in local things and engaged in conversations with physiologists and
so on, and we went on joint excursions up to the Minnesota lakes and had holidays up
– in canoes and so on up there, it was great. So I’m trying – and then we did a lot of
travelling, I did a lot of travelling, in the sense of going to Europe. We went to
Poland on occasions and I had some colleagues in Poland working on Quaternary and
my wife was – had colleagues in Poland as well, so … yes, and I went on a lot of
excursions on the continent in one way and another, and of course we had this
excursion to North East Land with the Oxford people in ‘55. Er, I’m trying to think –
yes, my mind’s pretty blank really on this time [laughs].

[1:39:11]

Could you say – talk about the extent to which you and your wife worked together,
whether formally or informally?

No, well, her name was Janet and she came out on fieldwork and helped me quite a lot
with fieldwork and I actually drew all her diagrams for her PhD thesis, so it was a –
and that sort of thing. And, erm, she helped me in the field, we went – we did a lot of
fieldwork together … so there was – that worked out quite well really, yeah.

Which sites was she helping you in the field at?
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We went to the coast on – around the Norfolk and Suffolk coasts, and at Wretham, at
Stoke Ferry and Norfolk sites. Not at Hoxne because of course the work – I finished
work, I really finished working in about 1955 … and there must have been other – a
number of other sites but I can’t – I can’t recall them really. No, and then – yes, we
went to the States in 1960, I – the period ‘60 – I think Stephen was born in ‘62 and I
think in ‘63, ‘60 –

[1:41:03]

I spent five or six years in a bit of an unlikely occupation which was as a member I –
there was a group of people in Cambridge who were involved in military geology and
led – Professor King, he was professor of geology. He had done geology for the DDay landings and there was a group of people who were involved in what was called
the engineer in chief’s geological pool and they wanted somebody who’d had a
biological interest in that sort of thing and so I joined them for six years and we were
part of the army emergency reserve and you do two weeks training a year, it’s a bit
like the TA and – but I got – we went on expeditions every year to various places and
wrote reports and on one occasion I went to the Canadian northern forest and tundra
to work out a system of going for tanks on – I mean crossing land and going for tanks
on muskeg and formations like that. And then I also went to Malaya for two weeks to
look at how you interpret forests and going from the air with aerial photographs and
doing ground checks with these other members, one of whom was a soil scientist
called Bob Perrin and the other was a geologist in the Sedgwick Museum who was a
palaeontologist. And we did things like that, so that was quite interesting – that was
quite useful ‘cause it took you to places and also, you know, it was a totally different
sort of occupation but then I was retired from that I think after six or seven years, so –
but that took up a time in the summer when we did two weeks’ training but we really
– we really organised the training ourselves and so on, so …

And what was seen as the military value of the geology and –?

The value was that – well, it’s in water supply and going for vehicles and that sort of
thing, and how vegetation affects – and we’ve got the other things like landscape
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classification, which is used by the military, or used to be but I’m not – I’m totally out
of touch now. All I can say is that I’m very grateful that Iraq didn’t happen when I
was there of course [laughs], they would have drafted the geologists to report on the
geology of the sites they were interested in. But it was quite an interesting and I made
a bit of a contribution there. It was quite a change from university life anyway, just
for two weeks, but …

Was it something for which you had to sign the Official Secrets Act?

Oh, absolutely, yeah, yeah, yeah, yes. Yeah, they went into your background in some
detail I think and you had to sign the Official Secrets Act, yeah. I suppose it still
exists, somebody wrote a long history of it in a geological magazine, but it was quite
interesting going about with people of different disciplines because you learn quite a
lot about how people see things and different theories, yeah.

And were you directed by the military in the sorts of things –

No.

That they wanted you to –?

No, not really, no. You were there to provide information basically or to try and
interpret things, as a kind of skeleton staff I suppose in a way. But, yeah, yeah, it was
different anyway and, no, I didn’t regret doing it at all. It was quite a good thing to do
because it took you into new areas you’d never been to and I wouldn’t have been to
the tropics if I hadn’t done this stint in Malaya. It was just after the – you know, there
was a big – there was a kind of insurrection in Malaya with the communists in 1963,
was it ‘61 or probably around there, and we were led round the country looking at the
vegetation. We had made a classification of the vegetation and we went to various
places to see what it looked like on the ground having made the classification based
on aerial photographs, that sort of thing, just for sort of intelligence really. But again,
as – if you’re interested in biology and so on just to see these forests and get a grip on
– just to see them, walk around them see what’s going on, is a very educational
business.
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Were they asking you to do these sorts of thing in relation to actual or sort of likely
military –?

Not really, no, no, it was – it was really a time of a lull I suppose, there was no active
– active thing going on. I mean the idea of going to Canada I think was my idea,
looking at the classification of muskeg and so, so I was always interested in processes
in areas of permafrost in relation to vegetation and I remember – I was stationed at a
railway station on the line between – going up to – going up to Hudson Bay from
Ottawa or somewhere like that and there was a group of geologists doing the geology
area, the Canadian Survey, and I joined them and went around with them and looked
at the vegetation. And one day I took a train up to – up to the town at the southern
edge of Hudson Bay, James, St James, or something like that, and I was – which is on
the edge of Hudson Bay and I was really disappointed because the Hudson Bay
Company outpost at this place, you know, you’d think this is a really kind of – but it
was just full of people drinking coke [laughs]. And then you think of these Indian
canoes and people, they were all aluminium with outboards on them, you know, bit of
a letdown really [laughs] but it was interesting. And I wrote a screed on classification
of terrain in that area for – for the Royal Engineers, it’s probably never been looked at
since then [laughs]. But it was interesting ‘cause it enabled me to work out the
relations between various types of peat growth, formation of peat and its relation to
the growth of trees and so on, and all that is good background to anybody trying to
interpret a pollen diagram, for example. For example, when you go around these
lakes up there you find beaver – beaver houses, and the effect which they have on
vegetation is amazing in terms of changing water levels and so on, and little things
like that which you wouldn’t – you’d never normally think of as having – perhaps
affecting a pollen diagram in some way by raising the water level or lowering it or
something like that, yeah.

Do you think that the activities of a beaver could make a detectable –?

Oh, yes, yes, yeah. Of course you could – you could see these lakes. Trees would die
when the water level went up where there was a beaver lodge and so on, and there
was certainly a relationship between that when they start damming – damming the
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streams and so on. And that was interesting ‘cause that affects the vegetation, so it
affects the pollen as well and, er, and these are phenomena that unless you actually
see them however much you read about them it’s not the same. Same with tropical
forests really, hmm.

[1:50:25]

And so we’ve come to these things through you giving an account really of your sort
of personal and social arrangements from the ‘50s onwards, so we’ve got to the sort
of early ‘60s now.

Early ‘60s, yeah.

So you’re living here in Great Shelford with your –

Yeah.

First wife.

Yeah.

And could you give us a sense of social life, you know, in and around Cambridge at
this –?

Well, there was a lot of social life in college and of course the number of – the
fellowship size of colleges then was – I mean when I was a lecturer at Clare there
must have been only fourteen fellows, so every fellow knew – they all knew each
other very well and formed a close, a really close community. And of course there
were a lot of functions which went on in college. Then there were – there was this
thing called the Natural Science Club, I mentioned before, and my wife was a member
of that as well and that met frequently. … I don’t think we had too much to do with
the local Shelford life at the time, I can’t recall… I can’t recall really, no, no. No, I
really can’t comment on it [laughs].
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Yes. Did you have together non-botanical interests?

Yes, yes, we were great on – we were always going round antique shops and so on,
and at that time when I was doing fieldwork I always used to pop into any kind of
barn which was selling old things and – and also marine things, the paintings and so
on, so we used to do that together and we did make some amazing finds in outlandish
parts of Norfolk in the course of that period, yeah. So we did used to do that, yes, yes.
I hadn’t really thought about that for years [laughs].

[1:53:00]

And to what extent did you have a kind of ordinary tourist-like interest in Norfolk and
Suffolk at this time?

Hmmm, not really at all, I mean I – when I go around I like to be walking with a
purpose, you know, that sort of thing. The holidays were – my wife always went for
holidays up to Runswick Bay where her parents had a place there and so we went up
there. I did – it’s coming back a bit now. I did quite a bit of sailing ‘cause – dinghy
sailing at that time, which is not easy when you live in Cambridge. Yes, that’s right, I
did that but we – yeah, that’s the kind of thing we did, yes, yes.

Where was your dinghy kept?

The dinghy, first of all it was – I had a boat at – I resuscitated a boat at – no, I used to
go – well, it takes me back now. My grandparents were keen sailors and then we had
a boat down in Chichester harbour, and my father died in ‘49 and my mother took
over ‘cause there were four of us and she – we used to holiday in Chichester harbour
and we had a boat called Diana, a sailing boat, and then that was in a bad state so it
was transported to Horning in Norfolk on the Norfolk Broads and I did it up and
painted it and so on. And the first time I took it out for a sail on the River Yale,
whichever river it was, I got stopped by a river policeman for not having a license. I
remember that, it’s coming back to me [laughs]. Anyway, I sailed up on the Broads
or something and then I had – in ‘65 I bought a small dinghy, a clinker built dinghy,
and I – and used to take it up to Runswick or take it down – down to Salcombe for
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sailing, Salcombe River, and then had it on the River Crouch for a time and actually
it’s in the garage, it’s still alive in the garage but not being used. It’s a nice
mahogany, it just gives me great pleasure looking at it, yes [laughs].

And did you combine – to what extent did you combine sailing with geological or
botanical observing?

Only when we went to Spitsbergen and when we had a boat, as I think we mentioned,
yeah. No, otherwise I didn’t – they didn’t meet. No, no, that’s right, yes.

And could you say –?

And I once kept a boat as well at Woolverstone, that was a boat I did up at – when it
was at Horning and it was anchored. It was in the summer, it was Cat – Cat House
Yard. Have you ever heard of that?

I’ve heard of Cat House but –

Cat House Hard, yes. It’s where the Royal Harwich Yacht Club has – and it’s near,
it’s just the other side of – you know, down the river, the Orwell, on the right beyond
Bobbitshole. It was Cat House something, and Woolverstone, there, and I kept it
there and I used to go sailing down to Harwich and so on, [inaud] sailed right out to
sea right from Harwich harbour, which one dare not do nowadays I should think.

Was the sailing your wife or alone?

By myself usually, yes, she came occasionally, hmm. Yes, I’d forgotten about that,
Cat House Hard, yeah. I think it’s a really upmarket marina now, you know, but
things have changed but then it was a pretty standard – but nothing special but very
useful, hmm.

[1:57:32]
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And are you able to say how –? You’ve mentioned that you sort of helped each other,
you and your wife, you drawing her diagrams and so on. Are you able to say how she
helped you on fieldwork, the sorts of tasks that she might –?

Well, all sorts of things you need, you know, doing something. Somebody taking
notes is extremely useful and for levelling you need two people on a level with a staff
and level of course. I always made a habit of levelling everything I did, levels are
extremely important and things like that, not the physical work but the actual clerical
back-up, you know, is helpful if you’re – we also had a black Labrador who used to
come on fieldwork as well I remember now, yeah, which was a very useful scale
object ‘cause you could put it in front of a section and photograph it, yeah [laughs].

And what was the nature –? How did she view this – your work given that I suppose
her work might then have been regarded as a more traditional form of biology with
yours being an extremely new area? I wondered –

I think there was a problem because the problem was getting a job then. Once you
had a PhD, you know, what do you do then? It’s all right if you get a university post
but she hadn’t got one and she got short term grants, which are not really very
satisfactory, and then she went to work out of the Babraham Institute out at Histon,
the – what is now the Babraham Institute of Animal Physiology which is down the
road at Babraham. But she – so she existed on short time posts, so it was really quite
difficult really. It’s very difficult to organise kind of professional life for two people,
it’s not an easy thing to do, yes. And in the end it didn’t work out and Janet departed
in 1970 something, 1972 or ‘71, somewhere around there and I brought up Stephen
after that, yes, so it’s quite – and then I got remarried to Hazel a couple of years later
and, er, yes. Then she came to live here and she was a great help in the same way that
she had – she had a handicapped daughter and – who is a Down’s Syndrome girl and
she had two daughters and she was a great writer and she – when she came up here
she really started writing and she – she wrote a book on the problems of handicapped
children and their parents and so on, and that was published by Gollancz. She also –
she started taking up sculpture and she did that bust over there [indicates], a bust and
so on, and she discovered that very late in life when she was really quite ill, ‘cause she
died of breast cancer ten years ago now, and – but she was – she had another
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daughter. The youngest one, who’s the one with Down’s, she’s at Acorn Village at
Mistley, at Manningtree in Mistley, and it’s a very successful – she’s very happy there
and so on, and she’s been there now for twenty years. And her other daughter, elder,
Sarah Gristwood, she’s become a – she’s written historical fiction or history I should
say under the name of Sarah Gristwood and she’s been – she’s written books on –
there’s one there. And she’s also into journalism as well –

[End of Track 6]
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Ah.

That was one of the books. So she’s – so she’s doing very well. She’s married to the
ex-film critic of The Guardian, so I – that gives me an insight into a totally different
form of existence, yes.

And is the sculpture of one of the daughters?

Well, it’s the daughter next door, who’s moved out now, which she took up this
portraiture late in life really, yeah, and discovered – discovered a talent for it.

What was the effect on your professional life of these personal changes, for example,
the looking after a young son on your own? It seems quite a profound change in your
personal life, I wondered how your professional life ran alongside it this?

It was difficult because you had to find time for two things but I managed it really
and, er …Stephen and Hazel got on well after a year – a year or two just to get used to
it. And that worked – it worked out very well indeed, yeah, very good.

There was a period of a certain number of years where you were just looking after
him on your own was there?

Not for long, for two – two years I think before I remarried and then – and so at that
time there was Sarah living here and Stephen, and Pip the Down’s Syndrome girl, she
was at Acorn. She was Acorn Village or she was down in Kent first but then she was
placed in Acorn Village at Mistley near Manningtree in the Stour Estuary, yeah.

How old was your son when your first wife left?

Must have been nine or ten, something like that, yeah.

So he was at school, so you could go to work in the day while he was at school.
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That’s right, yes, that’s right, yes but I had to be, you know, ready to collect him and
take him to school –

Yes.

And so on, yeah, yes.

And he could come with you on fieldwork and –

Oh, yes, he did, yeah.

Vacations.

He came and gave me a hand, yeah. Oh, he was used to fieldwork from an early age,
I think – I remember taking him to the Cromer coast in one of those carrying things on
my back [laughs].

Yeah, like a papoose, yes.

In a hiker papoose or whatever they called them, yeah, yeah. Yes, well, he’s – he
lives in Cambridge and he’s married. Well, he has a partner I should say, and he has
two little girls, but he’s an artist so he’s, yeah –

How did you meet Hazel?

I can’t remember now, I think – I can’t remember, no … it’s a long time ago now,
yeah.

Not being – I mean it’s clear how you met your first wife unless she’s sort of in the
same field.

No, it is difficult, yeah, yeah, yes, yes.
[End of Track 7]
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Could I ask you about the sort of detailed history of the establishment of the
radiocarbon laboratory in terms of sort of where it was and in relation to the other
laboratories that you described, and also the sort of attitude of the department of
botany as a whole to these specialist laboratories appearing within the department?

Yes. Well, a radiocarbon laboratory started with a grant from the Nuffield Foundation
to Harry Godwin which enabled him to employ Eric Willis who set up the lab from
scratch. And this was done in conjunction with a chemist, and I’m trying to think of
his name but I can’t think of it at the moment, maybe it’ll come back to me. So he
had – Eric had two supervisors, one on the biological side and one on the physical
chemistry side. And there was one room in the botany school devoted to it, which
was a small room, which was – in which Eric built a preparation line to turn the
sample into gas because they were using gas counting. Then once you had the gas
then you had to set up a system of a counter inside a lead shield, and this lead shield
was lead loaned by some metal firm, I don’t know which, I suppose dealers in lead,
and it was terribly valuable and terribly heavy and it was located in the basement at
the botany school in a very small room and its electricity was powered by a large
number of batteries, to get the right voltage I think. And he set up this apparatus and I
think the first date started appearing in early ‘50s, I forget, it’s in this account which –
and the gas counting room, we used to have lunch there sometimes, not the gas count
– I mean the preparation line room which was on the first floor with a large window,
and we used to have lunch there and we go to the stage of actually frying fish for
lunch until the professor stopped us because he smelt it [laughs] and so we had to stop
doing it. And it was there in that room for some time, we had one – one explosion. It
was very explosive and the method of preparing gas involved using explosive gases
and you had to be careful but it did explode once which – a consternation.

[03:47]

And this went on – I can’t remember how long the system went on but it was
eventually stopped because, I think I mentioned this before, the physiologists were
using radiocarbon in plant physiology to feed the plant and label the carbon and work
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out the pathway for photosynthesis and that sort of thing. And so it became
impossible to have a carbon dating lab in our building which was using radio –
radioactive tracers in plant physiology, so they had to move out to a station they
acquired, the subdepartment or the university acquired, a few rooms in a large
Victorian house in Station Road with at the back of it some temporary huts of the
usual kind. And they built there, they took everything out there and were based there.
This change was a bit of a pity really although it was necessary because there’s
nothing like having people who work on similar problems together to talk to each
other, and once you’re even a hundred yards away you get segregated and it’s not
quite the same, but when the radiocarbon lab was in the building then you were
always talking about the problems of the method, how you would apply it, what sort
of samples you want and so on. Anyway, it went out to Station Road and it’s in this
thing I was – the exact dates are all there and that’s where Nick Shackleton started
also to develop oxygen isotope work in the same temporary huts.

[05:51]

At the beginning radiocarbon dating, of course there was a huge interest in it because
a method which would give you a date was pestered by everybody who gave you a bit
of wood and wanted a date and that sort of thing. But Harry Godwin and Eric Willis
decided on the dating programme and a lot – in the first few years of radiocarbon
dating there were a lot of dates which appeared to be too young or too old or whatever
and all the practitioners of radiocarbon dating got together to work out common
problems until it became a very accurate method of dating up to a certain age, because
the great problem with radiocarbon dating, when you get above 20,000 years say is
that even a speck of something coming in from outside can change your date and so
one was always rather careful about dates which go 20 or 30,000. But the system
ended up with cooperation between dating laboratories which – and methods of
protocol, protocols, for preparation and so on, so that it became a very good method,
much better than any other dating method that’s been applied I think in that period of
time. But there was a period at the beginning when all sorts of dates were being
suggested for things like the date of the last interglacial being 30,000 and that sort of
thing but it – that led to a great improvement in the end, yeah, common methods and
so on, so – but that was a good thing. And of course then there was the publication of
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dates, the journal on radiocarbon dated started called Radiocarbon and that published
all dates. I don’t know whether that still exists because – perhaps it’s only online now
because the number of dates produced in the world must be huge but at that time they
were – it was a finite number. And one of the interesting things which helped the
early dating system in the Cambridge lab and internationally was that the department
of botany possessed a segment, like a slice of cake, from a sequoia tree of giant
redwood, sequoia giganteum and it had been used – its historical – it had been known
when it had been cut down and marked on this trunk were all the dates going back.
This tree was several thousand years old and so it had everything on it and Eric took
out particular tree rings from this log in the botany school and dated them and so on
and made a correlation of annual rings and radiocarbon, I think that was very helpful.
That great thing just in – it must be still there, they can’t throw it out. Oh, no, that’s
not quite true, people throw anything out [laughs], yeah, but that made it come to life
really when you could see the tree and get the dates and so on.

[09:40]

Eric also took part in trying to work out – it was that time when people were
exploding atomic bombs in the – and the question of dispersal of radiocarbon as a
result of this or radioactive elements and he used to go up in a – cooperate with the
RAF and they used to send up an aeroplane to collect dust from clouds and so on,
kind of radioactive measurements in it. So he had an interest in the circulation of
radioactive material in the atmosphere but it was a huge – it was a huge advance.

So the RAF were collecting samples and –

They had a camera aircraft which was specially adapted to go to a certain height and
collect samples from the air for – and he would get those and measure the activity and
so on. I forget the outcome but he used to do that regularly.

[10:50]

And I wonder whether you could describe the room that had the gas preparation line.
What does a gas preparation line look like and –?
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It’s – well, this room was half the size of this room, it was about ten by fifteen or
something like that and there you have – you combust the material and then you take
off the combustion, the results of the combustion as a gas, and purify it and so on, so
it’s all glass tubes and heaters and so on and places where things condense. I mean I
couldn’t – somebody, I can’t – you know, I know no more about the science than that
but it was just a mass of glassware basically and … along a bench on one side, and
you combusted the sample and then you went on from there, took the gas and dealt
with it and cleaned it and so on. But I don’t know the details really.

And the frying of the fish, did you fry it on the equipment or separately?

No, just on a Bunsen burner and a frying pan, yeah [laughs].

And so presumably then the gas sample gets taken downstairs.

And then they take – yes, and put it in the counter and count it, yeah.

Did you – presumably you used this to obtain dates. Do you remember when you first
obtained dates in relation to your work through this method?

I never – oh, of course nearly all my stuff was too old because you can’t go – I mean
the last interglacial is, what, 115 to 127,000 or something like that, so it’s well beyond
the reach of radiocarbon dating. There was one case of a deposit in Cheshire which
was in the middle of the last glaciation and I think they tried to date that but it didn’t
work out, it was too old. So I didn’t have much to do it with it. What they really –
the main thing, the main aim, after the first time – when it first came up everybody
wanted to do date important objects, like a bit from the Egyptian tomb or something
which had a historical meaning and a date as well, or historical date. And then once
you’d got rid of this kind of scatter of odds and sods, if you look at the first volume of
Radiocarbon Dating you can see the kind of thing which they were doing. Then we
started a programme of getting dates from peat sequences with pollen diagrams so you
could date the actual rise of oak or fall of pine or whatever to work out the ages of the
great post-glacial zones, the preboreal, the boreal Atlantic, and so on. And then of
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course there was the whole archaeological side of it where – especially where
archaeology was connected with vegetation history, so if you had – for example,
Harry Godwin was right into all the Neolithic and trackways and so on at the
Somerset level, and dating the trackways from the woods – of the trackways in the
Somerset levels. And where – and a lot of the dates in the subdepartment were related
to that, had an archaeological interest as well, and then it went more onto dating
pollen zones systematically. But none of my stuff was really datable, there was no
method and there still is no efficient method of doing. There are methods that people
use but whether they’re reliable I – I’ve never discovered, so I always regard
stratigraphy as being the main thing rather than relying too much on dates.

[15:23]

Thank you. Now what I’d like to ask about now is the work on the coastal crags –

Yeah.

And if I can – when you start to answer this question if you could give a sense of what
a crag, what crag means.

Yeah.

But this is work on the coasts, including the Cromer forest bed series and other
deposits, and we should say that here you were looking at the early Pleistocene so
before the first glaciation, in other words before the first climate change that almost
defines the Pleistocene.

Yes.

And I think that you’ve almost covered the origin of this work in the sense that you’ve
talked about the Ludham –

Ludham borehole.
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Ludham borehole. I think it’s connected with this but that’s about as far as I got, so if
you are able to talk about the origin of that and then I’ve got some specific questions
about the fieldwork, relations with local people, and so on.

Yes. Well, it starts really with the Cromer forest bed now. The Cromer forest bed
was examined in quite a lot of detail by a geological surveyor, Clement Reid, who
was a very important person in the history of Quaternary. He died in 1915 but he
realised the importance of interdisciplinary research and he did the Geological
Survey’s description of the coastal sections at Cromer and he was a very good field
geologist. Now what I should have mentioned before is that in East Anglia there’s a
very long history of Geological Survey officers describing the geology of areas in
East Anglia which goes back to the 1880s. And these books, the Geological Survey
memoirs, are absolute minefield – mines of information and when I was doing Hoxne
– Clement Reid did work at Hoxne as well, I discovered that if you went through
these old Geological Survey memoirs you could find sites which made your mouth
water, you know, for interglacials which had never been looked at except back in the
1880s and subsequently. Which is – you asked before about the source of information
for doing things and a huge source which I should have mentioned before were these
Geological Survey memoirs where the people described things. But they didn’t – they
described them but they didn’t, they weren’t – they didn’t have a background of
systematic – the same correlation with Penck and Bruckner or anything, they
described what they saw. Indeed on the coastal sections if you look at some of the
pictures, beautiful coloured diagrams of the coastal section near Lowestoft, it shows
you lines going down into sediment like wedges which are actually ice wedge casts
but they didn’t know what they were, they just drew them. They didn’t comment on
them but they drew them and it shows you that they drew what they saw and they
were – you know, it’s a really reliable system ‘cause there’s nothing in the back of
their head which is misinterpreting or anything and these – this work by these old
Geological Surveys is absolutely amazing really. But the Geological Survey now,
they’ve stopped producing memoirs, I mean it’s a sad thing really, and I think I
understand that. And these old memoirs are really valuable and I spent a – I mean the
longest – the great thing about this sort of thing is that you can go back to these sites
which have been described and you can find them. I mean the oldest one, I can’t
remember if I mentioned this before, was one published in the 1830s by a man called
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CB Rose in west Norfolk, an important interglacial deposit which he didn’t know
what it was but it was a shelf full of oyster shells, a section of clay or silt with oyster
shells which is interglacial marine. And we went back there when we were research
students and there it was in exactly the same place [laughs].

[20:26]

Anyway, Clement Reid did an amazing job on the cliffs sections and I started working
at West Runton and then I went right round to Pakefield and Happisburgh. Now
Pakefield was the furthest south I went, where the cliff gives way there. And this took
kind of several years really, off and on, but I used to go out there and spend the day
out there and come back, sometimes I stayed for longer but it meant walking along the
coast and getting the right levels, looking at the sections. Now, in 1964 there was an
amazing storm which actually cleared the whole section from Sheringham to Cromer
and I got the local photographer to actually produce a photographic record of the
whole section, and that’s what set me going really and then I moved southwards
where I went to Overstrand and Trimingham and down to Happisburgh and then on to
the cliffs at Corton at Lowestoft and Pakefield. And the problem was actually relating
it all because it’s quite complicated and there were land sea level changes, freshwater
sediments, marine sediments, all the way round and you had to level them all to try
and work out the relationships which meant getting benchmark, Ordnance Survey
benchmarks, and taking lines down to the beach and so on and getting it worked out.
Anyway, this went on for years and Robin Andrew helped me a lot and – with the
pollen and Gay Wilson, she was a former research student who worked on
microscopic remains, did a lot on the macros as well. And in the end we were able to
work out climatic stages with a Cromerian as one and an earlier one as well,
Pastonian. And all this was after the Ludham borehole so it provided information on
what was happening between the Ludham borehole and the first glaciation boulder
clay which is just about the Cromerian layers. The – but a lot – I mean I published a
book on this in 1980 and a lot has happened since then. They’ve found this whole
elephant carcass at West Runton which – this elephant had a poorly foot or something
like that and died in this river sediment, peat, and they’ve excavated the whole
skeleton and that sort of thing. And now they’ve found human flints and artefacts at
Happisburgh in a certain part of the series and so on. But it is an amazing coast, not
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only for the Cromer forest bed stuff but also overlying it the very contorted glacial
deposits which had been studied for years and a lot of argument about their origin,
where they come from, ice from Scandinavia or whatever, people are still into that in
a big way.

[24:04]

Could you, given that this is a very, actually a very long section of coast and you’re
living in Cambridge, could you tell me about the role of –? We’ll start off not with
sort of non-university geologists and natural historians but just about – just the role
of residents, in other words local people living on the coast near to sections that may
or may not be exposed at any one time by so on.

Yes.

Could you talk about the role of local people in alerting you –

Yes.

To times when these were exposed and I suppose therefore the importance of
establishing relations with them?

Yes, yes. There was a person in Sheringham, a teacher, who used to tell me when the
exposures were good. Then at West Runton there lived a chap called Sainty, J Sainty,
who was getting on in years then but he was one of the leading Norfolk amateur
archaeologists who’d be looking – he lived half a mile from the West Runton
exposures and used to walk along the beach and so on, and he was helpful. And then
there were people – there was a chap at Corton who let me know when the sections
were good there and he discovered ice wedges and things on the coast or we wrote
joint – I wrote a joint paper with him on the coast. But there were a number of people
like that who were – who were interested in what was going on and did a lot of very
good work themselves, so it – the problem is finding the people who are interested
and I can’t remember how I discovered the chap at Sheringham. He lent me his
wheelbarrow once to cart a lower jaw of an elephant I found up the – up the cliff
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[laughs]. I can’t remember how I got in touch with him, it was probably through the
Geological Society of Norfolk people, I can’t remember. But you – you know, if
you’ve got common interests you do meet these people at various places and it turns
out like this. And then there’s a local museum at Cromer with a chap called Martin
Warren now but – and they used – people used to let you know if there were
interesting sections and you’d go up, but it’s a long way from here and it’s ninety
miles, it’s a very – you know, it’s a long journey, tiring journey, and – but you – I
don’t think – I stayed there a few days off and on but mostly they were daily visits
and it just meant going back and forth really. The people were a great help really,
yes.

And what were they able to do living nearby that you weren’t able to do, this might
seem an obvious question, in Cambridge?

No, the answer is that when you get a high tide and the right wind you get erosion
and, er, and so it would sweep the coast and the – and all the talus at the bottom of the
cliff and the beach level would be levelled for a very short time. And if you go to
some of these places now you’d never find anything because it’s under beach. But at
that time they had – those towns on the coast had started coast protection things and
the great thing was to protect the towns, so they built revetments north and south of
places like Sheringham and so on and this had the effect of actually funnelling erosion
into the spaces between the towns, there wasn’t an overall view of coast protection
and at the time. And I was on quite good terms with one of the local county engineers
I think and of course when they were making these – when they’re building sea walls
and so on, often they make quite good sections and you can go up there and – and in
fact I had some sections excavated by their excavators which I wanted. So they were
quite cooperative ‘cause there was a lot of building of seawalls at that time. There
was also one – one thing which you don’t hear about now but at Trimingham where
the cliffs are very high there was a minefield at the bottom of the cliffs. Now I never
understood why they should build a minefield at the bottom of a steep cliff and
presumably the mines had fallen down through cliff erosion of some sort at the top,
and you were not allowed on this stretch of cliff unless you were accompanied by a
military person. And so you would get a lift from somebody in a jeep to go along the
front, go along the bottom of the cliff in this Trimingham area, and if you saw a –
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‘cause directly you see something black at the bottom of the cliff you say, ah, it’s peat
but actually it wasn’t in this case ‘cause they were – that was the soot of exploded
mines [laughs], so you didn’t – you weren’t quite certain. You didn’t get off – you
weren’t allowed to get off and walk around, you had to go up with a – what happened
to these mines, I don’t know, I’ve never quite understood why they had mines there.
That was at Trimingham, so that was not a good area which one could do much but
otherwise it was quite easy to get down on the cliff usually to the bottom, yeah.

[30:17]

And apart from having to level over quite a large vertical height –

Yeah.

What was the difference in fieldwork at this site compared to what I imagine is
relatively flatter inland sites that you’d worked on before? What was the effect on –?

Well, the difficulty was that you had to get a level done from a benchmark at the top
somewhere and take it down to the cliff level, then you’ve got to make your own
benchmark on a piece of concrete somewhere which you use as a dating point and
then you would string out levels along the bottom based on that level benchmark.
And so you need two people and, erm, I mean nowadays with glacier level it would be
a damn sight easier but then at that time you’d just use a highway level, a simple
level, and a staff, and it would all be levelled in. But it was important to level the
sections otherwise you wouldn’t know. I mean when you start to draw – in the book I
drew long sections of coast based on Ordnance data which you wouldn’t have been
able to do unless you’d levelled it completely, so it – it was really a matter – in a way
a matter of luck, you’ve got to have good sections and you only get them when you’ve
got a particular combination of tide and wind, and these local people knew when –
you know, when – of course it’s here today and gone tomorrow and so you’ve got to
take advantage of that. That’s the main difference, I mean once your – once your cliff
section’s clear then you can take samples through it without – you don’t have – but I
did do two or three. I got money for borings from the Natural Environment Research
Council and I did, I think, 3D boreholes down to the chalk through the stuff
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underneath the Cromer forest bed, I think at Happisburgh and Pakefield. So that’s the
main difference really but of course there’s also a climatic difference because it can
be a extremely severe climate in the winter there with the winter cold but actually
when you were there and you were finishing the day and it was getting dark it was
really beautiful actually, it was beautiful. You get the most beautiful colours on the
sea and so on, so I always enjoyed doing fieldwork there but it was – walking along
the beach is not – is quite hard work really, yeah.

[32:51]

And to what extent was the laboratory work changed because the field site is
different?

Not at all really. I mean you take your samples in the same way, label them and bring
them back to the lab. You bring back pollen samples in tubes and then you bring back
samples for macroscopic plant remains, which I should have mentioned before, in
polythene bags which you’ll have say a kilo of a sample from a level and you label
that to that level and you go through and – we haven’t talked about the extraction of
macroscopic plant remains –

No, perhaps but now’s a good time, yes.

You take the bag of peat or whatever, a kilogram, and you just wash it through water
in a sieve and you pick out all the seeds and fruits you can see, which is standard
practice really. Now, if you’ve got a lot of money and a lot of help you can do what
the Happisburgh people did, been doing in recent years; finding artefacts. They take
pumps onto the beach and they pump – they have an engine to vibrate a set of sieves
and they have a water pump projecting water onto the sieve so they can process huge
volumes just to find one flake, you know, several, perhaps half a ton or something like
that. But when you’re – you take a bag of kilogram peat back to the lab you wash it
through a small series of sieves about that size, twenty centimetres across, and pick
out the season fruits and so on, leaves or whatever, whatever’s there.
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Is that one kilogram bag the same thing as is referred to sometimes in your book as a
monolith of sediment, or is that larger again?

A monolith is just a block taken in – you hammer a box into the face and take it out so
you’ve got a whole slab. I’ve got one in the study at the moment actually, a whole
slab of sediment and you can take it back to the lab and look at it in detail and clean it
up and look at it under the microscope and so on and see the kind of sedimentary
forms in the lab. It’s – monoliths are extremely heavy but you can do this and in
some ways it’s much nicer to study the section in the lab, you can pay more attention
to it ‘cause you can put it flat to begin with instead of trying to do it vertically in a
section. So taking monoliths is a very useful way of look – of getting sequences
which are quite complicated in detail, you know, some – one of those in there is a
complex one with a lot of stratification which needed to be looked at.

So would it be the complexity of the stratification that would be a thing that would
lead you to make the decision to take a monolith rather than a sample?

Absolutely, yeah, yeah, yes, yeah.

And could you –? You’ve mentioned the photography of the coast exposed after the
storm, could you just say something about the photographer? Who did you –?

It was a local photographer in Cromer and I can’t remember his name. I’ve got – I’ve
still got all the photos and he did this amazing series of photographs of the cliff
section in 1964 after the storm. I think he – I suppose he retains copyright to them, I
don’t know, but I think we managed to get some money to do that ‘cause – but he was
a real photographer and he wasn’t a kind of quick digital merchant, he was – I think
he was using a medium format camera and that sort of thing and he produced – they
were black and whites, but I could look – I mean I could look up his name if you –

We could look that up and add it to the summary.

Put it on your list [laughs] –
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Yes.

Your list of things.

Yes.

And I know where the photos are but –

[37:34]

And the role of drawing in – at one point you talk about the relative advantages of
drawing over photography and I wonder whether you could say to what extent you
were drawing sections of the coast for this work.

Yeah. It was – drawing a section of the coast presented problems which you wouldn’t
get anywhere else and I got the workshop in the botany school to make me a gadget
which had rollers at each end and then you could put the roll of graph paper in and
wind it along so you didn’t have to do it in small sections. And I had this on my desk,
I remember on the table, and you wound it – you wound it rather like I’m rolling a
[inaud]. It had handles on each end and you could – and what I did was to draw it in
the field roughly as much as I can, then I photographed it in colour in – using an SLR
camera, and then I would develop the slide, slides, and project them onto a screen
behind the drawing board so that you could join up the – what you’re drawing in your
field notes to what was seen by the camera. That was the way I constructed these
diagrams but if you draw them in the field you learn so much more if you – than just
going somewhere and photographing it. It’s like a landscape or something, if you just
photograph it and pass it on you’ve learnt nothing about it but if you try – it’s like if
you draw anything you suddenly realise a whole lot of things you’d never actually
realise otherwise, so I didn’t rely totally on photography but used it as an aid to
improve the drawings, and it was a huge aid because sometimes it’s very difficult to
draw these sections to begin with. When you go along a coast you’ve got to be very
aware of land – of coastal falls. And nowadays of course you wear hard hats, or you
have to wear hard hats, but then hard hats were unknown in that situation and when
you were walking, you know, sometimes you hear things like a reverberating bomb
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going off and it would be a land slip somewhere up the coast and you could hear it, so
it’s not – it’s quite a dangerous thing to do really and people will say, well, there
should be two of you and so on, but you can’t organise fieldwork for two people in a
sense ‘cause you – you’ve really got to think all the time what you’re doing and if
there’s someone else around it can be a bit distracting, that’s what I found anyway,
except when you’re detailing things which want notes taking but if you’re looking at
things and it’s easier to be – you really need to think about sections.

So this implies that while you would need another person for the levelling –

Yeah.

Involving the string or if you wanted someone to make notes on things –

Yeah.

If you weren’t doing that sort of fieldwork you would rather be doing it on your own.

I usually do prefer to be on my own, I don’t think – I don’t know whether that’s a
good thing but if you go – there are two distinct sorts of excursions; those where you
want to go and discuss a section with somebody and those where you want to actually
describe a section. And if you go to discuss a section, I go out with my colleague Phil
Gibbard and we have profitable discussions on the meaning of sections but if you
want to actually get down to the nitty gritty and describe a section it really needs
concentration, that’s what I’ve found anyway. So on the whole I find – I find I
usually go off by myself then I come back and I realise, you know, I should have done
that and I should have done this, so I end up by going several times. I never go – you
can never do everything in one visit because when you come back and think about
what you’ve seen something always occurs to you, [laughs] and this is happening to
me all the time now. I’ve got these sections up in Norfolk which are quite
complicated and I come back and think about them and look at them and so on, and
think really you ought to do this, so I go back again and try and sort it out. And I
always say, this is my last visit but it never is [laughs].
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[End of Track 8]
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Track 9

Could we start today with the origin of your interest in glacial and periglacial
geology which, judging from your account and some things that you’ve mentioned
previously in the recording I think began with some excursions in the ‘50s, but
perhaps you can say more of the origin of this particular interest in glacial and
periglacial?

Yes. Well, when I started in 1951 there were not too many geologists around who
were interested in Quaternary geology or glacial geology. And I had the opportunity
to go to Germany on more than one occasion on excursions, I may have mentioned
this before, I can’t remember, and at the time the person who was regarded as – had
done a lot of work on Quaternary geology in the north Germany, Paul Woldstedt, Wo-l-d-s-t-e-d-t, I think he was professor at Bonn. I went on a student excursion with
him in May 1952 or ‘53, I can’t remember exactly when, and we went right through
from Germany, from Bonn right up to the Baltic coast with his students and I realised
what a lot of work had been done on looking at glacial deposits in a way which had
not been done in Britain in a systematic way.

[02:11]

The – in the ‘30s quite a lot was written on glacial geology but there was no uniform
approach to it, it was very bitty, and the German – the German approach to it, which
was related to the Scandinavian glaciation of the ice which came to Scandinavia, they
had worked out a systematic approach to the study of boulder clays and glacial
deposits, and also interglacial deposits and also periglacial things which you could see
in the field. And all these things were demonstrated on this excursion with these
students in and I also went on – oh, in 1948, I think that it was 1948, the Germans
founded a Quaternary association, the German Quaternary association, known as
DEUQUA, D-E-U-Q-U-A, and they had excursions every year and I went on – I went
on one or two of those to north Germany and you could learn an immense amount
from seeing what had been done and this thing on boulder clays and so on, and also
on periglacial things because they showed me ice wedge casts and so on which they
had in sections and all that sort of thing. And I realised it was a whole field here
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which would really be great and I had seen some of these things when I was looking
round East Anglia but I hadn’t tagged onto them properly, so it was really quite an eye
opener to see the standards which had been reached in Germany. So there was this –
there was this big difference in Britain at the time. There was an awful lot of
discussion and argument about the number of glaciations which had been going on for
fifty years perhaps but – and there were field descriptions of glacial deposits in the
Geological Survey’s memoirs but there was no – there were very few generalisations
about it which made any progress, and there was quite a lot of conflict about it and not
too many people involved in it, professional geologists who were in it, as opposed to
Europe where a lot of the professional geologists were involved in Quaternary matters
partly because of location of mineral sources and movements of earth – movements of
things by the ice where they track down mineral sources and so on.

[05:28]

And we didn’t have a long tradition of that really although there’d always been one or
two people who kind of flew the flag over the period, one of whom was a chap called
Donald Baden Powell and I think he was a nephew of the founder of the boy scouts
and he – he wrote on Quaternary matters over the ‘30s but he was not a professional
in the sense that he didn’t have a university post but worked. So he wrote a fair
amount on it and he – I remember on the first excursion I went with Germany he came
with me and we had a – we went together and I called him BP and he [laughs], yes.
No, he was a very nice fellow, yeah, and so that – that was really how one got
interested. There were some people in Britain who were very interested in performing
good work, including Fred Shotton who was professor of geology in Birmingham, and
he was an active field man as well and he was really I think the first professional
geologist or one of the first who take a really serious interest in the Quaternary.
Quaternary research has always been – fallen into a kind of cavern between
geography and geology and this has always been so and I think you’ll find in Britain
that most people working on the Quaternary now would be in geography departments.
On the other hand, in the United States, all the people working seriously on
Quaternary will be in geology departments, and I think the same is probably true in
Europe but I couldn’t say for certain, yeah. So there is this interesting distinction, it’s
not a good thing really because geology should be firmly based on the principles of
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earth sciences and it does lead to difficulties because you find that if you’re a
Quaternary person and you go into a geology department you’re in competition with a
huge number of Earth scientists who cover the whole spectrum of earth sciences, from
petrology and mineralogy right down to palaeontology, stratigraphy. If you’re in a
geography department the Quaternary does stand out as an interesting nucleus of
landscape history studies and that is how it works. So it’s a pity the two can’t be
brought together but that’s the way it is, yeah, and I think it’s the same now really,
hmm.

[08:35]

And how did you come at this stage to be going on these excursions in north west
Europe?

I think – I think I – Woldstedt wrote books on titles, with titles like Eiszeit in
Deutschland and that sort of thing, compilative books on the ice age in Germany
which stated all these things so clearly, differentiation of boulder clays, periglacial,
and then there were two Dutchmen, Van der Vlerk and Florschütz who wrote a book
on – I forget what it’s called, it’s IJstijdvak in Nederland or something like that and
that – although it was in Dutch it was the same organisation of Quaternary in the
whole country which we’d never had really, so that the Dutch and the Germans and
the Danes had all evolved systematic approaches to the study of Quaternary in ways
of nomenclature and so on which we – which we’d never had here. And so when you
come to read these books you realise, and I’ve got Woldstedt’s book in there, and he
was a very helpful chap and he was very helpful to me. His German was low
German, he came from Flensburg or somewhere up there, erm, Schleswig-Holstein
and I can understand what he was talking about but – and so that was a very positive
thing. And I think there were always strong connections between the subdepartment
and the continent because Harry Godwin had – who founded the subdepartment, he
had very strong connections with the Danes, the Swedes, Norwegians, Germans,
Dutchmen, not so much with France, to a certain extent with Switzerland, but with the
north German countries through the advances in pollen analysis which were made
from about 1925 onwards up to the ‘50s and so on. So there was always an
international traffic and Harry Godwin used to talk about these people and of course
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you realise what was going on and as a research student you were really intrigued to
find out how much had been done on the continent compared with what happened
over here, there was a big contrast. I think it’s a historical thing, I suppose we’re
thirty years behind or something like that [laughs].

[12:09]

And could you tell me more about the background of Donald Baden Powell in terms
of –? You mentioned that he didn’t have a university post so –

No, he – he lived in – he lived in Oxford and he – he died, I wrote his obituary I think,
I can’t remember when he died, it must have been early ‘70s. He was a great field
person and he kept – made extensive notes on what he’d seen and he was interested in
archaeology and when – he lived in a large house in the west of Oxford at Cumnor I
think, I can’t – yes. I visited him once there and he had boxes full of rocks. He
collected artefacts of one sort or another, palaeoliths and all sorts of things, so he
knew – he just pursued his own course through – in his work as a – as an amateur.
Then he was recognised by Oxford, quite rightly, and I think he gave a lecture in
Oxford on Quaternary matters, I don’t know for certain, but when the Quaternary
developed in Oxford they started a Donald Baden Powell centre for Quaternary or
something like that, some sort of organisational thing. And the person who knows
about that will be Derek Rowe, an archaeologist, who as professor at Oxford, Derek –
Derek Rowe. I haven’t got his address, well, I might have it somewhere but – ‘cause I
remember I was in touch with him a few years ago but he knew BP well and – but I
went on an excursion with him and in 1958, there was an excursion of the Geologists’
Association around East Anglia to celebrate a hundred years of the Geologists’
Association and it was led by BP and myself and all the classic sites, we had a
busload of people. And I don’t remember much about this excursion except that when
we were going up towards the north Norfolk coast, I think it was at Sidestrand on the
road there, BP said, ‘I think we’ll stop here and pick up Marston.’ And I said, ‘oh?’
And he said, ‘Yes, Marston will be meeting us here.’ Well, Marston was the man –
AT Marston was the man who found – I think he found the human tooth at
Swanscombe, the site on the Thames, in the Thames valley. Now, how on earth he
knew that Marston was going to wait there I never discovered and so I met this chap
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Marston who got on the bus and came with us, this [laughs] – but it was a good
excursion and we wrote a long account of it in the proceedings and so on. But I got to
know him quite well and he was a very helpful chap, BP, yeah, yes. And later in his
life he was recognised by Oxford University.

Before that point did he have another occupation?

I don’t know much about him really. I don’t think he did, I don’t think he was – like
most archaeologists … before Grahame Clark, most archaeologists travelled under
their own steam I think. And Pamela Jane Smith, the person who wrote this – her
account. Have you read this –

No.

About the history of archaeology in Cambridge?

Oh, yes, yes.

Pamela Jane Smith, I’ve got it in the room.

Yes, the New Archaeology.

No, it’s called, From something to Teatime, it’s –

Perhaps I haven’t read this one.

Yeah. Oh, no, I’ll get it after. Do you want me to get it now or afterwards?

Well, shall we get that after? Yeah.

After, yeah. And a lot of archaeologists were self propelled really before Grahame
Clark came and out, and this book by Pamela Jane Smith which is really good on the
origins of professional archaeology in Cambridge and so on. She lives in Cambridge
and she’s a – she was a mature student and she’s Canadian I think and I keep in touch
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with her. So BP was one of these professional – one of these amateur – not amateur
in a derogatory way at all but a person who pursued their own course, people who can
be very useful because they aren’t controlled by people who give out money so they
can really do what they like [laughs].

[17:40]

And what periglacial features were you able to see on these European visits that you
had also seen in East Anglia?

Yes, well, there are wind blown deposits which are called cover sand which blow
about during the cold stages of the Quaternary, and we were shown sequences of
cover sands with peat in them so that you could date the time of these things. We saw
ice wedge casts which indicate the presence of permafrost and cryoturbation which is
the effect of freeze-thaw on the active layer about – in the soil above permafrost or
locally controlled by seasonal cold climate and all that sort of thing. And some of
these things were observed a long time ago, were never actually reported on. There’s
an interesting case of a person called Blake, I think it was JH Blake, who was an
officer in the Geological Survey in the 1880s. He drew a beautiful coloured engraved
section of the coast at Pakefield and south of Lowestoft there, and if you look at this
section you can actually see these wedges. He drew it so carefully and what he was
drawing were actually ice wedges which he didn’t recognise them as such, he just
described them, and once you start going round the coast and looking at the coastal
section you can see these structures quite easily quite often and – but there was a
whole tradition of periglacial studies on the continent which we didn’t have so much
here, it was very strong in Poland and in Germany, and the Netherlands. And these
are areas where you had – at the edge of the Scandinavian ice sheet where you had a
lot going on during the cold stages but not covered by ice and so these features were
very prominent in sections which you saw when you walked around the – walked
around. And they became – I mean the Dutch have done a huge amount of work on
cover sand and suchlike deposits, periglacial deposits, both in terms of structure and
content, and you can tell a lot about climate change from them as well. And that had
never been done so much here, as well, so that’s – it is a very interesting area I think
because you can look at the section and see the structure and you can try and explain
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the structure in your mind about how the structure got here, what it was – what
controlled it, what’s the stratigraphical position. And when you started to look at all
the things in East Anglia you could actually work out that there were ice wedge casts
belonging to the particular glaciations and work out the stratigraphy of periglacial
things which was quite revealing in terms of climatic change. Ice wedge casts are
usually considered to be associated with permanently frozen ground if they’re really
massive ones and that gave you a real handle on climate and doing the Quaternary in
the periglacial area. If you know you’ve got frozen ground then your mean annual
temperatures are probably I think – I don’t know what people think nowadays but it
used to be a mean annual temperate of about minus seven or minus eight, somewhere
around there, so you could get a – bioanalogy of what’s going on in the Arctic and so
this was very, erm, helpful in terms of climatic change.

Because you could attach a particular thing you saw in the field to a particular
temperature or a range of temperatures?

Yes, you could do that with ice wedge casts, it’s much more difficult with other
periglacial things because they – these things you see can be formed in various ways.
Climatic conditions – the ground ice depressions which are recognised in East Anglia
are supposed to be the result of seasonal freezing weather or springs so you get a very
cold winter, ice accumulates where a spring is and then it melts away and so on and
leaves you with a hole in the ground, a so-called pingos, and I had – I had seen some
of these in sections and read about them and I came across them in sections in the
Fenland basins, little basins, containing peat and so on. And they were often related
to organic sediments, [inaud] pollen and plant remains so you could see what the flora
was like. I really became very interested in cold stage floras and what they told you
in the course of this and most of my work – most of the expeditions I made to the
Arctic were related to collecting samples from similar positions in the Arctic where
things were going at the present time which you saw the geological equivalent in the
Quaternary in East Anglia. So that was really – I think really sums it up.

[24:13]
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There are an awful lot of things to see in a periglacial way in East Anglia, which had
been studied but not in any great detail, for example, the stone stripes and so on on the
Breckland, and these were first described by AS Watt who was in the botany school
because of the effect the stripes had on vegetation, where you got stripes of – on the
chalk. And on the chalky stripe you would have a particular vegetation, and then in
between the chalk stripes you get sandy stripes which have heath land on them, and he
published this in 1955 which is just when I was starting as well, so that was another
kind of incitement to look at it. And I wrote a paper with him in – later on in 1966 I
think and a soil scientist called Bob Perrin who worked at the school of agriculture
and we dug a huge section right across these stripes and looked at the structure at that
time.

[25:37]

I’ll come back to that and ask you about that in detail but first could you describe the
1954 excursion over – well, it’s described as astern England but you could probably
pin it down, which I think you took with Kim Donner –

Oh, yeah.

And it was concerned with stone orientation.

That was – we went – that was a German Quaternary expedition I think with Kim
Donner, no in 1950 – oh, that’s right, yes, it’s coming back to me now. When I went
on these German Quaternary excursions a man called Seiford I think his name was
looked at the orientation of – in boulder clay of fine, small particles of – of fairly
small particles under the microscope and he referred to work on orientation of stones
in boulder clay which people had published. And Kim Donner from Helsinki, he
came over here as a research student. He already had a Finnish PhD but he came over
here to work on raised beaches in Scotland and we – we went on this German
Quaternary excursion together at some time in ‘54 and then we realised it might be
worthwhile applying stone measurements to East Anglian boulder clays and so on. So
we did a massive journey and measured the orientation of stones in boulder clay in
about sixty places and I must admit that I wouldn’t choose some of these places again
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[laughs] if I had the experience which I have now. But anyway it turned out that there
was a systematic orientation system of these boulder clays and so we published this
paper in 1956 I think in the Geological Society’s journal on the orientation of stones
in boulder clay and what it indicated in the way of the number of glaciations if you
worked out a pattern, and that was a very interesting development. Now we also went
on this grand ex – when we went on this grand expedition with the Oxford people in
‘55 we actually measured stone orientation in ice as well up in North East Land in
Spitsbergen, or Svalbard in North East Land, and we – that really was interesting
‘cause it meant that you could look at stone orientation in ice and then look at the
stone orientation in the boulder clay which was being – which was within veins in this
ice and you could see which way the ice was moving. Of course it was at the edge of
an ice sheet on North East Land and one learnt an awful lot just by poking round the
situation. I remember there was – there was a boulder clay where we were camped in
North East Land, there was a lake which was dammed by ice coming down and a
small lake of a few hectares, and the boulder clay underneath this lake advance was
full of marine molluscs because the glacier had shoved up stuff from underneath rich
in marine silt, full of marine molluscs, and around this lake – but this lake formed in
front of the ice and around the edge of the lake was a little bench, you know, where
you have a beach and this was a freshwater lake but the beach was totally marine
molluscs because they’d been washed out of the till boulder clay by the fresh water.
And you realised there was all sorts of geological traps, if you found this out in the
field you’d say here’s a – you know, a marine sequence and so on. And so I found
subsequently that there are areas in the Fenland where freshwaters reworked marine
molluscs and I’ve seen it elsewhere in the Arctic, in the Canadian Arctic, where
freshwater streams have reworked marine things. It just shows you how careful
you’ve got to be and not take things at face value. But – so the combination of
looking – I forget when we did the fieldwork for the East Anglian measurements but it
must have been ‘55 I should think. It was probably at much the same time as the
expedition, either before or after it, ‘cause the two were closely related and we
published the results of this – these stone orientation measurements and other
observations in North East Land in a Norwegian journal some time later. So that was
a very eye opening – I think it’s really essential to go up and look at the Earth’s
systems as you might call them in the Arctic now if you’re going to look at
Quaternary stuff down here, it makes you keep your eyes open and what to look – see
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what to look for. And I think most successful Quaternary people have actually done
that, so that was how one got interested in these stone orientation systems. I think it
was novel at the time, in the British sense although it had been done in the States, so
really we were importing ideas. We spent a lot of time, you know, reading around
what the subject and seeing – importing things. Nothing or very little is novel to
yourself and you’re always working in the context of what other people are doing and
this is where the developments take place, hmmm, yes.

[32:26]

Driving around then with Kim Donner, could you say when you arrived at a site, a)
what a site for stone orientation looks like –

Yes.

And then, b) what you and Kim actually did there –

Yes.

In order to measure?

Yes. Well, we had a datasheet on a data, on a board, and we found an exposure of
boulder clay and we straightened, cleaned it up, and took off the surface, any surface
gunge and cleaned it, and marked out a square. And then we laboriously picked it
over with a knife and when you came across a stone you measured its orientation and
its dip, and we also took the sizes of all of them as well. Actually the sizes, the results
of the sizes, have never been worked up at all. We’ve still got all the datasheets but
we also – we did the shape, the size of the three axes, and whether it was chalk or flint
or whatever, its origin, but the only thing that was published really was the dip and the
directions. The other – the data is still lying there. And it was very laborious, we
took it in turns to – for somebody to extract them and the other person writing them
down and so on and measuring ‘cause we had a scale on the board and all that sort of
thing, and so it was quite laborious to do it, or it was very laborious to do it and took
some time. It was all right when there were a lot of stones in the boulder clay but
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when it was – when there were not then it took some – much longer. But boulder clay
is pretty tough stuff and it was quite – it’s quite an effort to try and dig out a hundred
stones. I think we measured a hundred in most cases, yeah. But of course it was very
gratifying when you map – when you mapped the directions on a compass dial to see
what they look – what they looked like and it was really quite exciting, it’s rather, it’s
rather like discovering, when you look at a pollen sequence, discovering what the
pollen assemblage means when you know it belongs to a certain date. So you’re – I
think it – I don’t know whether people have used it a bit since then but I don’t know,
there’s been no systematic approach to it but I think it did set off an idea that you
could do something with boulder clay which was useful rather than just look at it, yes.
And BP did a lot of work on boulder clays but he was looking at the nature of the
stones themselves, where they came from, to work out where the boulder – the ice
came from which deposited that boulder clay and he wrote on that in the 1930s on one
or two cases, so he was interested in that as well.

[35:59]

And how did you find the exposures apart from driving around and hoping to pass
one? You know, how did you locate –?

Yeah, that was – yeah, that’s quite difficult. I think we had con – we did do a bit of
driving around but we also looked at Geological Survey memoirs and we also
depended on people who knew where the sections were like Harold Spencer, for
example, in Suffolk and there were people in – there was chap up in north west
Norfolk who knew where sections were and so on. So it was a question of reading
papers which had described areas of boulder clay and having local contacts and that
sort of thing, yeah. But there are – I think some of our sections were a bit dicey
looking back but – and I think one is always – when one’s working on Quaternary one
always has a background of trying to fit this into some general scheme of organisation
and perhaps we’re a bit too ready to try and find or to interpret the results in relation
to what was already known but that’s what everybody does anyway, so it doesn’t –
things work out in the passage of time, yeah.

[37:33]
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And slightly later in the ‘50s, or perhaps it was around this time, could you say how
and why you came to work with John Glen briefly, John Glen the physicist?

That is fairly easy because he was a research fellow in Clare College and I was also a
research fellow, a more junior one than he was. [Bell chiming in background] And
this shows the value of the research fellow system in colleges because you get people
of different disciplines talking to each other and he was very keen on – he had a lot to
do on the physics of ice if I remember rightly, but I lost touch with him but that’s how
we came to work together and he provided a kind of physical input into the direction
of stone orientation and movement of ice crystals in ice and that sort of thing, and that
was published I think with Kim Donner and him and myself in the American Journal
of Science I think. It must have been some time … he was a research – usually a
research fellow lasts for three years, so I think then he went to his position in physics
in Birmingham after that but I – I didn’t see much of him after that so – but that was a
connection really –

What did –?

And we both knew people in the Scott Polar Research Institute. Probably the chap
you interviewed, what was his name?

Charles Swithinbank.

Charles Swithinbank, yes, yeah.

What do you remember of working with John Glen in the field, what did he do in –?

I didn’t do anything in the field with him that I can remember, he may have come out
with us once or twice but I can’t remember. I think it was a desk relationship but I
can’t remember really, no, no.

And what was it that physics could do in terms of this work that geology couldn’t do,
if you like? What was he provide –?
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Well, he was very well up in the physics of ice and the movement of ice. And that’s
not a thing which either myself or Kim were qualified to think about let alone do
anything about, ‘cause we were on the kind of megascale in the sense of just looking
at stones in boulder clay and the thing was to get some connection, some physical
explanation, for why you get orientation in boulder clay. It’s quite a complex subject
because in some cases where you have solid fluxion deposits or wet deposits flowing
down slopes you can actually get rolling as well, so you get a right angled orientation,
so it’s not a – it’s not a straightforward thing, hmmm, but it does seem – it does seem
to work, there is a kind of basic fabric in boulder clay which is related to movement of
ice, the question is interpreting what it really means. And he was really interested in
it since he had this great – I think his PhD may have been on it, I don’t know at all.
He worked with a chap called Seligman or something, I can’t remember the exact
name, who was a very distinguished chap in ice physics.

He worked with someone called Orawan in the Cavendish laboratory I think.

Yes, he was –

He was compressing ice and –

Yes.

Looking at the way it performed, so I can see how he would –

That was why he got going, so probably you’ll find that we were talking about in
college once and things went from there. But it shows you how important it is really
to be – to talk to other people in other subjects, which is not always easy to do where
people are usually concentrated in blocks in buildings and you really need the tearoom
where you can discuss these things and have crossovers and so on. That’s what
happened with John Glen really, yeah. I don’t think we kept it up after we did that
though, our ways parted really, yeah.

[41:52]
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And could you say something of less formal relations with Kim Donner, perhaps on
fieldwork in terms of time spent when not working?

Hmmm [laughs] … yes, what did we do? Well, we probably discussed the results, we
probably just – we got on well together and it’s really good when you get a good
collaboration going with somebody and you don’t really think about that side of
things, it just works itself out. I mean occasionally, I can’t remember now, when we
worked on – we looked at periglacial things on the coast one summer. I told you this
didn’t I? We went to the theatre in the evening, I told you, I must have told you.

No.

I think it was at Lowestoft and we were wondering how to spend the time in the
evening in Lowestoft [laughs] and we decided to go to the local theatre and it was a
kind of musical called Nuts in May or something like that, and there were about ten
people in the whole – ten people in the whole auditorium, there was nobody there at
all [laughs]. And that stuck in my mind but we – we went and had a drink and so on,
that sort of thing, but I think we were well used to each other’s company ‘cause we
were in North East Land together and so on. And I keep up with him regularly, he
comes over here, he’s retired now ‘cause his daughter used to work in Cambridge and
I kept up with him. I’ve gone and stayed with them in Finland ever since and when I
first went to Helsinki in 1955 and he introduced me to a Fin called Sauramo, S-a-u-ra-m-o, who was the great man on the history of the Baltic in the Quaternary and so on,
so you meet these people, you know, who – it’s great to meet people, you’ve read
their papers and so on, and that was a great occasion but we’ve kept up a lot since
then and been on several excursions. We went to the – in 1990 we went to – went to
Alaska on this excursion to the north coast, yeah. So I see him regularly but … he’s
still doing fieldwork but in Egypt, so he’s – he must be as old as I am, yes.

And what was his view of the – given that he’d come from elsewhere, what was his
view of the East Anglian landscape as a site?
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He was quite – I think he was quite used to it after a time, and he had close
connections, his family had close connections with Britain. I think his uncle was
given a knighthood for Conservative political services in the 1930s and so he had
distinguished forebears who had a strong connection with – with this country. In fact
he married a student from Newnham College and … yes, who he met while he was
over here presumably, yeah, he must have done. No, but he’d been a great colleague
and –

[45:58]

I was reading a biographical article on you written by I think your colleague, Phil
Gibbard, and it talked about your decision not to work in glacial geology so much in
the ‘70s and ‘80s and speculates on reasons why you tended not to continue to work
in glacial geology in the ‘70s and ‘80s, and I wondered what your impression –

I think – I think I was heavily involved in vegetation things ‘cause I was a lecture – I
was a lecturer and I was giving lectures on history of vegetation and the analysis of
pollen and all that sort of thing. And … I mean Quaternary’s such a wide subject it’s
very difficult to keep up to date, well, it’s impossible nowadays but I mean it – then it
was quite difficult. If you’re really going to make an impact on glacial geology in the
way Phil Gibbard, did then it is a full time field occupation, you can’t really do all
these things. I mean I was always interested in glacial geology but my level – I mean
when things got complicated and more work was being done you just couldn’t – you
had to focus what you were doing and I was lecturing – my work was in the botany
school, so I was focused on the botanical side of things rather than the geological. I
mean I’m back in geology nowadays but I was then totally focussed on vegetational
history and periglacial things because, I like things which rely heavily on observation
in the field rather than doing a lot of lab work, I find that much more interesting
really, to get out in the field and look at things closely. I mean I don’t think there’s so
many people now who spend much time in the field. They may dash out to look at
things in gravel pits and so on but they don’t look at more total landscapes at all, they
don’t have the time because they’re – they’re busy teaching and they’re busy trying to
write application grants and that, and so on, trying to keep up with it. But that’s
probably why I didn’t go on with glacial geology, I really couldn’t in the botany
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department, I would be – it would be [laughs] – it would be not quite right somehow.
But I did keep tags on it, we had students like Phil who came to the subdepartment
from geology, the University of Sheffield, and many of the research students in the
subdepartment came from geography departments. He was one of the few who came
from a geology department and that was why he has been successful in what he does I
think, yeah, in Quaternary geology.

[49:19]

Now we’ve gone into some detail looking at the stone orientation work and I wonder
whether we could treat periglacial studies in similar detail and perhaps we could talk
about the fieldwork that you mentioned earlier which you undertook with Watt and
Perrin in Breckland. So could you describe in as much detail as you can remember
that particular episode of fieldwork concerned with the stone stripes, yes?

Yeah. Alex Watt was a lecturer in botany who was a leading ecologist and he made a
study of the flora of the Breckland and in particular the types of communities which
were present in relation to the soil. But Breckland is an area of chalk which is
covered by sand, blown sand of one sort and another, and he observed – he really
started work on the Breckland. He was actually a lecturer – he started as a lecturer in
forestry when the university had a forestry department and then he came to botany I
think when forestry was, was not continued. And he was a great field man and he
knew intimately the Breckland flora and its distribution in relation to soil, and he
noticed these stripes of vegetation where you have a stripe of calluna going down the
slope, stripes down slopes, alternating with grassland over the chalk and the calluna
heath will be over the sand. And so he wrote a paper in the geological magazine in
1955 in Nature and he pointed out these stripes in relation to vegetation and he made
the observation, this is one way where vegetation studies can contribute to geology
which is a very sound observation. And then the matter rested really, nobody did
much about it, and then Bruce Sparks in geology – in geography, had a research
student called Rendel Williams who did a PhD on the stripes and so on and he studied
the stripes in East Anglia. Now in the period, in the early ‘60s, Dr Watt decided to
dig a section at Lakenheath Warren and this set across – across a set of stripes just so
that you could relate the surface vegetation to the soil underneath. So Bob Perrin in
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ag – he was a soil scientist in agriculture, Dr Watt himself and myself, and anybody
else who happened to be hanging around at the time, all went up and dug this hole.
And one – it was about that, I suppose half a – just over half a metre across, about ten
metres long, and about a metre deep or more. It was like a slip trench and we – I drew
the section and so on, and one of the people there when we were digging it was Bill
Watts who was – later became professor in Trinity College, Dublin, I think he was
provost of Trinity College, Dublin. He was a vegetational history man, I think he died
a year or two ago, and he was there and he was at Trinity College, Dublin. Well,
we’re in the middle of digging this hole when along comes a couple of people and Bill
Watts said – he was talking to this visitor, this was on Lakenheath Warren miles from
anywhere, and Bill Watts – Bill said to this – this chap said, ‘Well, where do you
come from?’ Bill said, ‘I’m at Trinity College’ and this chap said, ‘Oh, that’s
interesting’ and ‘do you recognise my tie?’ And Bill looked at this tie and it was a
Trinity College, Dublin tie, and it was actually Lord Iveagh, the owner of the Elveden
estates who was chancellor – chancellor of Trinity College, Dublin [laughs].
Anyway, after a bit of chitchat we continued with our hole and it was really very
successful and it was a – I’ve got really good photograph of the hole. And Alex Watt
was a very nice person, a Scot, and he pub – we published a paper in the Journal of
Ecology on the relation between vegetation and – and the stripes, and we tried to find
an analogy in the Arctic for somewhere where these stripes are forming at the present
day and we came to the conclusion that there were descriptions of vegetation and soil
structure in certain parts of Alaska which were very similar to that. And so with the
work of Rendel Williams in geography the kind of nature of these stripes was
established and their relation to polygons on the flat. You get polygons on flats and
then the stripes come off – come off on shallow slopes. And they’re – they’re very
abundant in East Anglia, you can see it in crops once you get your eye – it’s amazing
that they weren’t actually looked at before. In aerial photographs you can see them
exceptionally well and – but they are really amazing. I mean there’s nothing else
quite like them recorded I think, not in Britain or anywhere, and it’s solely the result
of the actual physical state of the chalk and the way it responds to freezing, freezethaw and permafrost and so on. But I’ve been looking at some distributions of them
where I’m doing some work in west Norfolk now and I’ve seen some really nice
stripes up there south west of Swaffham. But I’m always amazed that nobody’s kind
of really got – dug into them again since then in any detail ‘cause they are – they are
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amazing really. We took the Dutchmen there in 1954, I think I told you this I think,
we were looking at these stripes on Thetford Heath and it was right next to this army
base. With look-out posts all around Thetford Heath and all our cameras, I told you
this didn’t I? Our cameras were confiscated and the films taken out and so on, so we
immediately knew this was a very important place, I think it was a nuclear warhead
dump basically. But when we had the Dutchmen over here, and this was another case
of international collaboration on the geological kind of vegetational history matters,
we only worked through Harry Godwin with his Dutch colleagues and in that way we
really got to know a lot of Dutchmen who had interest in the Quaternary. I think the
British Quaternary had been a bit insular really until these contacts started. Hmmm…
so that’s really how it started with Dr Watt and Rendel Williams, and Bruce Sparks in
geography who was a great colleague of mine and I worked very well with him for
years. But that – nothing much has happened. There’s a chap called Nicholson,
Frank Nicholson, who continued to work with Bob Perrin on stripes and did –
excavated stripes in Alaska and elsewhere and he contributed a lot to the subject but
he – the publications were all in 1970s and so on, back then. But they are remarkable,
yeah, yes, yeah.

What permissions was it necessary to get to dig this tunnel on Lakenheath Warren?

Well, presumably Alex Watt was well known by all the landowners on the Breck and
he must have known the farm manager or whatever who he had to ask to go on
Lakenheath Warren, he wouldn’t have done anything without permission. He had a
lot of quadrats on Lakenheath Warren where he measured over the years the changes
in the flora. He had quadrats several metres square and he looked at all the floristics
and everything with these squares and they were related to particular types of soil and,
he had a series of grasslands of different types relating to the depth of the sand on the
chalk I think it was, and these were recorded every year by the part two students who
went out and learnt a lot about them, learnt a lot about plants and soil in recording
these quadrats. But there came a time when this sort of thing, recording, was not very
popular amongst the ecological elite, with those who had the money. They regarded
recording as a form of stamp collecting which was a bit of a disaster really because
it’s gone the other way now because they realise the importance of recording change
now in terms of climatic change. But there were times when recording was – you
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didn’t go in for that sort of thing because it was stamp collecting [laughs]. I mean I
actually heard that word used in relation to this by people. And his quadrats were
then recorded by the University of East Anglia for some years but I was –

[1:01:23]

This is an interesting sideline. I was looking at his classic papers in relation to
grassland a year or two ago on the Breck and I found that he had really deep sand in
some sites and on Lakenheath Warren, so I tried to find out the position of these and
there’s somebody called Gigi Crompton, Mrs Crompton, who’s a great expert on
Lakenheath Warren and its flora, and the history of the rabbit warren now. And she
had mapped the details of Lakenheath Warren but the exact positions of these
quadrats, I mean they’d been left really and they’ve been lost, which is a great pity. I
think it’s roughly near where they were, I think they could be recovered. But anyway,
I looked at his sections he published in 1930s and discovered that one was thick sand
like that and layers of flint in it. And I realised that this was a deposit – these were the
deposits of the lake which was found in the Little Ouse which had similar deposits of
thick sand. And what he was recording were these lake deposits of sand which were
formed in the lake with ice coming into the Fenland and it wasn’t all blown sand or
anything like that. And, erm, so I wrote a – I wrote a short note on it on the
reinterpretation of Dr Watts’ section and related it to the geological history and it has
just been published in the Suffolk Natural – a transaction of Suffolk Naturalist
Society, so that kind of completes the circle really in a rather interesting way, [laughs]
yeah. But he was a great pioneer of the Breckland or the pioneer of the Breckland
really.

For people not familiar with them could you say what the quadrats were physically in
the field, what they –?

Yes, they were flat areas he had marked out with posts about five – I forget how, but
say five metres square, I don’t know the details. And then they were wired off to stop
the rabbits, stop rabbits. Some of them were wired off and others were – rabbits were
left to graze. And they were just – of course all Breckland vegetation was at that time
very tightly grazed by rabbits up to the time of myxomatosis in 1954 or ‘55, around
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there. And then – so you would get inside these quadrats and be on your hands and
knees recording the actual distributions of plants within the metre squares of the
quadrats, of the large enclosures. And he had a large enclosure for each type of
grassland which you had on the Breckland which he labelled, I think, from grassland
A to grassland E. And there were students going up there every year and filling in
proformas and so on, and the same thing happened to part two students who went to
Wicken Fen every year and looked at the fen vegetation and recorded in Harry
Godwin’s squares on the – on Wicken Fen. It was a really good teaching operation
because it was practical, you were looking at plants, identifying them and then
thinking about their relation to the soil, and there’s no substitute for that and however
many computer screens you look at there is no substitute for going in the field and
learning the stuff first hand. So that – so some of these Breckland plants are very
small, I mean you have to have a magnifying glass and so on, and of course there’s a
big component of mosses and lichens as well which are very problematic for a lot of
people including myself, yes.

[1:05:54]

And could you say more about this period when the ecological elite, and you’ll need
to explain who that is, began to regard this as –?

Well, I remember going to grant meetings where statements like this were made.

What sort of period is this?

Early ‘70s, hmm. I don’t think we need to go into that in any more detail really
[laughs].

And you mentioned that it broke down and became – seen as valuable again when?

Well, I haven’t been on a grant committee for about thirty years but I think now if you
had a proposal to really look at how things change over a period it will probably get a
more favourable response than it did at that time, yes. The way science develops
depends on a rather few people who get into positions of responsibility at the tops of
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the pile and that can have an effect on the way a subject goes. Hmmm … it’s the
same with journals, if an editorial group in control of a journal can get hold of a
subject and push a particular aspect of it to the detriment of other aspects it’s how the
system works basically and in the long term it probably rectifies itself with cycles, so
I don’t suppose one should look at that in a short term way. But in this respect it’s a
pity that the sequence is broken by this lack of interest at that time, yeah.

[1:07:53]

And so what happened at the – at this time what happened to the quadrats?

Well, the quadrats continued to be measured by people at the UEA for years but it
would depend on one particular person who wanted to do this with the students, and
fashions change with what people want to do with students and I don’t – I don’t think
that goes on now ‘cause I did write to the person in the UEA who I did – I think I was
right in thinking he did the most recent quadrat measurements years ago, a chap called
Davy, who’s I think retired recently. But he – I think … it requires on, a momentu -.
When Dr Watt retired then you’ve got to have his students to have an interest, it may
go on for one generation, say for five or six years after that, but then things change
and people want to do new things and that sort of thing, so. But I think you could
probably re-find these quadrats if you really set about it and I did – Gigi Crompton
had a map of them which I’ve got a copy, she gave me a copy of. So I was able to tie
it down to heights and so on roughly speaking because the lake deposits at the edge of
the fen, I knew the height of the water level there was around twenty metres, so …
these deep sands were only much below fifteen metres, so it was below the water
level, so it tied up in that way, so it was interesting. I thought I’d send a copy of this
paper to his daughter, May Block who married a member of the British Antarctic
Survey, Bill Block, who did a lot of work on Antarctica who’s still – he and she are
still there [laughs]. He was a great chap, yeah, Alex was.

[1:09:58]

And these grant committees, were they NERC or …?
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Yes, they were research council.

Yeah.

The research council, yeah.

And if they were saying that recording was not what they wanted to support, what at
this time was being supported, what was seen as –?

Well, I think there was much more activity in physiological ecology in that direction
in response to plants and animals, to immediate – to immediate situations.

I suppose I’d like to ask a more general question here which is partly prompted by
some comments in the history of the subdepartment of Quaternary studies that I’ve
read and it mentions an increase in funding over the period from its formation to the
end of it in the 1990s which seemed to be related to increasing popular and scientific
interest in climate change. And so I wanted to ask a general question about the effect
on the subdepartment of Quaternary studies over its entire history of increasing
scientific, popular and even political interest in climate change. This is quite –

Well, I – in the per’ – I finished in 1991 and the subdepartment closed down in 1994.
Hmmm … research councils increasingly showed an interest in the Quaternary
because I think of its relationship to our present situation. It took a very long time for
the penny to drop, I mean people … people knew all about climatic change of
interglacials and glaciations back in 1900 and before. Clement Reid, for example,
knew all about it, but you had to make the connection with our people studying
present climate and trying to demonstrate the proxy data for climatic change had a
relevance to present climate. So I think meteorologists on the whole were interested
in measurements of climate, and these did not start till the 1850s or ‘60s,
measurements of temperature and so on with the formation of the meteorological
office and Admiral Fitzroy and so on.

[1:13:29]
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And they used – it became apparent that you could use proxy data to look at climate
back in the past and I think this generally percolated down to the level of research
councils, er … and in particular the – for example, the SERC became interested in the
support of radiocarbon accelerator dating and the SERC, or Science Research
Council, started an archaeology based committee and I was the first chairman of that,
in which I attended Science Research Council meetings on behalf of archaeology.
Which was a ridiculous situation to be in because you were up against people who
were asking for money for the CER and accelerators and everything else [laughs] but
a certain amount of money was put by for science based archaeology, for the SERC.
And that was quite an interesting period and at the time there was an interest in what
they called blue skies research and I think this accelerator dating was a part of that,
and accelerator dating was very successful, based in Oxford with a chap called Teddy
Hall who developed accelerator dating in Oxford, you could use much smaller
samples than radiocarbon dating at the time. And then the science based archaeology
committee was also involved in giving grants for excavations, it extended into
excavations, and then it became mixed up with the Ancient Monuments Board in
some way, I can’t recall exactly. So I was – I became a member of the Ancient
Monuments Board and was a chairman of the science based archaeology until I – I
was really … I retired from the scene and I thought it was much better for an
archaeologist to be in charge of this than myself [laughs] and Colin Renfrew became
chairman, who’s Lord Renfrew now, who was master of Jesus College, distinguished
archaeologist and he ran that committee and then – but I stayed on the Ancient
Monuments Board which was very interesting for me ‘cause I’m interested in that sort
of thing but at one meeting, I forget when it was, Mr Heseltine attended as a minister
and abolished the Ancient Monuments Board in our very faces and said we were to be
replaced by English Heritage, which was actually a very good move because English
Heritage has been a very distinguished – it has a very good record I think of – much
better than the old Ancient Monuments Board, so that was a really good – I think that
was a really good development. So I then departed but it was a very interesting time
and archaeology began to be taken seriously in those circles.

[1:17:29]
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But in the NERC with the development of radiocarbon dating and the development – I
mean the NERC came to have their own radiocarbon dating committee and facility in
Glasgow and people could apply to get dates done in the Glasgow laboratory and so
interest started in – really in a time, what I call a time factor in ecology. And of
course one of the curious things has always been that in the textbooks of ecology up
to recently time has never been an important factor, you will see descriptions of
vegetation, animal communities, but the question of time has been amazingly
excluded from many textbooks of ecology up to the last few decades really. Not
surprising really because nobody could measure time until radiocarbon dating came
along and which you could apply time to plants and animals in a really positive way.
So with the advent of time into ecology obviously research councils had a lot to offer
people and of course interest in Quaternary stuff really embellished. If you look at
those charts in that thing showing the number of publications it really is amazing how
things developed in that period. And so you had NERC giving grants, you had the
SERC giving grants. Well, when the Nature Conservancy Council started it gave
grants before NERC and there was a tradition of giving grants for this sort of work
which started in the Nature Conservancy. And that was largely due to the influence of
Harry Godwin and also Clapham, a chap called AR Clapham, and Tansley to some
extent when the Nature Conservancy was first started I think in ‘47 or ‘48, somewhere
around there. So that’s how – how it developed, yeah. Hmmm, I think there became
a huge population of people working on the Quaternary, and I think I mentioned this
before, somebody told me and I don’t know how true it is, that more people work on
the Quaternary now than on the whole of the geological column, [laughs] but I don’t
know whether that’s true or not, because it’s expanded into huge areas of subjects
which were never investigated before in terms of climatic change measurements,
ocean temperatures, satellite measurements, satellite surveys, goodness knows what.
When you think of the huge expansion and knowledge of the Earth’s surface and
present day processes and the processes of the last 10,000 years then it is an amazing
change.

[1:20:24]

When do you think that climate change started to be discussed in terms of concern?
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Hmmm, that’s a very interesting point. I don’t think … it’s very difficult to say. It
should have started years ago but there’s been no political leadership in the matter of
climatic change, very little, of course through a lack of education really. When you
read of these climatic change deniers and you look at what they’re trained in and so
on, you really feel desperate, I mean – and there was never any political lead to bother
about climatic change at all amongst pol – it didn’t register highly and I’m not
convinced that it registers highly now. It’s getting better but when you look at the
meetings, international meetings that they have, the leadership should come from the
top but the leadership is totally subservient to the views of people who don’t know
what they’re talking about, in my opinion. I may be totally wrong but I – when you
really think of when – discussions you see on climatic change now, and climatic
change now is – and it goes back to education really and what is needed is a really
good education so political leaders have – can rely on votes [laughs], what it comes
down to in the end but there have been some really good developments and when you
think of the effort that the Spaniards have put into energy, sustainable energy and so
on, and when you think of the sustainable energy activity in other European countries
there seems to have been very little response in this part of the world to that sort of
thing. But I think it is largely a matter of education, people – people are not – are not
used to thinking about the past at all and this is quite natural, and what matters to
them is what happens every day and what happens in the next five years. But if you
think of what’s going to happen to children then you get a different outlook on life I
think and I – when you think about it you feel rather desperate about it but I don’t
what – it’s a very slow process of change and you can’t – you can’t make it any faster
really, but when you look back at the history of people talking about climatic change
you go back to the 1930s. I remember when I was at school I got an invitation to visit
somebody in Fowey who was professor of botany at Oxford University. His name
will come back to me, he used to live in Fowey, a distinguished botanist, and he asked
me, ‘Have you read The Rape of the Earth?’ And I said, no, but that was book written
in the late 1930s on the rape of the Earth at that time. So when you talk about when,
you know, climatic change started, this chap’s name was Frederick and I can’t – it’ll
come back to me. But I think that book was published in the late ‘30s and then of
course Rachel Carson’s book on Silent Spring. What effect did that have on people?
Very little I think. Nowadays people are regarding it as an originator of these
thoughts but that was – when was that published? 1950s or 60s?
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Early ‘60s, Silent Spring.

Early ‘60s, yeah. So the comments have been around about it but no general
recognition. I think one of the first things that happened was when people realised
that intensive agriculture was not a good thing with the discovery of the effects of
chemicals on birds’ eggs by Derek Ratcliffe, who became director in the Nature
Conservancy. He never – he should get much more recognition than he got for that.
Then people realised that what they were doing was detrimental to the environment
but it’s still not sunk into the majority of people I think. Of course they’re interested
in what’s going on now and they won’t be interested in what’s going to happen in ten
years, which is quite natural really because that’s the way we’re built isn’t it? We
don’t look ahead naturally unless we’re made to probably I think, yeah.

[1:25:58]

When you were first starting to look at the history of climate change by inspecting
sediments, I don’t want to sort of assume that something isn’t there if it isn’t, but I’d
imagine that you weren’t looking at those and thinking about the worrying, you know,
concerns about future climate change, I don’t know. I mean … I’m interested in the
point at which studies of past climate get – sort of start to have a conversation with
people who are worried about the future of climate.

Yes, yeah.

I mean perhaps when you were working in the ‘50s you were thinking it’s important
to study past climate change because of future climate change, but I’m not sure that
was the case.

I think – I think – I remember I gave a lecture in 1958 on interglacials and so on, and
at that time the thing was you would say, well, we have this sequence of glacials and
interglacials, well, we’re now in interglacial, and that was the point. And so we are
going to be subjected to a glaciation at some time in the future, and that was as far as
you went. I don’t think you mentioned – one mentioned any detail but when you look
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back at that period, say 1950s, the great thing in mind was what is going to be the
effect on us of these atomic explosions of the experimental sort which are introducing
radioactive stuff into the air in a big way in the early ‘50s if I remember rightly. And
one of the things Eric Willis was interested in was looking at the fixation of carbon by
trees in wood from year to year, and you could look at the amount of radioactive
carbon, bomb carbon, imbibed by trees in annual rings and he was looking at the
amount of radiocarbon in annual rings in relation to explosions and he will tell you all
about that. And I remember that one of my prime worries at the time in thinking
about family and so on is what is going to be the effect of all this stuff in the air, and
this – this was really not thinking about future climatic change, it was thinking about
the future effect of bomb carbon on people, so there were other things to worry about
at that time [laughs] rather than climate change. And I think – I think what has
instigated interest in climatic change is the change of pattern … of climatic events,
that if people get more frequent flooding and say, well, that’s due to climatic change,
but of course when you get a sudden disaster people don’t put it in the context of past
climatic change because there’s no popular knowledge of what past climates were
like. You read books about Little Ice Age and this that and the other but when you
look at the detailed history year by year of climate you will find that things like this
are going on all the time, from time to time, and so people may think that it’s not
climatic change, it’s just normal variation in weather. But you’ve always got to go
back to this graph of increasing CO2 on the Hawaiian mountain, the so-called hockey
stick graph, which shows the increase of CO2 year by year and you cannot explain that
away except by anthropogenic gases and so on. But I’m still surprised by how little
people worry about this sort of thing and it may be because there are other pressures
on life, as much as in your bank account and whether you’ve got a job which are
much more immediate than thinking about climatic change, but I think there has been
a deficiency of leadership and there’s also been an input by deniers who are trying to
make a name for themselves.

[1:31:07]

Was there a point when the subdepartment was consulted by people who were
modelling climate change, producing models to predict future climatic changes?
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That has only started I think since I retired. Modelling of climate is a very complex
thing requiring huge computers and the people in the Quaternary now who are trying
to model things and then to check up the models with proxy data, past climatic
change, and that is an increasing thing. The problem is finding people who have a
very good knowledge of modelling plus a lot of experience in the field [laughs]. And
there are some around but they’re not very abundant and those are the people who
ought to be in charge, who have both the knowledge of the proxy data and its value,
and the value of modelling. But that is increasing and I think the models will get
better as time goes on but the general observation I think is that the system is so
complex and the relation between atmospheric and oceanic conditions is so complex
that every time an advance is made, you know, you find new problems you have to
solve. When you come to a conclusion about one particular aspect it raises up a
whole set of new conditions, which is the way it should go really but it is really
complex so I suppose … but I think in the end it comes back to education really and I
think there’s probably much more education now in terms of environmental things
than there were twenty or thirty years ago in schools and so on. Environment plays a
part in teaching in my experience, and that’s a great improvement but the problem is
people really thinking about the day to day problems, not about what’s going to
happen in the future. But I sometimes reflect in this way that we are the first species
on Earth that realises what the future’s going to be like and we don’t do anything
about it [laughs]. Yeah, that sums up my feelings I’m afraid, yeah. Something is
being done, perhaps it’s a bit negative really but, I think much more can be done in
the way of – politics is in the way of course, yeah.

[1:34:25]

Could you say something about the status of Quaternary research in the botany
school in relation to developments in botany more generally over the period from –
well, from the post-war period to the present in terms of changes within botany more
generally? At the start of it, at the beginning of the subdepartment, pollen analysis
and radiocarbon dating were very modern, what might be called sort of cutting edge
within botany as far as I can gather?

Yeah, yeah.
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What then happened as botany itself changed in the future?

Well … if you go back to – take British vegetation, Tansley’s great book on British
vegetation, published in 1939 I think, contains just a bit about history of things, not
much of course, not much, you know, a few pollen diagrams and so on. As time went
on and the data accrued you could begin to think about the history of particular
vegetation types and the history of species in a four dimensional way rather than just
three dimensions. And that of course is essential to any thinking about evolutionary
change; you’ve got to have four dimensions to do that. And so when you had
radiocarbon dating and all the proxy identification of plant remains one way and
another you began to get – to think about vegetation in depth rather than if you look at
Tansley’s book which is really a study of three dimensions I suppose you could say.
Nowadays if you want to look at a plant community you’ve really got to look at the
fourth dimension as well and look at its history of a species. Now when that happens
then you immediately have to think about genetics because you’re connecting one
generation with another in the course of time and so you immediately could see that
once you started talking about the analysis of DNA and so on in different plant
species and so on, or subspecies or cultivars or – you could start looking at the
relationships of plants and seeing how evolution was working in relation to
environmental change. So I think the big change really was introducing this time
element into a survey of ecology. So, for example, I think people who are looking at
the DNA in pine, Pinus sylvestris, and looking at its different relationships, you can
actually look at the DNA of the fossils and you can work out the immigration of
particular parts of species into Europe at particular times which is an amazing
development really. When you only had pollen you could say a spruce comes into it
from here, here and there, but when you look at spruce in central Europe you can see
this lot of spruce comes from there, this lot of spruce comes from there, and this lot of
spruce comes from here, and you can do the same with the east – with the Breckland
pines which are supposed to be introduced from Scotland and people have looked at
the DNA of Breckland pines but I can’t remember the result [both laugh], sorry, but it
shows the principle which you can apply. Well, that of course is all completely new
stuff and people – this is a very strong development at the moment of looking at the
detailed – of course relationships of DNA have changed classification of plants. If
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you look at every new flora that comes out, the latest flora by Stace, and if you look in
the latest Suffolk Naturalists’ Transactions Martin Sanford at Ipswich Museum has
got a little list of species which have changed their name with Stace’s flora and
explaining why and so on. So that’s even impinged into county floristics and local
naturalists and so on who use these floras.

[1:39:15]

So that is really the biggest change. Well, now the – in the botany school itself its
historical side is completely lost because they’ve all gone totally over to molecular
biology, or not totally but generally, because that is where the money is. Grant money
for molecular biology is huge and the same for cancer research of course. And when I
was head of department I was always amazed how much money would come into
medical subjects rather than basic biological ones, because people are interested in
curing medicines and they’re not interested in forms of more classic biology,
systematics and taxonomy. And the number of investigations for taxonomy which
were held by NERC over the years, and I see the latest one has been talking about the
– I think, I’m not sure myself here, but showed a great shortage of people who can
actually identify things at taxonomy. And of course all the money, or most of the
money, and a huge amount of money has gone into cancer research and quite
understandably because we all know people who have died of cancer and we don’t
want to see this happen and – but it was really overbalanced when you look at the
support for – at that time and I even had a great problem in financing the botanic
garden ‘cause when money was introduced into the university and everything was
totted up in the sense that how much you’ve got for each student it was discovered
that botany was the most expensive department in the university simply because we
had to run the botanic garden and there weren’t many [laughs] – and the cost of that.
And of course it was the same with running the Fitzwilliam Museum, the costs of that.
So I always felt rather bad about that but it is better now, I mean Mr Sainsbury has left
a lot of money to have a new bigger museum, a botanic garden, but this is – this is not
national money, it’s Mr Sainsbury’s money, and he’s done a very good job of it, it
must be said [both laugh], so that the whole scene has changed since I retired. But
still the upholding of Quaternary is now in geography in this university, yeah.
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[End of Track 0009M0]
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Track 10

Could I ask you specifically about the work of the subdepartment on the
reconstruction of past sea levels? I noticed in your, including your own work on this,
I noticed in the history of the subdepartment that you lent me there was a DM
Churchill who worked for five years and was also the publication of a global seal
level curve based on the subdepartment’s work but also I recognise that this interest
in sea level goes right back to the ‘30s. So really if you could give me a sort of
overview of the development of interest in changing sea levels over the period of the
subdepartment, including your own involvement.

Harry Godwin was involved in sea level change in the 1930s in his studies of the
Fenland, a sequence of sediments in the Fenland and sea level change. The – with the
advent of radiocarbon dating it became possible to actually tie down sea level change
very accurately by dating the change from freshwater to marine sediments or vice
versa. And the … the really important thing which happened at the beginning of the
application of radiocarbon to sea level change was the demonstration of sea level
change in the last 20,000 years from the time at the end of the last glaciation up to the
present. And this was an area which was pursued by collaboration between the
radiocarbon dating people and pollen analysts who could provide the kind of
vegetational history and landscape change associated with sea level rise. So you had
this curve, and the curve was continually – with a few dates the curve was fairly
simple but a rise in sea level from 10,000 up to the present time with the – in the
North Sea, flooding taking place at 8,000 or somewhere around there, and then
coming up to the present sea level. But the more dates that were got and the more
sites which were studied the more variation was encountered of times of transgression
and times of regression of the sea, and much detail was added to this. So the real –
we’re talking about post-glacial sea level change, so in the course of time a
generalised global curve was acquired showing rise of sea level in the last 10,000
years related to melting of the world’s ice sheets, etc. And then of course there’s a
complication of that due to isostatic uplift where ice sheets have melted, as in the
northern part of the Baltic, the Gulf of Bothnia, and also questions of down warping at
the other more distant areas. For example, Kim Donner worked on sea level changes
in the west of Scotland when he came as a research student in the 1950s and was able
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to produce times of transgression and uplift in the western highlands relating to
isostatic recovering. Then as time went on sea level investigations were carried back
into interglacials from sites where you could see a change from fresh water to marine
during an interglacial period and so you could date those changes by pollen analysis
but not by any other physical dating method. And so – and the Dutch were very good
at this; they produced sea level rises during the last interglacial which were parallel to
the sea level rises in the post-glacial and then there’s a sea level rise during the last
but one interglacial, the Hoxnian, for which there is evidence in East Anglia. And
then there were changes which are evident on the coast, on the Cromer coast, of sea
level change there. So by applying these methods which were first worked out in the
post-glacial to the earlier interglacials you can work out sea level change, of course
not so precisely as in the post-glacial, there wasn’t any good physical dating method
so far back.

[06:21]

So … I think a real interest really in the post-glacial one is the relationship of sea level
change to immigration of people into this country and the flooding of the North Sea,
er, and that sort of thing. And when you go back to – it does apply a bit to previous
interglacials because there was a time in an interglacial when Britain was connected
and there was no Straits of Dover and Britain was connected. The Straits of Dover
were really cut in, in the stage they are now, during the Wolstonian glaciation after the
Hoxnian but Phil Gibbard is the expert on that one.

[07:10]

The people have tried to produce global sea level curves but of course every area of
the Earth is – behaves in a different way. Some areas are going up, other areas are
going down, so it is quite a problem of trying to measure up the time equivalents of
these changes, but it – when you have radiocarbon dating then you haven’t got so
much of a problem if you can get good dates. Hmmm … I think – was that like –?

Yes, yes.
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I think that’s just about it really.

[07:57]

And again, was there a point when this work started to link up with what would now
be seen as a modern treatment of sea level change, in other words concern about
global warming?

Yes, yes. Hmmm … well, that started – when did that start really? Well, there have
been calculations in the British Isles for quite a time on recent sea level rise in the
south east compared with the north west of Scotland. And that – I should think that
has been discussed for a very long time. It’s known that by the position and age of
raised beaches at west Scotland, that’s going up, and there’s a counterbalance sink in
the south east, and there’s been calculation on that for decades so it’s not a recent
thing. But I’m not really up to date on – at all on recent things here and now
calculations have been added to that and a general landform move based on melting of
ice by climatic change, so that has added on something to those previous calculations
and that must have started in the last two or three decades I suppose, when people
have realised how melting of ice or retreat of glaciers has controlled sea level change.
There is still a lot of discussion about that and, er, I mean the calculations like what
happens when the whole Greenland ice sheet melts and so on, these are very difficult
calculations to make because you’re talking about the melting of ice, you’re talking
about uplift of land which results, which will have another effect and so on, so it is
really very complex. But I suppose all this developed in the last few decades but
before that there’d been knowledge a long time of this tilting of Britain in that
direction, and calculations of raising of sea walls and so on generally took that into
account more than the climatic change thing I think. But it is a really serious matter
in this part of the world because of the predictions of climate – of sea level change in
the next fifty years. See, there’s a benchmark on the bridge at Clare College which is
nine metres above sea level. Well, the bridge itself is four metres above the level of
the Cam which brings you down to four metres or five metres above sea level. Five
metres above sea level is average sea level, it’s not high water mark, ordinary spring
tides, it’s a change. So if you think about that then Cambridge could be really
Cambridge-by-the-Sea by that time and I was – I was trying to persuade the bursar in
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Clare College that they shouldn’t build a new college building down on – down on the
low terrace in Cambridge because that will be – it wouldn’t last the same length of
time as the old court at Clare which has been going on for four, five hundred years,
but I don’t think I made any impression at all really, no [both laugh]. Yes, so there
will be big changes and of course a big discussion now is on how much you let go and
how much you try and defend the coast, and the people in Norfolk are having a quite a
dang about that aren’t they, about whether Horsey Mere should be left to flood and all
the rest of it or whether new sea walls should be built. But at the time the sea walls
were built around Sheringham and so on, Cromer, by the 1960s, the only
consideration was the present calculations about warping and so on, I don’t think
anything was considered about climatic change sea level or anything like that, no.
Well, there wasn’t the evidence really so people didn’t think about it, where as time
goes on people will make better and better calculations but there are so many things
involved in sea level changes, down warping, the weight of the sea, yes, isostatic rise
of land, the amount of water being melted from ice sheets on the surface of the – and
all that sort of thing, yes.

[13:30]

Thank you. And something else you mentioned in your history of the subdepartment
and that’s quantification and numerical analysis of various kinds which developed in
the ‘60s and ‘70s.

That’s right, yes.

And there’s two aspects to this and I’ll ask you about each one in turn. One is to do
with numerical mathematical ways of aiding the interpretation of pollen assemblages,
that’s on the one hand.

Yes, yes.

But then there’s also the development in the use of computers in the storage of data.
You mentioned that Harry Godwin had started a database on punched cards of some
kind –
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Yes, yes.

And it developed over the period of – a computer database. But I mean if you could
give me a sense of the development in the use of quantification and computerisation
generally and then we’ll look at those two areas.

Yes. Well, the recording data on punched cards was a spin-off of the Botanical
Society’s project to map the British flora which was run by – largely by Frank Perring
who later went to the Monkshood Biological Records place and later became general
secretary for the Royal Society for, what was it, wildlife or trusts or – I can’t
remember the exact title, he died a few years ago. He was in the same part two class
as I was, botany. And Harry Godwin designed a card for use with the machine, a card
sorting machine, which was a huge thing and – but then of course along came
computer methods of storing data, erm, so I don’t know what the present situation is
of storing, whether there’s a national system of storing pollen data at all, I’m just not
in touch with it, I don’t know. Undoubtedly people have thought of doing that but
there’s always the question of quality control because pollen analysis is quite a
difficult thing to do and the degrees of identification of different taxo is very variable
and the knowledge of – and Miss Andrew who would not consider herself to have any
knowledge of a living plant in the field, all her work was on identification of pollen
diagram – pollen grains on a slide. There have been some good, very good, pollen
analysts who are also good field people as well. So I don’t know whether these pollen
data projects have really got off the ground.

[16:46]

Certainly one improvement, well, I don’t know whether it is an improvement but
nowadays of software for drawing pollen diagrams, for example, and you can feed in
the data and the thing – and you can draw a pollen diagram automatically, and this is
what people do. I’m a bit old fashioned here but – and I’m sure I’m in a minority of
one, but I always used to draw pollen diagrams myself by hand on a drawing board
and I always thought if you drew it yourself it made you think about what you were
doing, but you will find that nobody does that nowadays, and they’re probably right
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because it does take hours [laughs]. So that – computers have really, computer aided
diagrams and so on, made it much easier to draw diagrams and to manipulate the data
since we were active.

[17:58]

Now on the numerical side of analysis of pollen data there were a great amount done
in the ‘70s, early ‘70s and ‘70s, of using rigorous statistical analyses of pollen data to
try and improve interpretation of pollen diagrams. That was a result of a … the
mathematical approaches which were gaining quite a lot of weight in biology in
general and the question was both improving – what we want to answer is the
question of improving the interpretation of pollen diagrams by isolating statistical
properties of the diagrams and for dividing up the diagrams into statistically
significant segments which portray a particular type of vegetation, and there were
software developed for zone – to apply a zonation system to a pollen diagram through
statistical analysis of the pollen diagram, rather like – rather than making – looking at
a diagram and saying, well, I think the change happens there and I think that’s there,
which would be the method which had been applied up to now. Now I can’t say
where the – where that led because I’m not up to date in pollen analysis in one degree
at all, I just don’t know what’s been going on, I don’t look at the literature really. All
I can say, it’s a very complex operation and you’ve got to know your plants and their
ecology to make good interpretations. And you’ve got to have the confidence that
your statistical interpretation will give you evidence you can put weight on in making
interpretation. Er … so I really can’t say how that – I’m not in a position to say where
that’s led because I’m totally out of date [laughs].

[21:12]

I’m trying to think of – certainly in the ‘70s it became necessary to apply these
methods to try and increase your interpretation, but to my mind one of the basic
problems of interpretation is making the assumption that the pollen grain comes from
a particular plant you can see in the field and say that is what that plant does now.
Whether that plant behaved in the same way according to the environment in the past
is another matter because each plant genome evolves in response to environmental
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change, therefore if you assume – you find a seed of a buttercup, say, dated at 10,000,
how can you say that this means that that butterfly – buttercup 10,000 years ago was
behaving in exactly the same way as it is now? You follow this argument?

Totally, yes, so it’s –

And – but so then you start looking at the DNA of these things now and at 10,000 and
this kind of thing is now being approached. Now, I’ve got a beautiful jar of old
macroscopic remains in my study dated at 29,000 of simple species of potamogeton.
Now I’d really like to know how those DNA in those seeds varies from what
potamogeton is now but it’s finding somebody to do it and so on. But that’s what
worries me about using what are called transfer functions to go from present
distribution, because people look at the present distribution of something now and say
it only occurs when you have a mean annual temperature of plus five degrees C in the
mountains of Scandinavia. If you found it 20,000 years ago, which you will do in
Britain in fossils, how would you know that it had exactly the same approach to
climate? It might have – you know, it might have changed a bit, a little bit in that
time. It actually defies evolution to think that it stays – it doesn’t change because
evolution wouldn’t have happened unless it did change [laughs], so I find – I mean
there’s – this method is often applied in the insect world. When you see Russell
Coope, if you get round to seeing him, he believes very strongly in using transfer
functions of climate and when he found a beetle at a certain date in the Ice Age, which
is only found in Tibet nowadays, he was then transferring that climate of Tibet
straight to where he found the beetle, and I think that’s a dangerous operation but
again I think I’m in a minority here. So however many statistics you use and how
much a numerical approach, the weakest link in the chain is the link between the
fossil and the living thing in terms of ecological behaviour.

How have you dealt with that problem in making your own interpretations? How do
you –?

I always say that there is this problem, that is if you take a straight direction – if you
take one species only it might be a problem, if you take a group of species you might
get a better interpretation. But I always have a caveat whenever I talk about that, so I
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would never – I hope I would never actually, you know, say anything without that
caveat ‘cause a lot of people use transfer functions straight away, you’ll see it in
books and everything, of taking present distributions to interpret past climatic things
and I’m always a bit worried about that.

It’s almost a philosophical argument about the extent to which DNA changes the
nature of something. Is the 20,000 year old buttercup the same as a present one? It
might look a bit the same, it might look exactly the same, but once you look inside its
genetic material –

Yes, you are dealing in morphology only, it’s the morphology of a fossil compared
with present distribution of the whole plant. What you need to know is the DNA of
the fossil compared with – once you start looking at a species of plant and its width of
variation you have species which have amazing variation. You’ve only got to look at
the British flora to see how many subspecies [inaud] and in Peter Sell’s British Flora
he does – he goes into these varieties which are based mainly on morphology and he
works in here – he’s retired many years but he’s doing a five volume version of
British Flora and he consulted me about this problem in regard to can I – can I rely on
fossils saying that this plant occurred in Britain so – and I said, well, my response is,
well, I’ve told you, you have got to think about this problem. And perhaps some
people are doing it but I’ve not – I’ve maintained an interest in the general principle
but I don’t know how much has been and of course my mind kind of focused
nowadays on things I can do myself without having to talk to anybody in the field, yes
[laughs]. So that’s my philosophy but if you see Russell Coope he’s a great expert on
that and he – he’s got many forceful arguments you will find, yeah, about it. But I’m
not entirely happy it, yeah.

When did the technology for the analysis of DNA become able to, you know, look at
this difference between –?

It’s a real advance in the last ten years.

Yes.
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I mean I’m not up to date on it, you’d have to ask somebody in the field and there is
one person who knows quite a lot, Brian Huntley, who’s still in post as a professor of
botany in Durham and he is one of the few people who is an expert computer
whizzkid and a very good field botanist, he would know. But there are a lot of papers
published now on the genetic analysis of Linnaeun species and so on and it’s really
complicated, it’s – I mean morphology is just the outward sign. Once you start
looking at the genomes you’ve really got a complex situation. I mean the main effect
so far has been on the actual taxonomy on classical floras and so on, actually
reallocating genus, families and so on. And I mean the new vision has resulted in a
whole – Martin Sanford talks about it in his article in the Suffolk Naturalists’ Journal
but – and people have started looking at fossils but I’d really like somebody to look at
these potamogeton fossils but I don’t know anybody who does this work now so I’m
just keeping it. I’ve got this exact – well, it’s dated by – this jar of potamogeton – this
site was a site in Wretham near Stoke Ferry excavated in 1964 when they dug the Fen
cut-off channel and it was totally – it had an amazingly rich flora with all these
pondweeds which are now living still, some of them in the same area, during the ice,
during the last glaciation. And so they’re dried out, they’re waiting for somebody to
come along but it will be very nice if somebody in the botany school started doing this
but of course you’ve got to get money to employ, you’ve got to supervise it, you’ve
got to know what you’re talking about it and so on and so on.

[30:22]

And finally today, could you describe in more detail the card sorting machine which
you mentioned both in terms of what was on the cards and how the card sorting
machine operated?

The card was a punched card about six by three and it had all sorts of entries all
around the edge and in the middle and so on where you punched a hole or punched the
edge for a particular character. I don’t know whether I’ve got a card. And the
machine itself had a name, it had a name … I can’t remember its name but it was a
big machine. It was about that high [indicates], that wide and about as long as the
fireplace.
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So sort of –

And you’d plug it in and you’d put the card in and it [laughs] – and it would analyse
them and spew out the particular cards which you wanted that thing for. So you could
select – or say you wanted all the plants out. Well, on the original Botanical Society
one – I wonder whether there’s a picture of the card in the flora. Shall I have a look
and see?

Yeah.

Here is a card, here, and the species, where it was found, rough – source, who
collected it and how abundant it was. Then all these things around here are
characters. This was the other regional record card and then they put it through the
group select sorter which would be a picture here but … I mean if you want to borrow
this I mean you’re certainly welcome to do so. It contains all the – one of these – the
card was modified for the Quaternary and showing the – but it was never well
developed. There was just not the manpower to – I mean this project, the Botanical
Society, had money to employ Frank Perring for several years to actually do this, and
Max Walters who’s director of the garden here, and so they could do it but the – the
botanic – the fossil one was produced and it was used a bit but there was never the
manpower to keep it going or the money to employ anybody to do it, and I don’t think
it got off the ground basically.

Did you have a card sorting machine in the botany school –

No, no –

Or in the subdepartment?

We used the one which they used for here which was in the – I don’t think it was ever
used actually, I don’t know.

Did you ever go to the machine and –
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No.

Type in something?

No, no [laughs]. I think it was called a group select sorter.

Yes, we’ve got an atlas of the British flora, we’re just looking at – it’s a reproduction
of the card –

Yes, that’s right, yes.

Just for the recording.

Yes. Here it is here and these are all – this is a regional card. And in fact the whole –
I mean this is the individual record card, so they used both types. They punched this
card according to that, so it’s – it’s a huge effort but now of course for some – the
people at the Monkswood would know about it and there’s a chap there, Chris Preston
at the Monkswood, if he hasn’t been moved, I don’t know, would know all about it.
So this book was based on these punch cards but we never – we never got very far
with it. It needs somebody full time to concentrate on it and there was never any time
because everybody was busy. There was so much work coming in, with these new
sites and everything, of course it was an amazingly exciting time because nothing was
known. Every time you found an interglacial deposit it was something new and not
much known about, so you were really – it was concentrating on your discoveries
more than –

Did you ever prepare a card?

I can’t remember anything about it at all.

No.

No, no [laughs]. Sorry to say, I don’t know what – I mean there should be – it should
be in a museum, this machine, but I don’t know, it’s so large, yes.
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[End of Track 10]
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Track 11

Talking about the card sorting machine off the recording we’ve realised that Harry
Godwin developed his own slightly lower tech card system and you’ve found in his
flora of the Atlas of the British Flora a – sorry, History of the British Flora, a
reproduction on page three of the punch card that he used in the subdepartment.

Yes, he – his punch card system was much simpler than the group select sorter, which
was used by the Botanical Society’s analysis of the distribution of the British flora,
and relied on a needle system. It was a card about seven inches by four, five, and
which had all the attributes you should hope to get from a fossil including its age, who
identified it, where it was found, any references in the literature, the type of plant
remain, a pollen zone which was associated with it or whether it was interglacial, full
glacial or anything like that. And he did use it in his book on the History of the
British Flora. Of course, erm, this card index was used from time to time but the
labour of keeping it up to date with a huge increase in discoveries of history of British
vegetation meant that it nearly didn’t stay up to date long after it was completed for
the purpose of Harry Godwin’s book.

And you remember something about how you – do you remember something about
how these cards were stored and how you accessed the card that you might want to
look for?

The card itself was surrounded by, on each margin, with perforations labelled for a
particular property. And then you punched through to the perforation if that was
important for understanding the fossil. So if it was found in an excavation,
archaeological excavation, you would punch archaeology and you’ll be able to
recover the cards and single out these which have been punched for archaeology using
needles to remove the cards which were not archaeology.

Yes, that makes sense.

But I can’t remember ever doing it myself, yes [laughs]. So that’s, yes, good.
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[End of Track 11]
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Track 12

Okay, we’re starting today then with a photograph. Could you describe what’s
happening in the picture?

Yes, this photograph was taken I think in the early 1950s, perhaps ‘52, ‘53, and it
shows a borehole being sunk, hand – hand borehole in the Kentmere diatomite
deposits of the valley of the Kent in the Lake District of which there were great depths
of diatomite formed during the post-glacial, maybe more than fifteen metres, I can’t
remember exactly. But we had an expedition there and – to try and take a continuous
core through the Kentmere diatomite and we got down really deeply in this process.
It’s very hard work, especially when you get down below ten metres, to bring up –
you’re bringing up fifty centimetre cores at a time and the four people in the borehole
are – in the foreground is Dick Grove, on the left is Bob Ross who was the diatom
expert at the British Museum of Natural History, the Natural History Museum, on the
right is Donald Walker, who was working on the vegetational history in the Lake
District. He was in the subdepartment of Quaternary research and later went to
develop Quaternary research in the Australian National University at Canberra. And
then I’m on the far side, I think you can just see my face. We’re all pushing hard
down this borehole. I can’t remember who took the photograph, yes [laughs]. It may
have been a self taken one and I think it might be slightly posed but it gives – it shows
you – it shows you the enthusiasm which was around at that time in developing
knowledge of vegetational history through boring boreholes in lake sediments.

Could you say and could you explain the significance of a fifteen metre diatomite
layer starting with what it means, diatomite?

You get – this is a series of deposits of diatoms laid down in a lake in the Kentmere
valley which goes back, I can’t remember the detail, into the early post-glacial and
that’s perhaps as far as 10,000 years. The point about this piece of research was that
the lake deposits contain pollen grains as well as diatoms so that you can relate the
vegetational history of the surrounding area by looking at the pollen grains and you
can relate that to the history of the lake itself in the way the diatom populations are
transformed in time by the water conditions and the climate and so on. So in effect
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they – you’ve got two – two in one here, two insights, into environmental history; one
of the regional vegetational history and one of the history of the lake itself. That was
why this work was done and Bob – Bob Ross was very keen to look into the history of
diatom populations in lakes at that time, yes.

And this may be a naïve question but how did you know that this was the place to drill
out of anywhere in Britain for a fifteen metre layer of this?

Well, the dia – it was known because the diatomite was a commercial – was used in
commerce. It was a valuable asset and there are some areas where, there’s a place in
Skye where there were diatomite mines – diatomite industrial uses of one sort and
another, diatomite. And so it had a – it also had an economic value as well – as well
as its use in interpreting lake history, and since that time a huge amount of work has
been done by the Freshwater Biological Association on lake sediments which contain
diatoms based on their laboratory on Lake Windermere.

And what was the more general scientific context for the particular drilling here?
What was this particular expedition contributing to more generally?

Well, at that time there were hardly any, if any, long records of diatom history and
indeed there were not too many records of vegetational history, because the subject
was developing very fast at that time and in order to get an overall view of
vegetational history you had to have a network – a network of boreholes in various
parts of the country. So it’s part of – partly local vegetational history, which was
interesting in terms of history of the Lake District, but also how that related to the
vegetational history in other parts of the country as well.

And it may appear elsewhere in the recording but because we’ve got a particular
picture in front of us, could you describe the method of boring in a kind of step by step
fashion?

Yes.
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So we can see, for example, a box of long cylinders in the foreground but how did you
–? When you arrived at this site what did you do first and then what did you do in
order to achieve this?

Well, at that time the main implement for boring was called a Hiller sampler which
was a Swedish implement and they were imported from Sweden. And it was a barrel,
a hollow tube more or less with a cusp on it, but when you turned it round at a certain
level it scraped in the sediment at that level into the tube and so you could do fifty
centimetres at a time. You’d take it out and you’d take your pollen samples from the
tube when you pull it up, put it out on the surface, and then you clean it and put it
down to the next fifty centimetres, turn it round and trap another fifty centimetres of
sediment and so on. So when you – if you know a lot about the history – about the
area of the lake, former lake, you can choose – if you want a really deep section you
try and go to the centre of the lake but you may not know where it is, so it’s hit or
miss really. And if you’re going to do a detailed study of this area you would do a lot
of boreholes to try and get the morphology of the lake. So what you do is you go –
we probably brought all the instruments in this box here and then we would choose a
site and then with this spade on the right, which is called a trapper spade which is
small and has very sharp edges, you can just see its size at the base, and you dig out a
square of turf. And then you start boring, take the first fifty centimetres, bring it up,
sample it, put down the next fifty, and then as you get – the whole bore itself, the
single bore itself with the handle, is one and a half metres long. When you’re down
one and a half metres you then take the handle off and add a one and a half metre rod
to the lot and put the handle on top of the one, the new one and a half metre rod, and
then you go down for the next one and a half metres. So each time you – when you
start getting down, five metres down or more, you have a string of rods and it can be
quite difficult to pull it out and it can be quite difficult to put it in. These other things
here are single spiral augers – oh, no, these are ordinary augers which can be put on
the end of the borehole, on the end of the rods, if you encountered something really
difficult which wouldn’t be penetrated by a Hiller sampler. These are some of the
rods here [indicates]. I think we went down quite a long way on this borehole, I think
it was over fifteen metres and of course by the time you get down to fifteen metres it’s
a huge job lifting them out and taking a [inaud] of samples and then putting it back in
again and so on, so it’s quite an effort really. Since that time many improved systems
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have been developed to make life easier. But the Hiller sampler was the standard
thing at that time and everybody wanted one, yes [laughs].

How long did it take you to get down to fifteen metres?

I think it was over a day, it was longer than a day, you had to stop at night and then
start again in the morning and clean the hole out and get on again with it. I think it
took us longer than a day to do it but I can’t remember the details. There would be a
paper published as a result of this borehole but I would have to look it up, it does
exist, yes [laughs].

And do you have any clear memories, I know it’s a long time ago, of the expedition as
you called it in its sort of social aspects, in other words the sorts of things you did as
a four?

Yes, yes. Well, I don’t remember about it in this case but usually they were social
occasions. You stayed somewhere and … or even camped and while it was daylight
you actually worked, er, and it really was a social event actually doing the work and it
was congenial company really ‘cause there was a common aim and you liked to get on
with it, and there was an awful lot of cooperation in fieldwork at that time in the
subdepartment of Quaternary research, people would go and help each other in doing
their fieldwork. So that – one got into – one really went to a wide variety of places
and stayed in a – stayed in them.

[13:04]

I once – I was doing some fieldwork with Donald actually and Derek Ratcliffe, the
man who later became scientific director of the Nature Conservancy in Galloway, and
we stayed in a – we stayed in a shepherd’s bothy and we lived on porridge for several
days I think while looking at history of the lakes, the Galloway lakes and their bog
systems there. In that case our equipment was taken by a horse and cart up to the
bothy by a local farmer up a track and we stayed there a long time and worked out this
– a place called the Silver Flow, I recall, in Galloway. So it was always – it was
always interesting to go out on fieldwork, yes, yes. Nowadays I think it’s much easier
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and it’s quicker and, yes. I forget where we stayed in Kentmere. Donald was a
Lancashire man and he knew all about that sort of thing, so he probably organised it.
He did his PhD on the sediments up in that part of the world.

What do you think you would have done in the evenings then or in the evening after
this?

Probably gone and have a drink … but I don’t think we’d do much because when you
spend a day doing this you’re physically very tired at the end of it. Well, I can’t
remember any outrageous social activities in the evenings [laughs]. When you’re on
the Silver Flow in Galloway, in the bothy once it gets dark you’ve only got candles
and so on and you’re miles from anywhere, so you’re probably reading a book or
doing something, or actually writing up your notes which was always an important
part. I don’t know whether it’s so important now but, er … when we did – there was
somebody who kept the notebook and then it was transcribed in the evening into a
ledger, and it’s the way I’ve always done fieldwork myself. I have a notebook and
when I come back in the evening I have a series of these old fashioned minute books
with heavy paper and so on, and I transcribe it into these ledgers so that you can
always go back and comment on what you’ve done and think about it and so on. But
whether people keep ledgers nowadays of their fieldwork, I do not know. I don’t
think people do as much fieldwork now as they used to. Of course this was all in precomputer days so, for example, you wrote your PhD thesis on a typewriter with three
copies of carbon so if you made a mistake it was absolute hell really [laughs]. So
that’s – that’s how it works really, yes. No, we had some – we had some great times,
yeah, I can remember that, yeah [laughs].

[16:53]

Why do you think then people don’t do as much fieldwork now?

Well, they tend to go to particular sites and do a lot in one – in one area but there’s no
so much regional study what – landscape history as such as there used to be I think.
And there’s so much more to do in the lab now in the way of analysis, more technical
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stuff and that has – and that has to be done at home. I think there is still some done
but I don’t think it’s such an important part as it used to be.

Is that reflected in a new status for lab work compared to fieldwork?

How do you mean?

Has the status of fieldwork gone down in relation to laboratory work?

Oh, I see. [pause] I think there are … there are people who do a lot of modelling and
so on who don’t do much fieldwork and one knows people who manipulate data
which – who never go in a field, which is not a good thing because they haven’t got
the first hand knowledge of what it’s really like in the field. Well, that’s a result or
consequence of the computer revolution in that you can work on modelling without
doing any fieldwork, and there is a place for that in the subject, but I think field
experience should be a basic requirement for anybody who’s interested in these
things, hmm. That’s probably a very old fashioned view but any rate –

Was that a change that was happening before you retired in the subject?

Oh, certainly yes it’s – yes, it – it really follows the development of … of computers
and associated numerical techniques which are easy to do. For example, now all
pollen diagrams are drawn by software programs whereas people used to spend hours
on a drawing board doing it by hand with the aid of stencils but – and of course if you
do it by hand things occur to you about the diagram while you’re doing it. The
parallel is taking a photograph of somewhere and actually doing a drawing of what
you’re looking at. Photographs are much easier but when you’re drawing something
it brings to your attention things which you would otherwise miss and, er, so drawing
sections and so on was always an important part. And I think nowadays there’s a mix,
I don’t think you draw so much in the field, you take photographs and you develop it
from that. Yes, yeah.
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And both then – you could argue then that both have a slightly more superficial
relationship with the landscape that they’re studying, either using a computer to
produce a pollen diagram or sticking to photographs only in order to picture it.

Well, that may well – yes, I suppose you could say that, yes.

In terms of missing detail and –

Yes, yes.

And thinking less about the detail.

Yes. I’ve always found that if you go to a place once you don’t learn too much, if you
start thinking about it you go back again, and the more times you go back the more
you learn about the place, one visit is not sufficient. That’s all right if you’re living in
this part of the world and you’re also looking at places in East Anglia ‘cause you can
always go back, but of course it’s not always possible in other – other parts of the
world. No, it is amazing how when you pay multiple visits how much more you learn
about a place and about the landscape and so on, hmm.

[21:56]

I wanted to ask you something about something that you mentioned last time and
that’s the use of a local contact in your attempts to re-find Alex Watt’s experimental
plots in the Breckland.

Yes.

I think you mentioned a lady who had some sort of records that helped in this –

Yes.

And I wonder whether you could say more about her, those records, why she kept
them, and how you used them.
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These plots were in the Breckland and the lady in question is Gigi Crompton who is
still with us, in fact I had a note from her the other day. She has a phenomenal
knowledge of Breckland and vegetational land history and she’s written papers on the
history, for example, of Lakenheath Warren and the rabbit industry, and she’s very
good on documentary evidence. So she was the one who helped me over these plots
and I did actually in the end find – she did have a map of where they were although
the ground evidence I think has disappeared, so she’s [coughs] – excuse me but I’ve
had a cough for about three weeks, it’s only just gone. She is very good and has a
long knowledge of the history of the Breckland, yeah.

In what sort of position has she worked on that?

Well, I only know her kind of socially. I meet her at meetings but I think she’s an
amateur naturalist. I mean she obviously had a career but I’m not quite sure what she
– what she did but she – whenever the questions of historical botany come up in the
Breckland she is the one who knows everything and so she has been very useful.
Because when Dr Watt died the quadrats were taken over by the UEA and of course
nothing in a university’s static, people come and go all the time so it changes all the
time, so the annual visits to record the quadrats gradually died out. But she did
provide a map for me and I was able to use that information, so – and no doubt one
could actually try and find them again if one wanted to, but people are not so
interested in that now, you see. Dr Watt started his quadrats in the 1930s I think and
over a long period looked at the development of the history of the communities on
these quadrats, as did Harry Godwin on Wicken Fen. That was one way in which
ecology was developing at the time.

Yes, I think you said last time that both plots were used to teach students fieldwork,
the –

Both, sorry?

Both plots, both the Breckland, and the Fenland ones were used as a kind of teaching
–
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Yes, every year in part two.

Almost like a laboratory outside –

Absolutely, yes, ‘cause one or two students would go out and look at the Breckland,
final year students, the Breckland plants, so crawl on their hands and knees and record
what was in these plots, because Breckland plants on the whole are very hard to see if
you’re standing up [laughs]. And, no, it was certainly a tradition which went on for a
long time.

Did you get any sense of the origin of the map that she had of these plots? Had she
made it herself, was it someone else’s?

I think she’d made it herself from historical records. There are a lot of records, for
example, of the Forestry Commission plantations and of course the estate records of
the Iveagh Estate at Elveden and Lord Iveagh owned the – he was a Guinness man I
think and he owned the estate, and the estate records must have provided a lot of
information because the landowners in the Breckland were involved in maintaining
the rabbit warrens and so on since medieval times, and of course there were all these
records of the warrens on Breckland about which the Breckland Society have recently
published a very good book on the warrens and their history with maps of where the
warrens were, were the warren houses were, how many rabbits were caught, when
they were caught, the number – and all the stories of poaching which go on with
rabbits and so on. Because in medieval times rabbits were worth their weight in a big
way, and it’s a very interesting background to Breckland history really [laughs]. So
that’s Gigi Crompton anyway, she’s still going strong, yeah, yes.

[27:38[

Thank you. Moving on to a sort of different part of your life, it’s a life story and you
said in a previous recording that you married Hazel in the mid ‘70s –

Yes.
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And you had a son and then there were daughters as well?

Yes, I had a son by my first marriage and two daughters by Hazel, stepdaughters, yes.

And what I’d like to have a picture of really is sort of family life, things done outside
of work –

Yes.

Time spent together as a family.

Yes.

I wonder whether you could say something about that and then I’ll pick up on
different bits of it.

Well, we did – we did quite a lot of visiting, going about the country visiting –
looking at things and going to National Trust places and … and that sort of thing. We
were quite keen on walking and we did quite a lot of that. Hazel had her own
interests, she was – she wrote … she wrote very well and she had books published,
and she was concerned with … with mentally handicapped people ‘cause one of her
daughters is a Down’s Syndrome girl and she wrote about the difficulties of bringing
up handicapped children in the family and so on. And she did a lot of supply teaching
in relation to handicapped children which … was an interesting thing from my point
of view ‘cause it really enlarged your view of people and their social life if you took
all this into account. So it was a very valuable relationship really and – in that
respect. Her book on bringing up handicapped children and the problems associated
was translated into several languages and nearly won a book prize but not quite, so
that was quite a chuff really [laughs], yes. But in the – when you talk about what we
did in the evenings and so on, I think it’s very difficult to recall because it’s – I
suppose I got home when I was – I was pretty tired out and relaxed and so on but we
mostly got out at the weekends and went to various places and tried to get about, and
enjoyed this sort of thing. I don’t think really I can enlarge on that really [laughs].
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[31:04]

In terms of the travelling and the going out and the walking and the visiting –

Yes.

Could you talk about any overlap between work and –

Well, Hazel did help me work and came in the field with me and we did quite a lot
together, and so did my previous – previous wife, she, and- . We also went out in the
field with Pippa, the Down’s Syndrome daughter, and er – her name is Pippa and
she’s a very active – she always wants to do something, she doesn’t want to – she
wants to be into what other people are doing, and she still is. Of course she is nearly
fifty now and doesn’t like to be unemployed so she has a very good work ethic if only
she knew what to do. And we managed – I remember going in the field once up in
Norfolk and she really wanted to take – we were doing a bit of levelling with Hazel,
she wanted to take the staff and do it and we actually – this actually worked out quite
well and she really was very helpful in the field [laughs]. But she – we usually took
her out as well.

[32:26]

But we had a lot of trouble and difficulty of getting her into a suitable place to live in
a village life, because if you have a disabled child by itself in a family the child is
very isolated, it’s not with its peers, and if they’re with their peers then they have a
much more satisfactory life. And I have a really good example of this, and not long
ago actually, a few months ago when my son’s two little daughters, aged one and a
half and three I think, were here playing with a peg board and Pip was here, staying
here, and my daughter Sarah was here as well. And directly Pip saw these little
children playing with this peg board she wanted to join in of course – and then you
realise these were her mental age and she kind of made a connection and she actually
reached out and kind of stroked their hair and so on, which I’d never seen her do
before. And then you realise that really to try and put a person with a mental age of
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three into an adult community is really not good, but you see Pip would never see
children at the home, at the village where she lives, ‘cause children are not allowed
really because of health and safety. But when she saw these two it was amazing
really, yeah. Anyway, I forget what I was talking about, yes [laughs].

[34:21]

So when you remember playing with your children or doing things with your children
what do you tend to remember?

Well, mainly we had a lot of vicious games of croquet in the garden and we also
played football [laughs] but we had a croquet competition every summer and we had a
mallet awarded to the winner, yes, which is up there somewhere I think, yeah. I mean
a mini mallet about that big [demonstrates]. And we used to walk a lot and go
camping and so on, and, er, so that was always a good family activity. And we also –
we also had a series of Labrador dogs which provided a good social – social binder
really for the family to have a pet, which everybody appreciates, yes. We had two
very good black Labradors who we became very attached to over a period of time and
Sarah now has a dog as well, yeah, so she comes up here with the dog occasionally.
So that’s – really that was a part of life ‘cause when you have a pet it’s a family event
isn’t it, or should be.

I’m imagining you living here with the things you’re describing –

Yes.

Is that right? Yes.

Yes, yes.

What were the dogs’ names?

The first one was Sally and the second one was Sheba.
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And where did you take them presumably to walk round in this –?

Well, they were – they were quite well trained dogs and they used to go for a walk
every day on the recreation ground but when we – when we went away, when we
went further distance, we always took them with us on the walks and so on, and they
were quite well behaved, so that was all right, yes. Well, there are still remnants of
them here if you look around, there’s scratched doors and things like that [laughs] yes,
yes.

And you said that when – that your experience of being married to Hazel and her
interest in and work with handicapped children and teaching enlarged your view of
social life.

Yeah.

Could you say more about what you meant by that?

Well, a normal person – well, no, that’s not the right word, but many people meeting a
Down’s syndrome person will not know what to do. They may take a – they may
move away or they may be very friendly. On the whole Down’s syndrome children
are very friendly people and if you show them friendship they will respond 100 per
cent, but this idea that you could actually place, hmmm, mentally disabled children in
the community as such, which was fostered by, I can’t remember her name now, a
lady care – the idea of care in the community. Care in the community is an idealistic
idea because most people, er, would not want to be associated with mentally
handicapped children. For example, when you take Pippa on the swings a … a sense
of awkwardness develops amongst some people, not the children, you know, but the
adults. And so what I really mean is that you realise what the difficulties are for
handicapped children and their place in society and the best way of dealing with the
situation in families, ‘cause the presence of one handicapped child in a family can
actually disrupt family life because their needs are placed before the other children
and so on. It’s a very difficult area really. So the idea of these village homes, Home
Farm Trust or – and so on is really a very good idea because the people live with their
peers and so on and they’re developed in what ways that they obviously like doing. I
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mean Pip really enjoys going to the weavery at her place and she enjoys being busy
making things under direction and so on, and you wouldn’t get that in a family life
because nobody’s got the time to do it, but if they – especially if there’s more than
one child, yeah.

[End of Track 12]
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Track 13

Could you then say something about the formation and work of the Quaternary
Research Association?

Yes, in the early 1960s the … the main focus for field excursions and looking at
geology in the field was encouraged by the Geologists’ Association and local
geological societies and there was no particular focus on looking on field excursions
which dealt with Quaternary matters or recent geology, the effect of the ice age and so
on. And Richard Hey who was a lecturer in earth sciences, who must be getting on
now, he must be well into his nineties, who lectured in earth sciences on Quaternary
and had worked with archaeologists in Cyrenaica on Palaeolithic archaeology, and
myself sent a circular round to everybody who thought – we thought would be
interested to try and start what we called a Quaternary Field Study Group, QFSG.
And we had a positive response from people, I’ve still got all the answers somewhere
stashed away to our letter and as a result the Quaternary Field Study Group was set up
and organised excursions in various parts of the country to look at Quaternary geology
in the field with – directed by people who’d worked on Quaternary in that area. And
this attracted quite large numbers, so much so that it turned itself into the Quaternary
Research Association in 19 … I forget when it was but it must have been early ‘70s
perhaps, 1971. And that was formally set up with all the things, a secretary, treasurer
and so on, which took over organising these excursions. There was one main
excursion every year and some subsidiary ones and then they started to publish a
newsletter for Quaternary people and finally they published a journal called Journal
of Quaternary Science. And at the present time I think there are over a thousand
members and it’s really been a very important focus of Quaternary research in Britain
for nearly fifty years now, ‘cause its anniversary will be in 2014 for the founding of
the Quaternary Field Study Group. So that has had a very positive effect on the study
of Quaternary and all sorts of people belong to it, geologists, geographers, natural
historians and so on, and an annual meeting – an annual discussion meeting is held
and with field – and annual field excursions and also short term one day excursions in
various parts of the country. So that is really good to see and it has really mirrored the
increasing interest in Quaternary and climate change and so on in the last fifty years.
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[05:15]

So that’s – that was a real positive development, but of course in the same period of
time has seen a huge increase in the number of journals which publish in Quaternary
research of all sorts. I mean a real lot of them are world class journals on Quaternary
are now published and the blossoming of all this has happened in the last few decades,
and it forms a background to discussions about climatic change and so on, so that’s an
interesting development, yes. So that’s – that’s about it, about the Quaternary
Research Association.

[06:08]

How did the excursions of the Quaternary Research Association differ from fieldwork
that you were doing on an individual basis?

Well, the excursions would have a definite object of showing somebody’s work and
you would go to a particular area and the people would write a guide to this area and
what’s interesting to see and what they’re working on. So, for example, there would
be a three or four day excursion to East Anglia or some part of East Anglia and we’ll
stay in hotels or university’s accommodation, have a meeting, discussion meeting, and
go and visit these sections which these people have been studying in that particular
part of the country and discuss in front of the sections what – whether these people are
right in their interpretations or wrong, or suggestions for improvement and so on. So
they were quite stimulating occasions. And before this – before this started there was
not such a – there was not such an effort to kind of get stuck into Quaternary geology
in the field.

Which excursions did you write your own guides for? Which ones were you the
subject of?

Yes, I think I helped in ones in East Anglia, probably more – two or three of them but
they would only be East Anglian ones I’ve – but I’ve taken part in some of our
discussions in the distant past. I don’t go to meetings now ‘cause I shall probably go
to sleep and [laughs] – but there’s a series of field guides for all parts of the country
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which has accumulated over the years which are an invaluable record of what people
were doing at particular times. These are assembled by the organiser so that when
you arrive at the meeting you’re given a copy of the guide and you can think about it
and take a solid part in it, and usually about thirty or forty people go to these
excursions.

And could you say how the kinds of excursions organised over time reflected the
increased interest in climate change more generally?

I think that probably they required bigger venues, you know, people – where to stay
and so on ‘cause of the number of people who became interested, er, and the – I don’t
think there’s been any – well, of course there’s got to be enough members, enough
people, for a bus or something like that, or two buses as the case may be. And so as
the meetings got larger of course more organisation was needed and then of course all
the financial transactions needed to charge people for going to the meetings and
paying for this, that and the other. But they were very productive discussions because
one of the things about Quaternary research is that there are so many disciplines
involved that the only way forward is to get discussion going between the different
disciplines. It’s no good having isolation and having these field meetings did promote
that in a big way.

Can you think of an occasion where you have been describing to the excursion party a
section that you were working on and comments from the group have slightly altered
the way that you’ve looked at that section?

I don’t think I can recall anything, I mean I can recollect arguments about it. I mean I
heard arguments about the validity of pollen analysis and so on, and that sort of thing.
And I remember one excursion I was on, I was told to stand back from the section
‘cause it’s much easier to see it from a distance than nearby. This was by – this was
by Wooldridge whose name you may recall, SW Wooldridge [laughs] yes.

Would you be able to say when –? I am interested in this geographer,
geomorphologist –
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Yeah, yeah.

When was –?

This would be early 1960s, yeah.

And so this suggests that the Quaternary Research or the Quaternary Field Studies
Group as it might have been then, was it, was attracting as you say scientists from
various disciplines –

Oh, yes.

Including geographers.

Geographers, geomorphologists certainly, geologists, and of course geomorphology as
a subject nowadays I think – I mean has the heyday of geomorphology passed really?
I don’t know because I mean … if I want to ask somebody a question about
geomorphology, which I do because of the stuff I’m doing in west Norfolk, I wish my
old friend Bruce Sparks was still around because he, with his – he was very good on
geomorphology and knew a lot about landscape history, but when I look around now I
can’t think of who should I ask these questions [laughs], and this must reflect some
change in the questions. Maybe I should ask Dick Grove, I don’t know, but he’s
mainly on dry land, I mean arid, as far as I recall. So it has been a – well, things
always change and I think geomorphology’s not such a strong subject as it used to be.

What was Wooldridge’s view of pollen analysis?

I don’t really know because he really – I mean if you look at his geomorphological
work his main interest is in evolution of landscape in a rather broad way and then his
views on the Weald and other such things, and his book. He wrote a book with Linton
if I remember rightly, they were the kind of chief geomorphologists of the area – of
the time I think, but that subject seems to have faded a bit, yes [laughs].
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Who then were you having arguments about the validity of pollen analysis with on
these trips?

Well, I’ve had arguments about pollen analysis with quite a few people and some
people are not convinced about the validity of all the deductions made from pollen
analysis but they are mostly people who haven’t tried it themselves or looked into it
very deeply but certainly – these arguments still go on now, so – but I’m not – I don’t
like getting into arguments basically, especially with people who haven’t taken the
trouble to look into the matter. Perhaps that’s what the climate people at the UEA had
the same view [laughs], yeah.

[14:53]

And I know that this was an attempt to bring or to encourage scientists from different
disciplines to discuss a common subject, the Quaternary –

Yeah.

But could you though say something about the different approaches of the different
disciplines involved? You’ve hinted at it a little bit in the sense that you said
Wooldridge asked you to stand back, arguing that this section was best seen from
afar, but I mean was there a discernible difference in the approach to the fieldwork if
you like of different disciplines?

Well, certainly there’s been a change in the collection of fossils of one sort and
another in the field. Nowadays there is much precise – if you collect something it has
to be in a precise position and labelled as such and so that its taphonomy is known,
the origin of the assemblage can be recognised by its geology. In times past people
have gone to sites [bell rings] and just collected stuff in a sack and taken it away again
and analysed it. It’s the same in archaeology, the development of very strict digging
rules has helped the subject no end.

That was the doorbell.
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[Interview resumes]. There was one famous occasion, well, it was an infamous
occasion, when a site I was involved in was – I gave a talk, or somebody gave a talk
on it, which was the mollusca were collected very close, in every ten centimetres, I
think studied by Bruce Sparks probably. And the person who was delivering this said
– which wasn’t me, I think somebody, I forget who it was now said, ‘Gone are the
days when you could collect molluscs in a sack’ and it turned out that somebody had
been to this site and indeed collected molluscs in a sack from it without stratigraphic
records, and this chap was in the audience. The next day he died and, a coincidence,
but he was – whether this comment on his scientific work – of course I don’t know
but it was rather – it was rather difficult [laughs]. So this used to go on but nowadays
it’s much – much more precise, we hope, yeah.

[18:11]

In the ‘60s when I suppose the first groups were coming and going out together, was
there a recognisable difference in the general approaches of people from different
disciplines or did geographers, geologists, botanists, others, I don’t know, go about
fieldwork in different ways because of the discipline that they were kind of –?

Well, each had their own methods. I mean geologists would be looking at the
sediments mainly and quite often the arguments or discussions were between people
who were approaching it geologically against those who were approaching it
palaeontologically, from the – from the flora point of view. So there were discussions
there but they were usually fruitful discussions but on occasions they were discussions
between the geologists and geographers because course most Quaternary geologists
are actually geographers, there are not many kind of hard rock geologists, they
wouldn’t touch a section with a bargepole. You know, if you can dig it up with a
trowel it’s not worth – it’s got to be hard rock. And so there was – in fact the whole
development of the Quaternary research in Britain is related to geography departments
rather than geology departments. There have been exceptions like Fred Shotton’s
department in Birmingham, of which Russell Coope was a student of Fred Shotton.
Unlike the USA where Quaternary is a part of earth sciences, seriously, it’s not the
case here and it was always the problem here of how you integrate Quaternary
geology into a geographical teaching programme because most geographers are not
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geologically inclined, you know, they have other things to do naturally so there’s –
that’s a real problem really in the subject. And the way people treat Quaternary
differs in different countries, I mean in the Scandinavian countries it’s part of their
geological remit to do Quaternary. But that was never so here, that most geology
departments would give one lecture on Quaternary at the end of the course and that
was that. I think we’ve probably talked about this before, I can’t remember.

[21:07]

Well, why is it that British geologists tended to focus on hard rocks and to not as you
say consider anything that can be dug?

Yes, I’ve thought about this and the conclusion I draw is that Scandinavian countries
and Germany had a great economic interest in Quaternary deposits. If you’re in that
part of the world, heavily glaciated, sheets of boulder clay, gravels, and using gravels
as indicators of the origin of important minerals and so on, that Quaternary had much
more of an impact in their geological life. Whereas here our – all our economic
geological resources are nothing to do with the Quaternary, they’re all hard rock, coal,
iron and the rest of it, and they always have been. Some geologists who worked on
Quaternary, there’s never been a substantial part until – I think it’s changed now, for
example, in earth sciences now there’s a professor who deals with Quaternary marine
stuff, which is a real breakthrough. But I think that’s the reason why, that we don’t
have the – there’s no need to look at the Quaternary deposits, it was just on geological
maps it was marked as drift and undifferentiated. Now it’s differentiated a bit, it’s a
better situation now.

[22:53]

I’m curious about the geographers on these trips, because what they might have
lacked perhaps is a particular technique or a particular skill and therefore I wonder
what they – almost what they contributed in the absence of those things.

I see what you mean, yes, yes. Well, that’s a very good point. I mean they could
contribute in terms of analysis of the sediments if they’d had a geological training but
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they come up through a – they probably took geology in, say, the first year and then
went on to geography. So that – that could be a difficulty and it probably was a
difficulty but there were – I mean Bruce Sparks was very open to stratigraphic and
geological methods, he was quite good in that area, but I think he was exceptional.
But certainly there’s a difference in approach, I mean most geography departments
don’t have the technical support of large equip – pieces of equipment which the earth
sciences departments have, but it would vary from department to department no
doubt. But I don’t think I could put my finger on a particular thing, no.

[24:26]

And just going back to sort of personal and family life, could you say something about
the nature and extent of your political engagement or if not, if there isn’t much in
terms of engagement, just sort of views on voting and that sort of thing, over your
working life up to the present? I suppose you’ve mentioned a couple of times in
talking about family that your view of social life has expanded in various ways
through particular experiences but I haven’t got a sense of your – yes, your more
general kind of political commitments.

Yes, yes. Well, I’ve never – I’ve never been very active at all in politics but my – the
only vote I give is always to the set of people who believe in, fair social arrangements
and so I either voted Labour or Lib Dem in the course – in the course of life really. In
this particular constituency it doesn’t – if you vote Labour or Lib Dem they’re bound
to be squashed out because there’s a huge Conservative majority and our MP is Mr
Lansley, South East Cambridgeshire, South West Cambridgeshire, South West, and –
but I’ve never done anything active in that direction at all, I’ve never canvassed or
anything like that. Er … I sometimes feel I should have taken more of a position in
relation to the importance of the environment and climatic change and done
something in that respect but this isn’t – I haven’t done this and I do regret that really
‘cause I – I mean I started talking about climatic change in lectures in 1958 I
remember and perhaps I should have done more in that respect, but the research has
always taken priority really. Whatever I do, I give that, so that’s taken priority so I –
that’s the way it’s worked out, yeah.
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What do you regret not pointing out or saying?

Well, one should have made – taken a more active role perhaps in promoting
education in some way or other, I’m not quite sure how but it’s just – it’s a thought
that one – with one’s background one should be able to do this. And education is the
most important thing in the system to get understanding of ecological – to get
understanding of the environment. I mean I’ve only done it at second hand really
through supporting people like the Field Studies Council, which I think do an
excellent job in the public understanding of the environment science and perhaps one
should have taken more – taken courses, the field studies, council centres on the
matter or something like that, but no, it hasn’t worked out that way.

[28:30]

I don’t – I don’t think you can – you may not be able to do both these things at the
same time, if you’re doing research then your mind is taken up with – I mean any
spare moment is taken up with thinking about your research and what’s going on and
what to do next and how you’re going to solve this problem. And I always had this
problem because when I attended meetings at a fairly high level in my extraordinary
days as a member of the Council of Scientific Policy which used to meet at the
Department of Environment, and used to be attended by ministers and so on, I spent a
lot of time trying to work out my research programme [laughs]. I couldn’t
concentrate on matters, I’m not a good committee person at all really, no.

Could you just –?

But it was interesting, I mean – I’ve covered this before haven’t I?

Yes, we – I was about to say. Please say more about that but before I get – before I
ask about that more in detail, just before I forget, can you just say in what ways
you’ve supported the Field Studies Council?

Well, only by subscribing to them and taking courses from the university to their
centres and so on from time to time, but I haven’t run courses myself. I think the only
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course I’ve ever actually run for external people in a way was – I used to be a
beekeeper and I ran a course on bees and natural history and pollen and so on, so that
people knew what was in the honey and that sort of thing but I can’t – I’ve done
absolutely nothing really to help with the public education about environment, no.

[30:28]

And okay, so this, sorry, Science Policy Committee?

Well, this was the Council for Scientific Policy which was – which actually advised
the government on scientific policy and I was a member of that for a few years but it
wasn’t my cup of tea at all. It was quite interesting ‘cause it was just loaded with
distinguished people in industry and science who found satisfaction in going to
meetings if I can put it that way. There was an economist there, he used to spend his
time whittling. He’d come into the meeting with a piece of wood and a kind of
penknife and by the end of the meeting he had an elephant or something like that
[laughs]. I always thought this was rather good, you know, he’s got something to
show at the end of it [laughs]. But there were some interesting occasions but I made
absolutely no contribution to this project so it was eventually dissolved, which often
happens to many committees I’ve joined in the past. And we had a minist – we had a
visit in about … 1972 at the time of red hot technology and Mr Benn, who was
minister, came along to give a slideshow on the importance of technology in British
science and so on and – but after he’d shown his first slide the projector blew up and
that finished the proceedings [laughs] somehow summarised the situation [ph]
[laughs], dear oh dear, yeah. I was a committee member for two or three years but it
was – [bell chiming in background] I was not good for them and it was not good for
me, so I don’t know why I was appointed or suggested that – I was asked to go on it,
so I did.

Roughly when were you a member for those few years?

‘71 to ‘73, somewhere around there, I can’t remember exactly. It was that time of the
great Rothschild, just before the great Rothschild developments of the contractor pays
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and that sort of thing, or you pay the contractor. Yes, it was really the corporatisation
of science, which has proceeded apace since then, yeah.

And who else on this amongst the other distinguished people? You mentioned an
economist, do you know who the economist was?

No, I can’t remember his name.

Who else do you remember being on the council?

Well, I’m not sure. They had an official picture taken of us which I’ve got
somewhere but I can’t – they were Lord this and Sir that and so on, yes, but I can’t
remember the details really.

And do you remember any of the issues over the –? No.

No, I can’t.

You weren’t paying attention.

No, I can’t, yes [laughs].

And any other ministers or politicians of any kind? You’ve mentioned Tony Benn
appearing, any others on the – that were prominent? I know much later on than this
of course Margaret Thatcher becomes very – or appears to be interested in science –

Yes.

But at this time who was sort of –?

I forget who was minister. I don’t think we had many other visits. I clearly remember
the meeting with Mr Benn. And the only other meeting I’ve met ministers, which I’ve
told you about, was when the Ancient Monuments Board was dissolved by Mr
Heseltine and when I resigned from the NERC… I think Mrs Thatcher wrote me a
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nice letter but she was minister of education at that time. But I never came across
them otherwise, which is quite understandable.

[35:07]

And your beekeeping I don’t think we’ve covered. Can you say something more about
–?

Yes, well, Hazel and I kept bees at the end of the garden and I was president of the
local beekeeping association once. But, Hazel didn’t have good health, she had – not
too good, and she got stung once and went into anaphylactic shock so we had to get
rid of the bees, and that was the end of our beekeeping operations, yeah.

And beyond your books of course, the many books that you read for your scientific
work, what have you tended to read outside of science? In other words favourite
authors or particularly influential or interesting books –

Yes.

Those are not perhaps closely connected with your science?

Yes. I read quite a lot but I don’t read modern, any modern literature really, not
anything from this country anyway. And I was … I greatly enjoyed Conrad’s books, I
know them fairly well off – I’ve read them more than once. And I also have read a lot
of Soviet era authors, ‘cause I always believe the Russians had much more to write
about than anybody in this country, most interesting, so … the Russian authors, the
translations, always interested me and I tried to get all the books I could written by
various people, not only – I can’t remember all the names now but the names of their
authors. I think there’s a Trifonov, Solzhenitsyn, I can’t remember the names now.
And I still enjoy reading those ‘cause I re-read them and so on ‘cause I felt always felt
that people in this country had very little to write about that’s really serious whereas
the people who are writing in the eastern kind of communist regime have really some
comment to make which is really valid and interesting to read. What else? I don’t
think I go far back, I read most of Surtees’ novels and I read those from time to time
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because they have a lot of insight into human character. And … yes, so that’s – yes.
That’s mainly it really, I mean – I think I’ve been quite eclectic in reading, I haven’t –
but I haven’t – I never read any Booker Prize books. I mean I have tried to read some
but I never get very far with them and put them down again.

Why’s that do you think?

I just lose interest in them ‘cause they’re not saying much to me and so –

And poetry of any kind?

Yes, well, I’ve – Hazel and I were – Hazel read quite a lot of poetry and, er, we used
to read a lot of poetry and I enjoy reading – reading poetry, particularly Frost, Robert
Frost, and AE Housman, RS Thomas, but not much else really. I don’t – I don’t get
on with it Auden or with Elliot or anything like that. So we did – we did read poetry,
yeah. I still read quite a lot ‘cause I feel you need it really to kind of counterbalance
other things. And I always used to try and learn – every time I went on an air flight I
took a poetry book with me and I resolved to learn one poem during the flight
[laughs], and we did this and found it quite enjoyable. But the trouble is you may
learn it but you soon forget it, so – but I can still recite bits of poetry, so bits of poetry,
yeah.

What is poetry a counterbalance to?

Er … well, it’s the tediousness of a lot of life really [laughs]. If you see what I mean,
yeah, yes. It’s another opening on what’s going on in the world, isn’t it really? I
don’t – I don’t read modern poetry, I’m pretty narrow-minded really in that respect.

Is there any sort of landscape bias in the poetry? Like you mentioned Robert Frost
and I wondered whether there was – is there any overlap at all in this –?

Well, there is actually, yes. Of course Robert Frost appreciated aspects of the
landscape didn’t he, and he’s got a good – it’s all in good Anglo-Saxon expression
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that’s not complicated but you can imagine yourself thinking the same things some
times when you read his writing, and – a remarkable chap really.

I wonder whether you liked the sort of – the Heaney poems, you know, about open –
the Seamus Heaney stuff about open ground and –

I haven’t read much Heaney. I mean I read a bit but I don’t get far with him. I tried
to read his thing on Beowulf more than once but I haven’t – I’ve never finished it, and
the same with – who is the other chap who …? Not Heaney but who is the one whose
wife was a poet?

Oh, Ted Hughes.

Ted Hughes. I don’t – I don’t find him particularly interesting either, so –

Can you say what is interesting about Robert Frost? How is Robert Frost interesting
in a way that Ted Hughes isn’t?

Well, Robert Frost – Robert Frost I think is more direct and you get a better
communication with what he’s talking about, but it’s all purely personal, it’s
subjective, so it’s – I don’t think anybody’s ever asked me these questions before
[laughs]. It’s quite interesting to see what I have to say, to me, yeah.

[42:37]

And could you say when you retired formerly from the – I suppose it would still be the
school or the department of earth science or –?

The department of botany.

The department of botany.

Yes.
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So when you retired and why then exactly, why specifically that –?

I retired in 1991, I retired two years early. I’d been head of department for fourteen
years which was far too long, now I know people are only allowed to stay four or five
years. Hmmm … and I retired, Hazel wasn’t too well and I just felt that I really
needed some relief from being on the grind of – you see I never had any administrator
or assistants till late in the fourteen years and there was a huge amount – I mean I was
on the three faculty boards of archae and anth, and geology and biology, and it was all
meetings and so on and I found it quite – it was quite heavy going really. But I did
manage to keep up research ‘cause I reserved particular days on which I would not be
in or out on fieldwork or whatever, so I did manage to do that. But I did manage to
get a decent balance of teaching in the department between the ecology side and the
molecular bio which I – which I wanted to do. And then when I retired I was able to
get back to research and spend much more time at home, so I really looked after Hazel
for a number of years and she was not well at all. And so I really reverted to being a
research student when I retired actually, that’s what happened.

[44:53]

I gave up most things except I was still involved the New Phytologist journal, which is
a thing we haven’t talked about really. I was an editor of the New Phytologist from
1966 to 1999 and at that time a lot of Quaternary stuff was, or pollen stuff being
botanical, was published in New Phytologist but as time went on this stuff – new
journals appeared to take this away and New Phytologist drifted away from
Quaternary into the more molecular biology side of things and now it’s a respected
international journal with a secretariat and so on. But, at that time when we were
editing it, the three editors did everything, you know, referee the papers - send them
out, get them back and all the rest of it. But now they have a secretariat and so on,
and full time editors and so on [laughs]

Who were the three editors then from ‘66?

There was Jack Harley who was in Sheffield … David Smith at Oxford, er, and
myself. There were four I think when I started. There has always been – it was
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started by Tansley in 1903 I think, The New Phytologist, and he was sole editor till
1930and then – then it was Godwin, Clapham and a third person who was a
physiologist, the name will come back to me in a minute. Godwin gave up in ‘66 and
I replaced him. There were four, I think there was Jack Harley, who became
professor of botany at Oxford, he was Sheffield at the time, professor of forestry at
Oxford, and David Smith who was professor of botany at Oxford, and Burnett, JH
Burnett, professor of botany in Edinburgh, and we ran it – we ran it together for quite
a few years, yeah.

Could you say something about I suppose aims and ambitions for that journal under
your part charge then?

Yes, well it – the aim was to accept scientific papers which actually made a difference
to the subject and not your mundane reportage as you might say of things which
would be of much wider interest. And so we did try and complete the whole coverage
of botany, which was really quite difficult to do, and we edited and usually did quite a
lot of refereeing or sent it out for refereeing and were responsible for the financial
success of this thing ‘cause the New Phytologist Trust, Tansley started the New
Phytologist Trust or his successors did, I can’t remember which, and this became
quite successful and we were able to give money to grants to people in the botanical –
for botanical science and we encouraged reviews of particular subjects and that sort of
thing. So there was a general policy but it was really left to the editors, and if a
particular editor had a particular yen for something then he was allowed to indulge it
on the principle he would know what was good for the subject, so it was quite a – and
it’s really a big organisation now but I’m out of touch with them really now. They
have an office in Lancaster, the University of Lancaster, and they have staff who do
all the editing and everything, ‘cause of course journals have changed so much since
we started but The New Phytologist was really a personal – personal thing and you
knew everybody who was involved in it, and we used to change publishers from time
to time to get the best deal and, er … it was – [bell rings] the New Phytologist –
[Break in recording]

[50:01]
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The New Phytologist was a model for a journal. I told you about the Tea Phytologist
did I?

No.

Which was a journal, an imitation of the New Phytologist which was run – which was
started by part two students in the botany school and published from time to time
erratically with rhymes about the staff and all that sort of stuff and little stories, gossip
basically, and it was really a kind of botanical Punch. That went on for quite some
time, off and on, depending on getting part two students who enjoyed doing this sort
of thing and now it doesn’t happen because people haven’t the time, so it hasn’t been
published for many years. It was called The Tea Phytologist and I remember I was an
editor of one of the positions when I was a part two student and we had a request from
the British Museum, which will amuse you, the British Museum or the British
Library, I can’t remember, as to why hadn’t they received a copyright version of this
[laughs], so we sent them one, yeah.

And were issues of this published while you were – later when you were a member of
staff and then a professor?

Yes, it was published when I was a member of staff, when other part – it was usually
run by part two students and they don’t do that sort of thing now, so –

Were you featured in a rhyme?

I don’t think I was, no, not to my – I was featured in a rhyme when I was elected
professor by some of my students because they didn’t understand why somebody
interested in Quaternary should be professor of botany. I’ve still got that somewhere,
yes [laughs]. Rhyme – scientific rhymes are – I don’t know whether they go on but
I’ve got a lot of rhymes written by American Quaternary people ‘cause they used to
make them up on their bus excursions and there – there’s a book of geological
rhymes. I mean there are – I remember there was one which begins that – Prestwich
was a famous Victorian geologist, it starts off with, ‘Now, Mr Prestwich, his great
skill in geology permits him to unravel more questions of geology including river
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gravel …’ and so on and so on for several verses. I think that still goes on, yeah, but
you never hear about it, yes [laughs].

[53:06]

And what has been the effect on your fieldwork, which has continued since retirement,
of being retired? In other words, of not being part of a department.

Well, it’s made a great effect because it means you can go and really look at the
places and get to know them. It’s not just a case of dashing in and dashing out. The
number of visits I made to my field areas has been very high… and it’s one way to get
to know the area. And I – I’ve been doing an awful lot of walking as well and using
my eyes and looking at the landscape, and it’s amazing what you can do by poking
around and talking to people, it’s been – I really enjoy doing that and, er, so I have
done an enormous amount of fieldwork since I retired for which I’m really very
fortunate and grateful to be able to do. You’ve got to get to know these areas by
walking really, you can’t just go and pop in and pop out again. You need the maps
and the aerial photos and the – you need to ask people what’s going on and so on.
This is a – I find this a quite satisfying occupation. And so since I – since I retired I
completed a book on the history of the cold stage flora which you find during cold
stages in the Quaternary which was published by CUP. I’ve finished off a lot of
research projects that were started when I was in post then I started this survey of the
River Waveney and the Little Ouse and where they join at Lopham Fen, that was
published in a book by Ipswich Museum and Suffolk Naturalists, I kept up a
connection with them a year or two ago. And now I’m trying to finish off some stuff
in west Norfolk which I’ve been doing for two or three years which has been
amazingly interesting and satisfying, yeah.

[55:56]

Would you be able now to tell the story of this most recent west Norfolk fieldwork?

Yes, yes.
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And from beginning to now if you like in as much detail as you can –

This is quite – this is quite an interesting story and it illustrates the principle that you
should treasure your exceptions. And I always used to tell research students, you
always treasure your exceptions because this is where the interest is. And there was a
block – there’s a block of gravel up in this area in a very shallow valley and it wasn’t
– there was no – there was no way a river could deposit this gravel in this position, it
was not geomorphologically right, there was no river or dry valleys and so on. And
so I tried to find out, to solve this problem of why this stuff was there, and the first
thing to do is to go and see all the farmers and ask permission to go over their land
and so on. Well, Norfolk is full of pheasant shooting landowners, some are very
helpful and some are helpful, and I don’t think I’ve ever had any trouble about access,
in general they are usually very helpful. And then I proceeded to start with the old six
inch maps published in 1880 and look at the details of landscape just be pure walking
over the whole area more or less, looking at the soil and looking at points – unusual
points in the landscape which were inexplicable, and also by talking to anybody
working the land. I told you about my tractor driver friend did I?

Briefly but if you could you say –

I stopped – I had a talk in a field with a tractor driver and he turned out to be a glider
pilot who was flying from Marham airport, which is just near to the area where I’m
working, and he had the most beautiful aerial photographs, obliques, of this area.
And he was very helpful, he sent me disks with these photos on, and I see him from
time to time and he’s my – he’s my medium of contact. I mean, for example, there’s
one farmer there who has notices everywhere saying private, keep out, and all the rest
of it, and I asked him to cont – I couldn’t contact this farmer myself but this Mr
Bowen, this tractor driver, I asked him if he could ask this other farmer about it and he
went and asked him and got his mobile number and so on and fixed me up with this
farmer, and so I’ve got to go up and do that. And anyway, I’m walking over this area,
I find a section in a disused pit near a road which was not marked. I saw a pathway
going up by the byroad, a very unused byway, one track road, and encountered a pit of
sand and with about two metres of sediment on the chalk. And this contained
stratified sediments and the only way you can get stratified sediments is in a lake or in
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a water body, so this immediately told me that there had been a lake in this valley.
And I spent a long time on this section and it worked out that you could work – that
the reason why there was a lake there was because the river was impounded when it
drained into the Fenland from west Norfolk, drained into the Fenland. And when
there was ice in the Fenland the water backed up and formed a lake in this valley,
which is the valley of the River Gadder, G-a-d-d-e-r, and so this put an entirely new
complex on it. I then discovered that this gravel which had set me off on this train of
events had been deposited by the wearing back of the chalk during periglacial
weathering and when you have a periglacial area you have the spring melt for which
you get rapid erosion of the chalk. And I mapped all these dry valleys and worked out
that the topography had changed totally by the action of all these springs, of this
periglacial weathering coming off the chalk at Swaffham, which it comes down like
that. And this gravel was actually a solid fluxion gravel formed in these valleys at the
foot of this escarpment of the chalk and you could actually work out that – when this
took place because it was earlier than the lake. The lake sediments overlie this gravel
feature, so you could then tie down the erosion of the chalk to a particular period
related to the glaciation of the Fenland, ‘cause it was before that. Er, the presence of a
lot of sand in this lake sediment showed there was sand blowing around on the front
of the glacier and depositing in this lake and you could see what I think are annual
layers. In the winter when there was ice on the lake there was all the suspended
matter coming down in the water into the lake but no sand because the ice had
stopped it. Are you with me?

Yes.

Yeah. And that means that you could actually estimate the amount of the sand
landing on the surface in the summer from this ice front. It was an amazing section
and I went to town on this section and tried to interpret it. Whether anybody will
believe me is another matter but what it shows is that all the Breckland sand which
characterises the Breckland actually originated at the ice front and was blowing about
on the surface. And it also shows the amount of sand deposited in one summer in this
lake because of the thickness and I don’t think that’s ever been demonstrated before
but it’s an amazingly informative section, and I just – it’s on the land of a man, a Mr
Monson a farmer and is also right next to an English Heritage monument of a
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medieval church. And if you look in Pevsner you will see this mound of this
medieval church is an artificial mound with the foundations of this church on it but in
actual fact it’s a natural mound composed by this sand and stuff in this section. So I
had to find out from English Heritage whether I could clean all this section up and
after considerable trouble in trying to meet someone because they were always away
at meetings or away there and here, in the end it just – the border of the English
Heritage site didn’t cover the gravel pit, sand pit, so I was all right. Mr Monson very
generously said, well, what would you like, would you like –? I said, well, I would
like permission to make an excavation. He said, ‘Would you like the use of a JCB?’
So I said, thank you very much and he very generously gave me the use of an
excavator and I was able to clean the section absolutely completely and look at all
these annual layers and so on, it was a beautiful section. Of course it should be an
SSSI although I’m keeping quiet about it at the moment because what I’m afraid of is
a lot of people will go there and Mr Monson won’t be very happy with that, so I’m in
rather a predicament about this place [laughs]. And anyway, it’s – it means you can
date the actual age of the dry valleys in the chalk formation, you can date the lake and
its time, you can say what sand was coming down in unit time, as you might say, and
so on. And this was just by walking up this – by this byroad and finding this place
and then subsequently I found another place by walking around in the Gadder Valley,
where a farmer, Mr Knights, who is a great dealer in carrots, in fact I think he was Mr
Carrot of East Anglia, had dug some pits for washing the carrots and it was an
overflow. And this pit is on the edge of this lake, it turns out, and you can see how
stuff has slumped into the lake in the section beautifully, it’s an amazing experience.
It was pure luck really. And, er, so I’m able to construct a really good story about the
origins of the Breckland sands, the origin of these dry valleys and the whole landscape
history, the formation of this lake, and all the periglacial features because the whole
place is covered by ground ice depressions, or the relics of ground ice depressions, up
to a fair height in the landscape and so there’s a – and stripes as well, it’s infested with
stripes. We’ve talked about stripes before haven’t we? And I discovered that the
stripes go down the slopes before the lake was formed which means the stripes are not
just the last glaciation, they belong to the one before which is – puts them back
several hundred thousand years. And so it’s all – it all just started from wondering
why this block of gravel was in this place at Beachamwell which is an interesting
village, it has three medieval churches, two of them ruined, no three ruined, so no, it
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has four medieval churches, three of them are ruined. It has the best deserted
medieval village in East Anglia until it was – it wasn’t listed or anything, it was
ploughed over by Mr Monson [laughs] and English Heritage were too late but they’ve
seen the air photographs, so. And the great thing about this place is you’ve got –
you’ve got the landscape, you’ve got the erosion of the landscape, you’ve got the
sediments in the lake, you’ve got the kind of – the kind of social history of the village
through having three medieval churches, if you can put it that way, you’ve got all the
people there who are, you know, willing to help. There’s a lady there who’s helped
me a very great deal, Sue Pennell, retired, lives in Beachamwell, who I turn up for tea
from time to time when needed, she’s very helpful. And the whole kind of picture is
so satisfying really, it’s really good, yeah, hmm.

[1:09:47]

How did you know in the first place about the existence of the block of gravel there?

It’s been on the geological map since 1880 as this little wisp of gravel. It’s labelled
on the map ‘river gravels’, well, it can’t be a river and it’s always intrigued me and I
wondered how it got there. And so that’s why I started there, I went up there with one
of my colleagues and we poked around a bit, and so it has enlarged – it’s the results of
interests from the landscape history point of view with the dry valleys, the lake and
the periglacial – periglacial patterns, the soil patterns, which are superb in that area,
stripes and so on. So it can – it’s got an amazing combination of – and it’s so dead
boring, that’s interesting. When you drive through it you think there’s nothing here at
all, on that road there.

And when did you first decide to go with this college to look at this reference in a –?

When I finished the book on Little Ouse and the Waveney I wanted to – I was
working with him on the edge of the Fenland. For some years we’d been looking at
the deposits which contain vast quantities of hand axes which are actually outwash
from an ice front in the Fenland. The ice has scooped up land surface with which – a
lot of Palaeolithic occupation and deposited hand axes in vast numbers in these
gravels on the east side of the Fenland. It was related to that and I’d been working
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with him and I wanted to extend it into this valley where these – this block of gravels
was, hmm.

And how has the lady at Beachamwell been helpful?

She … she knows all the farmers, she is a great promoter of footpaths, so she knows
exactly where to park in these – ‘cause you may think it’s easy to park in an area like
that and walk, but it isn’t, because the roads are very narrow, there’s nowhere to stop,
the place is full of large agricultural vehicles ploughing their way down the roads and
so on, and so on. The – so she knew everybody, she was able to give me all their
phone numbers and tell me about them and she knew all the footpaths, how to get to
places, where to go to. She showed me a very steep periglacial valley, we went there
– she took me there and showed me that, which is a remarkable place. Hmmm … she
warned me about farmers who might not be too helpful, and so on.

And how did you meet her?

I – it worked out that – I like this. I wrote to Chris Barringer, I don’t know whether
you’ve heard of him, he is – he’s been involved in Norfolk archaeology and landscape
history for very many years and he’s kind of president of the Norfolk archaeological
this, that and the other and I met – he’d done landscape studies in Norfolk and I wrote
to him and said I would like – I was thinking about starting a project at Beachamwell,
did he know anybody who had a local interest. And he wrote back very helpfully,
he’s retired now, he’s getting on, and he sent me Xeroxes of papers on the medieval
churches, which is what he’s a specialist in, and so on, and gave me the name of
somebody who lived at Castle Acre in Norfolk who was interested in landscape
history. And she said, well, I know somebody at Beachamwell and or – and
elsewhere, can I show you –? I was interested in this place, Wellmere, which is in the
centre of this gravel patch. It’s called Wellmere, it’s a filled in collapse solution
hollow in the chalk which has now been – disappeared. I said, I want to go, what do
you know about Wellmere? So Chris Barringer gave me the name of this lady in
Castle Acre who then got together two ladies from Beachamwell and we had an
expedition to Wellmere and they showed me Wellmere and we talked about it and so
on. And Sue Pennell was one of these ladies who lived in Beachamwell and was very
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helpful in … yes, well, she was just really helpful. I mean I’d been on a really long
walk on a hot day in May, last year I think, no May ‘09 probably, yes, May ‘09, and I
tend to do too much and I practically fainted when I got to the end of my trip, which
was near Sue Pennell’s house. And somebody came out of one of the neighbouring
houses there, and it’s a new development of rather smart detached houses, and this
man insisted on talking at me when I was finding it hard to stand up. And I said to
him, ‘You all have beautiful gardens here.’ He said, ‘Yes, there’s nothing else to do.’
And so I rested on him for a minute and then went to Sue’s house and she revived me
with a cup of tea and so on and she always says, you know, do come in at any time,
give me a ring, and it’s really nice to have somebody there who can – who can
understand what you’re doing ‘cause a lot – most people, when you’re doing this sort
of thing, most people think you’re mad if you go and say I’m just looking round, what
sort of soil is it, and what’s going on, so … they wonder, they do wonder, you know,
if you’re … about you. But I got to know them actually and now – I stopped a man
by a pig farm [laughs] the other day or a month ago and he said, ‘I know you, I’ve
seen you around, what are you doing?’ Doing this, that and the other. And you do get
a lot of information from them which you wouldn’t know otherwise about the history
of these things. I mean these people tell you about where you might find a pit or, you
know, what their experience – when they were boys they used to play in sand there
and so on. And I’ve got a lot of records of Mr Bowen, the glider pilot, who’s – I’m
trying to get him to write a book on his boyhood in Beachamwell but I don’t think he
will somehow. But he was telling me all their activities and so on, and how they
played in sandpits there, how the local farmer got rubble from there, how evil the
water company was to extract water from one of their streams which comes off the
chalk in the water, kind of winter borne, and so on and so on. So you do – you do
learn a lot about it from these people and this is – I enjoy that, yeah.

And when –?

[1:17:55]

So that roughly tells you how this project started but blew out – which blew into
something which is really – the great problem is going to be getting it published
because no journal excepts a long journal, a long paper, nowadays and it’s – I got the
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Little Ouse, Waveney published by virtue of the Suffolk Naturalists’ Society and
Martin Sanford there who’s – wrote the recent Suffolk flora, a big flora, he was very
helpful, but I don’t know who’s going to publish this work because I’m not strictly
speaking making it a scientific paper because I’m more interested in trying to get
people to read it who might have an interest in the landscape but have no geological
background. For example, the preface is about, you know, the interest of the area,
how it looks boring, it’s got medieval churches, it’s nearly flat and so on and so on, a
lot of sand about as it’s the northern part of Breckland, and so on. And no journal will
accept that sort of stuff, so it remains to be seen how I can get it published. But I’m
not bothered about that, I just want to write it and hope for the best really, but I’m
getting on with the writing now. I usually write – I keep up with the writing as far as I
can but now I need a period of time to kind of get it together. I’ve nearly finished it,
I’ve got a bit more fieldwork to do which I shall just manage to do, I hope. I have a
chap who comes in once a fortnight to help me with the garden and he will come and
help me dig a hole if I want a hole dug and so on, and so – I don’t want to get
involved in any official university business because I prefer to be independent and get
on with what I want to do. So that – that really sums up – but this, the west Norfolk
stuff, is really exciting. I mean, I think it’s the best thing I’ve ever done actually, yes,
from the interest point of view and significance.

[1:20:05]

There is a big contrast nowadays, if you look at a Quaternary journal you’ll find it’s
all to do with correlation with marine isotope stages, it’s all about correlation, but
they’re not looking at the landscape really. I think – I think this is having a bad effect
really on people trying to understand the Quaternary. I’ve been meaning to write
about this for years but I haven’t got round to it yet, yeah.

Why is it having this –?

People – people think it’s an easy way, you correlate something with a curve which is
in the ocean curves and to think that you can explain all terrestrial sequences by
reference to a marine curve seems rather non–counterintuitive as they say nowadays.
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But you look in any paper, I mean I’ve seen papers where they describe a gravel pit
related to a blip in the marine isotope curve. I mean it’s quite out of court really.

[End of Track 13]
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Track 14

Now, on an earlier track we talked briefly about the beginning of the relationship that
led to your second marriage and we were getting towards the end of that day’s
recording. And I wondered whether you’d like to say more about how you met your
second wife, Hazel.

Yes. Well, we had common interests and we met at a meeting in London and things
developed from there and it was very satisfactory, because I was looking after
Stephen by myself at the time and Hazel had two children as well, her husband had
died. So it was quite a good combination and it was very successful, yeah, hmm.

[00:49]

And you mentioned that Hazel started writing when she moved here –

Yes.

With you. I wondered about the timing of the writing of the Untrodden Ways, whether
she’d already started that by the time you met or how that –

She had in her mind the ambition to do it but when she came here she found she had
the time to write it and so she got down to it and she wrote it really in the first year
she was here ‘cause I think it was the first period when she’d had time and energy to
do it ‘cause the children were at school in term time and out of the way as you might
say and she was able to get down to writing it. So that actually – she got on with that
and then – she had a facility for writing and she wrote best when she was writing from
personal knowledge of what was going on or what had happened and so on. And she
got the book published by Victor Gollancz and she was – then went on to write some
journalistic things which were published in The Times on Pip’s behaviour, which were
published in The Times from time to time. She was also – she also wrote two novels
but they never found a publisher so the manuscripts are still – are still here. One was
on the second coming and that was written before the millennium, it must have been
written in the 1990s I think, but it was a fearful series of people writing back and, no
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not acceptable, or not suitable for our list I think was the right term, and this was
disappointing but it’s interesting that her facility for writing was transmitted to Sarah,
and Sarah has been very successful really in her historical writing, so that’s all very
satisfactory.

[03:21]

And to what extent were you involved in the writing of The Untrodden Ways?

I used to read it but I didn’t – I made a few comments but I didn’t – they were mainly
of a kind of editorial type because what somebody writes is their own property and
you can’t really change it and not – I didn’t really want to change it ‘cause I knew that
it was a really good account of what actually happened.

[03:50]

And I know that the things that you said about Pip in the recording are quite close to
the arguments and the story in the book but I wondered how – to what extent you
instantly sort of shared the views of –

No, I didn’t instantly share the view at all. In fact I was a bit worried about it and we
discussed it an awful lot and I could see Hazel’s point of view with her experience, a
quite natural thing to think, and of course many of the people who talk about how you
should treat ment – disabled children, mentally disabled children, have no personal
experience of what happens in a family’s life if this happens and an awful lot of
pontification goes on. And I remember Hazel getting letters, long letters, from people
saying that her views were not really satisfactory and there should be alternatives but
most of these people had no personal experience. Some of them were religious people
and there were others as well. That only fired Hazel’s thoughts and she wasn’t really
– didn’t affect her judgement. I think she remained in her judgements and perhaps
she retracted slightly when she saw how – when we obtained a good place for Pippa at
a home where she was well looked after and appreciated and was obviously happy, so
that – but it was a very difficult period actually finding somewhere for Pip. A
mentally disabled child by itself is an isolated item but if they’re with their peers then
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they have common activities and they don’t appear – they’re not so isolated, they’re
part of the system, and that I think may have changed the views a bit, I don’t know,
but, you know, that’s how it worked. And so Pippa’s been at the home for twenty –
twenty or more years, probably twenty-five, I can’t remember now but she’s nearly
fifty now and I remember we – she was at a succession of places in Kent to begin with
and she moved around a bit. We wanted to find a place near here and the one in
Manningtree in Essex, Acorn Village, which is a wonderful place, eventually accepted
her. And I remember going there and being interviewed by the people who founded
this, and it’s rather like being interviewed for sending your child to a school and so
on. They accepted her and she’s been very happy there ever since, yeah, that’s how –
I’m sure there are a lot of families who wish they could find the same solution, it’s a
real problem with families.

At the end of the book I think Hannah was reasonably pleased with the place that
they’d managed to find –

Yes.

Would Mistley have been the next place after that?

I think so, yes. Yes, that’s right, she was at a hospital in – near Rye when I first met
Hazel and we used to go down there and she lived in a dormitory with children and so
on, in this hospital at Rye. Now she has her own room, ensuite, and she keeps it tidy
and they allow her to pick her colours for decorating the room, or encourage her, and
she always chooses pink for everything so when you go in this room it’s totally pink,
yes [laughs].

[08:08]

What was your –? You can speak about this as far as you want to, what was your
son’s reaction to the sort of – the new bit of family sort of being added on?

That produced quite a few difficulties. I think stepchildren can be – it can be a
problem of integration but in the end it worked out – it worked out fine and when
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Hazel was unwell Stephen looked – he looked after things and he, I think – no, it was
– there were problems in integration obviously from both sides, so there were quite a
lot of problems to get over but eventually all is well [laughs], so – so that was good
really.

[08:59]

Did this change, fairly significant change in your home life, have any effect on your
work? I’m not – in terms of the chronology I’m not precisely sure what you would
have been working on at this sort of transitional time at home.

Not really, I mean I was teaching and doing research at the time and I had quite a lot
of lecturing to do. Usually I was put on at nine o’clock in the morning, so I had to get
into Cambridge by nine which was a bit of a nuisance but – with the traffic and so on
but it was – in the end it turned out, it didn’t – in fact Hazel used to come and help me
in fieldwork and so on, and I used to – I used to help a lot with the typing and
duplication and when – and when word processors first started we got on together
with that sort of thing, so there was a lot of interactive activity going on, yeah, hmm.
Well, she was very – appreciated what I did and vice versa as well, so that’s why you
really want isn’t it, yea, hmmh.

[10:27]

Would you be able to say something about the interest of your son Stephen and your
stepdaughter Sarah’s interest in your work as they’ve grown up and developed as
adults?

Yes.

You mentioned something about Stephen’s interest in your work last time off the
recording but I wonder if we could cover this for both of them. I partly ask it in
Sarah’s case because it’s clear from The Untrodden Ways that she was a very
intelligent child –
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Yes, yes.

And of course I’m interested in how that played out as she got older. I think we leave
her in the book when she’s, I don’t know, not – probably a similar age to Stephen
when –

Well, she – Sarah went to St Anne’s College in Oxford and took a degree in English.
And then, er … my brother Anthony, my youngest brother, he was working in the
film side of advertising and he went to the film school in Rome, is it Cine City or
something like that. And he helped Sarah, encouraged Sarah, to do – get interested in
this area of films and eventually Sarah married the film critic of The Guardian, Derek
Malcolm who became my son-in-law, which is an extremely interesting development
from my point of view because I entered a world which I’d never heard of before
[laughs], and she – she took to interviewing people in the film industry and had
interviews published in papers and so on. And then she started into history and she
wrote books on women in history, one was Mary Robinson who was one of the early
– late – no, I’d better not give you the dates ‘cause I’ll get them wrong, of feminism,
and she also wrote a book on Arabella who might have replaced Queen Elizabeth I
who was mixed up with Hardwick House and so on, on Arabella. I know she’s
written a book on Elizabeth and Leicester which went into paperback and recently
she’s written, which is slightly fictionalised, Elizabeth and Leicester I think. I’m not
quite sure but that’s due out in June but she also maintains an interest in what’s going
on now and she’s combined with several other women writers of history to write a
book on – a book on royal weddings which starts in the 14th century, one of them is
written on the Tudors and one is written on royal weddings in Georgian times, and she
is doing the one I think on early 20th century, which they hope will be out before the
royal wedding [laughs].

That would be good timing, yeah.

So she’s not missing a trick really.

No.
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Yes. But she – she does take an interest in what I do, I like to think, but she’s also
very keen on – on the country scene, and so she’s very fond of going to look at
bluebell woods in the spring and she knows quite a lot about plants. And so there is a
certain common interest in gardening and plants with her as well.

And did she at any point in her life read The Untrodden Ways? It would perhaps be
unusual if she had.

I think she must have done but I’ve never actually asked that question, I don’t know.

You don’t know how she feels about –

I think she probably has but I don’t know, no, no. And so it’s an interesting point,
yeah.

[15:22]

And the interest – we leave you and Stephen really in the recording. The last time we
spoke about you together was the two years that you were looking after him on your
own –

Yes.

And you said a little bit about the combination of work and being a single father. I
wonder whether you could give – because it’s quite an unusual situation, possibly, to
have a Cambridge academic being, and a single father, if you could say any more
details about how that worked.

Well, I had help in the house at the time and I used to take him on fieldwork in what
they Americans called a Hiker Poose which is a thing you put on the back. And I
remember I used to go to Cromer and walk along the beach and do the geology with
him strapped to my back and we used – it used to be quite fun. So he did get a dose of
that sort of thing and – but once he went to school – we’re talking you see when he’s
– when he’s nine or ten, so he’s going to school. So I used to take him to school in
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the morning and collect him in the evening, or somebody would help me do that. And
I used to take him out on fieldwork and I used to do that sort of thing. But when I
look back it must have been quite a difficult operation I think [laughs], yes, but I had a
lot of help from people who were around and – in that two years, yeah.

What did you do if it was necessary to go to conferences and fieldwork and to be
away from him?

… I can’t really remember actually. Well, he used to stay with his mother regularly,
so we had a kind of arrangement for access and so on and that sort of thing. Hmmm
… but I can’t remember what happened when I was away for periods, he may have
gone to stay with my mother, I can’t remember actually [laughs].

[17:55]

And could you say something about his interest and engagement in your work from
then right to the present, because I know there’s something –?

Well, yes, he – he always asked me when I’m going, when I am next going to a gravel
pit and that sort of thing and he used to come out and help me level and so on, and do
the fieldwork quite a lot. And the only kind of connection now in a sense is he uses a
lot of my diagrams in his – he always asks for my old diagrams to use in his artwork
and some of them have little bits and snippets ‘cause he’s – he puts a lot of things
together into one of his paintings. His paintings are all on a website somewhere I
think – I think they still exist and – but he’s now – he’s now into screen printing and,
and I haven’t seen any of his recent productions actually, yeah. He’s got a small
studio at home where he does his work.

Why did he say can you tell me when you’re next going in a gravel pit?

Well, he’s always – you know, he’s always teasing me a bit about gravel pits, that’s
the answer to that [laughs].

And did you say that he’d switched from another career into –?
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Well, he was a – he took a degree in zoology in Durham and then he went round the
world and then he went – he went into IT really and he was involved in hospital
software programmes and that sort of thing, and I think this really frustrated him and
he wasn’t that sort of person really and that he gave it up and took a course in art. He
had always been a good painter and drawer and so on, as his mother is, and so he’s
really found much more satisfaction in doing what he’s doing now, I mean than the IT
side of life.

Do you still have contact with his mother?

Yes, I see her from time to time, yeah, yeah.

And is there anything zoological about his art, if you like? Is there any evidence of a
scientific background in what he paints?

I think not, I think not, no, I don’t think so, no. Well, he teases me about gravel pits
and I tease him about zoology, that’s what it comes to [laughs].

[21:01]

I was wanting now to ask you a few additional things about the long account you gave
in the last recording of your most recent work in west Norfolk.

Yes.

And you said at one point that occasionally when you’re walking about in the place
you’ll be stopped by someone who’s perhaps seen you before –

Yeah.

And asks you what you’re doing. Now I wondered – I was wondering precisely what
you said to someone just in the field who asks that, how you almost – how you put it,
how you explain what you are doing.
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Well, I usually say I’m looking at the history of the landscape and how it came to look
as it looks today. And then if the questioning goes any further I talk about how you
can do this looking at the patterns on aerial photographs and that sort of thing, and
develop it according to how much interest they show. Usually they’re too busy to go
into any detail but I always found that it’s – when you talk to people who are actually
working in the agricultural sphere or in mineral extraction, gravel and so on, that you
can try and explain the work fairly simply. It’s not – it’s not got its own vocabulary
of work, you know, the words you use are words in everyday life. In many branches
of science it’d be very difficult to tell somebody what you’re actually doing and
getting it over easily but in this form of geology I think you can explain what you’re
doing and people will be interested. And I think not enough is done to try and
promote people’s interests in landscape and learn its origin. I remember trying to get
notices put up at West Runton, at Cromer forest bed, and nobody would pay the
money to do it until after about twenty years when – when they found the elephant at
West Runton then they – that was grounds for putting up a notice [laughs]. When you
go to national parks in the States you have very beautiful labelling and demonstration
things of what’s going on around you, and you don’t seem to find that here so much if
you use national parks. I suppose you may find it in a visitor centre but not out in the
– on the walks or anything, and I think that’s largely due to the fact that Britain is a
very small place and things are not necessarily looked after when they’re away from –
or vandalised or something like that, and this does happen of course. And I think
much more could have been done to – it’s getting better, for example, there’s a very
good group in Suffolk called GeoSuffolk who put up a beautiful set of notices about
Pliocene deposits at – near Sutton Hoo down there, Sutton, and an artist – actually an
A level art student who produced a beautiful painting of life in the Pliocene or upper –
early Quaternary and coralline crag times at – east of the Deben, on that side, through
south of Sutton Hoo, a farmer there has been very cooperative and so on and they’ve –
they’ve planted all the trees, the pollen of which was found in the coralline crag, for
example, and so we’ve got a lot of trees which used to be in Britain during the
tertiary. And as an educational thing it’s really interesting, yeah, but not much of that
goes on really, yes.
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Do you remember what you wanted to put on the boards you had in mind for the
Cromer forest bed?

I think one could have put up reconstructions of the fauna and the flora. And at the
site of the West Runton forest bed and its stream and the water going through the
surrounding forest and so on, you could have done a reconstruction and a note about
its age and so on. And of course it does tell people about climatic change. Of course
the cliffs at West Runton are totally a result from glaciation and the forest bed is
underneath it, so you’ve got a really good view of change of climate just in front of
you and that’s a valuable thing to show people and help people understand that
climate does change and that we live in an exceptional time really. And that’s a very
important point because not – people don’t really realise this, and if it was out on a
board in front of you when you went down to have a swim or a sunbathe at West
Runton beach it might make people think or talk about it, so, yeah.

You said that that wasn’t possible until they found the mammoth but when that did
happen were you involved in instructing people on what ought to be on the site?

No, no, it was really found by a local person and then it was developed by the Castle
Museum and other zoologists. That chap I mentioned, Adrian Lister and others like
that, so – and then a whole lot of people piled in and they’ve written a huge
monograph on Cromer forest bed. My work was done all before that but they really
went into it in detail. A lot of people went, ten or twenty people were involved in
looking at it and then there came the problem of reconstructing the elephant and I
think it’s a – it’s a huge thing and they’ve got most of the bones, and I always thought
it’d be really good if it was in the – in a hall in the Castle Museum and you saw it
when you went into it. But that idea wasn’t favoured and I think it’s still in pieces in
the Gressenhall – in the Gressenhall where they keep a lot of stuff, bones and so on, in
the old – it’s a part of the old workhouse at Gressenhall where Norfolk archaeology is
based really, near East Dereham, yeah.

[28:18]
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Have you at any point been in a position of sort of instructing an artist on producing
a landscape, of historical landscape, based on your reconstruction or knowledge of–?

I have, yes I have actually, come to think of it and I was involved with an artist who
was employed by the Natural History Museum to make models of the Thames Valley
in London, landscape models, and he also did them of East Anglia. I’m trying to
recall his name but he was – he lived at Westerham and had a studio there and I
visited him there with Stephen and – well Stephen was interested in what this chap
was doing and so on. And we produced a huge model of the Thames in London with
the geology on and an explanation in kind of terms of what was terraces in London.
And he also produced several models of East Anglia and I’ve got one – he gave me
three which were kind of prototypes but I gave two to the Castle Museum, I don’t
know whether they’re still there, but I’ve still got a plaster model of East Anglia in my
study which is about that big [demonstrates], which is – which is very interesting to
look at. But after it had lain in the Natural History Museum galleries for a few years
it was got rid of because it was considered, I was told, too detailed for the public, so it
didn’t survive and I don’t think – it’s not there now but it was a fantastic production.
He was a – this chap was responsible for making these models and he did various
things associated. For example, he was often consulted on restoring the figureheads
of ships and he had one or two in his studio where he was reconstructing and painting
and so on, and I’m just trying to recall his name, I can remember him. I kept in
correspondence with him for quite a time but all I have now is I think a bottle of his
varnish he gave me which he used to cover his model and the model of East Anglia,
which is worked in height. I don’t – I suppose you’d call him an architectural model
maker or something, I don’t know what his official – but he had a beautiful studio full
of interesting things in a rather old house in Westerham, near Westerham, in Kent.

Do you remember what you advised in terms of the Thames model to start with?

Er … yes, I think he based his work largely on contours from Ordnance Survey Maps
and we used to consult about it. He used to ask me about it and I went down to where
he was making it and so on. I think I probably – we probably discussed the amount of
detail required and what you should show really, whether you think – leave out all the
buildings and just have pure landscape and things like that. I suppose he was
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commissioned by the Natural History Museum to do this, I don’t think – I mean – I
think on my part it was purely friendly advice and I found it interesting to do, to do
this sort of thing, and I got out of it this model [laughs]. But he had one of the North
Sea before the North Sea was flooded at 8,000. I think I gave that one to the Castle
Museum but it’s unsafe, things are unsafe. It’s very difficult to know where to put
things because people get rid of things. You get a new head coming in with a clean
brush and they will throw out stuff, so it’s a bit difficult to know where to put stuff
really but I gave two of these models I think to Tony Stewart who was at the Castle
Museum at the time. He persuaded me that they’d be better off in the Castle Museum
but …

And how – was it possible to show stratigraphy in any way or was this just surface?

It was because they were cut in half and you could see the stratigraphy of the chalk
and Pleistocene on top and so on, but the one I’ve got is just a surface one.

The surface one of East Anglia?

The surface one is just surface, that’s in my study at the moment, it’s about that big.

Was there an East Anglian one that did have a sort of cut-away?

Yes, yes, there was, yes. It went right through the middle and it showed you the chalk
and the succession of deposits and so on.

And the advice that you gave on that, how closely connected to your – to the work that
you were doing –?

It wasn’t, it was really based on geology as it was known then, not based at all on my
own work really ‘cause my work was too detailed to go onto a 3D model of that size –
scale, yeah.

You’re showing about sort of – just less than a metre by a metre.
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Well, the one is East Anglia is that big [demonstrates], it’s in the study of course.
You must see it, yeah, yeah.

[34:21]

Yes, I will look later, yes please. Thank you. Now another thing you said last time
about your most recent work in west Norfolk is that when you’re going about looking
at places that you said that people do wonder about you and, you know, and think
you’re mad. Now I wondered whether there are – I wondered how you got that
impression. In other words, what kind of behaviour do you see in other people
towards you that confirms that thought that –?

Well, I think – I think – I’m only exaggerating that they think I’m mad. I think the
point is that they see somebody wandering around like this on a nice day and there
they are sweating away in a field and they think, you’re a lucky person having a job
like that, [laughs] you know, that – and I can under – well, that’s a very rational
feeling and – but when you explain to them what you’re doing and the interest then
that’s – that satisfies their interest really. But I still think that if you’re … if they see
you wandering around looking at you, you wonder ‘cause they don’t see people when
you’re – it’s a very lonely job driving a tractor, and boring as well. And so quite often
they’re quite pleased to talk to people and explain what you’re doing and I often say
when I’m talking – when I’m talking in the field that I really don’t like being inside
and I prefer to be outside, and they all appreciate that point ‘cause they’re doing the
same and they can be – they – I mean a particular one that helped me a lot in
Beachamwell is a chap called Robert Bowen who works for a farmer there and he’s a
very observant person and he’s lived in the village all his life. And he noticed things,
he knew I was interested in stripes and there was a wheat field coming up that was – I
should say it was within a few weeks of ripening and he said there were stripes there
in that green field, and I hadn’t seen that at all, and when I looked closely he was
right, there were stripes there which were shown up by the growth of the weed. And
he knew the distribution of the gravel, for example, and the size of the flints which
occurred. He’s a very observant person and he’s – I’ve sent him stuff on the geology
of his area ‘cause he mentioned a local rumour that the water that came out of the
chalk in the Beachamwell area came from Yorkshire or Lancashire – or Lincolnshire.
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I don’t understand how this arrived and he said this is, you know, what’s – this is true.
So I sent him details of the hydrology of the area showing how water was in the chalk
and so on and that sort of thing. I find that sort of interchange quite interesting really.
I’ve got – I’m going to publish, I hope, some of his aerial photographs with due
acknowledgement to him when I come to do it ‘cause they are very, very useful, and
he was photographing patterns and he may still be doing it ‘cause he knows I’m
interested, but he was very generous in getting me – sending me the – all the digital
files of his digital photos taken from his glider. They really are, they’re extremely
interesting if you know what you’re looking for. And then he gave me a map of the
area with the names of all the fields on the farm so that I could refer to them and the
area where – which were flooded in spring, which was useful for me because the
hydrology of the chalk is very important in determining these periglacial matters.
And his memory goes back, I suppose he must be middle aged, it goes back to a time
before some of the area was not cultivated ‘cause it’s all on an area which used to be
called Beachamwell Warren. The warrener’s house is still there in lines. It’s on –
must have had a beautiful view before the Forestry Commission surrounded it with
plantations on two sides [laughs], so, yes. Yes, on the whole you do glean an awful
lot of information by talking to people. My motto, which I used to – I used to have
two mottoes to instil into research students, one of them, I think it must have come
from Harry Godwin, one of them was treasure your exceptions and the other is, the
dog that trots about finds a bone [laughs]. And that’s what’s happened at
Beachamwell basically by walking around, just finding stuff, yeah. But on the whole
people are very ready to talk to you and just – I always ask them how they’re doing as
well and I’ve learnt quite a lot about the pig industry which I didn’t know before
[laughs] and why the price of pork had gone up [bell chiming in background], it’s
gone down again now. And the method of farming, I didn’t realise that farmers
contracted areas out for pig farming and there are kind of national pig farming firms
which hire – which take over the land as well, they’re under contract to grow pigs and
it’s not the [inaud] of a farmers when you talk to somebody there but the difficulty is
finding out who owns the land now because a lot of the farmhouses now are desirable
executive residences and you don’t know who owns the land, whereas before you
used to go to the farmhouse and they’d be there straight away.
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And what had –? You mentioned the aerial photographs, what was he photographing
the landscape for before he met you? You said that in fact through having met you he
may now be photographing almost, you know, on demand, you know.

A lot of the most valuable photographs were taken before he met me.

What was he then interested in?

They were photographs of the area he was farming really, he was driving his tractor
over. And I think he just took them out of interest with his digital camera, not with –
you know, just to show people, this is what I can see from my glider, and so on. But
when you look at them and they are fantastically interesting, he took them at exactly
the right time of year when all the patterns on the field show up when they’ve just
been ploughed or cultivated or whatever.

[42:16]

So it was a really – an amazing coincidence that I should meet this farmer ‘cause I – I
saw him at – there were a group of them talking in one of the fields and I went up to
them and said how much sand – you know, where – I was interested in the distribution
of sand because I’m talking about sand and they all gave a great laugh, you know, and
said it’s everywhere [laughs]. And then I told this chap what I was doing and then I
was parked in the car nearby and up came this chap in a huge great tractor and said,
by the way, I’ve taken some aerial photographs from my glider, and he went – he said,
I’ll go back home and bring them back here. So he nipped off in his tractor and
appeared back later with a sheaf of photographs which I could see were very valuable
and – and so he – I said, well, I’d be very interesting to have copies of these or – and
about two months later a disk arrived with all the photos on them, and I had them
printed and enlarged and so on, had them printed at Boot’s on one of their machines
and they’re key photos really, yeah. And I told him – I thanked him of course. He’d
been very helpful but that was an amazing coincidence really, I mean you couldn’t
plan that really but it is a result of just walking around and meeting people.

[44:01]
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Has the opportunity to do just that, to walk around, been increased since retirement?

Oh, absolutely, because you’d never have time to do that if you were in employment
in a university now. You’d have – you’d be spending all your time teaching or filling
in forms for grants and so on, and you would never have time to do that sort of thing
now. I used to visit – I mean I used to go up to Cromer quite a lot while I was in post
but I never had time to walk around it sensibly and I think all this walking’s happened
after I retired. I don’t think people have the time for that now, they’re too busy,
everybody’s busy, everybody’s so busy now that – so it’s really been fortunate that
I’ve retained the energy to walk after I retired. There’s still a bit more to do, I may
just make it, so –

And what has been the effect of not having access to, I don’t know, university
equipment or –?

It’s made no difference at all to me. I can do all this at very low cost, I don’t need a
grant, I can do it all at home, I call it kitchen science. Of course when it’s published I
may be subject to ribald humour, I don’t know. I’ve got to see a proper
sedimentologist just to make quite sure I’m not dropping huge bricks on
sedimentology. I don’t think I am, er, because I shall end up by trying to – I can work
– I think I can work out how much sand was deposited on the Breckland during one
year with all these lake sediments but I’ve got to check up with a real sedimentologist
so I’m not dropping a huge brick really, but I don’t think I am. No, I think normally if
you’re in post you’re – so much of your university time is taken up with committee
work, going to meetings, teaching, trying to get money for research, but I can do all
the things I need to do with the aid of a low power microscope and these measuring
cylinders and sorting out sediment, but I don’t find the literature any – that anybody’s
ever used this method before with a cylinder, I don’t know. I did hope – I did find a
paper by an American on assessing sediments in a simple way, or looking at the
precise distribution in a simple way and that was very – it was very complicated. You
had to have rubber tubes and glassware and goodness knows, but the way I do it was
just with a cylinder and I shake the stuff up in a cylinder and it settles out. But
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somebody must have done it before, I mean – ‘cause I’ve never seen a reference to it
in the literature.

Oh, good. You haven’t mentioned this, could you describe this method and why
you’re doing it?

Well, you take a 10cc measuring cylinder – there are two approaches I use, one is
with simple 10cc measuring cylinders, you know, things that high that measure 10ml.
I take – I fill it up with – up to about 4ml high with sediment, then I fill it with water
up to 10ml, and then I give it a thorough shake and leave it to make quite sure it’s
totally dispersed and then leave it to settle. And then what I find is a sharp dividing
line between the very fine sediments and courser ones which means that there are
really two sources of sediment coming into this – coming into this situation. And so I
can measure the depth of each block of sediment type in the tube and I can work out
their relationships in a crude way. People usually exper – I mean when you start
using sediments – sedimentological machines which you put in and you – which
measure the distribution of size particles automatically, you put the stuff in one end
and – which are very expensive machines. You don’t – you’re not looking at the
sediments, the sand grains themselves, you’re just looking at the distribution of the
thing, of the sand size, and drawing conclusions from changes in size whereas with
this method you can see how that sediment is composed very easily just by shaking it.
And then I – the other method I use is just drying the sediment, looking at it, and
measuring its grade under a microscope to see what the distribution of the sizes are
and what they look like, and I find that all the largest sand grains are rounded and
wind – and all the very small ones are angular, sharp and clear, and come – there are
two sources of sediment in that stuff, one is coming down the streams, the really fine
stuff, and the windblown stuff is coming into the lake as well, so you can sort it out.
That’s my theory, I may be totally wrong but it fits – it fits together beautifully, which
is very satisfying, it’s very exciting, yeah.

When did you first use this method, was this –?

About a year ago or two years ago, yeah.
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You spoke about having –

I tried to borrow – I tried to borrow glassware and I gave it up and ordered some from
a glass firm and that’s the most expensive part of the operation, I mean just buying the
glassware.

And you said that you used sort of ice cream container type things instead of the metal
squares for monoliths, I wondered other – could you talk about other sort of
homemade equipment that you’ve used since retirement, in other words, ways in
which you’ve replaced stuff you might have got from a university cupboard or
something by – in this kitchen science?

Yeah. I get little monoliths from old tobacco tins [laughs] and it’s quite – they are
quite good actually, some of the best ones I’ve had are from old, you know, Gold
Block and all that sort of thing. You know, tobacco, you used to buy tobacco tins.

Are they your old tobacco tins or –?

No, I accumulated a lot of them, I can’t remember how, I never used to smoke, I may
have smoked for a year or something like that. You just press them into the thing and
then lever it out and my last – this attempt to count and to take a monolith, I’ve had
the containers made by a steel – a local – a local blacksmith and, I’ve got to push
these in. I’ve got one monolith to take, I know exactly where to go, I’ve just got to
wake up enough energy to go to this place and get it done, it’s – these are lake
sediments from this lake, near the edge of the lake, and I’ve got to get a look at them
in my room, yeah. I try not to get involved with university departments at all, it’s
much – actually it’s quite satisfying to do it on your own. I’ve had offers from people
to analyse the sediments for me but I – their results will not tell me anything I don’t
know already, so I can stick, yes, and it’s so easy to do as well.

Are there other reasons for not wanting to be in –?

Well, I prefer to be independent really, I don’t want to be caught up with having to
write reports for anybody or anything like that, hmm.
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And how have you –? To what extent do you still do sort of coring and boring?

I use a soil auger when needed but – I’ve got one about that long, it’s –

A metre.

An ordinary soil auger which takes about that much, you turn it round and it’s – I use
that from time to time but I – it’s hard work now and so I haven’t – I’ve finished with
it really. Hmmm … I’ve used it at Beachamwell quite a lot, it goes down about 1.2
metres, from about that diameter, and you – it has – it’s hollowed out so when you
turn it, it scrapes up the stuff, you take it out and you see what it is. But most of my
recent stuff in this pit at Beachamwell is – I’ve had to dig clear the section with a
spade and it’s quite hard work and I’ve got to go back one – there’s one more place
I’ve go to go to. I feel like this novel, you know, to the lighthouse, I’ve got to get this
done [laughs]. And I’ve got this tin all ready to go and I’ve made holes in the top and
I’ve put in a – I want a monolith that depth and bring it back home. It’s rather like
going fishing really isn’t it, and I catch a big fish [both laugh].

[54:28]

I suppose this raises the question of to what extent your work changed as you got
older, as you got physically older. To what extent does that have an effect on what
you do and how you do it?

Well, I decided that although I’d spent a long time looking at pollen grains I wouldn’t
do that again because you’ve got to prepare the slides and that’s a very technical
business. So I’ve really designed this work, or pursued this work I should say, with
the aim of just looking and seeing how it develops really. And when I first went to
Beachamwell I had – in this case of going to Beachamwell was based on trying to find
the origin of this stretch of gravel which was really a case if you trot about you find a
bone, and it’s amazing what I found in the area just by walking around in this bit of
landscape.
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[55:29]

I think – I think it was very lucky really, it was really fortunate it turned out this way.
It must – it must be one of the most interesting areas of landscape in the country when
you come to think of it, it’s got all these periglacial things, it’s got the dry valleys and
nobody in the south of England’s been able to tell when dry valleys form in the chalk,
they’ve been discussed for years, and yet in this area you can demonstrate the dry
valleys are formed at a certain time and you can say why they’re formed. And then
there’s all the periglacial stuff, then there’s the lake sediments, so it’s a combination
of all these things … yes. So it’s really been an amazing kind of coincidence ‘cause
you certainly wouldn’t find that combination, I don’t think you’d ever find it any –
nobody’s ever found a periglacial lake of this sort with sediments in it bunged up by
ice in this part of the world. I mean you get it in the Rocky Mountains and
Scandinavia but in the flat land of East Anglia it’s not the same really. So it was
really very lucky, yeah.

You said last time that you think that you’re going to, or that you are, writing up for a
readership of people with a general interest in landscape –

Yes.

Rather than of scientists.

Yes, I –

Could you say why you decided to do that for this work?

Well, I can’t write scientific, strict scientific, work which would be suitable for a
journal, I can’t be bothered to make it – to be absolutely strict as a scientific report.
And I find when I look at papers in journals now it’s often dead boring, I mean there’s
no – so I felt – I know if I sent – if I wrote this in the way I’m writing it and sent it to
a journal they would sling it back straight away, say it’s too long and it’s too wordy
and so on. So I aim to get it published in some other way. And it’s like the stuff on
Little Ouse and Waveney Valley that was published by Ipswich, people in Ipswich,
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who are very good at that sort of thing. So that’s – that’s what I hope to do. And
there is a Breckland Society and I’m wondering whether they might be interested if I
found a source of finance for it, ‘cause nowadays publishing in colour, it’s not all that
expensive as it used to be, it’s the same expense as black and white basically now.
But I also enjoy writing, I think science has become so sterile that it’s been divorced
from, you know, everyday life really and that’s very bad for everybody. It’s like how
many members of parliament have a scientific education, it’s very few. They’re all
lawyers or newspaper men or, you know, and they – when Snow talked about the two
cultures he was probably right but I found really that more scientists are interested in
the arts than arts people are interested in science, and it’s amazing how ignorant some
people you meet in Cambridge are about natural science. I remember the dean of a
college saying – asking me is – talking about college lawns he said, is there more than
one sort of grass? [laughs] Well, what can you say?

Are you saying that this is partly – that this ignorance might be partly the fault of the
way in which science is written or presented?

Yeah, I think there are very few scientists who really give their time to writing science
which is digestible. Attenborough is one of them and there are a number of others but
I think one finds if somebody’s really interested in science they want to be at the
cutting edge and they’re not going to spend time writing popular science. I think it’s
much better than it used to be, mainly through the climatic change arguments. People
have come to realise that they’re part of the system now and that there’s a huge
ecological debt, which people don’t realise at all. Now this is better than it used to be
but I think that’s why, but it is a pity that general science is not appreciated more than
the arts side and it’d be far better if there were more MPs who had a basic knowledge
and interest in science. One can see why they do go into parliament, I mean I often
think nobody in their right mind would want to sit on one of those benches in
parliament hour after hour listening to what goes on. Somebody has to do it [laughs],
yeah, but it is a pity that there’s not more scientific input.

[1:01:42]
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And can I ask finally about your archives? I know that you’ve got an enormous
amount of material here and you mentioned at various points in the interview that you
keep all your corres – or a lot of your correspondence, on various things.

Yes.

And I wondered what your current thinking was about where you want to put material
of different kinds.

It’s very difficult to know. I mean nobody – there’s one – there is a group of people I
think in Bristol who are concerned with preservation of scientific archives and I
suppose – but they won’t accept – they’ll only accept important stuff. I just don’t
know the answer to that question. I mean basically a library of books is only of value
to the person who compiled it. Once that person is not there then all the books really
should be dispersed and probably on Ebay or something like that [laughs] and – but
I’ve got a good collection of reprints of East Anglian geology and so on which is – but
then nobody’s – you know, people now writing papers are not looking at papers
written a hundred years ago but often these papers which were written a long time ago
have substantial interest and are not available on the net or on the web or anything.
And a lot of the papers I’ve got are sent by people, you know, with little remarks in
and so on, and I suppose that collection should go somewhere, but I don’t know who
would consult it really because you’ve got to have somebody who’s interested in the
history of geology and how people behave and so on. People used to write letters,
nowadays they send emails and of course these aren’t preserved except in the archives
of some – of some servers and so on, whatever.

How much if you –?

I’ve got quite a few things in second hand books I bought. I bought a book on a
collection of reprints from a bookseller in the south of London called Henry Cork,
long extinct, and inside was a letter about the Piltdown skull from one of the people
concerned with the controversy [laughs], so you never know what you’re going to
find in these things. And often – I mean you do find things like that in these old
books, people make remarks and so on. And so I’ve really got quite a good collection
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of historical books on Quaternary stuff I think, yeah. But I think very few people
collect books now, they don’t collect reprints because they can all print them off the
web. And I received a copy of a paper written by a colleague the other day and it’s
been published on the web before it’s been published in the press and it says, ‘this is
on the web and it’s open for your discussion’, write to some email address or send an
email as soon as you like. I mean that’s really pushing it isn’t it? I mean, that’s
before it’s even been published in print but people are being asked to comment on this
web. I don’t know. They’ll all end up by going round in circles I think, rather like
Formula One racing.

And how much correspondence do you think you have in terms of, I don’t know,
boxes, cardboard boxes, how many?

Well, it’s scattered about really. I got quite a few letters in relation of when I was
writing the history of Quaternary research which has never been published, and then
odd letters I’ve had from time to time from other people. But when the QRA, the
Quaternary Research Association, started Richard Hey and I wrote with a
questionnaire to all the people interested in Quaternary in Britain that we could think
of and we got all the answers back and people had written what they thought, how
many meetings a year. I’ve got all those in there somewhere, it’s quite an archive
related to that business, but I haven’t really thought where it should go at all. I
suppose I’ll think about it some time, the problem is finding where, er, it will be safe
and documented and I’ve got – there’s a chap called Slater who made a record of the
cliffs around Cromer and drew them all. And not only did he draw them all but he put
in postcards he’d bought at the local shops of the area showing scenes on the coast in
the 1920s and so on, and a lot came to me from people who knew I was interested and
just gave me this stuff. Slater’s books, I’ve three books of Slater’s diagrams of the
coast. Now where do you put those in a safe place? And the safest place may be the
Geological Society of London ‘cause they have an archivist and a library. If you gave
it to a departmental library it will probably be thrown out. The earth sciences library
is very good in keeping things. Many departmental libraries would not retain things
‘cause of space and so on, so the university archives is a possibility. I wouldn’t trust
archives of municipal museums because they’re subject to financial constraints all the
time, so I don’t really know where it should go. I’ve got to think about it some time.
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Have you got correspondence, personal correspondences, with other scientists that
you’ve corresponded with not over a particular project but just generally throughout
your life?

Hmmm … not, not – well, I have letters from old friends on personal and scientific
things, yes, but not too many of those. One used to write more letters on what –
people don’t write letters now on the whole, do they?

No.

But I do keep up the correspondence with various people but not with any great depth,
I must say, yes [laughs].

And slides and photos, that sort of –?

Pardon?

And slides and photos that you’ve taken yourself?

Well, yes, I’ve got – that’s another matter, what happens to all these slides. And
when I’ve been on expeditions I’ve taken slides and I’ve – but more recently, I think
after about 1995, I turned to photographs rather than slides and of course digital
photography has made an amazing difference to life, it’s so much easier and I’ve got a
big rec – I’ve got eight or nine, no, ten volumes of photographs of the Beachamwell
areas, each with fifty photographs in of the landscape. So at some time in the future it
would be a record of the total landscape of Beachamwell at this particular point. All
the photographs were taken to show some scientific interest or development of a
valley or it’s a great reminder ‘cause you can come back and look at them and think
about them and so on, and I put those all on disk as well to keep as a back-up. But
I’ve also got a lot of slides from Spitsbergen expeditions and Arctic expeditions of
one sort and another, I don’t know what’ll happen to those. It’s so easy – it’s so easy
to accumulate 35mm slides when they were used but you hardly ever documented
them properly ‘cause it was difficult to write on them, but with – with your digital
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photography, you’ve got the photograph, you can write on the back exactly what it is,
the date it was taken, everything. You can’t do that with thirty-five, so I’ve got boxes
of 35mm slides which many have dates on but many don’t, I’m sorry to say. But who
would look at them you see? Unless they’re catalogued they’re useless aren’t they?
They’ve got to be catalogued and perhaps the ones, the Spitsbergen, should be in the
Scott Polar, I don’t know, hmm, we shall see. I haven’t really thought about that
because I don’t want to give up time to that – it’s more interesting to be out in the
field, which I must do [laughs] yes.

[End of Track 14]
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Track 15

I think I’ve been very lucky to have been in the university life in the time I did. Er …
there’s several changes have taken place. In the first part of my career one could
really get on with research and teaching. There was – one wasn’t looking over one’s
back to see who was assessing ones research. One wasn’t spending enormous
amounts of time filling in grant applications and there were not so many committees
organising science as there are now. Also, at the beginning there was far less
competition between people and you could talk quite openly about what you were
doing with other people and colleagues, and you would all help each other. The
situation seems to have changed and people are not so willing to share the information
or to talk in the open about what they’re doing, and I think this is a result of the
shortage of money and competition, the result of competition for doing things. And I
think it’s really very unhealthy for science to have that attitude. If you can’t talk to
people about what you’re doing then you’re really – I think that’s really bad but I
think it’s an inevitable result about the way in which science is organised now with
grant giving bodies, with so-called assessment reviews which are based on
measurement of output. Hmmm … I think – I mean this first came to my attention
when I was, I think I mentioned this before, on the Council of Scientific Policy when
ministers were asking how can you pinpoint developments and make discoveries in an
orderly way and where should you put the money, when really most discoveries of
science are used – are based on some personal achievement not related to economic
conditions or anything like that. And things have progressed in that way that now
really the direction of science is governed by grant giving bodies and anybody who
has a stray idea which they want to try out and might – it might be very interesting,
they won’t necessarily get a look-in to support. Research assessment by ticking boxes
and measuring number of papers only results in a lot of papers being published more
than once. The papers which get the most number of references are, a) papers which
don’t actually advance science except in a very general way. People who write
reviews will get a lot of references, and people who write bad science will get a lot of
references because people will be telling them they’re wrong.

[04:01]
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And, er, so I think the personal – the satisfaction of science is really a personal
achievement I think. I don’t know whether that’s possible now because the number of
papers written by twenty people is much larger. The number of papers written by one
person now is probably quite small and I often think what – you know, what reaction
if you’ve been one person of twenty publishing a paper do you get as much
satisfaction from it? ‘Cause when you’re doing science in an interesting way it’s
really a question of personal satisfaction, it’s much the same as an artist painting a
painting, that you get satisfaction from it and you enjoy doing it. I wonder how many
scientists now actually enjoy – enjoy their work, I don’t – I don’t know, difficult to
say. So there has been this change in science and I was really very lucky to be at a
time when you could pursue things and you had really good cooperation, you made a
lot of friendships and you worked together. And of course with the huge expansion in
the number of people working on Quaternary that’s now no longer possible on the
scale it used to be, so it’s just a question – I suppose it’s a question of evolution of the
science really or the life of a science. You could write a life of a science and how it
develops and what happens to it when it gets popular and so on when a large number
of people get involved. Or when you went to meetings of the International
Quaternary Association you used to know most people. Nowadays that’s quite
impossible, so it’s a question of evolution. Perhaps somebody ought to write about
that, evolution of a science. Make a good case in point wouldn’t it, Quaternary
research, yeah.

And had things like assessments, the need to apply for your own money, the direction
of research by grant giving bodies, had that begun to happen by the time you –?

It had just begun to happen. I retired in ‘91 and I retired two years early ‘cause – for
one reason and another and, I’d been head of department for fourteen years and it was
a bit too much, I don’t think it was good for the department really [laughs]. But it had
just started then, the research assessment exercises, and of course the people who do
the research assessments, it really means that they’re not into science in a really
serious way because if they did they’d want to do original research. I think some
people in science give up research and take to administration, and in a department you
really need three sorts of people. You need people doing active research, stimulating
research, you need people who are good teachers and you need people who are good
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administrators, and it’s very difficult to get that combination. A necessary – and
somebody who’s very good at research may not be good at teaching, and so his
assessment may not come up to scratch in the number of hours worked or whatever or
the publications. I mean some really good papers have taken years to construct, and a
classic case is Darwin of course. Er … but whether you can maintain that distribution
of people in the department nowadays with the pressures, I don’t know, but that used
to be the aim, well, to try and achieve that ‘cause you need good researchers to
stimulate students. You don’t want run of the mill lecturers all the time, you need odd
people who are probably bad lecturers but very good at research and you wouldn’t get
– that wouldn’t be very popular nowadays, no. So really I think I was very lucky to
be in – doing what I was doing at that particular time. I think it must be very difficult
now to try and pursue research and attend all the meetings, go to all the conferences
and so on. It must wear you out after a time and then you’re constantly answering
emails [laughs] yeah.

[End of Track 15]
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